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ABSTRACT 

 
This dissertation explores the construction of the “mixed-heritage” category in Polish 

community-based heritage language education (HLE) and its effect on school purposes and 

school operations. As the number of heritage language speakers in the US who identify with 

multiple ethnicities grows (Parker et al., 2015; Alba et al., 2018), the community-based language 

programs that serve these students often struggle to redefine who and what should be included in 

the version of heritage they aim to transmit. At the same time, families whose backgrounds fall 

outside of monoracial or monocultural norms often struggle to find their place within educational 

institutions that protect static notions of cultural identity (Francis et al., 2009; Doerr & Lee, 

2016). The increased visibility of families with multiple heritage affiliations in HL schools 

underscores the need for research on how these schools conceptualize this demographic shift, 

and how they understand their responsibility to this group of students and to their diasporic 

community more broadly. Complementary to that goal is the need for research on how different 

groups involved in HLE, namely families representing different heritage backgrounds (i.e. single 

vs. multiple heritage affiliations) and different immigrant generations understand their place 

within the HLE system and how their experience is affected by educators’ constructions of 

essentialized vs “mixed” identities. To date, very few studies have explored the intersection of 

mixedness and HL development (Pao et al., 1997; Shin, 2010; Tsai et al., 2021) and none have 

specifically focused on how the notion of mixedness functions with a community-based HLE 

context. 
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 Therefore, this study explores how recent demographic shifts within the Polish-American 

community have influenced the renegotiation of purpose and audience in Polish HLE, and how 

stakeholders’ understandings of cultural purity, authenticity, patriotism, and mixedness impacted 

the experience of families positioned within and outside of normative identity categories. Taking 

an ethnographic approach, I conducted classroom observations within a focal Polish HL school, 

completed interviews with school administrators, teachers, and parents, and analyzed policy and 

promotional documents from three key Polish HLE institutions in order to understand how 

institutions and stakeholders construct the intended purpose and audience of Polish HLE, and 

how they respond to demographic changes within the student population. 

 Findings suggest that central Polish HLE institutions and HL school leadership share a 

protective orientation towards Polish community identity, which seeks to ensure cultural survival 

through safeguarding against outside influence, erasing internal diversity, and counteracting 

historically negative portrayals of the community. Within this orientation, families constructed as 

mixed along ethnic, racial, or religious boundaries are often also positioned as unpatriotic, driven 

primarily by neoliberal concerns, culturally deprived, and disruptive in their need to have 

community-based HLE fulfill the primary role in Polish linguistic and cultural transmission.   

However, an alternative, minority view among educators and parents is one of ensuring cultural 

survival through recognizing internal diversity and cultivating civic responsibility for the local 

and transnational HL community. Within this storyline, mixed-heritage students and families are 

constructed as possessing significant cultural capital, though it is often acknowledged that the 

school is not yet prepared to meet their instructional needs. Overall, the school showed resistance 

to demographic change through practices of avoidance and silencing around salient axes of 
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difference. However, it also took curricular action to address growing linguistic diversity by 

employing new textbooks and new teaching methods.  

I discuss the implications of these findings for the field of heritage language education 

and for heritage language programs aiming to create a more inclusive environment for their 

students. This dissertation presents a step forward towards systematically investigating how 

discursive mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion impact mixed-heritage families involved in 

HLE, and I hope it sets the stage for more research on the nuances of the mixed-heritage 

experience in HLE and on the challenges and opportunities of community identity shift in HL 

schools. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

People who came to this country from Europe in the late 40’s and 50’s were survivors of 

WWII, and they were very patriotic. And to them survival meant to be Polish and to keep 

the Polish language, and faith, and traditions…If these people were able to transfer their 

motivations and feelings to the next generation, then these children have children now, 

and they send them to Polish schools. But not all of them succeeded. Some of the children 

went to Polish schools because they had to, and once they got married, sometimes to 

people of a different nationality, they didn’t pay that much attention… (McClain, 1988, p. 

154) 

 
 This statement about the growing disengagement of third-generation Polish immigrants in 

the US from Polish Saturday schools was expressed in 1988 by the former president of the Polish 

Teachers Association of America in Chicago. It romanticizes the patriotism and cultural devotion 

of the post-WWII immigrant generation and notes that many descendants of these immigrants 

have turned away from “the Polish language, and faith, and traditions” partially because “they 

got married, sometimes to people of a different nationality,” and no longer prioritized Polish 

cultural survival. It is striking how similar this sentiment is to the one expressed by current 

Polish heritage language school leadership about the second and third-generation of Polish 

immigrants, descended from those who arrived in the post-1991 immigration wave, after the fall 

of the Soviet Union. This generation is often characterized as unpatriotic, compared to first-

generation post-Soviet immigrants, and their choice to marry people of different nationalities is 

constructed as the reason for the dilution of a “pure” Polish language and tradition. In the twelve 

years that I attended Polish Saturday school and into my adulthood, I have witnessed how the 

focus on cultural purity within community-based heritage schools creates a sense of fear and 
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suspicion around markers of difference, often undermining the very cultural unity it intends to 

foster. The discursive cycle I describe above is prevalent in many HL communities who have 

historically subscribed to ethnic homogeneity as a cornerstone of their national identity 

(Borowczyk, in preparation; Francis, Archer & Mau, 2009; Doerr & Lee, 2009). However, 

unlike in previous years, many second and third-generation, often also mixed-heritage, families 

are choosing to engage in heritage language education (HLE) because of the increasingly 

prevalent idea that HLE will confer cultural, educational, and economic capital to those who 

engage in linguistic maintenance (Duchêne & Heller, 2012; Liu, 2013). Therefore, it is becoming 

increasingly important to understand how these discourses about patriotism, ethnic purity, and 

mixedness impact interactions between different generations of immigrants at HL schools and 

how they impact the community identity projects undertaken by the HL schools more broadly.  

 Community-based heritage language schools comprise an essential part of the U.S. 

language education infrastructure, as they are often the only way to access education in a less 

commonly taught language at the K-12 level. They provide language instruction for children and 

sometimes adults, on evenings or weekends. Immigrant communities over the past century have 

established programs like these to teach heritage language literacy as a vehicle for transmitting 

traditional cultural values, beliefs, and practices (Kelleher & Wawa, 2010). The typical student at 

an HL school is imagined as being a 1.5- or second-generation immigrant, with an emotional 

attachment to the heritage culture, functional proficiency in the heritage language, and relatives 

to speak the language with at home (Lee & Wright, 2014). However, as an immigrant 

community matures, its HL schools often either cease operations or evolve to serve students with 

a wider range of affiliations with the heritage culture and a wider range of immigrant 

generations. In this process of evolution, schools must grapple with how to accommodate this 
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diversity, while maintaining a coherent sense of community identity. In many cases, these 

schools become representative of wider struggles to define group identity amidst sociopolitical 

and demographic change. As Simon (2018) notes, “Supplementary schools have the ability to 

speak beyond themselves and are able to highlight certain issues and processes within the wider 

ethnic minority community” (p. 190). Therefore, tracking the community identity projects that 

schools undertake provides insight into the values and ideologies of the given immigrant 

community as a whole.  

At the same time, individuals and families who fall outside monoracial and monocultural 

norms may struggle to find their place within educational institutions that often protect static 

notions of cultural identity. Community schools often draw heavily on essentialist ideologies in 

their instructional practices, in that they equate being a legitimate member of a given cultural 

community with speaking a standard, monolingual-like version of the heritage language and 

participating in a standardized set of cultural performances (Creese & Blackledge, 2011; 

Leeman, 2015). These ideologies rely on an oversimplified equivalence between race, heritage, 

nation, and language, in which heritage speakers are imagined as being monoracial, affiliating 

with one heritage culture, and speaking a standardized version of the heritage language. 

Therefore, individuals with multiple heritage backgrounds are not only underrepresented in 

studies of heritage language education (HLE), which tend to center single-heritage individuals, 

but they are often constructed as non-normative or deviant by members of their heritage 

communities, because they do not conform to monoracial and monoglossic expectations. As a 

consequence, they experience high levels of social exclusion and discrimination (Tsai et al., 

2021). It is therefore not surprising that individuals from the third immigrant generation and with 

multiple heritage affiliations have historically been underrepresented at HL schools (Francis, 
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Archer, & Mau, 2009; Lee & Wright, 2014), since these schools often employ teaching methods 

and promote a version of language and culture that is exclusionary to these populations.

 However, the popular construction of bilingualism as a commodity among middle and 

upper class families in recent years (Smala, Paz, & Lingard, 2013; Valdez, Delavan, & Freire, 

2016) has caused a wider range of families (i.e., third-generation, mixed-heritage, English-

dominant) to enroll in community-based HL schools in cases where they may have previously 

opted out (Liu, 2013). Furthermore, the presence of internal diversity in HL communities is 

becoming harder to ignore because the amount of people choosing to identify with their multiple 

heritages and races in the US is rapidly increasing (Parker et al., 2015). Within Polish HLE in 

particular, the presence of mixed-heritage and later-generation families is becoming highly 

visible, because the descendants of immigrants from the post-Soviet immigration wave are 

starting to send their children to Polish schools, many of them after forming families with non-

Polish partners. Rather than succumbing to the pattern captured in the 1988 quotation above, of 

HLE officials lamenting the ethnic and linguistic heterogeneity of later immigrant generations 

and these generations disengaging from HLE, because they feel unwelcome, it is worthwhile to 

try to deconstruct this cycle, in order to create possibilities for a different outcome. In fact, I 

believe witnessing and breaking this cycle is the only way HL schools can retain their relevance 

past the first generation.  

The increased visibility of second and third-generation families with multiple heritage 

affiliations in HL schools underscores the need for research on how these schools understand 

their responsibility to this group of students and to their diasporic community in general. 

Namely, how do they understand their institutional purpose and their target audience? 

Complementary to that goal is understanding how the different groups involved in HLE, namely 
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mixed-heritage families, single-heritage families, families representing different immigrant 

generations, as well as educators, understand their place within the HLE ecosystem. Namely, it is 

important to investigate how different stakeholders respond to the way they are positioned within 

HL schools and how they position each other, given their conception of what HLE is 

fundamentally for. For instance, do they believe that the role of HL schools is to preserve an 

idealized version of the heritage culture, or to play a part in expanding its boundaries? Finally, 

given stakeholders’ ideologies and conceptions of the purpose of HLE, it is then crucial to 

understand on-the-ground manifestations of social change by addressing, how do institutions 

respond to the change in demographics, both discursively, and through their curricular choices?  

I address the first point, regarding how HL schools understand their responsibility to their 

community, through a review of policy and promotional documents that reveal the official stance 

of key Polish HLE institutions on this topic. I address the second point, regarding stakeholder 

positioning, through interviews with parents, admins, and teachers, tracing the way they 

construct purpose and intended audience, by drawing on ideologies of nationalism, historical 

trauma, civic responsibility, and diversity. Finally, I address the third point, regarding the 

community response to demographic change, by tracking forms of resistance to acknowledging 

diversity in the Polish community, as well as by detailing curricular actions taken towards 

greater inclusivity.  

In doing this, I hope to fill crucial gaps in the HLE literature and provide guidelines for 

HL institutions who are striving to better serve a changing student population. Though 

community-based HL schools across different heritage communities commonly undergo periods 

of evolution and change with successive generations, HL literature has not specifically explored 

demographic change in community-based HL schools and its effect on a community’s process of 
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cultural self-definition. Furthermore this literature has largely overlooked the perspective of 

mixed-heritage individuals and families in how they relate to HL institutions. Therefore, this 

dissertation highlights the experience of families positioned as “mixed”, and the effect of 

stereotyped, sometimes antagonistic, positioning of these families by educators on their 

perceptions of HLE. Mixedness will be explored as one central dimension of difference, which 

interacts with class dynamics, language practices, and religious practices to structure school 

operations, and therefore provides an insightful lens through which to understand the broader 

dynamics of school positioning. New to the HLE literature will be this study’s exploration of the 

relationship between the essentialist ideologies that often underpin HL school functioning and 

the cultures of silence that it breeds around various forms of difference. Finally, this study will 

build on Simon’s (2018) work on the social positioning of HL schools by linking efforts towards 

and resistance to pedagogical change to the acculturation metanarratives that underlie school 

operations. In seeking to provide useful tools for HL educators, I paint a more complex picture of 

the needs and expectations of mixed- and single-heritage, as well as second and third-generation 

families. I also highlight pedagogical approaches that support diverse learning environments 

while sustaining community cohesion. Overall, I hope that this study will add nuance to our 

current understanding of the ways HLE institutions and individuals position themselves in the 

midst of demographic shift, and contribute to making heritage language schools a more inclusive 

place for non-traditional learners. 

 

1.1 Research Questions 
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To understand the ways Polish HLE positions itself and is positioned among the Polish 

diaspora in the US, and the implications of that positioning for a diverse student body, I explore 

the following research questions: 

 

1. How do promotional and policy documents construct the purpose and intended audience 

of Polish HLE? 

2. How do stakeholders construct the purpose and intended audience of Polish HLE? 

3. How do stakeholders address the changing audience of Polish HLE?  

 

To explain my approach to answering these questions, I outline the chapters that comprise this 

dissertation. 

 

1.2 Overview of Chapters  

 In Chapter 2, I present a review of the literature and theoretical framework that guides my 

study. The highlighted studies discuss the evolving nature of community-based HLE in the US, 

the ideologies about language and culture that often underlie community-based HLE, the 

experience of mixed-heritage individuals learning their HL, as well as the ways the Polish 

diaspora has organized HLE to preserve specific representations of national identity. My 

theoretical grounding is in positioning theory, particularly Simon’s (2013, 2018) framework 

regarding the social positioning of HL schools, which motivates a focus on the purposes and 

intended audience of HLE, and the ways in which stakeholders adjust to changes in institutional 

positioning across generations.  
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 In Chapter 3, I outline my ethnographic approach to the study of institutional positioning 

in Polish HLE. I begin with a reflection on my own positionality and the ways my identity 

influenced the collection and analysis of the data. I then discuss the procedures involved in my 

promotional and policy document analysis, classroom observation, and stakeholder interviews. 

Finally, I explain my analytic procedure, which involved inductive thematic coding (Braun & 

Clarke, 2006), followed by a theoretical analysis to identify key patterns in the data. 

 Chapter 4 focuses on the ways that promotional and policy documents construct the 

purposes and intended audience of Polish HLE, establishing the landscape of official discourses 

that permeate the space. I highlight three key institutions: the Centre for the Development of 

Polish Education Abroad, the Polish Supplementary School Council of America, and the focal 

Kowalski School, which all have a direct impact on the educational experience of the 

stakeholders I profiled. Through the official documents and statements released by these 

institutions, I trace how the institutional discourses around cultural survival, safeguarding, and 

showcasing come together to solidify a protective orientation towards community identity. I also 

use these documents to highlight the tensions brewing within the community regarding how 

inclusive Polish HLE is for mixed-heritage, English-dominant, and non-Catholic students.  

 Chapter 5 analyzes the way that groups of parents, teachers, and administrators at the 

focal Kowalski school position the role of Polish HLE within the local diaspora, and how they 

view its responsibility to serve different stakeholders, using data from interviews and 

institutional documents. It shows that while most teachers and administrators claimed that Polish 

schools should take a fairly protective, preservationist stance towards Polish cultural identity, 

many parents, from single-heritage and mixed-heritage families alike, were concerned with the 

survival of the heritage culture and traditions, but their stance did not contain as many elements 
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of cultural safeguarding as that of school staff. Overall, stakeholder perspectives demonstrated a 

subtle shift occurring in the way the Polish diaspora views the role of Polish schools in society.  

 Chapter 6 explores how Kowalski school stakeholders are adapting to the changing 

demographics in Polish HLE and changing discourses around its purpose. It draws on interview 

data with teachers, as well as on field notes from my classroom observations within the third and 

fourth grade classes at the Kowalski school. It showcases forms of resistance to the changes, 

such as avoidance and silencing of difficult interactions around racial, cultural, and religious 

diversity, as well as attempts at curricular change aimed at greater inclusivity.  

 Chapter 7 synthesizes key findings from the previous three chapters and discusses the 

implications of my analysis. Specifically, I discuss how the community identity projects 

undertaken by community schools directly influence the kinds of pedagogical interventions that 

will be sanctioned, therefore efforts to introduce pedagogical change must seek to understand 

and expand the positioning storyline that underlies an institution’s mission. Based on this 

implication, I offer recommendations for HLE institutions and educators on how to introduce 

changes and build programs that are responsive to a fuller range of heritage identities. Finally, I 

discuss directions for future research in HLE.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 In this chapter, I provide an overview of literature that informs the exploration of 

institutional positioning and demographic change in Polish HLE. I first turn to the literature 

about the purposes and ideologies that drive community-based HLE, in order to provide 

grounding in the context of the study. This section delves into the ways that HL schools aim to 

protect their community’s cultural identity, their role as arbiters of cultural authenticity, and the 

ways essentialist ideologies within these institutions impact HL learners who are constructed as 

“mixed,” or otherwise outside the cultural norm. After surveying the HLE context more broadly, 

I then focus on the Polish heritage community more specifically. I explain the drivers behind 

demographic change in Polish HLE, which have led to an influx of students who are understood 

within this context to be “mixed heritage”. I also outline the ways in which education in Poland 

and among the diaspora has approached the construction of a community identity and the 

potential implications of that approach for non-traditional students. This is followed by an 

exploration of the theoretical framework that underlies this dissertation, namely institutional 

positioning (Davies & Harré,1990; Simon, 2013, 2018). I connect common ways of investigating 

positioning in conversational and classroom interaction, to the approach I adopt for this study, 

which centers the social positioning of HL schools (Simon, 2013, 2018). This approach focuses 

on tracing the purposes that are explicitly or implicitly constructed for HL institutions, and 

connecting them to larger metanarratives, informed by the acculturation processes of given 

heritage communities. 

Within this literature review, I situate my study as addressing knowledge gaps around the 

construction of the “mixed-heritage” category in HLE, and the effects of this construction on 

those interpellated within that category. I also aim to extend the theoretical framework of the 
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social positioning of HL schools to include the role of national trauma narratives and differing 

conceptions of nationalism, as well as illustrating the disruption caused by a change in social 

positioning across generations. 

 

2.1 Community-Based Heritage Language Education 

Community-based heritage language schools are institutions run by linguistically 

minoritized communities, which offer complementary language education, typically for two to 

three hours per week on weeknights or weekends for children in grades K-12, and at times, also 

for adults seeking to gain some proficiency in the heritage language. These schools are common 

in the US, UK, and Australia, though the present study will focus exclusively on the US context. 

Due to a lack of centralized records, it is difficult to identify how many such programs are 

operating in the US, though in one of the most comprehensive attempts to document community-

based HL programs to date, Fishman (1985) identified over 6,000 programs teaching 145 

different languages. Since then, one of the only attempts to document existing community-based 

HL programs was carried out by the Center for Applied Linguistics in partnership with the 

National Foreign Language Center, which resulted in a database that, as of July 2021, consisted 

of 878 heritage language programs teaching about 70 languages; 520 of which were community-

based (Center for Applied Linguistics, n.d.). In 2016, the Coalition of Community-Based 

Heritage Language Schools launched the still-ongoing National Survey of Community-Based 

Heritage Language Schools, which has recorded 259 schools, across 33 states, in 36 languages, 

as of October 2018 (Belluz et al., 2018). Both of these initiatives have likely identified only a 

limited number of all community-based heritage programs currently operating across the 

country. Community-based programs fulfill a crucial role in the educational ecology of the US, 
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as they are oftentimes the only way to access education in a heritage language other than French 

or Spanish at the K-12 level. 

Research into these schools has found that the central purpose of the majority of these 

institutions in the United States is to strengthen children’s cultural identities and encourage a 

sense of belonging with the heritage community (Choudhury, 2013; Lee & Wright, 2014; Otcu 

2010).  The same purpose is shared for community schools in the UK (Archer, Francis, & Mau, 

2010; Blackledge & Creese, 2010; Francis, Archer, & Mau, 2010; Ghaffar-Kucher & Mahajan, 

2012; Wu, 2006) and Australia (Borland, 2005; Oriyama, 2010; Tsolidis and Kostogriz, 2008). 

However, it is important to appreciate the ideological constructions that underpin such a 

deceptively simple purpose. 

  

2.1.1 Essentialism at Community-Based Heritage Schools 

Community schools often draw heavily on essentialist ideologies to sustain their 

missions. Parents, teachers, and students at community heritage schools often justify their choice 

to participate in these schools with the perception that the community language and culture is 

‘their own’ and a part of their ‘identity’ (Creese et al. 2006). For instance, students may be 

encouraged to learn and speak the te reo Māori language, because community members believe 

that speaking te reo Māori is an essential marker of being Māori (Te Huia, 2015). This type of 

linguistic essentialism (Leeman, 2015) can be perceived as an important marker of inclusion and 

legitimation for members of the heritage community, and it can be strategically invoked to 

secure the linguistic and political rights of a particular group and subsequently build institutions 

that support that group (Jaffe, 2007). On the other hand, under this ideology, failure to speak a 
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monolingual-like, standard variety of the heritage language can be used to delegitimize speakers 

as members of a given heritage community (Leeman, 2015; Showstack, 2012). 

As part of this essentialist ideology, teachers and administrators at community-based 

schools often enforce policies of separate bilingualism to ensure that students receive maximum 

possible exposure to an “authentic” language, untainted by influences from regional or contact 

varieties, or from the majority language (Creese & Blackledge, 2011). This preference for 

separate bilingualism is presented as a way to counter language shift and the loss of heritage 

identities in the face of the dominance of English. However this institutional ideology is often 

directly in conflict with the multilingual practices of teachers, students, and parents, who are 

either unable or unwilling to keep their languages separate in classroom interactions (Creese & 

Blackledge, 2011). Creese and Blackledge (2011) and Wei (2014) examine heritage school 

classroom interactions to show that despite a powerful ideology of linguistic separation espoused 

by administrators and teachers, and often also students, on-the-ground language practices show a 

flexible interplay of languages that speak to a need for pragmatic flexibility and creativity. Thus, 

their findings reveal that students often resist unitary cultural identities imposed on them by the 

institution and by individual teachers, instead drawing on symbols and linguistic resources that 

speak to complex immigration histories and layered identities. 

Nonetheless, it is worth interrogating whether the pervasiveness of an essentialist 

discourse and the expectation to use a monoglossic standard language variety are driving 

populations away from community schools who might otherwise be interested in learning the 

heritage language. For instance, noting that “third-generation young people are notably missing” 

from the Chinese Saturday schools they worked with in England, Francis, Archer, and Mau 

(2009) questioned whether “is it that they no longer see the mother tongue as important, or 
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perhaps that the teaching methods and expected oral proficiency practised at Chinese schools are 

excluding to them?” (p. 534). In other words, these researchers question whether Chinese 

schools’ tendency to reproduce only reified aspects of language and culture and create a unitary 

conception of “Chineseness”, which includes speaking a standardized version of Mandarin, may 

be distancing to those who do not experience their “Chineseness” in that way. The authors argue 

that this is especially true of the third-generation, who in many cases, may have not had a direct 

experience of China, and therefore center their experience of migration in their conception of 

heritage, rather than centering an idealized image of China. They note that if British Chinese 

schools were to extend their provision to the growing third-generation, rather than solely serving 

the needs of the first and second-generation, they would need to re-evaluate their epistemologies 

as well as their pedagogical practices.  

         As Francis, Archer, and Mau’s (2009) study suggests, a particular challenge for third-

generation students is that community-based HL schools as institutions often serve to perpetuate 

sanitized and idealistic versions of heritage culture and history. Doerr and Lee (2016) touch upon 

a similar issue, in the case of a Japanese school in the US, with the reification of a unitary 

heritage culture in community schools being exclusionary to particular groups of minoritized 

students, rather than third-generation students. They investigate how the reproduction of 

hegemonic ideologies about South Korea in the space of a community-based Japanese school 

creates ambivalence and discomfort on the part of an ethnically Korean, Japanese heritage 

language speaker. Japanese heritage speakers who claim Korean background are often descended 

from Resident Koreans in Japan, who both voluntarily and involuntarily migrated to Japan after 

Japan’s colonization of Korea in 1910. They therefore speak Japanese as a heritage language, but 

remain marked as ethnically Korean within the Japanese and Japanese-American communities, 
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because their families were often denied citizenship in Japan and retained the status of “resident 

foreigners.” Doerr and Lee analyzed how community-based Japanese school teachers either 

worked to shift or maintain hegemonic perspectives on controversial social issues such as the 

decades-long discrimination against Resident Koreans in Japan, gender-selective abortion in 

South Korea, where more female than male fetuses are aborted when parents found out its 

gender, and the dispute between South Korea and Japan over the posession of Tokdo/Takeshima, 

a group of small islets in the Sea of Japan whose control by South Korea is contested by Japan. 

In an interview with Doerr, one student, who identifies as South Korean, reported how 

sometimes she felt “difficult” and “uncomfortable” when class discussions emphasized a Japan-

centered perspective on such controversial issues and did not mention South Korean viewpoints. 

At the same time, one teacher in the “Jackson course” at the school, which serves students who 

often have at least one non-Japanese parent, reported that he intentionally tries to keep class 

discussions from turning into attacks on particular countries to which students had parental links, 

in order to not alienate these students. Despite the fact that some teachers may actively resist 

perpetuating hegemonic ideologies from the home country, community-based HL schools as 

institutions most often protect these hegemonic narratives in a (possibly misguided) attempt to 

foster a sense of pride and unity around the heritage culture. The present study highlights this 

tension, exploring how teachers perpetuate, resist, or complicate hegemonic discourses, such as 

those about the Jewish role in Polish history and historical narratives of victimization promoted 

by the Polish government, and the effect of this on families’ sense of inclusion. 

 

2.1.2 The Politics of Authenticity 
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         It is important to understand how the perpetuation of sanitized and idealistic versions of 

heritage culture and history might be a response to experiences among minoritized ethnic groups 

of threat from powerful majority cultures. Radhakrishnan (1991) explains that for racially, 

ethnically, or linguistically minoritized groups, “it becomes difficult to determine if the drive 

towards authenticity comes from within the group as a spontaneous self-affirming act, or if 

authenticity is nothing but a paranoid reaction to the ‘naturalness’ of dominant groups” (p. 127). 

In line with that statement, Anthias and Yuval-Davis (1992) discuss how experiences of threat 

among minoritized ethnic groups may be expressed in a stricter drawing of boundaries around 

what is considered authentic identity and culture. For example, Ciubrinskas (2004) notes that 

Lithuanian political refugees, who were displaced throughout Western Europe and the US, 

following World War II, often sought to “monopolize a whole sphere of ‘proper 

Lithuanianness’” (p. 61) to preserve their culture in the face of Soviet occupation. They did this 

by reinforcing a version of Lithuanian history, traditions, and language that they tried to rid of 

Soviet and host country influences. In Borowczyk (in preparation), I explore how a Lithuanian 

heritage school principal mobilized the threat of Soviet occupation to reinforce the foundation of 

her school, and was later dismayed when post-Cold War immigrants were no longer motivated 

by this threat after seeing the formation of an independent Lithuania. Nonetheless, she believed it 

was important to insist on a use of language and a practice of Lithuanian traditions that did not 

contain Russian or American influences. Understanding the tightening of boundaries around 

authenticity as a response to a perceived threat is essential to contextualizing my past work with 

Slavic community-based schools and the resulting, present work with Polish heritage identity. 

 In the contemporary debate over Polish national identity, the “outside threat” that is 

constructed does not come from an occupying power, but from “Western ideologies”. In current 
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political discourse in Poland, the right-wing Law and Justice party (PiS) repeatedly emphasizes 

how Polish culture, which it intimately ties with White, Catholic identity, is under siege from the 

European Union and from liberal Western forces (Krzyżanowska & Krzyżanowski, 2018; 

Vermeersch, 2008). This builds on the historical discourse of the Polish nation being under siege 

from Communists and Jews, and needing to rebuild on the foundation of a pure “Polishness”, 

which does not make space for ethnic or religious minorities (Kinowska-Mazaraki, 2021). This 

perception of threat deeply affects the way national identity is constructed in instructional 

materials that are sanctioned by the Polish government and employed in HL school classrooms 

(Kowalski, 2008). This dissertation therefore takes up the issue of how the Polish government’s 

tightening of cultural boundaries, in response to the perceived threat of Western 

multiculturalism, affects HLE institutions and interactions between community members who fit 

within those boundaries and those who do not. Given the tendency to constrict the boundaries of 

authentic culture to protect community identity, it is also worthwhile to explore how the politics 

of cultural authenticity affect the construction of legitimacy in heritage speakers. 

  

2.1.3 Constructing Legitimacy in Heritage Speakers 

 Within the space of heritage language education, claims to cultural authenticity are often 

built upon degrees of closeness to a prototype (Zyzik, 2016) or the positioning of certain identity 

categories as more or less legitimate by educators and students. For instance, Park (2018) 

documents the ways that teachers at a Korean HL school differentiate between students raised by 

Korean parents and adopted Korean students raised by non-Korean parents, constructing the 

former group as legitimate Koreans possessing rich cultural capital, and the latter group as 

cultural tourists with little to no cultural capital. In theorizing about this type of phenomenon, 
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Doerr and Lee (2013) discuss how constructing the notion of a “heritage learner” requires 

interpellating students into categories within competing “regimes of difference”, which they 

define as “systems of categories in which an item is defined in relation to another item with 

which it is contrasted” (p. 9). In other words, by identifying with a system of classification, 

individuals orient to a reality in which they are part of one category, differentiated from its 

opposite. Doerr and Lee (2013) explain that several competing regimes of difference involve 

heritage language learners: “mainstream English monolingual Americans vs. multi/bilingual 

heritage language learners; foreign language learners vs. heritage language learners; native 

speakers vs. heritage language learners; individuals with single heritage vs. individuals with 

multiple heritages; and, in terms of linguistic proficiency, top-track vs. lower-track students” (p. 

9). They also explain how regimes of difference interact with claims to legitimacy: in the 

Japanese school that they studied, a track for “native-speaking” Japanese students who intended 

to return to Japan was positioned as legitimate Japanese instruction by parents and students, 

while the track for heritage speakers who intended to live in the US was seen as a course for 

“dropouts”. I am particularly interested in the category of difference mentioned by Doerr and 

Lee (2013), which they referenced as “individuals with single heritage vs. individuals with 

multiple heritages,” and its relationship to cultural legitimacy. This is because mixed-heritage 

families and mixed heritage individuals are increasingly being cited by the Polish HLE 

community as agents of disruption (Borowczyk, in preparation; Sarnacka-Mahoney, 2019). At 

the same time, the ways in which individuals with single vs. multiple heritages are constructed as 

more or less legitimate members of their heritage (school) communities is heavily 

underexplored.  
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2.1.4 Heritage Language Learning and Mixed-Heritage Individuals 

 “Mixedness” often refers to individuals or couples of mixed descent, across national, 

racial, ethnocultural, or religious boundaries (Osanami Törngren, Irastorza, & Song, 2016; 

Rodriguez-Garcia, 2015). Though mixedness, as a social and political construct, has been around 

for centuries, in most countries due to colonization, a rise in international mobility has brought 

about a significant increase in the number of mixed partnerships within contemporary society 

(Alba, Beck, & Basaran Sahin, 2018). Just as race is a constructed category, rather than a 

biological reality (Omi & Winant, 1994), the concept of “mixedness” and who is considered 

“mixed” is dependent on context and on how group boundaries are defined within that context. 

Firstly, the concept of “mixing” is built on the preconception that individuals or groups can be 

“pure” or static (Rodriguez-Garcia, 2015), which is the cornerstone of essentialist ideologies. 

Furthermore, the choice to categorize individuals based on different variables, such as race, 

ethnicity, religion, nationality, etc., will affect how mixing is conceptualized in a particular 

setting. For instance, if racial categorization is more salient in a given context than ethnicity, a 

person of Korean and Thai descent would not be considered mixed if both of their parents were 

categorized as Asian. Furthermore, the census and survey categories in different countries, 

referring to racial and ethnic groups, often affect how mixedness is defined, and are often very 

contentious. For example, while “Arab” is a possible self-identification choice on the Canadian 

census, “Middle East and North African groups” was not a separate racial category in the 2020 

US census (Osanami Törngren, Irastorza, & Rodriguez-Garcia, 2021). Research also shows that 

people who mark multiple race responses rarely do so in every census or survey (Aspinall, 

2018), underscoring the flexible nature of identity among mixed populations (Deaux, 2018). It 

also underscores an argument, made by Fozdar and McGavin (2017), that “mixedness is often 
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imposed, rather than chosen, and the extent to which one ‘feels’ descendent is very closely tied 

to one’s visibility” (p. 2). Visibility is affected by the categorization of particular phenotypes into 

ethno-racial categories or “deviating” categories (Osanami Törngren et al., 2021), as well as by 

societal stratification. Rodriguez-Garcia (2015) argues that the more stratified a society is, the 

more meaningful the act of mixing becomes. Namely, in more ethno-racially homogenous 

societies, a multiracial individual will seem more socially transgressive. 

 In the case of Polish HLE, mixedness is often imposed on individuals or couples who are 

“mixed” across boundaries of race, nationality, immigrant generation, and religion. However, the 

visibility of mixedness in this context is most often tied to the perception of a non-White 

phenotype, since Whiteness is constructed as central to national identity. Therefore, Poles within 

this category tend to have the least influence over whether others will identify them as mixed. In 

contrast, those mixed only across boundaries of nationality, immigrant generation, or religion 

can often choose whether they disclose these details of their identity within the HLE context, and 

may not have mixedness imposed on them if these details are not revealed. Given the prevalent 

ethnic and religious stratification in Polish society, not identifying as mixed can be a strategy to 

avoid discrimination. Within Polish HLE, it can also be a strategy to retain the identity of a good, 

patriotic student or family. Therefore, this dissertation explores how being interpellated as 

“mixed” affects one’s experience of Polish school and one’s positioning by teachers, as well as 

the implications that the identification of a growing “mixed” population has on the school’s 

purpose and operations. This exploration of mixedness in the Polish school context constitutes 

one part of a larger focus on how sameness and difference is constructed within Polish HLE, and 

how being positioned as inside or outside of an essentialized norm affects one’s socialization into 
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a heritage identity. As such, this study builds on the small body of work in HLE that has 

examined the relationship of mixedness to HL development.  

Very few studies have examined heritage language learning specifically by individuals 

with multiple heritages who could be considered “mixed”, instead mentioning this group in 

passing, or as part of a larger, more monolithic, heritage community. The majority of research on 

language and identity, and language learning in community based contexts, has been on 

individuals whose parents are categorized as coming from the same racial and ethnic background 

(e.g., Caldas, 2008; Creese & Blackledge, 2011; Kanno, 2003; King & Ganuza, 2005; McKay & 

Wong, 1996). The first studies to center the mixed population in HLE (Pao, Wong & Teuben-

Rowe, 1997; Shin, 2010) positioned themselves as responding to the preponderance of work on 

individuals with a single heritage background. As a result, they focused on the concept of 

“mixed-heritage,” which they defined as having one first-generation immigrant parent who 

speaks a minority language, and one English-speaking American parent. More recent studies on 

mixed-heritage individuals (Tsai, Straka, Gaither, 2021) broadened the definition to “people who 

identify with multiple races or ethnicities and often brought up with exposure to multiple cultures 

and linguistic practices” (p. 1), however this required that participants self-identify as mixed. For 

the purposes of this study, I will also center the category of “mixed-heritage,” since my 

analytical focus is on the negotiation and transmission of heritage, however I will define it as 

individuals descended from or families comprised of one Polish parent (self-identified or 

identified by a teacher) and one non-Polish parent. However, as I discuss in my findings, some 

families who fit this categorization would not openly identify as mixed within the space of the 

school, and some educators bundled markers like mixed, second-generation, bilingual, and non-

Catholic into a category of difference that was more salient for them than the mixed vs single 
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heritage divide, which can broadly be referred to as older vs. newer generation. Therefore, while 

I use my own definition to define my inclusion criteria for the study, I also explore ways that 

mixedness is positioned in ways similar and different to that definition within the space of my 

focal school. Among the fluidity of these definitions, however, there is often some shared 

experience between individuals with mixed heritage who engage in HLE, as shown in previous 

research. 

Pao, Wong and Teuben-Rowe (1997) was one of the first studies to investigate the 

intersection of mixed-heritage identity and language learning, looking at individuals with one 

Asian parent and one Black or White American parent, who spoke their minority languages to 

varying degrees. They found that acceptance of the minority culture often corresponded with 

bilingualism in the minority and majority language, as well as with a more positive self-identity, 

while rejection or avoidance of the minority culture corresponded with monolingualism and 

feelings of isolation from both cultures. The authors also emphasized the important role that 

educators play in mixed-heritage students’ identity development, citing examples of 

mortification that her participants experienced when, for instance, being called an “oreo” by a 

White chemistry teacher in front of their entire class, or when being asked to draw the flag of 

their ethnic background, but not being able to decide which flag to draw and being given a zero 

for the day. Pao et al. therefore called on educators to implement curricula that “respect human 

differences in race, ethnicity, language, religion, age, gender, and sexual orientation” (p. 630) to 

avoid contributing to a negative self-identity for students.  

Building on this work, Shin (2010) examined the language learning experiences of twelve 

mixed heritage individuals, each with one English-speaking American parent and one first-

generation immigrant parent who is a native speaker of a minority language (Chinese, Japanese, 
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Korean, Spanish, or Vietnamese). She acknowledged that mixed-heritage individuals are often 

subjected to marginalization in their respective heritage communities because of their dual 

ancestry, echoing work by Wallace (2001), which suggests that “being mixed means they face 

suspicion, hostility, and other marginalizing reactions within the community as their legitimacy 

and loyalty are tested across new contexts” (Wallace, 2001, p. 120). Shin posited that some 

mixed-heritage individuals might seek to learn a heritage language to gain greater access and 

legitimacy within the ethnic group. Her interviews suggested that while this cultural access was 

granted for some participants, others who were not able to develop proficiency in their HL 

lamented not being able to connect with their HL-speaking parents and relatives at a deeper 

level, and largely abandoned the idea of passing it on to their children. The granting of access 

and legitimacy was largely related to participants’ ability to fit into monoracial norms, and 

multiple participants were discouraged from reconnecting with their HL because they were not 

perceived as fully Asian. However, those who were able to develop functional proficiency often 

attributed it to an exceptional effort on the part of the HL-speaking parent, who prioritized 

speaking the HL in the home and pursued opportunities for learning the language in both local 

community based contexts, as well as international contexts. Shin acknowledged that 

intergenerational transmission in mixed families may be particularly challenging, given that one 

parent may find themselves solely responsible for passing down the minority language or may 

feel obligated to make the cultural and linguistic adjustments that come with living in the US as a 

racial, ethnic, or linguistic minority, and adopt English as the default family language. Because 

of the difficulty of supporting intergenerational transmission solely within the family unit, she 

emphasized the importance of providing mixed-heritage children with an opportunity to 

participate in heritage language education that focuses on developing the full range of their 
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communicative repertoire. In line with this goal, she ended with a call for community HL 

schools to “be mindful of the possibility that experiences of marginalization at HL schools can 

drive some mixed-heritage students away from the HL and should strive to create a classroom 

atmosphere that is inclusive of diverse experiences and identities” (p. 216). The present study 

aims to further that goal by understanding how the marginalization of mixed heritage individuals 

functions within the Polish HL school environment and exploring ways to foster a more inclusive 

educational environment.  

Pushing the work on mixed heritage individuals even further, Doerr and Kumagai (2014) 

directly problematized the uneasy equivalence between race, nation, and language that underpins 

the notion of heritage. Namely, they introduced the notion of one’s race being “in conflict” with 

one’s heritage. The authors highlighted the case of Jero, an African American singer in Japan. 

Jero is famous for choosing to sing in the style of enka (i.e., a traditional Japanese song genre) 

and is also a fluent Japanese heritage speaker, though his heritage speaker identity is often 

overshadowed by his racialization as Black. Therefore, his appearance on Japanese television 

performing the musical style of enka was sensationalized by the hosts and the audience, since 

within Japanese national ideology, Black people are not expected to know Japanese. Doerr and 

Kumagai make the claim that within the system of difference that categorizes language learners 

as native, heritage, and foreign, “native and heritage language speakers are often linked to the 

race associated with the language, and foreign language speakers, not” (p. 91). This, combined 

with an ideology that emphasizes the “purity and homogeneity of the Japanese race and its match 

with the Japanese nation state” (p. 91), the category of Japanese heritage speaker is not wide 

enough to encompass people racialized as Black. Similarly, considering that Polish nationalism 

has traditionally imagined the Polish nation as a homogeneous White community (Kamusella, 
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2009; Porter, 2000), the perception of multiraciality as being in conflict with Polish heritage 

leads to social exclusion, discrimination, and sensationalization of mixed-race individuals within 

the Polish diaspora community. Exploring how this dynamic affects the positioning of mixed-

race individuals within Polish HLE is crucial to understanding and improving the educational 

experience of mixed-race Poles.  

More recent work on mixed-heritage individuals highlights the case of individuals with 

two parents from different minority ethnic backgrounds, but speaking the same language. 

Namely, Potowski (2016) investigated the lexicon, discourse marker use, and phonological 

features among “mixed” Latinos in Chicago, who each have one Mexican parent and one Puerto 

Rican parent. She found that speakers exhibit salient features of intrafamilial dialect contact, and 

occasionally have their contact variety and ethnic identity challenged by monoethnic, 

monodialectal Mexicans and Puerto Ricans, both in Chicago and abroad. Participants repeatedly 

countered monolithic constructions of “Mexicanness” and “Puerto Ricanness” by insisting on 

being identified with both, despite pressure from monoethnics to choose one affiliation over the 

other. Potowski’s study therefore disambiguated the pan-Latino category, and highlighted how 

multiethnicity within this category can affect language practices and identity claims. 

Most recently, Tsai, Straka, and Gaither (2021) conducted a survey of 293 self-identified 

mixed-heritage individuals, which showcases the ways that raciolinguistic ideologies add to the 

high levels of social exclusion already faced by these individuals. Namely, the individuals 

surveyed described common experiences of marginalization from members of each of their 

heritage communities due to their racial appearance and for not speaking their HL with the same 

accent or fluency associated with monoracial and single-heritage speakers of that language.  
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  In recent years there has been more effort in the fields of sociolinguistics (e.g., Holliday, 

2016, 2019) and linguistic/cultural anthropology (e.g., Doerr, 2015; Fozdar & McGavin, 2017) to 

theorize and critically examine the linkages between mixed racial identity, multiple heritages, 

and language use and development, and to understand how language and race become co-

naturalized (Flores & Rosa, 2015; Rosa & Flores, 2017). However, none of this work so far has 

focused on how mixed-heritage and mixed-race individuals navigate HL schools, in particular, 

and how their positioning in those spaces influences their educational investment and 

relationship to the heritage community. Therefore, this dissertation will directly address this gap. 

 

2.1.5 Culture as Currency 

 When considering the ways in which HL schools legitimate claims to cultural 

authenticity or delegitimize forms of difference, it is also important to understand how educators, 

parents, and students orient to authenticity as currency. Duchêne and Heller (2012) argue that the 

spread of neoliberal values into multiple facets of social life has prompted many linguistic 

minority groups to adopt the argument that learning the minority language will be value-added in 

a globalized economic system. This is often done in an effort to respond to the perceived 

neoliberal values of students and their families, to ensure an HL institution’s survival. Francis et 

al. (2009) found that many students were driven to acquire literacy in Chinese in community-

based schools to set themselves up for possible job opportunities in China and Hong Kong, and 

to acquire an additional credential for their CVs, regardless of where they were based. The 

authors include the important caveat that none of the students articulating this position were 

working class, which leads to their conclusion that “social class positioning provides the social 

capital necessary to facilitate the reworking of ‘community language’ as ethnic capital” (p. 572). 
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Here, they use the term ‘ethnic capital’ to distinguish between the mobilization of a minoritized 

heritage language as capital from the mobilization of foreign languages as capital by, for 

instance, White students learning Cantonese in a public school. Liu (2013) explains that 

enrollments in community-based programs, especially in Chinese and Korean, are increasing, 

due largely to English-speaking parents wanting to expose their children to profitable languages, 

even if they are not heritage languages for the family. Studies outside of the community-based 

context also increasingly argue that families of higher socio-economic background value 

bilingualism primarily for the cultural and economic capital it can confer (Smala, Paz, & 

Lingard, 2013; Valdez, Delavan, & Freire, 2014). 

  

2.1.6 Changing Demographics and New Challenges 

The present study is largely motivated by the sense that this instrumental valuation is 

causing more families who would previously have opted out of community-based education 

(mixed families, second-generation parents, and non-heritage parents) to seek out this form of 

education, causing a shift in community school demographics, in the balance of parental 

priorities, and in the way educators seek to promote heritage language education. Borowczyk (in 

preparation) demonstrated that in Lithuanian and Czech community-based schools, principals 

often associate middle class American parents and second-generation heritage parents with 

instrumental or neoliberal priorities, as opposed to first-generation parents, who they associate 

with a desire to preserve an authentic culture and foster intergenerational transmission. 

Neoliberal priorities, or the desire to extract “ethnic capital” from heritage language proficiency, 

come with curricular implications, since the need to formally certify proficiency through an 

exam, or through initiatives such as the Seal of Biliteracy, results in exam-oriented instruction. 
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This study therefore addresses the extent to which portrayals of mixed families and second-

generation parents as driven by neoliberal values align with the way these families describe their 

own motivations, and what implications that has for curricula. 

  

2.1.7 Preparing Teachers to Accommodate Diversity 

The increased presence and visibility of third-generation, mixed-heritage, and non-

heritage, English-speaking students in community-based schools also raises the question of how 

administrators and teachers are preparing to accommodate this type of diversity. For example, 

Lee and Wright (2014) note that difficulty in recruiting and training qualified HL teachers has 

been a persistent problem in community schools. In their estimation, most teachers in these 

schools are volunteers from the community, often parents of current students, who received the 

majority or all of their instruction in the home country. Since many of these teachers are not 

familiar with the needs and learning styles of heritage speakers, problems often arise from 

mismatched expectations between teachers and students around what cultural material should be 

covered and how to best teach the heritage language, problems that have been documented for 

some time now (Lee, 2002; Shin, 2005; Tran, 2008). Additionally, Wu, Palmer, and Field (2011) 

found that although most Chinese heritage language teachers in their study chose to become 

teachers as part of a personal mission to contribute to the maintenance of the Chinese language 

and culture, they had a weak sense of professionalism because of their low pay, insufficient 

pedagogical training, and limited collegial interactions. Although calls to expand and improve 

professional development opportunities for community HL teachers are widespread in the 

literature, the question of what to include as part of these programs is not as clear-cut. 
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Community school administrators often assume that the most important requirement for 

being an effective HL teacher is monolingual-like proficiency in the standard variety of the target 

language. Creese, Blackledge, and Takhi (2014) challenge this assumption by demonstrating that 

teachers’ linguistic and cultural proficiency often depends more on local knowledge about 

student lives and community histories, rather than the use of an unchanging standard variety 

linked to the home country. For instance, despite almost pristine adherence to the standard home-

country variety of Punjabi, one focal teacher’s authority was undermined because she was not 

able to produce a locally authentic variety of English, nor was she able to engage with students’ 

life histories tied to their immigrant experience in Birmingham. In line with this observation, 

they argue that “teacher professional development must work with a comprehensive view of the 

language teacher that attends to the social context, power relations, and ideologies in play and 

not to static notions of native-like proficiency,” (p. 948). Cho (2014), in her research with 

preservice teachers working with community-based schools, described how interventions that 

prompt teachers to critically interrogate the essentialized relationships between heritage, culture, 

and identity, can be an important step towards preparing teachers to work with diverse 

communities. Working within a rapidly diversifying Greek educational context, Archakis and 

Tsakona (2016) discuss how fostering teachers’ and students’ critical awareness of their own 

latent assimilationist, monoculturalist, and monoglossic ideologies could eventually promote a 

culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris, 2012), which “seeks to perpetuate and foster – to sustain – 

linguistic, literate, and cultural pluralism as part of the democratic project of schooling” (Paris, 

2012, p. 93). In the context of Polish HL education, that would likely mean unpacking ideologies 

about race, religion, patriotism, and heritage that have resulted from “ongoing negotiations 

between past and current experience, and between parties in two or more geographic locations” 
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(Nowicka, 2018, p. 824), namely between Poland and the US. This transnational lens would be 

necessary in tracing the origins and specificity of certain essentialist ideologies, and eventually 

working to dismantle them.  

Another effective intervention in working with diverse HL communities has been 

pedagogical translanguaging. This approach allows students to use the full range of their 

linguistic resources while working on carefully planned tasks (Garcia, 2009). Abourehab and 

Azaz (2020) employed pedagogical translanguaging when working with Arabic community-

based HL schools in the US. They encouraged students to use English and local varieties of 

Arabic to build lexical and grammatical knowledge in the target language. This resulted not only 

in the expansion of students’ lexicon in the target variety of Arabic, but in an affirmation of their 

multiple cultural identities. The legitimation of students’ full linguistic and cultural repertoires 

has been shown to be crucial in honoring the diversity of the heritage speaker experience.  

Issues of mixed heritage identity and pedagogical efforts to accommodate diversity are 

becoming particularly relevant in the Polish-American community, once again, as they often do 

when immigration from the home country slows and HL community members form relationships 

with members of the host community. Currently, the 1.5 and second-generation of Polish-

Americans, descended from the large wave of immigrants who left Poland immediately after the 

fall of communism in Poland in 1989, are beginning to send their own children to community 

schools, some after having children with non-Polish partners. The next section explores the 

Polish community and Polish community-based HL education in more detail. 
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2.2 The Polish Diaspora in the US 

Historians identify four main waves of immigration that make up the Polish diaspora in 

the US. I will characterize each one briefly, acknowledging that this study is likely to focus 

primarily on the members of the most recent wave and their children. In what follows I draw 

largely on Dabrowski’s (2009) historical analysis of Polish migration to the USA. 

The first wave of Polish immigrants to the US, made up largely of intellectuals, political 

dissidents, and lesser nobility, arrived largely between 1800 and 1860. The partitioning of 

Poland, and insurrections in 1830 and 1863, drove many Poles to flee to London, Paris, Geneva, 

New York, and Chicago, though U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service records indicate 

fewer than 2000 Poles immigrated to the US in this time period. The second wave began in 1854, 

when 800 Polish Catholics from Silesia founded a farming colony in Texas, symbolically 

opening the door for a large-scale immigration of Polish laborers to industrial cities in the 

Midwest and Middle Atlantic states. Many of these immigrants became steelworkers, 

meatpackers, miners, and autoworkers, some later playing a role in the development of the U.S. 

labor movement. The major destination cities for these workers: New York, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, 

Cleveland, Detroit, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Chicago, and St. Louis, still retain large 

populations of Polish Americans. High immigration numbers from Eastern Europe in the second 

half of the 19th century were met with resistance from groups who considered themselves more 

established in the US, which led many Polish Americans to rely primarily on ethnic connections 

for moral and financial support. The fraternal, national, and religious organizations they 

established during this time were instrumental in helping Polish immigrants retain a sense of 

cultural identity and in obtaining insurance and home loans, that allowed for the setting of a 

financial foundation in the US. When the Polish state was reestablished at the end of World War 
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I, and the Immigration Act of 1924 was enacted by the US, immigration from Poland dropped off 

significantly in the inter-war period. However, displaced persons brought on by World War II 

and the flight of dissidents from the communist regime accounted for roughly half a million 

Polish immigrants, mainly refugees, between 1918 and the fall of communism. These refugees 

comprise the third wave of migration. Znaniecka-Lopata (1994) explains that the introduction of 

martial law in Poland in 1981 allowed Poles a one-way crossing of the border, and spurred the 

arrival of many undocumented workers, whose temporary stay was focused on accumulating 

capital for investment in Poland. Then, after the victory of the Solidarity movement over 

communism in 1989, a large fourth wave of immigration stimulated the development of Polish 

neighborhoods and the revitalization of existing Polish cultural institutions, especially in Chicago 

and New York. The present dissertation study focuses on this fourth wave and their children.   

 

2.2.1 Polish Community-Based Heritage Language Schools 

         Polish community-based schools provide a key source of heritage language instruction 

for the Polish diaspora across the world. As of 2021, there are 1102 Polish language programs 

abroad registered with the Polish Ministry of Education, 163 of those in the US. The Polish 

Supplementary School Council of America, an organization which supports Polish community-

based schools in the Northeast US, lists 25 schools currently operating in New York State. All 

studies of Polish supplementary schools that I am aware of, are situated in the UK or other EU 

member states, because of the proliferation of these schools following the migration of large 

numbers of Poles to Western Europe after Poland’s incorporation into the EU in 2004. Zielińska, 

Kowzan, and Ragnarsdóttir (2014) compared two community-based Polish schools in Iceland 

and England, focusing on their organizational structure, role in the community, origin, and 
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students’ motivation to participate. One major finding was that while in Iceland, many children 

cited the need to maintain the Polish language in case their families returned to Poland, none of 

the children in England cited the possibility of returning to Poland, but instead discussed taking 

external exams in Polish that would help them earn points in the mainstream school system. 

Interestingly, the school in England also served second, third, and fourth generation Poles, in 

addition to recent migrants, and teachers often pointed to conflicts between recent migrants and 

English children with Polish ancestors, also describing the difficulty of teaching both groups in 

the same class. This frustration on the part of teachers resonates with my own interviews with 

Slavic community school educators, who cite anxiety about working with mixed families and 

third-generation students (Borowczyk, in preparation). Moskal and Sime (2016) recruited 

children and their parents from Polish Saturday schools in Scotland to investigate the role that 

language plays in fostering multiple ways of being and belonging for transnational families. 

They found that due to monoglossic language ideologies prevailing in both the home and school 

environments, children in the study often formed a ‘dual consciousness’ (Agnew, 2005) at the 

intersection of different cultural frames: English-only at school and Polish-only in the home. 

While they often saw themselves as outsiders at school due to their English learner status, at 

home they often adopted the identity of cultural brokers, aiming to give their parents access to 

the language and rituals of the majority culture. The authors argue that parents’ desire to send 

their children to Saturday schools was often an attempt to maintain control over young people’s 

futures, by encouraging the preservation of the home language and culture, leaving open the 

option of an eventual return. Community-based Polish schools often serve to reinforce a sense of 

Polish identity and nationalism, though these goals are shaped by the intersection of local 

interests and ideologies, and Polish government policies. 
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         Many Polish Saturday schools operate as NGOs run by parents and local community 

members, and are often associated with parishes, consulates, or embassies (Zielińska et al., 

2014). The Polish Ministry of Education, which sets a standard curriculum for all public schools 

in Poland, also offers support for community-based schools abroad in the form of textbooks, 

curricular materials, teacher training, and an online database of language, geography, and history 

courses and lesson plans (Polish Ministry of Education, 2015). Several US-based organizations, 

one of the largest being the Polish Supplementary School Council of America, serve to connect 

school principals and teachers for the purpose of co-organizing cultural events, funding 

scholarships, and sharing curricular materials. Therefore, questions of who Polish schools abroad 

are meant to serve, how Polish heritage is defined, and what role multiculturalism is assigned, in 

Polish history and in the present, are answered iteratively by stakeholders in the Polish 

government, school council boards, principals, teachers, parents, and students. 

  

2.2.2 Constructing Polishness through Education 

         Given that community-based schools often become sites for reproducing an idealized 

image of the heritage culture, and in the case of Polish schools, they also receive curricular 

guidance from the Polish government, it is important to understand how Polishness is 

constructed in government-supported educational materials. From a Constructivist perspective, 

nations are not natural entities, but are continuously (re)imagined through nationalist signifying 

practices (Anderson, 1991). Scholars of nationalism argue that states often use history education 

to establish a sense of attachment to the nation and a shared cultural identity by imposing a 

hegemonic collective memory (Gellner, 1983; Smith, 1999). Therefore, Jaskulowski and 

Majewski (2017) and Kowalski (2008) investigated how national school curricula and history 
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textbooks construct a sense of Polish identity, often to the exclusion of ethnocultural diversity. 

Jaskulowski and Majewski (2017) found that all of the Polish public school history textbooks 

they examined conformed to a particular narrative template that exhalted a homogeneous Polish 

nation which had existed from time immemorial. They summarized this narrative as follows: “(1) 

the Polish nation lives peacefully, (2) the peace is interrupted by some threat, (3) there is a time 

of suffering and struggle, which inspires other European nations, and (4) ultimately, the Polish 

nation triumphs over its enemies, thereby proving its love of independence” (p. 3). The authors 

were particularly interested in how this state-sponsored history is enacted and resisted by 

teachers in schools in Silesia, an ethnically diverse borderland region near Germany. Silesia is 

home to significant German and Silesian minorities, many of whom are multilingual in a 

combination of German, Polish, Czech or Silesian. After WWI, Silesia was divided between 

Germany and Poland, though German Silesia was transferred to Poland after WWII, which many 

Silesian locals remember as a time of persecution by the Polish state. Official Polish history 

textbooks, however, interpret this event as the return of the land to its natural homeland 

(Kamusella, 1999). Jaskulowski and Majewski (2017) find three main orientations to the 

teaching of this state-sponsored history among Silesian teachers: the conformists (who 

unreflexively accept the nationalizing function of history classes), the radicals (who view state 

educational policy as not ‘patriotic’ enough, often revoicing views of the right-wing Law and 

Justice party), and the Silesian discontents (who criticise the homogeneous nationalist logic of 

the core curriculum, and warn that its monocultural perspective will be unworkable in the 

future). In the current study, I trace how these orientations map onto teachers’ different 

conceptions of nationalism, one rooted in sacrifice, heroic struggle, and homogeneity, and the 

other in tolerance, diversity, and civic obligation. In turn, I argue that these conceptions of 
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nationalism are influenced by teacher’s responses to national historical traumas, such as 

centuries of partition, ethnic cleansing during WWII, and post-war German and Soviet 

occupations (McLees & Dziwirek, 2010; Rush, 2020), which contributes to the level of threat 

they perceive to the Polish cultural identity. As a result, these orientations have important 

repercussions for school curricula. 

Kowalski (2008) tackles the issue of mono- vs. multiculturalism in Polish education even 

more directly, by exploring changes in the national education policy, school curricula and history 

textbooks, since its entry into the European Union and corresponding adoption of multiethnic 

democracy as a national policy. She argues that while Poland redefined its policies in terms of 

Western values of pluralism, tolerance, human rights, and cultural/linguistic diversity, in order to 

accommodate EU conceptions of pluralist democracies, these policies are often at odds with 

educational practice. For example, she points to the continued lack of bilingual provisions for 

minority and immigrant groups and numerous depictions of minorities as aliens, enemies, or 

threats to Poland’s national character in government-sanctioned history books. Kowalski’s 

(2008) textbook analysis reveals “numerous contradictions that exist between the textbook-

supported rhetoric of minority assimilation as a vehicle for integration and ‘becoming’ Polish, on 

the one hand, and the narrowly defined concept of national identity as exclusive of ethnic 

identity due to its otherness, on the other hand” (p. 375), which suggests continued resistance to 

a notion of multiculturalism that entails cultural maintenance rather than full assimilation. Even 

textbooks and policies that do address multiculturalism and minority rights, limit their scope to 

historically older minorities, excluding recent immigrant groups and multicultural returnees. For 

instance, the 2005 Act on National and Ethnic Minorities ensures state protections only to those 

groups that have resided within Poland’s territory for a minimum of 100 years. Furthermore, 
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Poland’s policy on multicultural education guarantees the right to mother tongue education and 

schooling only for the officially recognized ethnic/national groups, leaving many immigrant 

students without linguistic support. 

Taken together, this work suggests that Polish educational policy and government-

sanctioned history textbooks are committed to an image of Poland that is ethnically, racially, and 

religiously homogeneous, and united against a persistent threat of outsiders, while paying lip 

service to engaging with a multicultural Europe. Most recently, the Law and Justice Party, which 

came to power in 2015, has sought to equate Polish identity with a brand of nationalism that 

forbids criticism of the nation, and demands a version of history that portrays a spotless human 

rights record and an exclusive narrative of victimization. For instance, the government attempted 

to pass legislation that would have made it a crime to accuse the Polish nation of complicity in 

the Holocaust, though the law was relaxed facing international backlash (Santora, 2019). The 

Law and Justice party has also cast migrants and LGBT folks as existential threats to the nation 

and to Catholic families, vowing to protect Poland from these “outside” influences. Studies have 

not yet addressed how the Polish education system and teachers navigate presenting official 

versions of Polish history and identity to Polish students who identify with multiple heritages or 

whose race is seen as “in conflict” with their heritage. This dynamic is increasingly present when 

Polish families return from temporary stays abroad and enroll their children in the Polish 

education system, or when multicultural families enroll their students in community-based Polish 

schools abroad. This begs the question: to what extent are students encouraged to claim 

ownership of a history that does not seem to include them, or portrays them as enemies? 

Understanding how local school councils, principals, and teachers perpetuate or resist hegemonic 

ideologies, and adapt curricular materials in order to curate their own vision of Polish identity 
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will be instrumental in contextualizing the (mixed) heritage speaker experience. The next section 

outlines my theoretical approaches to this inquiry. 

 

2.3 Theoretical Frameworks 

 This study centers the notion of institutional positioning (Davies & Harré,1990; Harré & 

Moghaddam, 2003; Simon, 2013, 2018), in aiming to understand how a community-based HL 

school positions itself and constructs its identity given substantial changes to the population it 

serves. It illuminates how the purposes and intended audience of Polish HLE are constructed by 

the major institutions that support it within the diaspora, as well as by the teachers and parents 

who participate in those institutions, capturing a major generational shift in progress. It then 

traces the ways in which stakeholders accommodate to that shift, with a combination of 

resistance and progressive action. Positioning theory is the central framework for this 

exploration, since it allows for establishing relationships between overarching storylines that 

govern Polish HLE, their manifestation in local discourse, and their effect on curricular actions.  

 

2.3.1 Positioning Theory 

Davies and Harré (1990) developed positioning theory as a way to explain how people 

are assigned different roles or subject positions in the context of a narrative or interaction, 

constituting a temporary “self” that may shift or be reenacted across multiple interactions. They 

introduced the concept of the positioning triangle, which consists of storylines, positions and 

acts. Storylines can be thought of as the ideologies and scripts that constrain available subject 

positions, positions being the roles that participants take up or inherit moment-to-moment in an 

interaction, and acts being what is accomplished socially through a particular action or discourse.  
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Scholars have applied this theory to classroom discourse to investigate how positioning 

may affect language teaching and learning (e.g., Abdi, 2011; Kayi-Aydar, 2013, 2014; Martin-

Beltrán, 2010; Menard-Warwick, 2008; Nguyen & Yang, 2015). Namely, examining how certain 

students are positioned in the classroom allows researchers to understand who can gain access to 

classroom talk, what kinds of learning opportunities are created, and what forms of knowledge 

are constructed as legitimate. Furthermore, Anderson (2009) argues that “by appealing to persons 

and settings as kinds that span interactions, acts of positioning can be linked to the construct of 

identity” (p. 308). In fact, student identity is often treated as the primary focus in studies of 

positioning in language classrooms. Focusing on positioning in relation to heritage language 

identity, Kang (2013) examined how eight second-generation Korean American learners who 

were participating in a university-level Korean foreign language class positioned themselves on 

the boundary between Korean-ness and American-ness by using the first person pronoun “we,” 

when talking about American ways of expressing temperature while using third person “they” 

when referring to Korean natives’ ways.  Furthermore, they often chose to use Korean words 

when referring to food and family members, while using English in daily public interactions, 

indicating that each code occupied a separate domain the students’ linguistic repertoire. 

Investigating a high school Spanish classroom in Canada, Abdi (2011) examined how the 

heritage Spanish learners in the classroom were often positioned by others, including peers and 

teachers, as “non-Hispanic,” if they were too self-conscious to speak Spanish in class, even 

though they could comprehend, read, and write in Spanish at a high level. In particular, the focal 

student in this study was a mixed-heritage learner, with a Latina mother and a non-Latino 

Canadian father, who felt very self-consciousness in speaking Spanish and was never positioned 

as someone with legitimate linguistic knowledge.  
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Kayi-Aydar (2014) has argued that by taking positioning as an analytic lens in classroom-

based studies, researchers and teachers may be better equipped to identify situations when 

learners can or cannot gain access to crucial language learning opportunities and when their self-

confidence may be affected. However, a major critique of classroom positioning studies has been 

the scant attention paid to the role of storylines and ideologies. Anderson (2009) has noted that 

by placing an almost exclusive emphasis on ‘what is going on right now?’, studies too often 

ignore the connection of positioning acts to larger discourses. In response to this criticism, Kayi-

Aydar and Miller (2018) have called for more studies addressing the relationship between micro-

level positionings and macro-level discourses in classroom contexts. The present study addresses 

this gap by investigating the ways curricular choices and stakeholder positionings connect to 

broader discourses circulating in Polish HLE institutions about acculturation, historical trauma, 

patriotism, and diversity.  

 

2.3.2 Institutional Positioning 

 While positioning theory is typically used to understand interactions between individuals, 

Simon (2013, 2018) extends this framework to analyze the social positioning of institutions. She 

argues that “like people, institutions can also be placed by an individual/s, according to how they 

are perceived within the contextualising storyline” (Simon, 2013, p. 62). In essence, institutions 

come to occupy positions within a storyline that define their social purpose. For instance, in 

Simon’s (2013) study, staff members from African-Caribbean schools highlighted the failures of 

mainstream schooling with regards to teaching African-Caribbean students, therefore positioning 

their supplementary schools as “safe spaces” for these students, with the duty of counteracting 

the negative impact of mainstream education. In the present study, I examine the purposes 
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constructed for Polish HLE through institutional documents and stakeholder interviews, since 

they serve as key sites for institutions to do the work of positioning themselves, pinpointing the 

storylines that influence institutional actions. Furthermore, I illustrate the kinds of subject 

positions made available for institutional members within those storylines by outlining the way 

an intended audience is constructed in discourse. Here, I extend Simon’s (2013) notion of 

institutional positioning, by considering not only the social positions that schools, as institutions, 

are placed in by stakeholders, but also the positions that are made available for members within 

institutions within the prevailing storylines. Lastly, I consider the discursive and curricular “acts” 

that complete the institutional positioning triangle and facilitate the institution’s identity project.  

 Based on interviews with sixteen supplementary school administrators across the UK, 

Simon (2013) developed a typology of six key purposes that underlie the meanings and 

intentions behind HLE processes. She noted that “each of these key purposes constitutes a 

discourse and storyline in which schools were positioned by school leaders” (p. 284). The 

purposes that she listed were as follows: 

 

1. Survival: The efforts made by schools to keep something alive, something that was 

thought to be of importance for that particular community that was also considered to be 

endangered. 

2. Safeguarding: The protection of the school attendees against the negative effects or 

assimilatory influences existent within the wider society. 

3. Recovery: The attempts of schools to recover something that had been unjustly taken or 

stripped away from the community. 
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4. Showcasing of the community: The deliberate efforts of schools to display attributes of 

the community identity to the wider Society. 

5. Counteraction of negative portrayals: Deliberate attempts of schools to counter existing 

false portrayals of the community that have been manifested within the wider society or 

amongst the students themselves. 

6. Transformation of social standing: Deliberate attempts to transform the social standing of 

the focal community through the alteration of the identity or academic standing of the 

community. 

 

 Simon (2013) connects these purposes to the larger project of identity building that she 

sees these schools undertaking. She explains that they can be thought of “as modes of identity 

production, in that they constitute the various means by which schools attempted to maintain, 

construct and reconstruct the community identity,” (p. 286). In other words, the purposes do not 

only reflect the goals of the schools themselves, but they become a means for the broader 

heritage community to negotiate a type of community identity that reflects their own specific 

values, beliefs, and traditions, given their acculturation experience and positioning within the 

wider society. In that way, schools “have the ability to speak beyond themselves” (Simon, 2018, 

p. 190), highlighting broader issues and processes occurring within the heritage community. For 

instance, Simon (2013) provides the example of an Islamic school whose chief purpose of 

“safeguarding” community members against negative outside influences constitutes the 

safeguarding of a desired community identity. In this example, the purpose element espoused by 

the school reflects a broader community identity project. Simon (2013) argues that the identity 

projects undertaken align with the acculturation trajectories of the given immigrant community. 
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 Acculturation refers to the process of adaptation that takes place when a group that has 

developed in one context attempts to live in an unfamiliar cultural context (Berry, 1997). 

Importantly, while Berry’s (1997) conceptualization implies a certain degree of adjustment, it 

makes no assumptions about the nature, timescale or direction of the adjustment, acknowledging 

the variability of the process within and across groups. There are multiple factors that impact the 

acculturation process of an immigrant community, such as country of origin, immigration status, 

class status, internal ties with ethnic group members, and mode of immigration, with community 

perceptions of the host society playing one of the largest roles (Berry, 2006; Tartakovsky, 2011). 

For instance, immigrants tend to be more willing to adopt the norms and values of a society that 

is accommodating towards them, while distancing themselves from societies that they feel are 

less accommodating (Tartakovsky, 2011). The degree of accommodation is often signalled 

through immigration policies and the attitudes of the host population, and a positive acculturation 

process is typically hindered by legal barriers and discrimination. In response to discrimination, 

communities develop increased feelings of “ethnic threat,” which may lead to the enclosure of 

that community and an essentialization of community identity. However, Heller (1999) argues 

that in this process of essentialization, minoritized communities effectively produce “structures 

of hegemony similar to those against which they struggle” (p. 32). Furthermore, Schwartz et al. 

(2014) argue that because a central component of the acculturation process is the pursuit and 

maintenance of a positive and distinctive group identity, most groups will aim to strategically 

manage threats to that positive identity. For instance, if a group encounters a threat in the form of 

negative stereotypical discourses about their community, they might seek to manage the threat by 

providing counter-discourses to reestablish a positive identity. Simon (2013) builds on this idea 
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by explaining that different combinations of purpose elements espoused by supplementary 

schools represent distinct approaches to managing threats within the acculturation process.  

 

2.3.3 Acculturation Metanarratives 

 Simon (2013) notes that most supplementary schools incorporate multiple purpose 

elements, which pattern into what she refers to as “metanarratives.” In her framework, 

metanarratives are a collection of discourses that are representative of a community’s 

acculturation experiences. Consistent with positioning theory, she argues that metanarratives 

represent implicit and explicit “patterns of reasoning” (Harre et al., 2009, p. 5) that shape 

everyday interactional processes within supplementary schools. Namely, different combinations 

of purposes often dictate the form and content of the learning delivered at the school, and they 

define the social meaning and social ends of educational processes. In her 2013 dissertation 

study, Simon identified six purpose clusters, which she later collapsed into five metanarratives in 

her 2018 book adaptation, because she determined that the “showcasing of the community” 

purpose was more accurately a response to the “counteraction of negative portrayals,” rather than 

its own purpose element. I therefore use the updated typology of metanarratives in the present 

study. The five metanarratives she identifies are as follows: 

 

1. Preservation 

o Purpose element(s): survival 

o This involves “the passing on of linguistic and cultural traditions to subsequent 

generations of the community in order to enable a particular version of the 

community identity to continue” (Simon, 2018, p. 192). The preservation efforts 
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center around teaching the community language and re-enacting cultural 

traditions to maintain the stability of the community identity. It is an example of 

“communities conducting ‘inward-facing’ identity construction work, in that there 

is no indication that their efforts are directly motivated by the actions of other 

groups” (p. 194), but are simply a response to physical displacement from the 

homeland.  

2. Preservation and Protection 

o Purpose element(s): survival and safeguarding 

o In addition to being engaged in preservation efforts, schools in this category also 

aim to safeguard community members “against certain contradictory influences 

within the wider host society that were seen to pose a threat to its preservation and 

perpetuation” (p. 195). This orientation is more protective than the first in that the 

diasporic community “is meticulous in the guarding of the community identity 

borders and is keenly aware of the power of other dominant groups to penetrate 

those borders” (p. 196). 

3. Preservation, Protection, and Defense 

o Purpose element(s): survival, safeguarding, and counteracting negative portrayals 

o This metanarrative represents communities that are engaged in both inward-facing 

and outward-facing identity management. Regarding the inward orientation, the 

community seeks to maintain a version of its identity through teaching the 

heritage language and traditions to the second and third-generations. As part of 

the outward orientation, the community seeks to counteract and protect against 

external factors that are seen as posing a threat to the community identity profile. 
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Simon (2018) explains that “Whereas in the previous metanarrative there were 

indications of pre-existing and naturally occurring threats within the wider 

society, the additional aspect of defence within this metanarrative implies that the 

communities perceive themselves to be under specific attack through the 

promotion of certain undesirable discourses concerning community identity. 

Whether this attack is real or imagined, the picture is painted here of communities 

whose very identity is seen to carry with it negative connotations due to some 

perceived characteristic or association. This may be due to a particular historical 

narrative or event whereby the community sees itself to have been positioned 

negatively” (p. 199).  

4. Preservation, Protection, Defense, and Regeneration 

o Purpose element(s): survival, safeguarding, counteracting negative portrayals, and 

recovery 

o In addition to the elements of preservation, protection, and defense, this 

metanarrative is also characterized by “deliberate efforts made to significantly 

change the social positioning of the community through the general reshaping of 

the community identity or certain aspects of it” (p. 200). This often involves 

attempts to recover a particular version of community deemed more authentic, 

that has been taken away by external forces. For instance, some African-

Caribbean schools engage in the recovery of a pre-colonial African identity, while 

Irish schools aim at the recovery of the community identity that existed before the 

Birmingham bombings.  

5. Regeneration 
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o Purpose element(s): transformation 

o With this metanarrative, schools aim to “change the social standing (positioning) 

of the community within the wider host society through the alteration of the 

community identity or the academic achievement levels of the community” (p. 

202). In contrast to the metanarratives that contain the purpose element of 

counteracting negative portrayals, this storyline is characterized by an acceptance 

of “the reality of the community’s unfavourable positioning as opposed to seeing 

it as a misconception” (p. 204).  

 

 In this classification, an increasing amount of purpose elements is associated with a more 

protective orientation towards community identity. This dissertation extends this framework by 

making explicit the linkages between acculturation metanarratives and a group’s responses to 

historical trauma. Namely, in the case of the Polish community, I argue that the amount of threat 

that educators perceive and attempt to defend against through HLE, is directly related to their 

construction of national trauma (Nikolko, 2018; Rush, 2020) as either imminent, repeatable, and 

the basis of national cohesion, or as a part of national history, that must be approached from 

diverse angles and integrated with present social developments. Different approaches to national 

trauma narratives often motivate different approaches to threat management, and therefore result 

in different metanarratives being championed by HLE stakeholders.  

Turning to the fluidity of these metanarratives, Simon (2018) notes that they capture 

moments in the acculturation process rather than end results, and because of that, they are likely 

to shift along with changes in the political and social context of the host and home societies. 

Furthermore, she argues that adolescent children of migrants and subsequent generations are 
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likely to perceive supplementary schools in different ways from the first-generation, because, 

even if they appreciate the efforts at preservation, protection, defense, regeneration, or 

transformation, the schools often “cater for just one dimension of their identity” (p. 214). As a 

result, HL schools often come to hold multiple positionings, corresponding to generational 

differences. This dissertation therefore builds upon Simon’s (2018) categorization to capture the 

dynamic nature of institutional positionings across generations, illustrating how stakeholders 

adapt to changes in their metanarrative structure. The study focuses on the shift from the 

Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative, to the more inward-facing Preservation 

metanarrative, as a result of decreasing association with historical threat and increasing need to 

accommodate various forms of diversity within the student population.  

 

2.3.4 Reactions to Metanarrative Shifts 

In addition to tracing how these metanarratives are constructed in the Polish HLE context 

through the expression of distinct purpose elements by key stakeholders, I also extend Simon’s 

(2013) framework by capturing symptoms of the metanarrative shift. These include forms of 

resistance such as avoidance and silencing, as well as forms of change, such as curricular 

innovation and an updating of instructional materials. Discursive manifestations of resistance are 

captured in what Thompson (2018) refers to as “troubled stories”. She characterizes these stories 

as containing contradictory impulses: on the one hand, narrators strive to preserve a sense of 

coherence by expressing what they believe to be true about a difficult topic, and on the other 

hand, they try to avoid disclosing details or experiences that might be destabilizing or 

uncomfortable. The participants in the current study recount troubled stories when they attempt 

to discuss the exclusion experienced by non-traditional students at the HL school while trying to 
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maintain the identity of the school as welcoming and effective for all students. Some of these 

stories reveal a resistance to systemic change at the school, which would entail moving away 

from the imposition of an essentialized Polish identity, and at other times, they simply reveal an 

avoidance of the fact that demographic change has made the school’s essentialism more 

apparent.  

In pinpointing issues that cannot be fully acknowledged within the space of the school, 

troubled stories locate areas that are subject to institutional silencing. Brodkey (1987) notes that 

with some exceptions, inside many schools  “there persists a systematic commitment to not name 

those aspects of social life or of schooling that activate social anxieties” (cited in Fine, 1991, p. 

33). In particular, school-based silencing ensures the shutting down of conversation around 

controversy, inequity, and critique (Fine, 1987). Turning specifically to issues of race, Castagno 

(2008) traces how practices of silencing around race and racist incidents in class serve to 

maintain Whiteness and ignore the needs of students of color. In this dissertation, I draw on this 

notion of silencing to demonstrate how institutional silence regarding racial, religious, and 

linguistic diversity serve to legitimate essentialist notions of community identity and create a 

largely unsupportive educational environment for non-traditional students.  

On the other hand, I demonstrate ways in which individual educators are aiming to create 

a more inclusive environment at the school, through the use of experiential learning, pedagogical 

translanguaging, and heritage learner-centered textbooks. Though these interventions in 

themselves do not constitute a comprehensive culturally-sustaining pedagogy (Paris, 2012), they 

do exemplify a slow shift in the governing metanarrative of the school.  This dissertation 

therefore traces how pedagogical innovation, and resistance to it, is influenced by the different 

metanarrative orientations held by key stakeholders. Given that metanarratives intersect with 
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deep-seated ideologies of nationalism and historical trauma, understanding the relationship 

between metanarratives and pedagogical processes illuminates why resistance to change in HLE 

may sometimes be very persistent. Beyond that, it shows how motivating systemic change in HL 

schools might involve targeting the metanarratives that underlie school functioning.  

 

2.4 Conclusion 

 This chapter explored the role of community-based HL schools within the US educational 

ecology, and the ideologies that underpin language education at these institutions. Namely, in 

attempting to codify and transmit the heritage language and culture intergenerationally, and to 

protect it from the influence of the dominant culture, many schools perpetuate an essentialized 

version of community identity and position themselves as arbiters of students’ cultural 

authenticity. With the influx of more HL students whose identities challenge the institution’s 

narrative of homogeneity, due to their racial, religious, cultural, or linguistic background, the 

exclusionary effects of essentialist ideologies become more apparent. Furthermore, the role of 

these schools and their positioning within the wider society becomes destabilized as a result of 

these demographic changes.   

 Many Polish HL schools in the US are currently undergoing a substantial demographic 

shift as the children of post-Cold War immigrants begin sending their own children to Polish 

schools. Oftentimes, these children have multiple heritages and come from homes where Polish 

is not necessarily the dominant language. Therefore, educators at these schools must grapple 

with how to address their shifting educational needs. However, governmental and educational 

institutions in Poland and the diaspora commonly strive to perpetuate a version of national 

identity built on ethnic and religious homogeneity, and a legacy of victimhood and heroic 
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struggle, which leads to a tightening of boundaries around what is considered legitimate cultural 

identity. Nonetheless, there is a noticeable change occurring in how Polish national identity is 

being imagined and how the purpose of Polish schools is being constructed by key stakeholders. 

I describe the way positioning theory can be used to illuminate how Polish schools understand 

themselves and their role in society, and the consequences that has for the people they serve. 

Furthermore, I explain how it can capture institutions’ conceptualization of change and 

resistance to that change, as part of a process of community identity construction. Taken 

together, my aim is to build on this literature to illustrate how generational shifts in the 

institutional positioning of HL schools influence stakeholders’ experiences and their own 

identity projects, and to chart a course for a more inclusive HLE environment that takes into 

account the complexity of the acculturation experiences and metanarratives that drive HL 

schools. The next chapter describes the methods I applied to document and analyze key aspects 

of institutional positioning and community identity building in Polish HLE.  
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

 Chapter 2 discussed the key theoretical frameworks underlying this dissertation as well as 

provided background on community-based heritage language education in the US and Europe, 

discourses of nationalism and diversity in Poland, and the intersection of heritage language 

learning and mixed-heritage identity. It also highlighted how I will be expanding on these topics 

by exploring how the social positioning of heritage language schools can shift across 

generations, causing internal tensions and opportunities for institutional evolution. The current 

chapter discusses the methodology I employed to carry out this exploration, including my 

sampling and recruitment procedures, as well as my data collection and analysis process. Since 

my approach required deep engagement with the focal community and benefitted from an insider 

status within that community, I will first discuss how my positionality affected the stages of the 

research process.  

 

3.1 Researcher Positionality 

 My choice of this dissertation topic is largely the result of the twelve years I spent 

attending a Polish community-based heritage language school and grappling with experiences of 

deep belonging as well as excruciating difference within that environment. Growing up 

bilingually and biculturally in the US in the 1990s and 2000s, I have often felt an intense drive to 

demonstrate my authenticity in both cultures, my adaptability to different storylines and value 

systems, and my ability to fully inhabit each language without anyone noticing traces of the 

other. Any slippage in those areas often spiraled into feelings of shame and the sense that I was 

an imposter in both cultures. Polish school was a place that brought many of these feelings into 

relief, since it promised to impart authenticity and officially accepted nothing less, but, in reality, 
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brought together those who were yearning to explore their hybridity. While the teachers aimed to 

recover a reality they had lost in Poland by molding us into the static ideal of a good Polish 

person, students aimed to locate a new way of being that reflected our experiences with 

Polishness, immigration, and being socialized in the US. I remember both feeling frustrated by 

the imposition of a narrow version of Polish identity by teachers and administrators, while at the 

same time being lured in by the promise of one day embodying the ideal of native Pole. With my 

peers, mixing different varieties of Polish and English and exploring how to do “being Polish-

American” in different contexts, with the variety of racial, cultural, religious, and gendered 

enactments that that entails, was exciting, but also, at times, a source of pain and conflict. For 

instance, some students’ growing ambivalence around Catholicism led to negotiations around 

which traditions to participate in at the school, and what that meant in terms of belonging to the 

local community. Furthermore, the decision by some recent arrivals in high school to engage 

with neo-Nazi rhetoric polarized our class, causing us to grapple with the ways we viewed the 

relationship between being White or non-White, being immigrants, and being Polish, and the 

place of the Polish immigrant community among other immigrant groups in the area. It also led 

to my own distancing from the Polish school community for a number of years. My own 

negotiations around which identity performances, interests, and values contribute to belonging 

vs. ostracism in the community led me to want to explore how things have changed in Polish 

schools since the post-Soviet immigration wave, post-EU enlargement, and following the 

political changes of the early 21st century, along with how stakeholders currently negotiate 

difference in that space.  

         Beyond negotiating belonging within the Polish community, my involvement with the 

Polish heritage school also had an important impact on my positioning within wider US society. 
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The experience of having attended a Saturday language school legitimated my claim to a “child 

of immigrants” identity, which allowed me to establish co-membership (Erickson & Shultz, 

1982) with other children of immigrants, who constituted a huge population in my hometown, 

and the majority of my friend groups. Echoing Radhakrishnan (1991), I was also able to practice 

my Polish identity to “maintain my uniqueness and resist anonymity through homogenization” 

(p. 127), especially when my race and English abilities would have meant homogenization into 

an American White identity. My attending Polish school and being able to speak Polish allowed 

me to fit in with the majority of students at my elementary, middle, and high schools, who also 

claimed a second-generation immigrant identity, mostly with parents from Pakistan, Puerto Rico, 

Dominican Republic, China, and South Korea. Therefore, the expression of Polish identity as 

White nationalism, which was being espoused by some at my Saturday school, became 

antithetical to how I conceptualized of my Polish identity, as a way of connecting to other, often 

non-White, immigrants and heritage speakers. This then, is part of what motivated me to want to 

map the convergences and tensions other students experience between their race and their 

heritage. 

  Canagarajah and Stanley (2015) argue that having insider status can help researchers 

pose meaningful questions and interpret answers insightfully, but caution that “instead of taking 

commonality for granted, it is necessary for researchers to consider their own positionality 

relative to that of their research participants along as many axes of intersectional identity as are 

relevant” (p. 38). I often shared many relevant identity markers with the students, parents, 

teachers, and administrators who participated in the study. While most of the parents and school 

staff were not Polish heritage speakers, in that they had spent the majority of their formative 

years in Poland, most were functionally bilingual and, like me, had significant experience 
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navigating US institutions and cultural spaces. Many were part of the post-communist 

immigration wave in the early 1990s, as were my parents and I, which also often meant we 

shared a working class background. Those who arrived in the early 2000s and later were more 

likely to identify themselves as educated professionals, who often completed secondary school or 

higher education in the US, therefore we shared that educational experience. As a White 

researcher, I shared the same racial background as all of the parents and teachers that I 

interviewed, which may have caused them to assume commonality in how we conceptualized of 

race and racism, and made them more willing to share stories of how they navigated this axis of 

difference. At the same time, with some participants from mixed-heritage families, I disclosed 

my experiences navigating prejudice within the Polish community as part of an interracial 

couple, which made individual participants more open to sharing similar experiences. Regarding 

religion, I could relate to the experience of being socialized into Catholicism, but because I am 

no longer a practicing Catholic, I was also able to build rapport with participants who had 

complicated affiliations with the church or who practiced other religions. Furthermore, the fact 

that all of my adult participants and I could be read as cis and heterosexual likely enabled the 

lack of attention during the interviews to issues of gender and sexuality in relation to Polish 

culture and Polish school. While it is true that these topics were not the focus of the study, there 

were opportunities when they could have emerged out of the data, and I suspect they did not in 

part because of participants’ and my own readings of our respective gender and sexual identities. 

For example, I did open the floor for teachers to reflect broadly on how they approach 

contentious political discussions in class, knowing that “LGBT-free zones”, “gender ideology”, 

and “abortion bans” are among the most contentious topics in current Polish political discourse, 

but the teachers did not offer these as examples and I did not guide the conversation in that 
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direction. Given the complexity and importance of these issues, they would benefit from being 

investigated systematically by researchers with more expertise in gender-based discourses in 

Poland and among the Polish diaspora. Lastly, building on the topic of political differences, I 

personally oppose the type of nationalism espoused by the ruling Law and Justice Party in 

Poland, and though I did not make it a point to disclose my political affiliations in the interviews, 

they likely influenced the way I responded to participant discussions of nationalism, tolerance, 

and diversity.  

In these and other imperceptible ways, my positionality influenced the institution I chose 

to research, the types of questions I was interested in, what I paid attention to in my interactions 

with participants, and the way I analyzed my data. The research also influenced me deeply, by 

transforming some of my latent anger, dissatisfaction, and sadness around my Polish school 

experience into greater compassion and insight, through a systematic engagement with the 

complex motivations and storylines that guided stakeholders’ behaviors. Therefore, I am also 

guided by the hope that the themes of belonging, difference, trauma, and compassion that 

underlie this dissertation will resonate with heritage speakers and those who educate them, in a 

way that sparks acceptance for their own complexity and a belief in necessary change in the 

future.  

 

3.2 Research Questions 

The following research questions dictated the methodological approach for this dissertation: 

 

1. How do promotional and policy documents construct the purpose and intended audience 

of Polish HLE? 
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2. How do stakeholders construct the purpose and intended audience of Polish HLE? 

3. How do stakeholders address the changing audience of Polish HLE?  

 

 In using “purpose” as an index of positioning and “intended audience” as a proxy for 

positions within positioning storylines, I needed to engage deeply with the discursive dynamics 

occurring across key institutions involved in Polish HLE. This is because the dynamics of 

institutional positioning are laid bare in how organizations promote HLE, how they organize 

their classes and curricula, and how members of those institutions talk about its purpose and the 

role of other members (Simon, 2018). Therefore, answering the first research question required 

determining which institutions are consequential to creating the discursive landscape around 

Polish HLE in the US that then influences discourse and behavior at the micro-level, and 

analyzing how they discuss purpose and intended audience in their public-facing documents. The 

second and third research questions required understanding the thoughts, opinions, and behaviors 

of relevant stakeholders, which demanded the collection of rich qualitative accounts. These 

requirements were met through an ethnographic approach to data collection that included 

document gathering, participant observation, and semi-structured interviewing. The relevance of 

the ethnographic approach to studies of heritage language education and to this study, in 

particular, are underscored in the following section. 

 

3.3 Ethnographic Approach 

 Ethnographies have proven to be an essential tool within applied linguistics for 

illuminating the processes of identity negotiation, power struggle, multilingual learning, and 

meaning making within language learning contexts. This dissertation draws inspiration most 
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closely from ethnographies of community-based HL schools and programs. For instance, 

Blackledge and Creese (2010) explored issues of nationalism, heritage, identity building, and 

defiance in their ethnography of complementary schools across four cities in the UK. Doerr and 

Lee’s (2013) study of a Japanese weekend school traced connections between government 

policies, classroom activities, parental attitudes, and student self-definitions to explain how the 

category of the heritage speaker was constructed at the school. The current study takes an 

ethnographic approach to understand the overlap and dissonance between different 

metanarratives (Simon, 2018) driving Polish HLE and the repercussions for families within the 

system.  

 Wei (2020) characterizes ethnography, broadly conceived, as involving the following 

processes: 

i) having a clear interest in a specific cultural practice of a social group or a social 

phenomenon;  

ii) immersing oneself in everyday social interaction to observe the practice or the 

phenomenon in context over a substantial period of time, and to take in as many of the 

variations as possible;  

iii) collecting evidence of how the members of the community make sense of their own 

practice or the social phenomenon; and  

iv) presenting an account of one’s observation (pp. 156-157) 

 

  This dissertation is motivated by a clear interest in the discursive and educational 

practices of the Polish heritage language community, drawn from a combination of personal 

experience and previous literature on HLE and HL identity. It also involved immersion in the 
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weekly activities of a community-based HL school, and collecting evidence of how school 

stakeholders made sense of their role within the wider purpose of the institution and how they 

understood emerging axes of difference within the community. Finally, it resulted in a detailed 

and systematic account of these discourses and actions, organized according to theoretical 

models of institutional positioning, troubled narratives, and curricular change.  

 Since an ethnography aims at “thick description” (Geertz, 1973) of the complex 

phenomena and conceptual structures coexisting within a particular context, it typically involves 

the collection of many different kinds of data, including participant observations, field notes, 

audio and video recording of interaction, interviews, documents, maps and drawings, pictures of 

artefacts, signs and symbols, etc. (Wei, 2020). The goal is to deeply explore social phenomena 

and interpret their meanings, rather than to generalize or test hypotheses. Thick description 

requires researchers to grapple with concerns of generalizability not in terms of sample size or 

representative sampling, but rather through transferability and particularity (Hornberger, 2015). 

Transferability requires readers to interpret a sufficiently rich and detailed description of one 

local context and determine which findings might or might not transfer to their own context 

(Duff, 2006). Therefore, the more particularity contained in the description and interpretation, 

the greater the chance that a reader will be able to determine how findings might be applicable 

elsewhere. By layering findings from policy documents, promotional documents, field notes, and 

interviews, my goal is to deliver insights about Polish community-based HLE that could be 

relevant to other heritage language programs and immigrant communities grappling with issues 

of inclusion and heritage speakers grappling with issues of authenticity, belonging, and identity. 

 The ethnographic approach is particularly well suited to an exploration of institutional 

positioning and to capturing the interplay between macro-level policies and discourses, and 
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micro-level beliefs and categorizations. Ethnography is characterized by a central focus on 

context and explaining beliefs and phenomena considering context. Meanwhile, positioning 

theory aims to reveal positionings within contextual storylines. Simon (2013) argues that because 

“the storyline is in fact the context within which a person’s behaviour is interpreted,” (p. 103) 

ethnographic descriptions are effective at locating the overarching storylines and metanarratives 

that underlie behavior. Therefore, an ethnographic approach to this study aims to reveal the 

metanarratives that underlie stakeholders’ positionings within Polish HLE. Compared to other 

analytic methods that target uncovering the ideologies and storylines that underlie interaction, 

most notably, critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 1992; 2001), an ethnographic approach has 

the additional benefit of revealing the ways participant behavior and institutional choices map 

onto or diverge from participant statements, bolstering claims about the relevance of particular 

institutional storylines.  

 

3.4 Sampling and Recruitment 

 In order to understand the relevant discursive and policy landscape surrounding Polish 

HLE, I began by selecting national and regional institutions that had a direct impact on the 

implementation of Polish community-based language education in the research region that was 

accessible to me, namely the Northeast US. This would allow me to survey relevant policy 

documents for the purposes of answering RQ1, as well as to narrow down eligible ethnographic 

sites to inform RQ2 and RQ3. I began with institutions in Poland, since as Doerr and Lee (2013) 

demonstrate, home country policies regarding the types of students and types of education that 

the national government will support have tangible implications for how community-based 

schools abroad are organized and who gains access to heritage language instruction. The home 
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country institution that is most influential in managing Polish HLE around the globe is the 

Centre for the Development of Polish Education Abroad (ORPEG). ORPEG is a division of the 

Polish Ministry of National Education, which is responsible for connecting various types of 

Polish educational organizations abroad and providing financial support and curricular guidance 

for schools registered within their system. ORPEG maintains an educational platform called 

Polska Szkoła [Polish School], which is meant to serve as a resource for parents, teachers, 

principals, and NGO leaders on how to offer lessons in the Polish language, history, and 

geography. It is a platform for exchanging information about existing curricula, textbooks, 

teacher trainings, grants, and international projects. Since it is run through the Ministry of 

Education, all textbooks and materials are approved by the Polish government.  

Within the US, there are several regional umbrella organizations that oversee groups of 

Polish heritage schools and provide curricular and professional support for educators. In this 

study, I chose to highlight the Polish Supplementary School Council of America, which is the 

regional organization that oversees Polish school on the East Coast of the US, since that is the 

region where I was planning to conduct my ethnographic research. The Council unites 75 

schools across 11 states and often acts as a conduit between ORPEG and local Saturday schools. 

Mission statements and policy documents put forth by ORPEG and the Polish Supplementary 

School Council of America are meant to guide local Polish schools in their mission, 

organization, curricular content, and textbook selection. I reviewed promotional documents, such 

as “About Us” statements, mission statements, and press releases, as well as policy documents, 

such as regulations and official statutes from these organizations and from the focal school, in 

order to understand the positioning storylines within which they situate themselves.  
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I selected the focal school, which I refer to as the Kowalski school, because of 

geographic accessibility and because the school had been undergoing a demographic shift in 

recent years, with a growing number of mixed-heritage families and second and third-generation 

immigrant students enrolling at the school. Although the school does not officially keep track of 

the ethnicity of its students, the principal framed the shifting demographics as a rise in “mixed 

families” and in families who speak primarily English at home. The policy documents gathered 

from the Kowalski school inform RQ1, while the dynamics observed at the school directly 

inform RQ2 and RQ3.  

The Kowalski school is located in a major metropolitan area in the northeast US. It caters 

to students who want to learn the Polish language and culture, from preschool through twelfth 

grade. The school was founded in 1993 by its current principal and since then, has grown to 

serve roughly 400 students each year. The school rents space from the local Polish Catholic 

Church, and receives funding through a combination of Polish government grants, tuition fees, 

and donations from local businesses. It has also been a member institution of the Polish 

Supplementary School Council for the past 20 years, participating in Council events, and 

benefiting from Council-run teacher trainings and curricular resources. Classes meet for three 

hours on Friday evenings and Saturday mornings, preceded by an hour of Catholic instruction on 

Saturdays for students in grades 1-8. The school also offers optional after-school programs for 

elementary school students, including scouts, mathematics, and art. Regarding the teaching staff, 

the Kowalski school officially requires teaching candidates to have completed college or 

university in Poland and have some Polish language teaching experience. Due to difficulty 

recruiting qualified teachers, in limited cases, candidates have been considered who have not 

completed university. However, there is a preference for teachers who have undergone the 
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majority of their education in Poland. Furthermore, the Kowalski school follows a Polish 

Supplementary School Council-designed curriculum and textbooks, though there is considerable 

flexibility in the context of individual lessons. Since the majority of the families that the Council 

serves do not return to Poland, the curriculum is oriented around teaching Polish as a heritage 

and second language, rather than around matching the national curriculum in Poland. Class 

placement is based on age, rather than proficiency, and teachers evaluate at the end of each year, 

based on formative assessments, whether students will progress into the next grade. If students 

continue on until the twelfth grade, they have the option of taking multiple accredited exams, 

including a regional Polish as a foreign language exam that may be accepted for credit at select 

high schools, and the Polish Certificate Exams, which are used to certify proficiency for 

professional careers in Poland.  

In December 2019, I emailed the principal of the school, explaining the study and asking 

if it would be possible to observe 1-2 classrooms throughout the Spring 2020 semester, and 

conduct interviews with school administrators and teachers. She agreed and asked me to come 

into the school in early January 2020 to meet with the vice principals and teachers to introduce 

the study and determine appropriate classrooms for observation. When I met with the staff, I 

explained that I was looking for classrooms in which there were multiple students who either had 

at least one non-Polish parent or a parent who did not speak Polish. One of the teachers offered 

her classroom for observation, since she noted that there were two students from mixed-heritage 

families in her third grade classroom, whose families were likely to agree to participate in the 

study. Another veteran teacher noted that she had three students in her fourth grade classroom 

from mixed heritage families, and one whose father had Polish heritage but did not speak the 

language. Several other elementary-level teachers noted that they knew of one or two students in 
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their classes who had mixed heritage. However, I chose to work with the third and fourth grade 

teachers since they seemed the most comfortable with me interacting with their classrooms for 

the full semester.  

The next time I visited the school, I spent the first half of the school day sitting in on the 

third grade lesson, during which the teacher introduced me as a former Polish school student and 

a researcher, and invited me to explain the study to the students. After I explained that I would be 

studying how Polish schools function and how students learn Polish, I distributed student assent 

forms, along with parental consent forms, which gave students and parents the option of agreeing 

that students: 1) participate in classroom observations, 2) participate in video-recordings of 

classroom interaction, 3) participate in an interview with the researcher. I walked students 

through the assent forms and reassured them that they did not have to participate if they didn’t 

want to. They were also asked to bring the consent forms home to their parents, discuss with 

them if and how they wanted to participate, and bring the forms back during the next lesson. I 

repeated the same procedure in the fourth grade classroom during the second half of the school 

day. During student pick-up at the end of the day, both teachers mentioned to parents that there 

will be a study conducted at the school and that they are asked to look over the consent forms 

that were being sent home with their children. They also pointed me out to some of the parents 

during that time so I had a chance to introduce myself and the study briefly. The following week, 

the teachers sent out a reminder to parents within their class group chats about the study and the 

need to return the consent forms. In the next week, after most of the consent forms were 

returned, the focal teachers and I recorded which aspects of the study different families 

consented to, which allowed us to discuss how best to proceed with observations and interviews. 

We agreed that since not all students and parents consented to being video-recorded, I would 
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forego video-recording altogether and focus on writing fieldnotes. We also decided that instead 

of interviewing individual students, it might be more appropriate for the age group and more 

productive for the classes as a whole to engage in a language portrait activity (Busch, 2012), 

during which they could discuss their multilingualism and their relationship to their heritage. A 

few months into my school visits, the fourth grade teacher also offered to let me interview her 

mixed-heritage daughter individually, over the phone, since I had built rapport with her daughter 

during my visits to the school. Therefore, she was the only student with whom I conducted an 

individual interview. I was also invited to assist in classroom activities and help individual 

students as a way to improve my rapport with them and become more directly involved in school 

dynamics.  

I began recruiting teachers for individual interviews in March 2020, around the time 

when the COVID-19 pandemic suddenly erupted and the school was forced to conduct virtual 

classes. Therefore, recruitment necessarily relied on virtual communication. I reached out to the 

principal and vice principal to provide me with contact information for all of the teachers at the 

school. The vice principal also offered to encourage participation by announcing the upcoming 

interviews at a staff meeting later that month. After emailing all of the teachers, those who 

responded were sent a consent form, asking for a recorded phone or Zoom conversation meant to 

last roughly 30-60 minutes. 7 of the 10 teachers agreed to the interview, along with 3 members 

of school leadership.  

Parents were recruited largely through snowball sampling, via the teachers. All of the 

teachers who participated in interviews were asked if they could recommend 2-3 parents who 

might be willing to discuss their experiences with Polish school. I explained that I was 

particularly interested in speaking with parents from mixed-heritage families, however, would 
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also like to hear the perspectives of traditional, single-heritage families, if they knew any who 

might be eager to participate. After emailing and texting the referred parents, 9 agreed to an 

interview.  

 

3.5 Data Collection 

 In order to achieve a “thick description” (Geertz, 1973) of the ideologies and phenomena 

that characterize Polish HLE within the US, and at the Kowalski school more specifically, I 

employed 1) classroom observations, 2) semi-structured interviews with administrators, teachers, 

and parents, and 3) document analysis. Classroom observations were conducted in-person 

between January-March 2020, discontinued in mid-March due to the COVID pandemic, and 

finalized online in May 2020. The semi-structured interviews were conducted virtually between 

April-May 2020, with the exception of one in-person interview with a parent occurring in early 

March 2020. Analysis of relevant policy, promotional, and incidental documents began in 

December 2019 and continued while conducting fieldwork in the spring of 2020. Additionally, I 

led a language portrait activity (Busch, 2012) within the focal third and fourth grade classrooms 

virtually in May 2020 and conducted a semi-structured interview with one fourth grade student 

that same month, though I chose to not include the data from these two activities within my 

analysis. I explain this choice in Section 3.5.2 below. However, I focus the following sections on 

my approach and procedures involved in the three primary data collection methods featured in 

my analysis. 

 

3.5.1 Classroom Observations 
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Approach. Though classroom observations did not become my main source of data 

during my analysis, they were crucial in allowing me to understand more about how curricula 

and textbooks are implemented at the school, and to locate some congruences and mismatches 

between how teachers discussed their purpose and their teaching approach during their 

interviews vs. in practice. Curdt-Christiansen (2020) outlines three types of observation: highly 

structured, semi-structured, and unstructured, which often entail distinct roles for the researcher 

engaging in the observations. While highly structured observation involves referencing a 

predetermined observation scheme to confirm or refute a hypothesis, and unstructured 

observation assumes a level of openness to all emerging phenomena, semi-structured observation 

involves delimiting the focus of observation through “sensitizing concepts” (Boccagni & 

Schrooten, 2018). When entering the focal classrooms for my observations, I knew I wanted to 

pay attention to possible discursive expressions of hybridity, and among them translanguaging in 

particular, since previous ethnographies of community-based heritage schools (Blackledge & 

Creese, 2010; Creese & Blackledge, 2011; Wei, 2014) had highlighted the opportunities these 

spaces provide for expressions of hybrid identity through translanguaging practices. 

Additionally, I was interested in the participation frameworks (Goffman, 1981; Goodwin, 1981) 

that emerged in classroom interaction between students across difference, whether that be 

cultural, racial, linguistic, neighborhood-based, etc. Finally, I was interested in how teachers 

orient to diversity within the classroom and how they authenticate claims to Polish or hybrid 

identities (Pavlenko & Blackledge, 2004).  

Furthermore, I approached the classroom observations with an intent to be a participant 

observer, offering my help with classroom activities while allowing the focal teachers to decide 

how central or peripheral my role would be in a given lesson. Guided by considerations of ethics 
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and extraction in ethnography (Tuck & Yang, 2014), I hoped this would allow me to establish a 

stronger rapport with both the teachers and the students, and set a foundation of reciprocity, in 

which my presence was at least somewhat helpful to school operations. The fact that the third 

grade teacher was having significant issues with classroom management shaped much of my 

participation in that class. Initially, the teacher positioned me vis-a-vis her students as both “a 

former Polish school student who’s been in your shoes” as well as “the researcher who’s coming 

to watch how you learn, so you better behave”. Therefore, in moments when she became 

overwhelmed by students not following classroom rules, she often prompted me to reprimand the 

students, confiscate toys, or otherwise assist in classroom management. In some cases, I felt that 

this type of disciplinarian role was one that I was both unprepared for, and one that was hurting 

my rapport with the students. After a discussion with the teacher, we decided that I might be able 

to assist more effectively by leading small group discussion and review with the students who 

were not able to keep up with the lessons and were therefore disengaging. Therefore, as the 

teacher was leading the main lesson, I would often walk around to individual students or groups 

of students who needed help or wanted to focus on activities further along in the textbook. While 

this did not fully resolve the classroom management issues, I was able to gain the trust of 

students who I assisted during the lessons, and several more students were able to remain 

engaged during each lesson. In the fourth grade classroom, the teacher did not seem to have 

many issues with classroom management and was more comfortable directly assigning my role 

within each lesson, rather than me filling in where I felt I was needed. On some occasions, she 

asked me to help individual students work through their assignments, at other times, she asked 

me to lead a portion of the lesson while she dealt with administrative issues that came up 

unexpectedly, and some lessons I spent grading homework assignments or commenting on 
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student essays. This didn’t allow for as many opportunities to interact closely and more casually 

with the students as in the third grade class, however it did allow me to build trust with both the 

teacher and many of the students, while gaining a strong sense of classroom interactional 

dynamics.  

Both of the teachers asked their students to speak to me only in Polish, in order to uphold 

the school’s language policy. While this was sustainable for the initial interactions, I found that 

many students became much more open to asking me questions, sharing their opinions, and 

telling stories from their lives when they were able to do so in whichever combination of Polish 

and English suited them at the moment. I replied mostly in Polish, in order to respect the 

teacher’s preference, but also engaged in codeswitching and allowed students to interact in 

whichever language they were most comfortable, as long as the ultimate goal of each lesson or 

activity was achieved.  

When the school switched to online instruction, my role necessarily shifted as well. Since 

there were no longer opportunities for me to weave among the students and assist in assignments 

as needed, and parents often took on the role of helping their own children if they were 

struggling to understand the lesson, my role became much more structured. Namely, when I 

discussed leading an online lesson about multilingualism and multiculturalism through the 

language portrait activity (Busch, 2012), I took on the responsibility of guest teaching during 

those class periods. Interestingly, that allowed many of the parents watching to get to know me 

in a role beyond that of the faceless researcher, and as a result, several more parents responded to 

my inquiries about participating in an interview. However, during virtual lessons in which I had 

not explicitly negotiated leading a portion of the discussion, I became much more of a fly-on-the-

wall, leaving my Zoom microphone off and concentrating on taking field notes. This allowed for 
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more undivided attention to classroom dynamics, but it limited the amount of interaction I was 

personally able to have with the students. Therefore, I consider the first two months of in-person 

observation to have been crucial for me in establishing a baseline of trust and familiarity with the 

students and teachers, while the remaining four weeks of online observations ensured that I 

witnessed different permutations of participation frameworks that wouldn't have emerged in 

other contexts.   

 

Procedures. I conducted classroom observations weekly between January-May 2020, 

excluding holiday weekends, and alternating between the two focal classrooms on a weekly 

basis. I also needed to discontinue my observations during March and April 2020, since classes 

were cancelled due to COVID-19 and did not resume virtually until May 2020. Table 1 provides 

a timeline of my visits.  

 

Table 1. Classroom observation timeline 

Date Class Observed Mode 

January 18, 2020 3rd & 4th grade In-person 

January 25, 2020 4th grade In-person 

February 1, 2020 3rd grade In-person 

February 8, 2020 4th grade In-person  

February 29, 2020 3rd grade In-person 

March 7, 2020 4th grade In-person  

May 2, 2020 3rd and 4th grade Virtual 

May 9, 2020 3rd and 4th grade Virtual 

May 16, 2020 3rd and 4th grade Virtual 

May 23, 2020 All grades- End of the Year 

Celebration 

Virtual 
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 The third grade classroom I observed had 14 students enrolled. Out of those students, 9 

assented and were given permission by their guardians to participate in my study. Out of the 15 

students in the fourth grade classroom, 11 were given permission to participate in my study. I did 

not collect demographic information about the students in a systematic, survey-based format, 

since the young age of the students, coupled with the reliance on informal communication 

networks used to communicate with parents, made the successful distribution and collection of a 

survey very unlikely, an issue that was also highlighted by Aberdeen (2016) in her study of 

heritage language schools in Alberta. However, through both formal and informal conversations 

with teachers and parents, I was able to gather information about the participants’ heritage(s) and 

primary language(s) spoken at home. Table 2 summarizes this information. 

 

Table 2. Student demographics 

 Cultural identification Language(s) spoken at home 

 Mixed-heritage* Single-
heritage** 

Polish Polish + 
English 

Polish + 
English + 
another lang 

3rd grade 2 7 6 3 0 

4th grade 2 9 6 4 1 
* Within the mixed-heritage group were students who had one parent that identified as Polish, and one parent who 
identified with a different heritage (e.g. Caribbean-American, African-American, East Asian, Belarussian).  
** Within the single-heritage group were students who had parents that exclusively identified as Polish.   
 

 As mentioned, since not all of the students and parents agreed to video-recording 

classroom interactions, I relied on handwritten fieldnotes to record my observations. Each week, 

my field notes contained three sections: 1) logistical notes, which contained the date of the 

observation, drawings and descriptions of the classroom setup and where students were sitting, 

and the topic of the lesson that day; 2) observation notes, which included my detailed 

observations of what I saw and heard, including quotations and snippets of conversation, and; 3) 
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reflection notes, which included my thoughts about certain patterns that I was observing, the 

feelings that certain interactions elicited in me, and possible explanations for some of the 

dynamics I was seeing emerge. At the end of each month, I typed up the fieldnotes and entered 

them into NVivo, along with comments about ideas that emerged from those observations. The 

digitized fieldnotes were later coded for themes along with the interview transcripts and 

collected documents 

 

3.5.2 Interviews 

Approach. Interviews became my principal source of data for this dissertation. Similarly 

to the classroom observations, I used a semi-structured approach (Lichtman, 2013), in which I 

prepared an interview guide with central questions that I wanted to address, but allowed space 

for the participants to take the discussion in directions they felt were most relevant or interesting 

within a particular topic. Therefore, the follow up questions were not standardized, but rather 

driven by the participants’ responses.  

Additionally, I approached the interviews with the framework that the content of the 

interaction is co-constructed, and deeply influenced by how the interviewer and interviewee 

perceive and orient to each other’s identities (Talmy, 2011). This meant that in preparing for, 

conducting, and interpreting the interviews, I was constantly reflecting on how I was being 

constructed and how I was constructing my own reality. First, this meant taking into account 

power asymmetries that resulted from my relationship to the institution where I was conducting 

the study and the institution where I was enrolled as a Ph.D. student. By teachers at the Kowalski 

school, I was typically constructed as a student who needed help so she could graduate, and this 

was often the way I was introduced to other staff or parents. In this formulation, the staff and 
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parents were constructed as knowledgeable and skilled individuals with the power to help a 

student in need. On the other hand, after participants became aware of my affiliation with an elite 

university as a doctoral student, some oriented to me as a language acquisition expert, who they 

either looked to for validation of their understanding of school dynamics, or for advice on how to 

help children become bilingual. In this way, I was sometimes given the power of legitimating 

participants’ approaches to language teaching and learning. Though I tried my best to affirm to 

the participants that they were experts in their own right, and offered to provide them with 

resources if they asked, this power asymmetry may have prompted some participants to tailor 

their responses to reflect what they thought I believed was the latest ideal way to teach languages 

and manage diversity in the classroom.  

Rolland, Daewale, and Costa (2020) note how preparing for an interview should also 

involve examining one’s own assumptions and prejudice, since from a therapeutic perspective 

(Ryde, 2009), noticing and examining these beliefs is the key to being able to let go of them. 

And even if letting go is not an immediate option, examining these assumptions is important to 

understanding how they may have influenced the interview dynamics post-facto. Having been 

socialized into Poland-based understandings of race, religion, nationalism, and linguistic purity 

through my parents and neighbors, but growing up in an area of the US that exposed me to 

immense racial, cultural, and linguistic diversity while upholding similar systems of dominance 

around Whiteness, Christianity, and monolingualism, gave me a complex set of imprints and 

biases that informed how I conceptualized of and interacted with my participants. For instance, I 

assumed that interviewees would either be reluctant to discuss race- or religion-based prejudice 

within our community, or that they would voice overtly racist or anti-Semitic statements when 

topics like multiracial families or religious instruction were introduced. I also assumed that many 
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would exhibit a type of right-wing Polish nationalism that I have a tendency to write off as 

regressive and threatening. In some interviews, especially with older individuals who I was 

unfamiliar with, this caused me to enter the interaction with a somewhat defensive posture that I 

tried to counteract with curiosity and a rooting in my own values. It is also likely that because I 

introduced my study by saying that I’m interested in how school dynamics have changed over 

the years, particularly as a result of more multilingual, multicultural, or mixed heritage families 

enrolling in Polish HLE, many interviewees assumed I was especially sympathetic to this 

population, and therefore to notions of welcoming diversity. This may have inhibited expressions 

of a type of nationalism that’s hostile to various forms of diversity. On the other hand, my 

identity as a White, single-heritage, heterosexual, formerly Catholic woman, may have led some 

interviewees to assume that our ideas of what constitutes normality within the Polish culture are 

the same, causing them to more openly participate in identity-centered discussions. When I felt 

that self-disclosure around my experiences navigating sameness and difference vis-a-vis Polish 

culture would push the conversation forward, I often chose to share those experiences. However, 

I did not share my opinions or advice about how to navigate these dynamics in the classroom or 

when raising children unless explicitly asked, to avoid stifling the conversation by being 

didactic, if that was unwelcome.  

My named identities (e.g. single-heritage, Catholic) also make it possible and tempting to 

replicate the same avoidance and blind spots in my interviews and analysis that some teachers at 

the Kowalski school enacted in their practice. Several times during the interviews, I was 

confronted with the choice of questioning or challenging participants' responses around troubling 

topics within the organization (Linde, 2009; Thompson, 2018) or simply listening, 

backchanneling and letting the moment pass. If I felt that the interviewee and I had built enough 
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trust to dig deeper, or if something in the discussion up to that point had suggested that they 

would be open to questioning the status quo within Polish HLE, then I chose the former option. 

If I felt that these dynamics were missing, or that pushing further would damage the research 

relationship without leading to productive insights, I chose the latter option. Overall I was guided 

by the goal articulated in Subtirelu (2016), of giving “participants the space to express ideas and 

opinions about the topics that were not only contrary to my own but, more importantly (since 

they routinely expressed positions I disagreed with quite strongly), were outside of my own 

experience or my own thinking about the topic” (p. 47). I therefore prioritized embodying “non-

judgemental interest” (Braun & Clarke, 2013, p. 96) in navigating the conversations. Admittedly, 

the line between strategically prioritizing rapport-building and non-judgemental interest and 

succumbing to avoidance due to my own fears and biases was sometimes very thin. However, in 

many cases, witnessing my own fears and avoidance made me more sensitive to when my 

participants exhibited those same dynamics. Therefore, in my analysis and recommendations, I 

try to approach these moments with empathy, but also with a drive to expand educators’ and my 

own capacity for guiding vulnerable and difficult conversations that are necessary for 

challenging the institutional status quo.   

I conducted all but one of my interviews in Polish, since that was the L1 and preferred 

language of all the staff, teachers, and parents that I spoke to. The one interview I conducted in 

English was with a 9-year-old student, since that was her dominant and preferred language. 

Roland, Daewale, and Costa (2020) discuss how for researchers used to working in the language 

of their institution, “the prospect of carrying out an interview in their other language(s) may be 

anxiety-inducing” (p. 285) and humbling, since it may put one’s professional identity at risk. 

This was certainly the case for me during the Polish-medium interviews. As a heritage speaker, 
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anxiety around my ability to perform in a professional register and discuss nuanced topics 

relating to pedagogical approaches, identity issues, nationalism, etc., made the prospect of 

completing each new interview fairly daunting. Additionally, I related to many of the staff, 

teachers, and parents, as elders or parental figures within the Polish community, who I had been 

socialized to show respect to and not challenge. Taken together, these power dynamics made me 

feel quite vulnerable during the interviews themselves, and then again, while transcribing the 

audio, since noticing my “errors”, circumlocutions, and false starts made me face and reflect on 

the deficit ideologies I had internalized about being a heritage speaker throughout my life. In 

these ways, conducting the interviews in Polish proved to be an emotionally demanding, 

humbling, and revelatory experience, in addition to one that hopefully made my participants feel 

more comfortable. 

 

Procedures. In order to design my interview protocol, I modified the interview protocols 

supplied by Doer and Lee (2013) in their study of a Japanese heritage language school. With 

administrators and teachers, the interview questions focused on their educational background, 

experiences with Polish schools in the US, experiences with professional development, 

approaches to teaching/leadership, opinions about groups of students and parents, opinions about 

curricular materials and textbooks, and ideas for improvement/expansion in the future. With 

parents, interviews focused on their relationship with Poland and the US, family language 

policies, experiences with the Kowalski school, opinions about the curriculum and instructional 

materials, plans for their children’s future in Polish HLE, and desired areas of improvement. All 

the interview protocols can be found in Appendices A-D.  
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Ten staff members- the principal, both vice principals (one of whom also continues to 

teach classes at the Kowalski school), and 7 teachers participated in the interviews. Due to her 

hectic schedule, the principal was only able to devote 15 minutes to a phone interview, and 

responded to additional questions via email, also directing me to previous public interviews and 

articles she’s written about the purpose of Polish schools going forward and opinions about how 

to accommodate multilingual families in Polish HLE. The vice principals completed their 

interviews over the phone, each lasting roughly 90 minutes. One of the teachers completed her 

interview over Zoom, while the remaining 6 teachers all preferred to speak over the phone. All of 

those interviews lasted 50-90 minutes. Information about these 10 staff members can be found in 

Table 3.  

 

Table 3. Staff interview participants 

Pseudonym Professional Role 

Iwona Principal 

Alicia Vice Principal, Elementary 

Barbara Vice Principal & Teacher, Secondary 

Irene Secondary-Level Teacher 

Martyna Elementary + Secondary-Level Teacher 

Olivia Secondary-Level Teacher 

Kasia Elementary-Level Teacher 

Daria Elementary + Secondary-Level Teacher 

Ursula Elementary-Level Teacher 

Julia Elementary + Secondary-Level Teacher 

 

 Nine Kowalski school parents participated in the interviews, 3 of them from single-

heritage families, and 6 from mixed-heritage families. One of the interviews was conducted pre-
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pandemic, in person, on school grounds, while the remaining 8 were conducted over the phone. 

The interviews lasted between 45-75 minutes. Information about these parents can be found in 

Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Parent interview participants 

Pseudonym Cultural 
Identification 

Partner’s Cultural 
Identification 

Single vs. Mixed 
Heritage 
Categorization 

Selena Polish Latin American Mixed 

Magdalena Polish European American Mixed 

Lisa Polish Native 

American/Latin 

American 

Mixed 

Michael Polish African American Mixed  

Kinga Polish Eastern European 

American 

Mixed 

Adam Polish Caribbean American Mixed 

David Polish Polish Single 

Maria Polish Polish Single 

Sylvia Polish Polish Single 

 

 Finally, all of the students in both the third and fourth grade classes participated in the 

language portrait activity (Busch, 2012), as a modified form of a group interview. Over Zoom, 

students were guided in coloring a body silhouette using different colors for the languages in 

which they think, speak, sing, read, cook, play, do hobbies, those which are close to their heart, 

and those they want to learn in the future.  In class, students then volunteered to describe their 

portraits and often discussed their experiences and feelings tied to their different languages. The 

data from this activity does not feature in the analysis portion of this dissertation, because I did 
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not have permission to record the class discussion in which students described their portraits, and 

my field notes describe more general reflections about the activity after it was completed, since 

facilitating the activity did not allow me to take detailed notes in the moment. However, the 

activity did reveal, to both me and the teachers, the rich multilingualism that students engage in 

on a daily basis in multiple contexts, as well as underscoring the complex feelings that parents 

exhibit around their children revealing that either Polish or a language other than Polish is closest 

to their heart.  

 As mentioned, the daughter of one of the focal teachers also participated in a 20 minute 

phone interview. Because she likely saw me as an authority figure, who was close with her 

mother, and as a White Polish person, who did not have the experience of growing up mixed-

race or being categorized as mixed-heritage while attending Polish school, she did not go into 

much detail in her opinions about Polish school or about her experiences as a mixed-heritage 

student. However, she did discuss her experiences in learning and speaking her heritage 

languages with her parents and grandparents, as well as participating in heritage cultural 

activities in the city where she grew up. I also chose not to feature this data in the analysis 

portion, instead, choosing to focus on patterns of responses I observed within the staff and parent 

interviews. I did this largely to resist making this participant the sole representative for all 

students or for all mixed-heritage students at the school. I do, however, remain grateful for her 

participation.  

 

3.5.3 Documents 

 Promotional and policy documents. Before beginning my fieldwork at the Kowalski 

school, I gathered and reviewed documents from the organizations that I felt had a direct impact 
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on the curricula, materials, and discourses circulating in Polish schools within my region of 

interest. These included ORPEG and the Polish Supplementary School Council of America. I 

reviewed websites that discussed these organizations’ history, mission, funding information, 

organizational structure, regulations, statutes, information about new initiatives, news 

appearances, and press statements. After I identified the Kowalski school as my focal research 

site, I also reviewed information on the school’s website regarding its history, mission, student 

regulations, and staff pages. These all provided me with insight into the official narratives and 

priorities that these organizations put forth to the public, which impact their institutional identity 

(Linde, 2009). 

Incidental documents. In addition to those official policy and promotional documents, 

over the course of my fieldwork, I also gathered documents pertaining to life and activities at the 

Kowalski school, including homework assignments, school event/competition announcements, 

textbook excerpts, and exam information. With these documents, I was able to contextualize 

some of the statements given during the staff interviews, and gain a more holistic picture of the 

curricular tasks and events that were promoted across the school.  

 

3.6 Data Transcription and Translation  

 The documents that I gathered from the ORPEG organization were presented on their 

website in both Polish and English, therefore I presented and analyzed the English version in this 

dissertation. However, all of the documents from the Polish Supplementary School Council and 

the Kowalski school, the Sarnacka-Mahoney article, and the interviews were originally written or 

conducted in Polish. Therefore, all of the excerpts from these data sources that appear in this 

study were translated by me into English.  
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 All of the interviews I conducted were recorded using my laptop or phone and then 

transcribed using the exact words of the participants, to the best of my abilities. I used basic 

transcription conventions (see Appendix E) to capture elements such as overlapping speech or 

laughter, however I maintained a broad transcription approach, given my focus on the content 

rather than the interactional features of the interviews. Transcribing 19 interviews resulted in 

approximately 342 pages of transcripts. Once the audio was transcribed in Polish, I coded and 

analyzed the Polish data, only translating the sections that I isolated for incorporation into the 

dissertation. In the analysis sections of the dissertation, I presented this interview data in one of 

two ways: 1) using complete transcripts that included both the participant’s and my own 

contributions, in the cases where the way that I asked questions or followed up with responses 

was pertinent to my analysis, or 2) presenting only the participant’s speech while describing the 

question or interaction that precipitated that response in prose, in cases where my analysis 

focused on the content of the participant’s speech. I present the original Polish data excerpt first, 

followed by a complete English translation immediately after.  

 

3.7 Data Analysis 

 I began my analysis by uploading all relevant documents, interview transcripts, and 

fieldnotes into the qualitative data analysis software, NVivo. I then proceeded with coding the 

data in two broad phases: inductive thematic coding and theoretical coding.  

In the first phase, I took an inductive approach to coding (Braun & Clarke, 2006), with 

the aim of identifying the central themes present across the documents. I first treated the data 

types separately, analyzing themes within promotional and policy documents first, then within 

teacher interviews, followed by parent interviews, and finally within the fieldnotes. Since these 
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data types had distinct structures and goals, treating them separately at the beginning allowed 

different themes to emerge, which gave insight into how the structure (such as the different 

interview questions) influenced the content. For instance, the themes that emerged for the teacher 

interviews included Patriotism, Teaching Philosophy, Perception of Parents’ Motivations, and 

Teachers’ Cultural Identities, while the parental themes included Family Language Policy, 

Parental Involvement in School Activities, Opinions about the Curriculum, and Approach to 

Religion. In total, this first round of coding resulted in 5 themes for the promotional and policy 

documents, 28 themes for the teacher interviews, 16 themes for the parent interviews, and 16 

themes for the fieldnotes. These gave me an understanding of some of the key dynamics driving 

Polish HLE and some of the key tensions present across stakeholders.  

 The second phase of coding was oriented around answering the research questions 

through relevant theoretical lenses. Research questions 1 and 2 were concerned with the purpose 

and intended audience of Polish HLE, as constructed in institutional documents and by 

individual stakeholders. Simon’s (2013, 2018) framework about the social positioning of 

supplementary schools supplied preliminary categories to apply to the data when deciphering 

purpose and audience. Specifically, I coded the data according to the six purposes identified by 

Simon: survival, safeguarding, recovery, showcasing, counteraction of negative portrayals, and 

transformation of social standing. Once I mapped which purposes were being invoked in the 

discourse, I identified the metanarratives (Simon, 2018) associated with those combinations of 

purposes for each data type, and annotated the data with notes about how different audiences 

were being constructed within those metanarratives. In order to answer research question 3, I 

looked expansively at the type of actions being taken and the interactional maneuvers being 

performed in order to confront the demographic changes at the school. Since I identified a 
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pattern of resistance and avoidance around issues of religious, racial, and linguistic diversity 

during the first phase of coding, I consulted previous literature for a framework for analyzing 

these dynamics. The notions of troubled narratives (Thompson, 2018), noisy silences (Linde, 

2009), and institutional silencing (Castagno, 2008; Fine, 1991) proved especially useful. 

Therefore, I conducted a round of coding focused on these concepts. Finally, across the themes I 

identified in the first phase of coding, I annotated excerpts that discussed attempts at curricular 

innovation or professional development, geared towards addressing the needs of the new 

generation of students. As a result, I identified three categories of innovation: 1) new textbooks, 

2) training in experiential learning, and 3) pedagogical translanguaging. Therefore, while the 

thematic coding phase allowed me to discern broad patterns in the data and informed the 

theoretical analysis, the theoretical coding phase largely determined the organization of the 

analysis chapters themselves. 

 

3.8 Conclusion  

I employed an ethnographic approach to arrive at a “thick description” (Geertz, 1973) of 

the dynamics within key institutions involved in Polish HLE. I conducted classroom 

observations, stakeholder interviews, and analyzed policy and promotional documents in order to 

understand how institutions and stakeholders construct the intended purpose and audience of 

Polish HLE, and how they respond to demographic changes within the student population. I then 

employed inductive thematic coding (Braun & Clarke, 2006), followed by a theoretical analysis 

to identify patterns in the data. The following chapters present the results of that analysis, 

beginning with an exploration of the metanarratives contained within institutional documents.  
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CHAPTER 4: CONSTRUCTIONS OF HLE PURPOSE AND AUDIENCE IN 

INSTITUTIONAL DOCUMENTS 

In order to understand the type of discursive space that Polish HLE stakeholders enter, it 

is important to first examine how the purpose and audience of Polish HLE is constructed in 

relevant promotional and policy documents. Promotional documents, such as “About Us” 

statements, mission statements, and press releases, as well as policy documents, such as articles 

and statutes that govern the functioning of an organization, provide a record of the types of 

positioning storylines in which organizations strive to situate themselves, and in doing so, also 

attribute positions to different actors that function within their space. In other words, through 

their promotional and policy documents, organizations outline who they are intending to serve 

and for what purpose.  

Therefore, these documents become a crucial tool for constructing an institutional 

identity. They establish the landscape that stakeholders must inhabit or transform when entering 

the Polish heritage school system, and often serve as the source of popular discourses that 

circulate within that system. As Simon (2018) states, using purpose as a starting point for the 

analysis of heritage language schools allows for a deeper understanding of the meanings and 

intentions behind school processes, one “that moves beyond the overt and declared aspects of 

schooling, such as the curriculum content and ethnic community served” (p. 69). And since 

heritage school purposes are often constructed in response to a community’s immigration history 

as well as to their pattern of acculturation within the host society (Simon, 2018), examining how 

purpose is constructed within official documents and by stakeholders allows me to trace how 

discourses about nationalism, identity, and authenticity from Poland and from the diaspora 

contribute to the school’s positioning.  
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My analysis in this chapter centers the storyline and position components of Davies and 

Harré’s (1990) positioning triangle. Similarly to Simon (2018), I use purpose as an index of 

positioning, to understand the overarching storylines in which Polish HLE has been positioned. 

Diverging from Simon, though, I use intended audience as a proxy for the positions that are 

made available for those affiliated with Polish HLE within those storylines, rather than looking 

at the position made available for the institution itself. Additionally, whereas Simon used this 

analysis primarily to categorize HL institutions according to their purposes, I will use it to 

contextualize how administrators, teachers, and parents understand their roles within Polish HLE 

in Chapter 5, and how anxiety around changing school demographics maps onto a perceived shift 

in school purposes in Chapter 6. The current chapter will therefore address the following 

research question: 

 

1. How do promotional and policy documents construct the purpose and intended audience 

of Polish heritage language education? 

 

 The promotional and policy documents I will examine in order to answer this question 

are the “About Us” and “Organizational Overview” pages of 1) ORPEG (Centre for the 

Development of Polish Education Abroad); 2) The Polish Supplementary School Council of 

America; and 3) the focal Kowalski School. Additionally, I will analyze an article published in 

the Polish newspaper “The Review”, which comments on the current state of Polish HLE as of 

2019, and the response to that article put forth by the Polish Supplementary School Council, 

which together, demonstrate a potential disagreement about the purpose and intended audience 

of Polish HLE going forward. Though it is not a policy document, I include the article in order to 
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contextualize the subsequent official response by the School Council, which establishes the 

priorities and intentions of the organization in the upcoming years. For each of these documents, 

I explore which of the six main purposes of heritage language schools, put forth by Simon 

(2018), namely survival, safeguarding, recovery, showcasing, counteraction, or transformation 

are being invoked, and how the intended audience of Polish HLE is constructed through those 

purposes. I then trace how the combination of certain purposes causes the documents to converge 

around particular metanarratives (Simon, 2018), which constitute the “patterns of reasoning” 

(Harr et al., 2009) that influence how instructional content is structured and delivered within 

heritage schools.   

 

4.1 Centre for the Development of Polish Education Abroad (ORPEG) 

ORPEG is a government center headquartered in Warsaw, Poland, and managed by the 

Polish Ministry of National Education. It runs Polish schools affiliated with Polish embassies 

across the world, as well as providing textbooks, teaching aids and online materials to 

community-based Polish schools abroad. The Kowalski School is registered with ORPEG as an 

official educational institution and collaborates with ORPEG to offer professional development 

workshops for teachers, as well as drawing on its teaching resources to bolster the curriculum. 

Therefore, the ideological positions of ORPEG become relevant to the functioning of the 

Kowalski School and will be given focused attention in this section. ORPEG’s mission statement 

appears in English and Polish on its “Mission, history, charter” webpage. The English version 

reads as follows: 
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The Centre for the Development of Polish Education Abroad (ORPEG) 

supports and promotes Polish language learning among young Poles living 

abroad. 

By developing various forms of education, we enable students to acquire 

knowledge about Poland and improve their language skills during a 

permanent or temporary stay in another country. We encourage Polish 

young people to contact the Polish language and Polish culture, to 

learn online, to learn at a distance, to use the didactic offer of 

school consultation points and to cooperate with ORPEG teachers and 

Polish centres. We make Polish textbooks and didactic aids available, 

we conduct counselling activities, we support professional development 

of teachers working abroad, reaching the most distant places all over 

the world. Our activities enable the education of children of Polish 

citizens temporarily staying abroad and support Polish and Polish 

language education. 

 

Mission 

Shaping and sustaining a sense of national identity among Polish people 

and Poles living outside the country through: 

• teaching children and young people the Polish language, history 

and culture in Polish, facilitating their possible return to the 

Polish education system 

• promoting Polish culture; 

• methodical and substantive support for teachers teaching Polish 

language 

 

4.1.1. Purpose 

 This mission statement articulates a clear “survival”  (Simon, 2018) purpose, introduced 

in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2 Institutional Positioning, in which ORPEG strives to ensure the 
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continuation of knowledge about Poland and the Polish language among the Polish diaspora. 

This survival purpose is articulated most clearly in the statement, “teaching children and young 

people the Polish language, history and culture in Polish, facilitating their possible return to the 

Polish education system,” which is then achieved through the provision of Polish textbooks and 

didactic aids and through counseling and professional development activities. This survival 

purpose is closely tied to the goal of facilitating students’ return to the Polish educational system, 

since the schools which ORPEG administers directly, near diplomatic missions, closely follow 

the Polish national curriculum. Supporting independently-run supplementary schools is therefore 

a secondary goal, which ORPEG newly adopted in 2010, as articulated in the following 

statement: 

Since 2010, the Centre has been supporting social organisations and 

other centres and institutions organising Polish language teaching 

abroad, providing them with textbooks and teaching aids free of charge. 

In 2010-2017, 193,890 textbooks and teaching aids were delivered to 

social schools abroad. In 2017 – 31557 to 24 countries, 2018 – 25 343 

to 20 countries and in 2019 – 39 480 to 26 countries. 

 

 This suggests that the preservation and perpetuation of the Polish language and culture 

abroad, in the eventuality that students do not re-enter the Polish education system was deemed 

increasingly relevant after 2010, likely as a result of the changing goals of families who 

immigrated to various parts of Europe after Poland entered the EU in 2004 (Kowalski, 2008). 

This longer-term orientation to survival is facilitated by instructional support for supplementary 

schools, as well as by the establishment of an online platform called “Plug in Poland,” which 

contains free materials for parents and teachers who want to teach children Polish language, 

history, and culture.  
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 The mission statement also captures a “showcasing” (Simon, 2018) purpose, in which 

ORPEG advocates for “promoting Polish culture,” however this is not explicitly tied to a desire 

to counteract negative portrayals of the Polish community abroad, but rather as part of “Shaping 

and sustaining a sense of national identity among Polish people and Poles living outside the 

country”. Therefore, ORPEG retains an inward-focus on community survival, rather than 

responding directly to external conditions facing the Polish diaspora in their host societies.  

 

4.1.2. Audience 

 The audience that ORPEG has identified itself as serving in order to contribute to Polish 

HLE has undergone a shift in recent years, from originally only serving the children of Polish 

diplomats and citizens intending to return to Poland, to then expanding its operations to serve 

members of the Polish diaspora living abroad permanently. ORPEG describes this shift as 

follows: 

ORPEG, or formerly the School Complex for Children of Polish Citizens 

temporarily residing abroad, was established in 1973 by order of the 

then Minister of Education and Upbringing. In the first years, schools 

were opened at the largest Polish diplomatic representations. With 

time, more and more schools were established, scattered all over the 

world. The schools also enabled young people with Polish roots to 

learn. 

By virtue of the Ordinance No. 35 of the Minister of National Education 

of 24 November 2010. The School Complex changed its name to the Centre 

for the Development of Polish Education Abroad based in Warsaw, and the 

Polish Teachers’ Centre located in Lublin was incorporated into its 

structures. 
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 At the time of its founding, ORPEG’s name used to clearly reflect its intended audience, 

namely “children of Polish citizens temporarily residing abroad”. However, the above History 

statement indicates that, with time, it evolved to also educate “young people with Polish roots,” 

which captures a much more expansive population. This resonates with the first sentence of 

ORPEG’s mission statement, which names “young Poles living abroad” as the organization's 

main audience, capturing anybody who identifies as a “young Pole,” regardless of their specific 

affiliation with Poland. The recently adopted responsibility of educating the Polish diaspora, 

broadly conceived, is reflective of the increased volume of immigration throughout and beyond 

Europe after 2004 (Kowalski, 2008), which necessitated extending cultural preservation 

activities beyond preparing students for an eventual return to Poland. Nonetheless, it is important 

to note that while ORPEG claims to serve the wider Polish diaspora, all of the educational 

materials it provides on the “Plug in Poland” platform are exclusively in Polish, rather than being 

accessible multilingually, and are therefore only suited to educating children with a baseline 

understanding of Polish, who are acquiring the language as a heritage or native language, rather 

than as an L2. In this way, ORPEG limits its audience, either deliberately or inadvertently, to 

Polish immigrants who remain closely connected to Poland or the Polish language, rather than 

those attempting to re-acquire it after a period of intergenerational loss.   

 

4.2 Polish Supplementary School Council of America 

 The Polish Supplementary School Council of America oversees 75 Polish community-

based HL schools on the east coast of the US and collaborates closely with ORPEG and the 

Polish Ministry of Education to offer professional development, textbooks, and learning tools to 

educators at member schools. In contrast to ORPEG, its mission is crafted to respond to the 
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internal cultural preservation needs of the Polish community in the US, as well as to historical, 

external threats to Polish community survival, and a desire to improve the visibility of the Polish 

diaspora community, both within the US and Poland. The Council’s founding narrative, 

presented as part of its “Organizational Overview” contains several references to historical 

trauma faced by the Polish diaspora, which threatened the community’s continuity. The 

Organizational Overview opens as follows: 

 

Centrala Polskich Szkόł Dokształcających w Ameryce została powołana do 

życia w 1925 roku z incjatywy redaktora „Nowego Świata” Wacława Bojana-

Błażewicza. Była odpowiedzią na likwidację dwujęzycznych szkόł 

etnicznych i miała na celu pielęgnowanie języka polskiego oraz wartości 

katolickich. Do jej zadań należało także otoczenie opieką placόwek 

oświatowych działających w stanach: Nowy Jork, New Jersey, Connecticut, 

Massachusett, Rhode Island, Pennsylwania, Maryland, Wirginia i Floryda. 

Zaistniała więc jako instytucja pełniąca rolę polonijnego kuratorium 

szkolnego, które wzięło na siebie ciężar współpracy z kierownictwem i 

kadrą pedagogiczną tworzącej się sieci polonijnych szkół. 

Działalność Centrali trwała nieprzerwanie także podczas II Wojny 

Światowej, pomimo, że wiele placówek dokształcających zawiesiło wówczas 

swoją działalność. W latach 50-tych, po napływie nowej emigracji z 

Polski, starania działaczy związanych z Centralą skupiały się na 

udanych próbach rekonstruowania podupadłych placówek oświatowych, 

przywracania im dawnej świetności , pomocy przy zakładaniu nowych. 

 

The Polish Supplementary School Council of America was established in 

1925 by the editor of "New World", Wacław Bojan-Błażewicz. It was a 

response to the eradication of bilingual ethnic schools and was aimed 
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at cultivating the Polish language and Catholic values. Its 

responsibilities also included providing care for Polish educational 

institutions operating in the states of: New York, New Jersey, 

Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, Maryland, 

Virginia and Florida. It came into existence as an institution that 

played the role of a Polish school board, which took on the burden of 

cooperating with the administrative and teaching staff of an emerging 

network of Polish schools. 

The activity of the Council continued uninterruptedly during the Second 

World War, despite the fact that many supplementary schools suspended 

their activities at that time. In the 1950s, after the influx of new 

immigrants from Poland, the efforts of activists associated with the 

Council focused on successful attempts to reconstruct run-down 

educational institutions, restore them to their former glory, and help 

in establishing new ones. 

 

4.2.1. Purpose 

 The opening of the Organizational Overview ties the founding of the Council directly to 

“the eradication of bilingual ethnic schools” in the 1920s in the US. The eradication of bilingual 

education, and in many states, the outlawing of foreign language instruction in elementary 

schools was a direct consequence of anti-German and more broadly, anti-immigrant sentiment 

following WWI. Until WWI, most White immigrant communities in the US were permitted to 

conduct schooling in their native language, due to the perceived necessity by the US government 

of forging political ties with this growing contingent of European immigrants. However, the 

relatively permissive stance towards minority-language maintenance that these communities 

enjoyed (Baker & Jones, 1998) came to a halt during WWI. Namely, after the US declared war 
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on Germany in 1917, the anti-German campaign against the German Emperor and army spread 

to include the entire German nation, its language and culture, and the German-American 

community (Pavlenko, 2003). In several communities across the US, German-Americans 

suffered threats, beatings, and lynchings, while German books were removed from church and 

school libraries and destroyed (Pavlenko, 2003). In response to massive public and political 

pressure, between 1917 and 1922, the majority of states declared English to be the only 

appropriate language of instruction in schools, with Louisiana, Indiana and Ohio making the 

teaching of German illegal, and Alabama, Colorado, Delaware, Iowa, Nebraska, Oklahoma and 

South Dakota passing laws to prohibit all FL instruction in grades 1-8 (Pavlenko, 2003). This 

effectively closed dual language programs in these states, including those run by the Polish-

American community. Therefore, the founding of the Council was aimed at cultural survival and 

the safeguarding (Simon, 2018) of a type of language instruction that was being stripped away 

from immigrant communities in order to promote national allegiance through monolingualism. It 

was therefore a direct response to an external threat from policies in the host society, and signals 

a protective orientation to community survival. This protective orientation is mirrored again in 

the second paragraph of the Overview, which states that “The activity of the Council continued 

uninterruptedly during the Second World War, despite the fact that many supplementary schools 

suspended their activities at that time.” The suspension of activities was partially due to a lack of 

support from the Polish government which had been exiled as a result of German and Russian 

occupation, and partially due to pressures from the Catholic Archdiocese in the US, dominated at 

the time by Irish and German clerics, to rid parishes of “foreign” associations, such as the 

teaching of heritage languages, to signal loyalty to the US (McClain, 1988). Therefore, the 

author positions the Council as a buffer against these external threats, by continuing Polish 
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language education activities at a time when many supplementary schools were closing. 

Organizing the founding narrative around two attempts in the host country that threatened 

foreign language instruction constructs the legacy of the Council as focused on ensuring cultural 

survival, through safeguarding against external influences that aimed at English monolingualism. 

In this way, it echoes discourses prominent within Polish HLE, which will be discussed in more 

detail in Chapter 5, about safeguarding the Polish language and culture against the forces of 

Germanization and Russification during and after WWII.  

Simon (2018) discusses the safeguarding purpose as a desire to protect against 

assimilatory influences that result mainly from the hegemony of systems and ideologies, such as 

English monolingualism, Whiteness, and Christianity, within the host society. These systems are 

perceived as ever-present forces that threaten to overpower the minority language and culture. 

However, it is relevant here to extend the scope of the safeguarding purpose to include a reaction 

against specific traumatic fixation points (Nikolko, 2018) around which some nations and 

diaspora communities build their identities. In the case of the Council, the assimilatory threat to 

be safeguarded against is focalized around specific host country policies and political events, 

namely the outlawing of bilingual education and anti-immigrant sentiment during the World 

Wars. It is these fixation points that, in the telling of the Council, caused Polish diasporic 

organizations to cohere against the threat of cultural and linguistic annihilation. Following 

WWII, the Council “focused on successful attempts to reconstruct run-down educational 

institutions, restore them to their former glory, and help in establishing new ones.” Therefore, 

after a period of ensuring survival in light of external threat, the Council focused on 

reconstructing its base and restoring member institutions “to their former glory”. In other words, 
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the Council’s purpose became centered on “recovery” and “showcasing” (Simon, 2018), after a 

period of struggle.  

This showcasing purpose takes center stage in the remainder of the Council’s 

Organizational Overview, as the author describes the numerous government and institutional 

partnerships, as well as cultural events hosted by the Council, that are meant to increase the 

member schools’ prestige and visibility. The section begins as follows: 

 

Dzięki prężnej działalności Zarządu pod jej kierownictwem, Centrala 

stała się jedną z czołowych organizacji polonijnych istniejących na 

Wschodnim Wybrzeżu Stanόw Zjednoczonych. Wystarczy wspomnieć o randze 

kontaktów, jakie nawiązano, by usprawnić działalność szkół i podnieść 

ich prestiż. 

 

Thanks to the skillful activities of the Board under her leadership 

[the Council President], the Council has become one of the leading 

Polish diasporic organizations operating on the East Coast of the US. 

It is sufficient to mention the rank of the contacts that have been 

established to improve the activities of schools and raise their 

prestige. 

 

 The Overview statement goes on to list partnerships with the Polish embassy, local credit 

unions, and prestigious universities in Poland, which contribute to the funding of scholarships for 

students in member schools and hosting conferences and pedagogical workshops for Polish 

school teachers and parents. The author then thanks the Polish Ministry of National 

Education,  Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the Polish Senate, for offering grants that have been 

dedicated to buying textbooks and offering professional development for Polish school teachers. 
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By highlighting these partnerships, the author underscores the Council’s intent to achieve 

prestige for Polish HLE by cultivating connections with powerful institutions in both the home 

and host countries. The Organizational Overview then highlights activities specifically meant to 

showcase the vibrancy of the Polish school community, such as hosting art and essay contests for 

students across the member schools, hosting lectures and meetings with famous Polish authors, 

organizing heritage-focused summer camps for Polish teenagers throughout the US and 

European diaspora, and preparing students for, as well as proctoring, Polish standardized tests, 

meant to be used to obtain course credits in US high schools. This final point is meant to extend 

the visibility and relevance of Polish HLE beyond the Polish diasporic community, and towards 

the mainstream US education system, therefore signaling an outward focus on host community 

integration.  

 Beyond these activities, a central element of the Council’s showcasing purpose is its 

establishment of an initiative called “The Foundation for the Expansion of Polish Schools”, 

tasked with spearheading projects aimed at: 

 

… systemowe podniesienie jakości kształcenia, doskonalenia nauczycieli, 

zarządzania oświatą oraz promocji języka i kultury polskiej. W swoich 

planach zakładamy długoletnią strategię opierającą się na całościowym 

podejściu do edukacji polonijnej – od ucznia i rodzica – poprzez 

nauczyciela – włącznie z przedstawicielami Polonii, którzy nie chcą lub 

nie mogą angażować się w życie szkół czy społeczności polskiej. Wiemy, 

że każdy element jest ze sobą powiązany i wpływa na inne.  

 
...the systemic improvement of the quality of education, teacher 

training, education management, and the promotion of the Polish 

language and culture. Our plans include a long-term strategy based on a 
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comprehensive approach to Polish diaspora education - from the student 

and parent - through the teacher - including representatives of the 

Polish diaspora who do not want or cannot engage in the life of schools 

or the Polish community. We know that each element is related and 

influences the others. 

 

The mission statement notes that “[The Foundation] supports everyone who wants to 

showcase Poland and the Polish diaspora as a valuable and internationally-recognized brand.” 

Therefore, the language of branding, showcasing, and promotion, focused on expanding 

awareness of the positive attributes of the Polish community and Polish school activities to 

members of the Polish diaspora, regardless of if they’re involved in HLE, as well as 

internationally, to those even outside of the Polish diaspora, shows a strong outward-facing 

showcasing orientation. As Simon (2018) notes, a showcasing purpose is often tied to the desire 

to counteract real or perceived negative portrayals of the diaspora community within the wider 

society. Though the content of these negative portrayals is not articulated directly in the 

Council's policy statements, a perception of low prestige, that must be raised, is highlighted 

throughout.  

Beyond the survival, safeguarding, and showcasing purposes that I have described, it is 

important to also mention two additional aspects of the Organizational Overview that constrain 

how these purposes can be enacted in context and which audiences they are meant for. Firstly, 

the founding narrative of the Council, as expressed in the Organizational Overview, states that in 

addition to cultivating the Polish language, the Council was aimed at “cultivating Catholic 

values”. Though the Polish nation was home to many religious minorities until WWII, the 

Holocaust, the forced expulsion of Jews in 1968, the immigration of different minority groups to 
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mainly Western countries post-War, and the solidifying of Polish identity around Catholicism 

after 1989 (Kowalski, 2008), resulted in a type of ethno-religious homogeneity that characterizes 

Poland until present day. One of the debates surrounding the future of Polish HLE is the extent to 

which Polish heritage institutions will be able to make space for non-Catholics going forward, 

given that Polish cultural institutions in the US have been so deeply intertwined with and often 

reliant on Catholic churches for space and funding. However, by reinforcing the Catholic 

connection within its founding narrative, the Council solidifies these religious roots and 

communicates the importance of this type of instruction within the Polish heritage institutions it 

oversees. At the same time, by centering Catholicism in this way and avoiding mention of Polish 

HLE’s responsibility towards Polish Jews and other religious minorities, institutions like the 

Council signal a tacit acceptance of Poland’s history of religious discrimination and expulsion, 

disallowing any meaningful steps towards religious inclusivity at the institutional level.  

While the Council stresses this religious constraint, it also strives to signal its openness to 

intellectual diversity within its mission statement. The mission statement opens as follows: 

 

1. Celem Centrali jest prowadzenie działalności edukacyjnej i 

kulturalnej w środowisku dzieci i młodzieży polsko- amerykańskiej, a w 

szczególności uczenie języka polskiego, historii i geografii Polski, 

kultury oraz tradycji narodowych. 

2. Centrala swe cele realizuje poprzez: 

a. udzielanie wszelkiej możliwej pomocy w zakładaniu i 

prowadzeniu polskich szkόł dokształcających w Stanach 

Zjednoczonych Ameryki Północnej, 

b. zapewnienie możliwości pełnego rozwoju intelektualnego w 

poszanowaniu godności i wolności światopoglądowej 
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1. The aim of the Council is to conduct educational and cultural 

activities among Polish-American children and youth, in particular, 

teaching the Polish language, history, and geography of Poland, as 

well as its culture and national traditions. 

2. The Council accomplishes its goals through: 

a. providing all possible assistance in establishing and running 

Polish supplementary schools in the United States of America, 

b. ensuring the possibility of full intellectual development while 

respecting the dignity and freedom of different worldviews 

  

 Here, I focus on point b: “ensuring the possibility of full intellectual development while 

respecting the dignity and freedom of different worldviews”. The primacy of this statement 

among the list of ways the Council plans to accomplish its goals (it is listed second among a list 

of 11 points), underscores the importance of this point for the Council. Namely, the author aims 

to present the Council as an organization that values transmitting Polish culture and traditions 

without limiting the range of worldviews and approaches to those traditions. In other words, the 

survival, safeguarding, and showcasing purposes are to be achieved while respecting intellectual 

diversity and openness. This intention resonates with the way policy discourse in Poland around 

multicultural education newly stresses pluralism, tolerance, and diversity, in order to comply 

with European Union regulations, while educational practice still largely favors assimilation and 

homogeneity (Kowalski, 2008). This also resonates with the dichotomy in US education policy, 

in which discursively, “no child” is “left behind” (No Child Left Behind Act, 2001), “every 

student succeeds,” (Every Student Succeeds Act, 2015), and schools offer “multilingualism for 

all” (Seal of Biliteracy), whereas on the ground, students marginalized by race and class often 
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attend underfunded schools (Ladson-Billings, 2006), Eurocentric curricula alienate racialized 

students (Anya, 2011), and programs aiming to benefit language-minoritized students end up 

prioritizing privileged students (Flores & García, 2017). Therefore, the language of the Council’s 

mission statement may be mirroring the way that nations like Poland and the US frame their 

educational policies around a commitment to pluralism, which rarely match on-the-ground 

realities. The extent to which the openness of the policy discourse is reflected in stakeholder 

discourses and actions remains to be seen in the upcoming chapters. It is important though, that 

the discourse of tolerance and intellectual pluralism is presented as central to the mission of the 

Polish HLE umbrella organization that oversees the focal school in this study, since it will be 

revoiced in complex ways by stakeholders.  

 

4.2.2. Audience 

 The type of audience envisioned for Polish HLE through the Council’s Organizational 

Overview and mission statement is identified most directly as “Polish-American children and 

youth”. That hyphenated classification can encompass a range of cultural affiliations and 

relationships to Poland, including Polish citizens who spent a significant portion of their 

childhood in Poland or the US, or people who identify as Polish-Americans because of more 

distant cultural roots. The Council goes even further in terms of who it will support through its 

Foundation for the Expansion of Polish Schools. As stated previously, part of the Foundation’s 

mission statement reads, “[The Foundation] supports everyone who wants to showcase Poland 

and the Polish diaspora as a valuable and internationally-recognized brand.” Namely, the goal of 

the Foundation is to support cultural ambassadors, who will further the purpose of showcasing 

Poland and its diaspora internationally. Importantly, the idea of cultivating a brand and brand 
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ambassadors through HLE is also reflective of the profit discourses that tie language learning 

directly to the economy (Duchêne & Heller, 2012). This exemplifies the impulse to invoke 

capitalist logic in the service of cultural preservation, likely based on the assumption that this 

will resonate strongly with a more expansive audience, comprised of the Polish diaspora and 

Americans more broadly. In fact, this desire to reach not only Poles, but also non-Polish 

Americans, and an implicit positioning of Americans as driven by capitalist logic, likely 

motivates the use of concepts like branding in the mission statement. This inclusion of non-

Polish Americans as relevant to the Foundation’s mission is captured in the following excerpt: 

 

Chcemy pobudzać i inspirować, wierzymy głęboko w oświatę polonijną jako 

tą, która przekazuje wiedzę i uczy bycia Polakiem w sposób 

interesujący, pasjonujący, a czasami nawet spektakularny. Jest również 

swoistym spoiwem całej społeczności, dzięki którym będziemy docierać z 

naszymi pomysłami i wiedzą nie tylko do Polonii (choć jest to główny i 

podstawowy obszar naszych zainteresowań), ale i społeczeństwa 

amerykańskiego, którego Polacy i osoby polskiego pochodzenia stanowią 

ważną i nieodłączną część. 

 

We want to stimulate and inspire, we believe deeply in Polish diaspora 

education as something that transmits knowledge about and teaches how 

to be Polish in an interesting, exciting, and sometimes even 

spectacular way. It is also a kind of unifier of the whole community, 

thanks to which, we will extend our ideas and knowledge not only to the 

Polish diaspora (although this is our main and basic area of interest), 

but also to the American society, of which Poles and people of Polish 

origin are an important and inseparable part. 
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In the statement about reaching not only the Polish diaspora, but also the American 

society with emerging Polish cultural knowledge and ideas, there is a clearly articulated intention 

of expanding the audience for Polish HLE initiatives, which in turn, might be motivating the 

extended use of profit discourses (Duchêne & Heller, 2012). The Foundation’s leaders frame 

“Poles and people of Polish origin” as an inseparable part of American society, and are therefore 

important targets for the Foundation’s showcasing mission. As such, while the Foundation states 

that the Polish diaspora remains the main audience for its activities, it attempts to expand its base 

outwards, in order to improve the awareness and prestige of the Polish diaspora to the wider 

society. This showcasing effort is framed in the language of capitalism and branding, presumably 

to appeal to a kind of “American” logic, in which heritage is valuable insofar as it can be 

converted into capital. This framing reappears in the way journalists discuss the place of Polish 

HLE in American society (see Section 4.4) and in the way educators discuss the motivations of 

“Americanized” families in Polish HLE (see Section 5.2), indicating that the use of profit 

discourse to promote Polish HLE can be viewed as a strategy that Polish-American leaders have 

adopted for legitimating the community’s “slotted space in the multicultural, imagined American 

community” (Rudrappa, 2004). Chapter 5 will delve into how despite Polish community 

members’ participation in this profit discourse, it continues to be framed as something foreign 

and indicative American influence. Nonetheless, through the use of this discourse, the Council’s 

and Foundation’s mission statements invoke a wide group of Polish-American descendants and 

American community members as key contributors to the diaspora’s cultural preservation efforts. 

However, the extent to which this discursive openness resonates at the level of implementation is 

a more complex matter. The next section will highlight the discourses around purpose and 

audience circulating in the focal Kowalski School’s About Us page.  
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4.3 The Kowalski School 

 The focal school in this study, which I have called the Kowalski School, is a member of 

the Polish Supplementary School Council, and operates on Fridays and Saturdays in New York 

State. It’s About Us Page opens as follows: 

 

[Polska Szkoła Kowalskiego] rozpoczęła swa działalność w 1993r. 

Obecnie  szkoła liczy 420 uczniów, dla których prowadzone są zajęcia od 

czterolatków do 12 klasy szkoły średniej. Zajęcia odbywają się w piątki 

i w soboty. 

Dyrektorem szkoły jest od roku 1994 [pani dr Iwona Nowak] dzięki której 

inicjatywie i poświęceniu można uczyć się pisać, czytać i mówić po 

polsku. Opiekę duchową sprawuje ksiądz [Geniu Duda].  Uczniowie 

zdobywają tu wiedzę z zakresu języka polskiego , historii, geografii, 

literatury i kultury polskiej, uczą się o pięknych polskich tradycjach 

i obyczajach. Prowadzone są lekcje muzyki, tańca i kultury na co dzień. 

Uczniowie klas licealnych przystępują do egzaminu LOTE, którego 

pomyślne zaliczenie daje im kredyty do szkół amerykańskich oraz do 

Egzaminu Certyfikacyjnego z Języka Polskiego jako Obcego, który 

umożliwia zdobycie certyfikatu. 

 

[The Kowalski School] began operating in 1993. Every year the number of 

students and teachers grows systematically. Currently, the school has 

420 students, where classes are conducted for 4-year-olds through the 

12th grade. Classes are held on Fridays and Saturdays. 

Since 1994 the principal of the school has been [Dr. Iwona Nowak], 

thanks to whose initiative and dedication, students can learn to write, 

read and speak Polish. [Father Gene Duda] is in charge of religious 

instruction. Here, students learn about the Polish language, history, 
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geography, literature and culture, and about beautiful Polish 

traditions and customs. Music, dance, and culture lessons are conducted 

on a daily basis. High school students take the LOTE exam, the 

successful completion of which gives them credits for American schools, 

and the Polish as a Foreign Language Certification Examination, which 

allows them to obtain certification. 

 

4.3.1. Purpose 

 These first paragraphs of the About Us Page capture a survival purpose (Simon, 2018), 

that carries echoes of a conformist orientation to patriotism (Jaskulowski & Majewski, 2017). 

The Kowalski School outlines as its basic purpose teaching students to “write, read and speak 

Polish”, while also offering them religious, specifically Catholic instruction, through the 

adjoining church. Therefore, the priorities here are linguistic and religious survival, both 

positioned as central to cultural identity building. Enabling students to learn about “beautiful 

Polish traditions and customs” can be read either as a fairly neutral expression of national pride, 

or it can be read in the context of nationalist discourses existing in Poland and across the 

diaspora that favor presenting an unreflexively positive portrayal of national history and values, 

to promote patriotism and unity among students. Jaskulowski and Majewski (2017) classified the 

educators who promote these unreflexively positive portrayals of the Polish nation as having a 

“conformist orientation” to nationalism, the traces of which can be seen in the aforementioned 

statement from the About Us page, and they are also shared by numerous school staff in their 

interviews. In line with this interpretation, later in the About Us page, patriotism is mentioned in 

connection with the Polish-Catholic icon, former Pope John Paul II, as an explicit goal of the 

school. It reads: 
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Mamy nadzieję, że  szkoła będzie dalej prężnie się rozwijać i działać, 

ucząc dzieci i młodzież kulturowej tożsamości i patriotyzmu, który, jak 

powiedział Jan Paweł II, jest: „(...) umiłowaniem do tego co ojczyste, 

umiłowaniem historii, tradycji, języka i samego krajobrazu ojczystego. 

Miłością, która obejmuje dzieła rodaków, by w przyszłości przekazać je 

następnym pokoleniom.” 

 

We hope that the school will continue to develop dynamically and 

operate, instilling in children and teenagers cultural identity and 

patriotism, which, as John Paul II said, is “love for homeland, love of 

history, tradition, language and the native landscape itself. A love 

that embraces the works of fellow countrymen, to pass them on to future 

generations.” 

   

 The invocation of Pope John Paul itself reinforces the orientation of the school as rooted 

in Catholicism, and the definition of patriotism highlights support for fellow Poles, and a deep 

love of national history, traditions, language, and geography. This is the type of cultural identity 

and patriotism that the school states it wants to instill. This expression of patriotism, in turn, 

influences the types of discourses around patriotism revoiced by Kowalski School teachers.  

 Another central purpose alluded to in the About Us page is that of showcasing. This 

begins with the statement that “High school students take the LOTE exam, the successful 

completion of which gives them credits for American schools, and the Polish as a Foreign 

Language Certification Examination, which allows them to obtain certification.” The ability to 

take these exams has at its purpose demonstrating the value of Polish HL instruction in both the 

mainstream US educational context and the Polish context, where a certain grade on the 
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certification exam is required for foreigners seeking to work in Poland. The About Us page also 

contains a statement about the role of the school in the wider Polish community: 

 

Organizowane są różne ciekawe konkursy, imprezy, wyjścia i spotkania z 

ciekawymi ludźmi oraz wycieczki do Polski. 

Tradycją jest coroczna akcja charytatywna „Dar Serca” na rzecz pomocy 

dzieciom z Domów Dziecka w Polsce. 

 

We organize various interesting competitions, events, and meetings with 

interesting people and trips to Poland. 

A central tradition is the annual charity campaign "Gift of the Heart" 

to help children from orphanages in Poland. 

 

 The listed competitions, events, meeting and trips, all signal engagement with the broader 

Polish diaspora community, beyond the walls of the school, and the charity event showcases the 

school’s positive role in assisting Poles in need. In these ways, the school is able to show the far-

reaching and positive impact the school is having on its wider community.  

 

4.3.2 Audience 

Of all the Polish HLE institutions described, the Kowalski School’s About Us statement 

leaves the most ambiguity with regards to its intended audience. No specific referring term is 

used other than “students,” which leaves room for a broad range of attendees, especially those 

who are devoted to cultivating a sense of Polish cultural identity and patriotism. In this sense, 

ownership of Polish culture is already ascribed to the students, and it is only up to them to claim 

that cultural identity. However, given the way the school’s purpose is presented, it is likely the 
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school would appeal to Polish-Catholic families, who share a fairly conformist orientation to 

patriotism (Jaskulowski & Majewski, 2017). However, the school’s About Us page does not 

specify what types of language proficiencies or cultural backgrounds are welcomed in students, 

leaving families to seek this information out themselves.  

 

4.4 “Bilinguals: Doubly Fantastic” Op-ed Piece  

In addition to promotional and policy documents put forth by institutions directly 

involved in Polish HLE, I will also highlight a newspaper article that received considerable 

attention from the Polish HLE community and garnered a direct response from the press 

secretary of the Polish Supplementary School Council, since it critiqued the current state of 

Polish HLE in the US and proposed ways of moving forward. This article was published by a 

Polish newspaper called “The Review” in 2019, and was written by Eliza Sarnacka-Mahoney, a 

Polish-American journalist, translator and bilingualism expert. It opens by explaining why the 

author believes Polish diaspora education is currently at a crossroads: 

 

Dwujęzyczność jest dziś modna, co wcale nie znaczy, że dwujęzyczna 

edukacja to bułka z masłem. Zwłaszcza w Stanach Zjednoczonych, gdzie 

przybywa polonijnych dzieci urodzonych już na miejscu i coraz częściej 

w rodzinach, gdzie tylko jedno z rodziców włada polskim. Polonijna 

edukacja traktująca język polski jako wykładowy jest na rozdrożu. Jeśli 

pójdzie w dobrą stronę, może ugrać dużo więcej niż samą znajomość 

języka. Może pomóc odświeżyć wizerunek Polski, a nawet zbudować go od 

nowa. 

 

Bilingualism is popular these days, which doesn’t mean that bilingual 

education is easy. Especially in the US, where there is an increasing 
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amount of Polish children born locally and more commonly, in families 

where only one parent speaks Polish. Polish education that treats 

Polish as the language of instruction is at a crossroads. If it goes in 

the right direction, it stands to foster much more than simply 

knowledge of the language. It can help revitalize the image of Poland, 

or even build it from the ground up.  

 

4.4.1. Purpose and Audience 

 Sarnacka-Mahoney attributes this watershed moment to the fact that more children who 

enroll in Polish education in the US are born in the US, unlike previous generations, and many of 

those children grow up in families where Polish is only spoken by one of the parents. Therefore, 

she introduces this type of student as one that Polish HLE will need to increasingly cater to. She 

also introduces one of her central arguments, that if Polish education rises to the challenge of 

incorporating this new type of student, it might be able to revitalize the image of Poland in the 

US, therefore highlighting a clear showcasing purpose.  

 She argues that in order to make Polish education responsive to new families, it must 

come to terms with the fact that practices such as conducting school and community events 

exclusively in Polish and tying nearly all community celebrations to Catholic holidays is 

exclusionary to a growing group of Polish-Americans who do not speak Polish or do not practice 

Catholicism. She says: 

 

Polonia, zwłaszcza amerykańska, ma w kalendarzu wachlarz świąt 

nastawionych na pamięć o ojczyźnie i historii przodków. Wszystkie 

jednak cechuje spora hermetyczność kulturowa, a zwłaszcza językowa. 

Gros imprez polonijnych pozostaje związanych z parafią oraz świętami 

katolickimi, a językiem imprez organizowanych przez największe 
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polonijne instytucje kultury i sztuki jest polski. To automatycznie 

odcina od nich grono tzw. Polish-Americans – Amerykanów o polskich 

korzeniach, lecz językiem polskim niewładających. A tych przybywa.  

 

The Polish diaspora, especially in America, has a range of holidays in 

its calendar focused on the memory of the homeland and the history of 

its ancestors. However, all of them are characterized by considerable 

cultural, and especially linguistic, hermeticity. The majority of 

Polish community events are related to the Catholic church and Catholic 

holidays, and the language of these events, organized by the largest 

Polish cultural and artistic institutions, is Polish. This 

automatically excludes the group considered Polish-Americans - 

Americans with Polish roots, who do not speak Polish. And their numbers 

are growing. 

 

 In drawing attention to the “hermeticity” of Polish community events, she is naming non-

Polish speaking and non-Catholic Polish-Americans as a potential audience for Polish HLE, one 

that is often overlooked, but increasingly worth noticing, since “their numbers are growing”. The 

growth of this population corresponds with a decrease in the “traditional” Polish HLE audience, 

namely recently arrived immigrants who spoke Polish at home. She explains, “For the first time 

in centuries, America is no longer the number one promised land for Poles, so the waves of fresh 

immigration, which constituted the backbone of the Polish diaspora, are slowing down.” Here, 

she is referencing the dramatic shift in Polish migrant destinations away from the US towards 

western European Union countries after Poland joined the EU in 2004 (Garapich, 2008). In line 

with this slow-down in US-based immigration, she notes that Polish schools must adopt new 
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methods to serve students from “OPOL (One Parent One Language) families”. She quotes a 

Polish school teacher from New Jersey who says: 

 

Dzisiejsi uczniowie często przychodzą do nas, by uczyć się polskiego od 

podstaw. Tymczasem podstawy programowe dla polonijnej edukacji bazują 

na już nieaktualnym założeniu, że polonijny uczeń polskim włada, i to 

na tyle dobrze, że szkoła ma go dokształcać w zakresie literatury, 

historii, geografii i kultury polskiej. Trzeba więc organizować 

edukację w polskich szkołach w podobny sposób jak nauczanie języków 

obcych w szkołach amerykańskich, z naciskiem na rozwój słownictwa, 

rozumienie czytanego tekstu i poprawną wymowę. Dopiero potem możemy 

mówić o zajęciach z literatury, o bardziej szczegółowej wiedzy 

historycznej i geograficznej przekazywanej po polsku – wyjaśnia i 

dodaje: – Musimy zawalczyć o bazę, o funkcjonalną dwujęzyczność nowego 

pokolenia Polonii, żeby na niej móc budować resztę. 

 

Today's students often come to us to learn Polish from scratch. 

Meanwhile, the core curriculum for Polish diaspora education is based 

on the outdated assumption that a Polish student can speak Polish, and 

well enough that the school can educate him in the fields of Polish 

literature, history, geography and culture. Therefore, education in 

Polish schools should be organized in a similar way to teaching foreign 

languages in American schools, with an emphasis on the development of 

vocabulary, understanding of written text, and correct pronunciation. 

Only then can we talk about literature classes, about more detailed 

historical and geographical knowledge delivered in Polish - she 

explains and adds: - We must fight for the baseline, for the functional 

bilingualism of the new generation of the Polish diaspora, in order to 

be able to build the rest on top of that. 
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 Therefore, the Sarnacka-Mahoney article highlights a viewpoint that is quite common 

among the Kowalski School teachers as well, namely that Polish HLE should model itself on US 

models of L2 instruction “with an emphasis on the development of vocabulary, understanding of 

written text, and correct pronunciation,” rather than teaching Polish history, geography, and 

culture through the medium of Polish from the earliest grades. Sarnacka-Mahoney goes on to say 

that making these kinds of changes in instruction will be crucial to the survival of Polish HLE, 

and to the survival of the Polish cultural presence in the US. She notes: 

 

Walka o dwujęzyczność polskich Amerykanów nabiera w tym świetle 

krytycznego znaczenia. Jeżeli ją przegramy, ryzykujemy – i to w całkiem 

niedalekiej przyszłości – zanik polskich akcentów na społeczno-

kulturowym patchworku Ameryki. 

 

In light of this, the battle for the bilingualism of Polish Americans 

becomes critical. If we lose it, we risk - and in the very near future 

- the disappearance of Polish influences on the socio-cultural 

patchwork of America. 

 

In this quote, she equates cultural survival with the survival of Polish community 

bilingualism, this equivalence also being a common feature of the survival discourses in Simon’s 

(2018) study. Furthermore, she locates the value of this cultural survival within the Polish 

community’s ability to retain a presence among “the socio-cultural patchwork of America,” 

underscoring an outward-facing cultural identity project, one aimed at retaining influence and a 

positive image within the host society. This kind of showcasing intention is articulated most 

clearly in the following article excerpt: 
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Ameryka jest krajem specyficznym, tu wizerunek znaczy wszystko i nie ma 

w tym przesady. Historia i nawyki światopoglądowe USA, kraju 

stworzonego przez imigrantów, sprawiają, że wizerunki narodów tworzą 

nie przyjeżdżający z wizytą politycy, ale członkowie społeczności 

etnicznych zamieszkujących ten kontynent – poprzez codzienne postawy, 

opinie i działania. Polska też w końcu zrozumiała sprawczą moc 

wizerunku w USA – dowodem na to są wielkie środki przeznaczone ostatnio 

na tzw. promocję naszego kraju. Na razie bez skutku, bo żadna firma PR-

owska z Waszyngtonu, żaden jacht pomalowany w polskie barwy narodowe 

ani rodzina akademika na etacie w amerykańskiej uczelni nie załatwią 

tego samodzielnie. Wizerunek Polski mogą za to poprawić zastępy ludzi 

żyjących po tej stronie świata, związanych z Polską językowo i 

kulturowo i mających świadomość, że są dla ojczyzny ważni jako kapitał 

ludzki, intelektualny i polityczny. 

Kilkadziesiąt lat temu nikomu w USA nie przychodziło np. do głowy, że 

Irlandia może być krajem turystycznym, gdzie inwestuje się pieniądze. Z 

Włochami było tylko trochę lepiej, ratowały je znane zabytki. I jedna, 

i druga nacja miała w Ameryce opinię leni, pijusów i mafiosów, a 

imigranci funkcjonowali w zamkniętych kręgach. Dzisiaj włoskie lub 

irlandzkie korzenie to powód do dumy. Irlandzkie i włoskie święta, 

elementy kultury i kuchni stały się integralną częścią kultury 

amerykańskiej. Ta przemiana nie dokonała się spontanicznie. W obu 

przypadkach była wynikiem przemyślanych działań. Imigranci pracowali „w 

terenie”, niosąc pozytywny i atrakcyjny przekaz o ojczyźnie. Z ojczyzny 

z kolei docierało do nich wsparcie intelektualne i instytucjonalne, a 

jeśli trzeba, finansowe. Rozbudzone zainteresowanie kulturą i 

dziedzictwem obu nacji przetarło ścieżki do stworzenia ich silnego 

lobby politycznego w USA. Kupony od tego sukcesu oba kraje odcinają do 

dziś. 
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Inwestycja w dwujęzyczność Polonii może stworzyć szansę na podobny 

sukces wizerunkowy. Moment na to jest tym lepszy, że zaistniały 

naprawdę bardzo korzystne warunki do wychodzenia z językiem polskim i 

polską kulturą do szerszego odbiorcy. 

 

America is a unique country, here brand means everything, and that is 

no exaggeration. The history and worldview of the US, a country created 

by immigrants, show that opinions of different nationalities are 

created not by visiting politicians, but by members of the ethnic 

communities inhabiting this continent - through their everyday 

attitudes, opinions and actions. Poland has also finally understood the 

driving force behind branding in the US - proof of this is in the huge 

amount of resources recently allocated to the promotion of our country. 

So far, to no avail, because no PR company from Washington, no yacht 

painted in Polish national colors, and no family of full-time academics 

at an American university can do this on their own. The image of Poland 

can be improved by the people living on this side of the world, 

connected with Poland linguistically and culturally, and aware that 

they are important to their homeland as human, intellectual and 

political capital. 

Decades ago, no one in the US, for example, thought that Ireland could 

be a tourist destination where money could be invested. Italy fared 

only a bit better, since it was saved by having famous monuments. Both 

nationalities in America had a reputation as being lazy, drunks, and 

criminals, and their immigrant groups functioned within closed circles. 

Today Italian or Irish roots are a source of pride. Irish and Italian 

holidays, and elements of their culture and cuisine have become an 

integral part of American culture. This transformation did not happen 
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spontaneously. In both cases, it was the result of deliberate actions. 

The immigrants worked "on the ground", carrying a positive and 

attractive message about their homeland. From their homeland, in turn, 

they received intellectual and institutional support, and if necessary, 

also financial. The awakened interest in the culture and heritage of 

both nations paved the way for the creation of their strong political 

lobby in the US. Both countries are reaping the benefits of this 

success to this day. 

Investing in the bilingualism of the Polish community may create a 

chance for a similar improvement in branding. The moment for this is 

all the better because there are really very favorable conditions for 

reaching a wider audience with the Polish language and Polish culture. 

 

 This excerpt begins with Sarnacka-Mahoney making the claim that the US is a very 

brand- and image-oriented society, and each immigrant group within the US acquires political 

and cultural influence by engaging in positive branding activities. Once again, this exemplifies 

the way capitalist logic and profit discourses (Duchêne & Heller, 2012) are invoked to explain 

that a heritage community’s value and survival are tied to capital translatable within the host 

society. The author claims that deliberate campaigns by the home country to increase a 

community’s standing in the US by engaging famous politicians and academics are not as 

effective as the local immigrant community acting as their own ambassadors. As an example, she 

uses the case of Irish and Italian immigrant groups, who similarly to Polish immigrants, occupied 

a position of marginal whiteness (Ignatiev, 1995) throughout the late 1800s and early to mid 

1900s, being stereotyped as lazy, poor, drunk, and violent (Seidner, 1976). She argues that the 

way Irish and Italian immigrants were able to escape this kind of stereotyping and create a 

“strong political lobby in the US” was through individuals working “‘on the ground’, carrying a 
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positive and attractive message about their homeland” while receiving institutional and 

intellectual support from the homeland to bolster this message. In fact, historians have discussed 

how Irish and Italian inclusion into whiteness in the US, and into the national mythology as 

crucial contributors to the American identity, was achieved largely through political pressure 

from the home countries following incidents of racialized violence (Staples, 2019), a hatred of 

African Americans as a means of gaining social acceptance (Ignatiev, 1995), participation in the 

Mexican-American War of the 1840s (Menendez Otero, 2017), and participation in Anglo settler 

colonial projects on the western frontier (Jetté & Williams, 2017). However, Sarnacka-Mahoney 

does not mention these elements of oppositional positioning and violence against African 

American, Indigenous, and Mexican communities in order to gain political rights and acceptance 

in the US, instead highlighting the grassroots branding activities of immigrant groups to improve 

their standing. With this, she may be referring to the building of a false mythology around 

Christopher Columbus as “the first immigrant,” which granted Italian Americans “a formative 

role in the nation-building narrative” (Battisti, 2018, p. 21).  

For the Polish community, she focuses on the goal of showcasing positive aspects of 

community identity and increasing visibility as a way to counteract historically negative 

portrayals of Polish immigrants, specifically through actions such as 1) promoting Polish-English 

bilingual programs in US schools, 2) participating in the Seal of Biliteracy initiative in order to 

credential Polish proficiency, 3) eliciting more Polish government support to finance operational 

costs for Polish schools in the US, and 4) decreasing the influence of the Catholic Church as an 

organizing force in Polish instruction, in order to attract a religiously diverse audience. She 

makes the claim that investing in the visibility of Polish-American community bilingualism will 
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improve the “branding” of Poland and the Polish immigrant community in the US, eventually 

leading to more political influence.   

Within this storyline, students involved in Polish HLE are assigned the role of cultural 

ambassadors, who are meant to showcase Polishness to the wider society. In order to achieve the 

widest reach, these ambassadors should be recruited not only from families of recent immigrants 

who still have a close connection to Poland and do not question the close involvement of the 

Catholic Church in Polish HLE, but also from families who may not speak exclusively Polish at 

home and may not practice Catholicism or want the Catholic Church to exert a strong influence 

on Polish HLE. In this way, Sarnacka-Mahoney argues that the showcasing purpose should be 

achieved with the participation of linguistically and religiously diverse Polish-American 

families. However, because Sarnacka-Mahoney does not acknowledge how the “branding” of 

Polish Americans and other White immigrant communities was built on claiming superiority 

over non-White groups, her argument cannot make space for a discussion about whether a re-

branding will involve perpetuating this same hierarchy and imagined internal homogeneity 

around culture and race, or whether it will involve cultivating an image that captures cultural and 

racial, in addition to religious and linguistic, heterogeneity.  

 

4.5 The State of Polish Instruction in the US: Press Release 

 Roughly two weeks after the Sarnacka-Mahoney article was published in The Review, 

the press secretary of the Polish Supplementary School Council published a reply to that article 

in the US-based periodical, the Polish Daily News, called “The State of Polish Instruction in the 

US.” It addressed the critiques of Polish HLE contained in the original article and outlined how 
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the Council sees its role in transforming Polish HLE going forward. In its introduction, the 

article states: 

Od co najmniej 10-ciu lat typowy uczeń polskiej szkoły dokształcającej, 

poza pojedynczymi przypadkami, to Polish - American, coraz już częściej 

będący drugim pokoleniem urodzonym w USA, pochodzący z rodzin polskich 

lub mieszanych, władający językiem polskim dobrze, średnio lub wcale. I 

dyrektorzy i nauczyciele poszczególnych szkół, pomimo braku 

odpowiednich podręczników, dostępu do internetu, czy trudności 

lokalowych, dokładają wszelkich starań aby sprostać nowym wyzwaniom, 

których oczywiście jest dużo. Coraz więcej szkół otwiera oddziały dla 

dzieci nie mówiących po polsku, wprowadza nowe metody nauczania, itd. 

For at least 10 years, the typical student at a Polish supplementary 

school, apart from individual cases, has been Polish-American, more and 

more often being the second generation born in the US, coming from 

Polish or mixed families, and speaking Polish well, moderately or not 

at all. And the principals and teachers of individual schools, despite 

the lack of appropriate textbooks, internet access, or local 

difficulties, make every effort to meet these new challenges, of which 

there are many. More and more schools are opening sections for non-

Polish-speaking children, introducing new teaching methods, etc. 

 

4.5.1. Purpose and Audience 

 The Council is acknowledging the substantial change in demographics which has been 

occurring “for at least 10 years”, however it challenges Sarnacka-Mahoney’s claim that Polish 

schools are not doing enough to accommodate this new student population. The press release 

says that “schools are opening sections for non-Polish-speaking children, introducing new 
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teaching methods, etc.” and later mentions that the Council is also partnering with universities in 

Poland to offer teacher workshops on how to teach Polish as a second, rather than native, 

language. Therefore, both the Sarnacka-Mahoney article and the Council’s press release hone in 

on the shift to L2-type instruction as the way forward in accommodating children from the 

second-generation or from mixed families. However, regarding cultural instruction, neither of 

these documents address how to make sure the lessons incorporate the experiences of American-

born, multicultural, multilingual, or multiracial children as members of the Polish community, or 

how dominant portrayals of Polish heritage and Polish history might be exclusionary to non-

White or non-Catholic students, as seen in Kowalski’s (2008) study of Polish history textbooks. 

Instead, the Council press release goes on to highlight how recent initiatives spearheaded by the 

Council, such as workshops for parents and teachers, meetings with Polish artists, language 

retreats, inter-school language, literature, and art competitions, and cultural festivals are 

furthering the cause of community survival and showcasing. It reads:  

 

Lista wydarzeń jest zbyt długa, żeby ją tu umieścić, należy jednak 

podkreślić, że wspólny jest ich cel - kultywowanie tradycji, histori i 

kultury polskiej, poznawanie geografii Polski. Bo tylko w ten sposób 

wychowani zostaną młodzi ambasadorzy polskości, którymi będą, mamy taką 

nadzieję, absolwenci szkół polonijnych, którzy nie tylko znają język 

polski, ale też czują więź z ojczyzną swoich przodków i są dumni ze 

swoich korzeni, będąc jednocześnie wartowościwymi obywatelami kraju, w 

którym urodzili się i żyją. 

 

The list of events is too long to fully include here, but it should be 

emphasized that their common goal is to cultivate Polish traditions, 

history and culture, and to learn about the geography of Poland. 
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Because only in this way will young ambassadors of Polishness be 

brought up, which we hope will be graduates of Polish schools abroad, 

who not only know the Polish language, but also feel a bond with the 

homeland of their ancestors and are proud of their roots, and at the 

same time are worthy citizens of the country, in which they were born 

and live. 

 

 This statement exemplifies a fairly traditional stance towards cultural survival, as seen 

through the lens of Simon’s (2018) typology, namely that “their common goal is to cultivate 

Polish traditions, history and culture, and to learn about the geography of Poland.” However, the 

statement goes on to echo the showcasing purpose in Sarnacka-Mahoney’s article by noting that 

the goal is to create “young ambassadors of Polishness,” who will, at once, demonstrate an 

inward community focus and participate in cultural transmission because they “feel a bond with 

the homeland of their ancestors and are proud of their roots”, but also demonstrate an outward 

focus towards host community integration by being “worthy citizens of the country, in which 

they were born and live”. Therefore, this statement includes children who were born and raised 

in the US as crucial participants in furthering the goal of cultural survival through Polish HLE, 

acknowledging their growing influence.  

 The press release then goes on to directly address some of the critiques in the Sarnacka-

Mahoney article, namely about close ties with the Catholic Church deterring some families from 

enrolling in Polish HLE, and about decreasing enrollment numbers because schools are not 

adequately catering to the needs of the new student population. It states: 

 

Nie jest moim zamiarem przedstawienie sytuacji szkolnictwa polonijnego 

w USA w różowych barwach, bo takie z pewnością ono nie jest. Wiele 
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szkół boryka się z problemami lokalowymi, czy finansowymi, z którymi 

praktycznie muszą radzić sami. Faktem jest, że zdecydowana większość 

szkół działa przy parafiach i korzysta z pomieszczeń/budynków 

parafialnych i czasami dochodzi do konfliktów, co jest praktycznie 

nieuniknione w stosunkach międzyludzkich. Nie można jednak lekceważyć 

znaczenia parafii i duchownych w działalności szkół polonijnych, 

których wiele powstało z incyjatywy lub przy współpracy lokalnego, 

polskiego proboszcza. Nie znane są mi przypadki osób, które 

zrezygnowały z zapisania dzieci do polskiej szkoły, ze względu na 

przynależność lub zależność od parafii( nie twierdzę,że nie miało to 

miejsca), wiem natomiast,że często decydującym faktem przy wyborze 

szkoły jest m.in.możliwość nauki religii w języku polskim. CPSD nie 

zanotowała również spadku w liczebności uczniów szkół polonijnych - od 

praktycznie 10-ciu lat stan utrzymuje się na podobnym poziomie, tzn. ok 

10 tys. uczniów, przy czym oczywiście liczebność uczniów zdecydowanie 

maleje w klasach starszych, co niekoniecznie jest spowodowane niechęcią 

do polskiej szkoły, ale koniecznością dokonania wyboru pomiędzy 

sobotnią szkołą, a uczestnictwem w programach proponowanych przez 

amerykańskie szkoły, które bardzo często kolidują ze sobą czasowo. 

 

It is not my intention to present the situation of Polish diaspora 

education in the USA in a rosy light, because it certainly is not. Many 

schools struggle with rental space or financial problems, which they 

have to deal with on their own. The fact is that the vast majority of 

schools operate in parishes and use parish premises or buildings and 

sometimes conflicts arise, which is practically inevitable in human 

relations. However, the importance of parishes and clergy in the 

activities of Polish diaspora schools, many of which were founded on 

the initiative or with the cooperation of the local Polish parish 
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priest, cannot be underestimated. I am not aware of cases of people who 

gave up enrolling their children in a Polish school due to affiliation 

or dependence on a parish (I am not saying that it did not happen), but 

I know that often the decisive fact when choosing a school is, among 

others, the possibility of learning religion in Polish. The Council 

also has not recorded a decrease in the number of students of Polish 

diaspora schools - for almost 10 years the number has remained at a 

similar level, i.e. approx. 10 thousand students, and of course the 

number of students is definitely decreasing in the older grades, which 

is not necessarily due to a dislike of Polish school, but due to the 

need to choose between Saturday school and participation in programs 

proposed by American schools, which are very often in conflict with 

each other in terms of time. 

  

 In this excerpt, the Council chooses to focus on the logistical and financial ties between 

Polish schools and the Catholic Church, rather than the underlying ideological merging of Polish 

cultural instruction with religious instruction, which Sarnacka-Mahoney says may be causing 

some parents to opt out of Polish HLE. The excerpt discusses how credit must be given to 

Catholic priests and parishes who were often instrumental in founding and supporting Polish 

community-based schools. The press secretary also argues that while it is possible that some 

people “gave up enrolling their children in a Polish school due to affiliation or dependence on a 

parish,” she is not aware of any such cases, and in fact, she sees many more cases of people 

choosing to enroll their children in Polish schools if they offer religious instruction in Polish. As 

will be discussed in Chapter 5, teachers at the Kowalski School provided examples of both of 

these scenarios. However, for reasons that are self-evident, it is much easier for representatives 

of Polish HLE to keep track of families who do enroll in schools rather than those who do not, 
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therefore, the reasons that families have for not enrolling remain more difficult to confirm. 

Nevertheless, the troubles caused by the nearly ubiquitous partnerships between Polish schools 

and Catholic churches are minimized in this excerpt, and the need to cater to non-Catholic or 

non-religious families is unaddressed. Therefore, non-Catholic and non-religious families are not 

presented as an audience for Polish HLE that the Council envisions as important.  

 Regarding the issue of decreasing enrollments, Sarnacka-Mahoney makes the claim that 

enrollments have been decreasing in East Coast Polish schools due to the migration of many 

Polish-American families out of Polish immigrant enclaves towards states in the western US, and 

because many Polish schools have not yet adapted to serving student with minimal Polish 

proficiency. In turn, the Council’s press secretary asserts that enrollments in the Council’s 

member schools have stayed relatively level for the past decade, except for attrition in the older 

grades. However, she claims this is due to competing priorities in mainstream US schools, rather 

than due to students’ dislike of Polish schools or the inability of schools to cater to their needs. In 

this way, the Council refutes the claim that additional changes need to be instituted in the 

schools, beyond what is already being done regarding teacher training and curricular changes.  

 Lastly, the press release briefly addresses the argument in Sarnacka-Mahoney’s article 

that the Polish HLE community needs to engage in more showcasing activities to counteract 

negative portrayals of the community and increase its political influence within the US. The 

press secretary notes that the Council is already promoting participation in Polish dual language 

programs, in the Seal of Biliteracy, in standardized Polish language exams to gain US high 

school credit, and in co-sponsored cultural events with the Polish government and local 

community organizations. She ends with the statement: 
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Na koniec muszę przyznać, że zgadzam się z autorką artykułu 

wspomnianego na wstępie jeszcze w jednej kwestii-Polonia Amerykańska ma 

znikome lub też żadne wpływy polityczne w kraju, w którym mieszka. 

Przyczyn takiego stanu rzeczy jest wiele, ale to już materiał na 

zupełnie inny artykuł. 

Finally, I must admit that I agree with the author of the article 

mentioned at the beginning on one more issue - the Polish-American 

community has little or no political influence in the country where it 

lives. There are many reasons for this, but this is a topic for a 

completely different article. 

 

 Therefore, she also positions the Polish-American community as having little political 

influence in the US, but deems it beyond the scope of her article to discuss why. Instead, she 

considers the Council as doing nearly everything it can to further the goals of community 

survival and showcasing, and characterizes the initiatives it has implemented as rising to the 

challenge of accommodating a new student population. In contrast to the Sarnacka-Mahoney 

article, the press release paints a picture of Polish HLE that is much further along in reacting to 

ongoing demographic changes in the Polish community and showcasing the presence of this 

community within wider US society.  

 

4.6 Conclusion 

 Across these promotional and policy documents, we observe three key purposes that 

resonate with Simon’s (2018) social positioning classification, namely survival, safeguarding, 

and showcasing. The three institutions highlighted in connection to Polish HLE, namely 

ORPEG, the Polish Supplementary School Council, and the Kowalski School, all share a 
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survival purpose, oriented around the Polish diaspora community, which involves an effort to 

keep the Polish language, culture, and history alive through Polish-medium instruction in these 

areas. The Polish Supplementary School Council pairs this most directly with a safeguarding 

purpose, positioning itself as an institution that needed to guard Polish language instruction from 

disappearing amidst the anti-immigrant and anti-bilingual education movement in the 1920s and 

then once again during WWII. Therefore, unlike the schools in Simon’s (2018) study that 

safeguard against the assimilatory influences of English in the UK, the Council grounds its 

safeguarding goal in historical trauma narratives, that will be revoiced by Polish HLE 

stakeholders in Chapter 5, and serve as the basis for a conformist, and at times, radical 

conformist (Jaskulowski & Majewski, 2017) stance towards patriotism at the focal school. 

Finally, all three institutions articulate a showcasing purpose, which like in Simon’s (2018) 

schools, stems from a level of frustration around the perceived invisibility of the diaspora 

community and its corresponding lack of political clout. The Sarnacka-Mahoney article takes 

this a step further, by linking the showcasing activities to a desire to counteract historically 

negative portrayals of the Polish immigrant community, comparing its trajectory to that of Italian 

and Irish groups in the US. As Simon (2018) notes, the three elements of survival, safeguarding 

and showcasing/counteraction of negative portrayals converge onto a Preservation, Protection, 

and Defense Metanarrative, which “is indicative of communities that not only wish to perpetuate 

the community identity but also feel the need to protect and defend it” (p. 225). The historical 

threats of forced assimilation and negative community stereotyping contribute to the defensive 

posture of these three institutions towards preserving Polish community identity, and 

perpetuating the Polish language, in addition to displaying positive attributes of the Polish 

community, become the central goals of Polish HLE.  
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The documents, however, reveal a conflict around the desired audience for Polish HLE. 

ORPEG, the Supplementary School Council, and the Kowalski School all name a fairly 

expansive group of people they serve, with a range of affiliations with Poland, including students 

who identify primarily with their host country, but claim Polish ancestry. ORPEG was originally 

intended to serve the children of Polish citizens and diplomats temporarily living abroad, but it 

has expanded to include members of the diaspora permanently living abroad. However, the free 

instructional materials that it offers through its e-learning platform are only available in Polish, 

and therefore may not benefit those who do not already have some level of familiarity with the 

language. The Polish Supplementary School Council acknowledges that for the past decade, 

demographics at the member schools have been shifting towards more second-generation and 

mixed-heritage students, therefore, it names “Polish-American children and youth,” broadly 

conceived, as its target audience. However, through its Foundation for the Expansion of Polish 

Schools, it also intends to support anyone who wants to “showcase Poland and Polish 

communities as worthwhile and globally-valuable brands,” presumably including those outside 

the Polish community. The Kowalski School does not use a specific term to refer to its intended 

audience, but aims to recruit families who are drawn to cultivating a version of “Polish cultural 

identity and patriotism,” tied in with the Catholic Church and strong national pride.  

Despite a relatively expansive audience base articulated for Polish HLE, the Sarnacka-

Mahoney article claims that Polish schools remain fairly inaccessible to Polish Americans who 

do not already speak Polish and who would rather not participate in Catholic Church activities. 

In response to these claims, the Council notes that its member schools are instituting new L2-

oriented teaching methods and conducting teacher trainings to accommodate students with lower 

Polish proficiency, and have no intention of decoupling from Catholic Churches due to the major 
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role they play in the functioning of the schools. This signals an acknowledgement of second-

generation and mixed-heritage students as an intended audience for HLE going forward, while 

non-Catholic or non-practicing families are actively excluded. Furthermore, while issues of 

linguistic and religious diversity among the new student population are considered in these 

documents (even if not resolved), the cultural and racial diversity that comes with an increase in 

inter-ethnic and inter-racial marriages within the Polish community, and its implications for what 

constitutes heritage, remain unacknowledged, which creates issues for stakeholders in practice.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONSTRUCTIONS OF HLE PURPOSE AND AUDIENCE BY SCHOOL 

ADMINISTRATORS, TEACHERS, AND PARENTS 

 This chapter extends the discussion about the purposes and resulting metanarratives 

constructed around Polish HLE, this time with a focus on stakeholder perspectives. It explores 

how administrators, teachers, and parents at the Kowalski school take up the discourses around 

Polish HLE put forth by the policy and promotional documents and revoice, extend, or resist 

them in order to achieve particular aims related to the teaching and learning of Polish. Namely, it 

highlights how individual actors engage with the processes of interpreting and appropriating 

policy discourses, and specifically, to what extent they invoke and enact elements of the 

Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative (Simon, 2018) observed within key 

institutional documents in Chapter 4. Simon (2013) argues that metanarratives shape everyday 

interactional processes within supplementary schools, since they “effectively dictate the form 

and content of the learning delivered” (p. 216). She claims that by subscribing to a particular 

metanarrative, schools take on certain rights and duties (Harré and Moghaddam, 2003) that 

impact the priorities and operations of the schools. For instance, within her focal Afro-Caribbean 

school, Simon observed a close connection between the Regeneration metanarrative, 

characterized by a desire to improve the social standing of the community within the wider host 

society, and day-to-day discourses and practices at the school, such as teachers positioning each 

child as a highly capable learner and policing negative self-talk, in order to counteract discourses 

of low achievement among Black students in the wider society.  

As observed in the policy and promotional documents outlined in Chapter 4, Kowalski 

school stakeholders are inheriting a discursive space characterized by elements of cultural 

survival, safeguarding and showcasing, in response to historical threat of forced assimilation and 
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negative community stereotyping. These documents also indicated tension around who is meant 

to be served by Polish HLE, which must then be resolved, on the ground, based on choices made 

by individual stakeholders. Therefore, the metanarratives which stakeholders subscribe to 

influence how they position themselves, the school, and the different audiences for Polish HLE, 

when engaging with Polish instruction. It also influences the way the Kowalski school deals with 

changing demographics, a topic which will be taken up in Chapter 6. To lay the foundation for 

that investigation, this chapter addresses the following research question: 

2. How do stakeholders construct the purpose and intended audience of Polish HLE? 

In order to answer this question, I will analyze data from interviews with administrators, 

teachers and parents, information about textbooks being used within the school, and 

announcements from the Kowalski school website regarding student competitions and 

community events. From this data, I will first highlight how school staff, namely administrators 

and teachers, construct the purpose and intended audience of Polish HLE through their 

interviews, curricula, and announcements, followed by an exploration of parents’ perspectives, 

gathered from their interviews. I will use Simon’s (2018) six purposes of supplementary schools 

to guide my analysis, however, I will also extend her categorization by combining it with 

frameworks proposed by Park (2018) regarding the preservation vs. introduction of students to 

cultural capital in supplementary schools, Jaskulowski and Majewski’s (2017) three orientations 

to patriotic education, and Rush’s (2020) understanding of Poland’s historical trauma and how it 

is processed by the second and third-generation.  

 The current chapter, therefore, explores how the Kowalski school constructs its purpose 

differently depending on whether it’s serving traditional, 1st and 1.5 generation Polish students, 

or whether it’s serving mixed-heritage and 2nd and 3rd generation students. This distinction is 
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captured closely by a phenomenon observed by Park (2018) when investigating the transmission 

of cultural capital in a Korean community-based school in the Midwest. Since the 1950s, 

thousands of Korean-born children were placed with adoptive families in the Midwest. 

Therefore, the school which Park investigated served a large number of Korean adoptees with 

limited prior knowledge of the Korean language, as well as many children born and raised with 

Korean parents, often with more fluency in the language. Park (2018) found that the teachers at 

the school actively differentiated between these two groups, working “to preserve and reinforce 

children’s existing Korean cultural capital or to introduce it to children who they perceived as 

having little or no Korean cultural capital” (p. 286). Furthermore, Park argues that the school 

stratified students into a hierarchy of group membership, reserving “an essentialized and 

stereotypical image of Korean culture and Koreanness to present to adoptees, while similar 

discussions in the non-adoptee classes were rooted in their experiences and knowledges of 

Koreanness” (p. 288). This distinction between preserving cultural capital when dealing with 

non-adoptees vs. introducing adoptees to an essentialized version of culture is also present within 

the Kowalski school, however the hierarchy of group membership falls along the lines of 

immigrant generation and having one vs. two Polish parents. Namely, the cultural capital that 

mixed-heritage students possess is often unacknowledged or delegitimized within the space of 

the school, therefore their learning process is constructed as an introduction to “traditional” 

Polish culture. In contrast, the cultural capital that single-heritage students possess is often 

ratified as legitimate, therefore their learning process is constructed as a preservation of existing 

cultural knowledge. As a result, the purpose element of cultural survival (Simon, 2018) that 

undergirds the school’s mission is achieved via the two fairly distinct pathways, depending on 

who it is intending to target.  
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 Furthermore, I argue that the two main metanarratives that operate at the school, namely 

the Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative and the Preservation metanarrative map 

directly onto different conceptions of nationalism circulating within the education sphere in 

Poland and among the diaspora. In their investigation of Silesian teachers’ approaches to 

teaching Polish history, Jaskulowski and Majewski (2017) observed what seemed to be two 

different concepts of nationalism, the first one which “imagines the Polish nation as a 

homogeneous social entity and which promotes the idea of sacrifice and heroic struggle for the 

nation. On the other hand, we have nationalism which defines the Polish nation in more 

heterogeneous terms, more tolerant of diversity and promoting everyday civic obligation as the 

basis of loyalty to the nation” (p. 12). All of the teachers in their study agreed that history 

education should foster patriotism among students, however those with a “conformist” or 

“radical conformist” orientation either passively accepted or actively promoted the idea that 

Polish history should be shown in a positive light so as “not to alienate young people” (p. 6), 

which meant portraying Poland as the victim, never the aggressor, of geopolitical violence and 

erasing historical crimes against minority groups, particularly Jews. Those classified as having a 

“negotiated” orientation feared that this type of nationalistic education could produce 

“xenophobes” who would be unable to accommodate difference within a society that is growing 

more multicultural. Since the Kowalski school and the Polish Supplementary School Council 

collaborate closely with the Ministry of National Education, the history materials they use in the 

classroom reflect a strongly nationalist ideology. However, similarly to Jaskulowski and 

Majewski’s (2017) study, the teachers at the Kowalski school operate from different concepts of 

nationalism, some of which reflect a defensive survival, safeguarding, and showcasing purpose, 

and some of which map onto a more expansive survival purpose. The teachers who resonate with 
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the idea that Poland has been the victim and had very little political power within Europe and 

internationally for too long tend to want to preserve and transmit an idealized version of Polish 

history and culture to “patriotic” families, who they believe will be receptive to that rhetoric. On 

the other hand, those who believe Poland and the Polish diaspora would benefit from a 

reconceptualization of nationalism to respond to increasingly multicultural realities discuss 

transmitting a version of patriotism rooted in civic obligation and tolerance.  

 Within the context of Polish HLE, these dichotomous approaches are deeply grounded in 

different stakeholders’ responses to Poland’s historical trauma. McLees and Dziwirek (2010) 

discuss how narratives about the survival of the Polish language during the various partitions of 

Poland between 1772 and 1918 remain a cornerstone of national collective memory, and feature 

prominently within Polish education. Furthermore, stories about the heroic struggles of Poles 

fighting to maintain their language against the forces of germanizacja “Germanization,” 

rusyfikacja “Russification,” and amerykanizacja “Americanization,” remain an important part of 

the curriculum both in schools in Poland, and Polish heritage schools in the US (McLees & 

Dziwirek, 2010). Therefore, first-generation immigrants, whether teachers or parents, often 

adhere to the storyline that they must ensure the survival of the Polish language in the way that 

their ancestors did during the partitions, and within the Kowalski school, they also position 

students as inheritors of that same burden. Rush (2020) also notes that “We may consider 

applying the terms historical trauma and historical grief when describing the collective trauma, 

catastrophic losses and devastation experienced by the Polish nation as a result of the German 

and Soviet occupation and the aftermath of WWII leading to years of Soviet repression” (p. 44). 

Rush discusses the ways second and third-generation Polish immigrants in the US relate to the 

notion of the “forgotten Holocaust,” namely Hitler’s cleansing policy against ethnic Poles during 
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WWII and the losses suffered by Poland during subsequent German and Soviet occupation, 

which many descendants believe are not adequately acknowledged within the US educational 

system. Several of the teachers at the Kowalski school share this perceived lack of social 

acknowledgement, and therefore express the need to counter this erasure with a history that 

underscores Polish Catholic suffering during the Holocaust, while disavowing or deemphasizing 

Jewish suffering during that time. Therefore, their promotion of a survival and safeguarding 

purpose is driven largely by a need to honor underrepresented trauma narratives, which are also 

meant to cement a sense of ethnic consciousness (Nikolko, 2018). However, as Nikolko (2018) 

argues, divides between dominant and alternative versions of collective memory draw social 

borders between ethnic groups, and different approaches to Polish collective memory about the 

Holocaust have drawn deep divides within Polish society, as well as manifested in different 

approaches to nationalism within the Kowalski school. Table 5 captures the way different 

approaches to historical trauma (Nikolko, 2018; Rush, 2020) and patriotism (Jaskulowski & 

Majewski, 2017) correspond to key acculturation metanarratives (Simon, 2018) within Polish 

HLE. 

The following sections will highlight how different levels of cultural defensiveness in 

Simon’s (2018) metanarrative categorization, are reflective of different notions of nationalism 

and grounded in distinct responses to historical trauma.  
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Table 5. Features of key acculturation metanarratives in Polish HLE  

 Preservation, Protection, 
Defense Metanarrative 

Preservation Metanarrative 

Purpose element(s) Survival, Safeguarding, 
Showcasing/Counteracting 
negative portrayals 

Survival 

Orientation to 
patriotism 

Conformist or radical conformist Negotiated or conformist 

Orientation to 
historical trauma 

National trauma remains 
unacknowledged by outsiders; 
the threat of cultural & linguistic 
disappearance is repeatable and 
looming, and therefore must be 
actively prevented 

National culture & language was 
threatened in the past, but is not 
actively threatened in the present; 
national trauma narratives should 
represent minoritized perspectives 
(i.e. Jews, Silesians) 

Note. Based on the present author’s synthesis mapping approaches to historical trauma by Nikolko (2018) and Rush 
(2020) and patriotism by Jaskulowski and Majewski (2017) to key acculturation metanarratives by Simon (2018). 
 

5.1. School Administrators and Teachers 

5.1.1. Purpose: Preservation, Protection, and Defense Metanarrative 

 All of the school staff that participated in this study shared a primary goal of preserving 

Polish language, culture, and identity, with different degrees of protectionism (Simon, 2018), and 

also all agreed that the Kowalski school should promote patriotism in its students. However, the 

way that they defined patriotism had a direct impact on their professed teaching practices and the 

extent to which they discussed making space for cultural, religious, and racial heterogeneity in 

their classrooms and in their conception of Polishness. The educators who articulated a sense of 

patriotism rooted in victimhood, sacrifice, and heroic struggle promoted a version of history that 

emphasized an overly positive image of Poland, focused on heroic figures who fit the official 

government narrative, and omitted the narratives of minoritized groups. The purpose they 

articulated for the Kowalski school and for Polish HLE more broadly converged around a 

Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative, in response to multiple layers of perceived 
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threat to community identity. Within this metanarrative, they positioned themselves as keepers of 

a traumatic national history and ambassadors of a positive, proud Polish identity, and drew 

distinctions between children from patriotic families who were ready to inherit the mission of 

cultural pride and ambassadorship, and children from second-generation and mixed-heritage 

families who they saw as primarily being invested in HLE for its instrumentalist benefits.   

 To illustrate some school staff’s focus on a victimhood and survival-centered 

nationalism, which in turn, situated the Kowalski school within a Preservation, Protection, and 

Defense metanarrative, I first turn to the following statement made by Alicia, who is a former 

elementary-level teacher at the school and its current Vice Principal. When discussing how 

culture is transmitted in the school, she explains: 

 

Alicia: Dzieci są zapoznawane z takimi tradycjami czy wydarzeniami 

historycznymi jak 11 listopada, świętujemy, najczęściej akademie wtedy 

organizujemy, i mówimy o tym święcie, mówimy że polska była przez 123 

lata w niewoli, że znikła z map.  

MB: Mhm 

Alicia: Ja na przykład wycięłam z tamtego okresu, znalazłam taką fajną 

lekcję gdzie, najpierw Polska była pod zaborami, a w końcu nic nie 

zostało, że Polski nie było. No tak “Jak to nie było?” “No nie bylo.” 

Potem o dzieci z Wrześni, to na pewno zapamiętały jak opowiadałam że 

dzieci zostały zamknięte na całą noc w szkole za karę że nie chciały 

mówić po niemiecku, tylko po polsku. Nie chciały uczyć się pacierza, i 

za karę zostały pobite i zamknięte na cały dzień w szkole. To-  

MB: <Czują to w sobie>  

Alicia: <Potem zostały wypuszczone.> I to dziecko zapamięta. To im 

utkwi jak polacy, jak dzieci nie poddawali się, o tajnym nauczaniu, że 

było organizowane w domu, że nie było Polski, ale dzieci po 123 latach, 
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po odzyskaniu niepodległości, Polacy mówili po polsku, znali tą 

historię Polski, i nie zaginęło to. Tylko przez to że to zachowali. I 

my im mówimy że oni też mają polskie korzenie, że ich dziadkowie albo 

rodzice są polakami, i bardzo rodzicom zależy na tym żeby oni też te 

tradycje kultywowali. Bo trzeba pamietac z jakich korzeni się człowiek 

wywodzi. Trzeba swoja historie znać. 

 

Alicia: Children are made familiar with traditions or historical events 

like November 11, which we celebrate, most often we organize 

competitions then, and we talk about this holiday, we say that Poland 

was held captive for 123 years, that it disappeared from the map. 

MB: Mhm 

Alicia: For example, I cut out- I found a nice lesson from that period, 

where, first, Poland was partitioned, and finally there was nothing 

left, Poland was gone. And so, "How could it be gone?" "Well, it was!" 

Then about the children from Września, I’m sure they remembered when I 

told them that the children were locked up at school for the whole 

night as a punishment for not wanting to speak German, only Polish. 

They did not want to learn prayers, and as punishment, they were beaten 

and locked up for the whole day at school. Then- 

MB: <The students can feel that within themselves.> 

Alicia: <Then they were released.> And the child will remember that. It 

will stick with them how Poles, how those children did not give up, the 

teaching in secret, that it was organized at home, that there was no 

Poland, but that children after 123 years, after regaining 

independence, that Poles still spoke Polish, they knew the history of 

Poland, that it was not lost. And all because they protected it. And we 

tell them that they also have Polish roots, that their grandparents or 

their parents are Polish, and it is very important for their parents 
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that they also cultivate these traditions. Because a person has to 

remember their roots. They need to know their story.  

 

 In this excerpt, Alicia centers her answer to the question of how the teaching of culture is 

approached at the school, around the memory of Polish partition and regaining independence. 

The November 11th date, which she mentions at the beginning, marks Polish Independence Day, 

when Poland regained sovereignty from the German, Austro-Hungarian, and Russian Empires in 

1918, following 123 years of partition. This holiday is typically celebrated at the school through 

the performance of patriotic songs, poems, and speeches, as well as through Catholic Church 

services. She also mentions that a centerpoint of her lessons about partition used to be the story 

of the children from Września, which refers to student protests that occurred in 1901 in the 

Catholic People's School in Września, in response to the increasing Germanization of schools, 

and specifically to a policy made by the German administration in March 1901, requiring 

religion classes to switch to German as the language of instruction (Kulczycki, 1981). Students’ 

refusal to adopt new German textbooks and recite prayers in German, resulted in detention and 

corporal punishment, which then incited large groups of parents to protest outside of the school, 

some of whom were then imprisoned. As McLees and Dziwirek (2010) explained, traumatic 

narratives about the survival of the Polish language throughout the partitions are a staple of the 

history education curriculum supported by the Polish Ministry of National Education, and are 

often revoiced within community-based HL schools. Alicia positions the Września protests story 

as a central narrative and “traumatic fixation point” (Nikolko, 2018) around which culture 

identity is solidified at that school. It also becomes the narrative that bridges generations of Poles 

who are determined to preserve the Polish language against all odds. In other words, Alicia 

positions her students as inheritors of that painful history, who must take on the mission, that has 
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been passed down generations, of the survival of the Polish language. She constructs the lesson 

so that her students see themselves reflected in the students at Września, who did not give in to 

the forces of Germanization, presumably just as they are not to give in to the forces of 

Americanization. By saying “And we tell them that they also have Polish roots, that their 

grandparents or their parents are Polish, and it is very important for their parents that they also 

cultivate these traditions,” she embeds an assumption of intergenerational ownership of Polish 

traditions and language, regardless of whether the students themselves were born in Poland. In 

this way, the mission of preserving community identity is passed on to the students.  

 In discussing the purpose of the school and teachers’ guiding motivations, several 

teachers expressed a type of pride in passing on a version of history that portrayed Poland as a 

morally superior and compassionate victim, in line with the Law and Justice Party’s ideology. 

This type of sympathetic portrayal was meant to instill a sense of pride and increased support for 

the nation among students. For instance, one elementary and high-school level teacher at the 

school explained: 

 

Martyna: Dumna jestem z tego ze właśnie mogę uczyć, nie tylko polskiego 

języka bo dla mnie czasami jest nawet ważniejsze od języka jest ta 

nasza historia. I taka duma z tego co osiągnęliśmy, jaka byliśmy 

potęgą, to podkreślam, prawda. Bo niektóre rzeczy nam się nie udały ale 

wyciągnęliśmy z tego wnioski, że nigdy się nie poddaliśmy, że nigdy 

nikogo nie atakowaliśmy, że byliśmy sprawiedliwym państwem, ze na 

przykład, i niektórzy potwierdzili w Haiti, że nigdy nie walczyliśmy 

przeciwko narodu Haitskiemu jak byli zniewoleni. Dali nam ziemimę, 

uwielbiają nas tam. Także tego właśnie, takiego patriotyzmu. I jestem 

dumna ze mogę to robić tu w stanach, że mam taką możliwość. 
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Martyna: I’m proud that I’m able to teach, not only the Polish 

language, because for me, sometimes our history is even more important 

than the language. And I have such pride in what we achieved, how 

powerful we were, I try to emphasize that. Because some things did not 

work out for us, but we learned from them, and we never gave up, we 

never attacked anyone, we were a fair country. For example, some have 

confirmed in Haiti, that we never fought against the Haitian people 

when they were enslaved. They gave us lands, they adore us there. 

Therefore, that kind of patriotism. And I am proud that I can do it 

here in the states, that I have such an opportunity. 

 

 In this excerpt, Martyna begins by saying that even more than teaching the Polish 

language, she finds her purpose in teaching Polish history, because through history, she is able to 

instill patriotism. She adheres very closely to what Jaskulowski and Majewski (2017) identify as 

the schematic narrative of Polish history, supported by that Ministry of National Education, 

which is that Poland starts out as a peaceful and mighty nation, then that peace is interrupted by 

an outside threat, there ensues a period of suffering and struggle, then Poland triumphs over its 

enemies, making them stronger, but morally sensitive to the suffering of other nations. Here, 

Martyna describes parts of that schema, mentioning “how powerful we were,” likely referring to 

the First Polish Republic, then discussing a period of struggle by saying “some things did not 

work out for us, but we learned from them” and then drawing on the image of Poland as a 

sympathetic victim who fights for the underdog, by saying “some have confirmed in Haiti, that 

we never fought against the Haitian people when they were enslaved. They gave us lands, they 

adore us there.” In this last part, she is referring to the Polish soldiers who were sent by 

Napoleon to Haiti to fight the slave rebellion in the early 1800s, several hundred of which drew 
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parallels to Poland’s ongoing fight for independence during partition, and turned on the French 

army, joining the Haitian slaves. After Haiti gained its independence, they were granted 

citizenship in the Haitian Constitution (Dapía, 2012). This kind of focus on Poland’s heroism and 

moral superiority, derived from its victimhood, is characteristic of Jaskulowski and Majewski’s 

(2017) conformist orientation to patriotism, and is sustained by a denial or minimization of any 

form of discrimination against Polish national minorities (and in this case, also of the role that 

many Polish soldiers who remained in Napoleon’s army played in the subjugation of enslaved 

Haitians), and a focus on unity through homogeneity. The way this commitment to an image of 

homogeneity and positivity manifests within the school will be further illustrated in Chapter 6. 

However, for the purposes of the current discussion, it is important to note how closely teachers 

like Martyna and Alicia relate the task of cultural preservation to a patriotic orientation to Polish 

history and the passing on of trauma narratives centered on the threat of cultural annihilation.   

 The school promotes this conformist orientation to patriotism on a broader level, as 

evidenced by the types of school wide remembrance activities and competitions it advertises on 

its website. For instance, the school encouraged teachers to make use of resources created by the 

Pilsudski Institute of America to commemorate the 100th anniversary of the Battle of Warsaw 

and the 76th anniversary of the Warsaw Uprising, which included short films depicting the 

heroic actions of soldiers and citizens who sacrificed their lives on behalf of Poland, and Jewish 

citizens saved by Poles from the Warsaw Ghetto. Crucially, these resources do not include the 

counternarratives of ethnic or religious minorities who saw themselves as victimized, rather than 

saved, by Polish soldiers and citizens. Furthermore, the school hosted a competition for “Red and 

White Day,” which is when all students dress in the colors of the Polish flag as a display of 

patriotism. The announcement regarding the competition read as follows: 
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Konkurs ,,Pamiętamy o przeszłości, myślimy o przyszłości” 

Drodzy uczniowie,  serdecznie zapraszamy was do wzięcia udziału w 

projekcie z okazji dnia ,,Biało-czerwonej”. Tematem przewodnim jest 

hasło ,,Pamiętamy o przeszłości, myślimy o przyszłości”. 

Prace plastyczne mogą być próbą odpowiedzi na pytania: 

Czy jesteś dumny z bycia polką/polakiem, ze swoich polskich korzeni? 

Czy integracja polonii w ameryce i na świecie jest potrzebna? 

Czy znasz i szanujesz polskie tradycje, zwyczaje i obrzędy? 

W jaki sposób w twoim domu obchodzicię polskie święta narodowe, 

rocznice ważnych zrywów narodowych, powstań, bitew? 

Czy znasz i szanujesz polskie symbole narodowe? 

Czy pamiętasz i oddajesz hołd bohaterom narodowym, również tym 

nieznanym? 

Czy masz szacunek do weteranów i żołnierzy poległych w walkach o 

ojczyznę? 

  

Competition "We remember the past, we think towards the future" 

Dear students, we invite you to participate in a project in honor of 

"White and Red" day. The primary theme is the phrase "We remember the 

past, we think towards the future". 

Artistic works may attempt to answer the following questions: 

Are you proud of being Polish, of your Polish roots? 

Is the integration of the Polish diaspora in America and around the 

world necessary? 

Do you know and respect Polish traditions, customs and rites? 

How does your home celebrate Polish national holidays and anniversaries 

of important national movements, uprisings, and battles? 

Do you know and respect Polish national symbols? 
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Do you remember and pay homage to national heroes, including those 

unknown? 

Do you have respect for veterans and soldiers who died in the fight for 

the homeland? 

 

 This competition is meant to be a reflection on patriotism and pride in one’s Polish roots, 

therefore it is telling that many of the questions meant to help guide that exploration center 

around celebrating “anniversaries of important national movements, uprisings, and battles,” 

respecting national symbols, paying homage to national heroes and respecting “veterans and 

soldiers who died in the fight for the homeland”. School events like this, combined with remarks 

from teachers and administrators that draw a close link between Polish identity and a version of 

nationalism focused on victimhood, heroic struggle, and homogeneity, align the school’s mission 

with a highly protectionist survival and safeguarding purpose. Within this storyline, the school is 

meant to preserve a morally pristine and heroic vision of Polish identity, and students become 

vessels for keeping the stories of their ancestors and honoring their suffering, by passing on 

Polish to future generations.  

 In addition to survival and safeguarding, the final purpose element of Simon’s (2018) 

Preservation, Protection, and Defense Metanarrative is showcasing, typically in order to 

counteract perceived negative portrayals of the heritage community within the wider society. In 

Simon’s (2018) study, schools that subscribed to this metanarrative often operated as platforms 

for their heritage community by raising awareness of the community’s culture, history, and 

language and providing an avenue for members of the wider society to explore these components 

of community identity. She highlighted Bosnian and Irish heritage schools in the UK, whose 

leaders expressed frustration about the perceived invisibility of their communities, therefore 
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countering this invisibility lay at the center of the schools’ purposes. The Bosnian community, in 

particular, also sought out showcasing activities in order to transform a historically negative 

image of the community as vulnerable asylum seekers to positive contributors to British society. 

In the current study, Kowalski school leaders sought out opportunities for showcasing a positive 

image of Polish community identity, chiefly as a way to increase the visibility of the community 

within US society. They felt that by using the school as a platform to demonstrate the vibrancy of 

the Polish language and culture, they could draw in families who they considered more 

assimilated into American culture and valued prestige and neoliberal incentives above all else.  

 The need to counteract historical negative stereotypes of the Polish community was not 

mentioned as the explicit driver of showcasing activities, even though some school staff did 

allude to a change in the perceptions of the Polish community over the years, from an 

uneducated, working class, to a highly educated, middle class, and the need to maintain that 

perception. Similarly to the Sarnacka-Mahoney op-ed about necessary changes to the Polish 

HLE status quo, discussed in Chapter 4, the reasons behind this change were largely eschewed, 

leading to a simplified narrative of community advancement through positive branding and 

capitalist pursuits (Heller & Duchêne, 2012). In line with this narrative, the Kowalski school 

participated in initiatives that would showcase the educational achievement of Polish school 

students within the US education system. Namely, it prepared students for a series of 

standardized Polish language exams that could be used to gain credit within local high schools 

and qualify for the Seal of Biliteracy. In this way, studying Polish was showcased as an activity 

that is valuable, educationally and professionally, beyond the confines of the Polish immigrant 

community. Furthermore, the school aimed to bring awareness of Polish traditions to the wider 

society through organizing celebrations and picnics open to the local public, marching in the 
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annual Pulaski Day Parade, hosting open meetings with Polish artists and writers, and 

participating in the Day of Bilingualism, which is an initiative in which students express the 

benefits they’ve experienced in learning Polish through songs, poems, essays, and performances, 

usually to an audience of local bilingual school educators and community leaders.  

 Alicia explains how many outreach-based activities are meant to draw in the new 

generation of parents, who expect Polish school to supply enrichment activities beyond the 

learning of language: 

 

MB: A myśli Pani ze trzeba będzie jakoś inaczej zachęcić, czy na razie 

może być tak jak jest?  

Alicia: Tak, tak. Już się staramy, bo jest ten piknik, do tego zabawy, 

coraz więcej wyjść dzieciom się organizuje, czy do Fundacji 

Kościuszkowskiej, do Instytutu Piłsudskiego, gdzie są organizowane 

lekcje “Noc w Muzeum,” kiedy dzieci przychodzą do Instytutu na film, na 

te lekcje, pogadanki wieczorne, i rodzice ich odbierają około 10. No 

staramy się. Już takie samo nauczanie jak kiedyś było to nie wystarczy. 

Dlatego dużo zajęć plastycznych zorganizowałam bo dzieci to lubią i 

trzeba robić wszystko żeby te dzieci z chęcią przychodziły do tej 

polskiej szkoły. Tak samo Pani Dyrektor stara się żeby jak najwięcej 

było tych zajęć pozalekcyjnych, ze sa zuchy, szachy, gra na gitarze, 

jest chór- 

MB: No, rozwinęło się dużo.  

 

MB: Do you think you’ll need to motivate parents differently, or can 

everything stay as it is for now? 

Alicia: Yes yes. We’re already trying, because we have the picnic, then 

we have the parties, we’re organizing more trips for the kids, for 
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example to the Kosciuszko Foundation, to the Pilsudski Institute, where 

we organize Night at the Museum lessons, when kids come to the 

Institute to watch a movie, for these lessons, for evening talks, and 

the parents pick them up around 10. We’re trying. The type of teaching 

we did earlier is not enough. That’s why I used to do a lot of art 

lessons, because the kids love them and we have to do everything for 

the kids to enjoy coming to Polish school. Similarly, the principal 

tries to make sure there are tons of extracurricular activities, like 

scouts, chess, guitar lessons, choir- 

MB: Right, it’s expanded a lot. 

 

 Alicia lists several events that involve engagement with local Polish organizations and 

the local Polish community beyond the school, meant to center the Polish school as a hub of 

Polish-American community life. As Simon (2013) discusses, when enacting a showcasing 

purpose element, schools position themselves as community ambassadors, representing not only 

themselves, but also the heritage community that they serve. As ambassadors, Kowalski school 

representatives hope to further the image of creatively and civically engaged Polish youth, in the 

hopes that this image will draw in a wider Polish-American audience. It is important to note that 

as with the policy documents discussed in Chapter 4, the Kowalski school showcasing activities 

are meant to address a perceived shift to neoliberal values among the wider American society, 

and among those Poles considered to be more assimilated, therefore they focus on demonstrable 

achievements and extracurriculars that can be easily listed on a resume or application. They also 

signal a growing awareness of needing to incentivize families with Polish roots who were not 

necessarily raised or educated in Poland.  
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 The next section addresses an alternative metanarrative functioning among a subsection 

of teachers at the school, namely the Preservation metanarrative (Simon, 2018), which aligns 

with a more inward-facing and less protectionist survival purpose, and has also emerged in 

response to demographic shift within the school’s audience.   

 

5.1.2 Purpose: Preservation Metanarrative 

 In addition to preserving and protecting an idealized version of Polish culture, educators 

mentioned that in recent years, the Kowalski school has had to take on the purpose of 

introducing students with little to no cultural knowledge to a type of Polishness that resonated 

with their life experiences. Similarly to the teachers in Park’s (2018) midwestern Korean school, 

educators at the Kowalski school often characterized students from mixed-heritage and second-

generation families as having limited cultural capital, in contrast to students with two Polish 

parents, or students who took regular trips to Poland. They therefore distinguished between 

needing to reinforce and reaffirm the cultural capital that more “traditional” students already 

possessed, and introducing the newer generation of students to a form of cultural capital built 

upon a reenactment of Polish traditions and an attitude of tolerance towards multiculturalism. 

Simon (2018) discusses how the Preservation metanarrative, built on the single purpose element 

of survival, is characterized by a re-enactment of certain homeland traditions and practices, in an 

effort to preserve the authenticity of the ethnic minority community identity. She explains that by 

ingraining aspects of the community identity within generations of children born in the host 

country, heritage language schools attempt to cultivate a new generation of community identity 

carriers, allowing for the group’s survival. However, unlike the Preservation, Protection, and 

Defense metanarrative, which responds to perceived outside threats to community identity, the 
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Preservation metanarrative mainly describes “inward-facing” identity construction work, and 

therefore lacks an explicitly protectionist orientation. In the case of the Kowalski school, 

teachers sought to cultivate a new generation of community identity carriers among students who 

were born in the US and had minimal experience with the Polish language and Polish traditions 

at home. While for some teachers, this involved a passing on of historical trauma narratives to all 

students, it was often articulated that students from the new generation of families were often not 

as patriotic as those from the older generation, many of whom were partially raised in Poland, 

therefore a different approach was necessary. This different approach was often characterized by 

passing on a type of nationalism that Jaskulowski and Majewski (2017) described as “more 

tolerant of diversity and promoting everyday civic obligation as the basis of loyalty to the 

nation” (p. 12). Teachers who displayed this orientation sought to preserve a version of 

Polishness they believed would be more resonant within the multicultural realities of the current 

Polish diaspora community in the US.  

 As Simon (2018) also observed, a crucial element of schools adhering to the Preservation 

metanarrative was an emphasis on the shared re-enactment of traditions. Daria, an elementary-

level teacher at the school explains why this re-enactment is so essential to the new student 

generation: 

 

Daria: Niektóre dzieci odwiedzają polskę co roku, regularnie, rodzice 

kładą nacisk na to żeby znały tą kulturę. Inne po prostu, to co właśnie 

otrzymają ode mnie w szkole jest ich pierwsza stycznoscia, na przyklad 

z wielkanoca. Nie wszystkie rodziny to obchodza i to co właśnie, ze 

malujemy te jajeczka w szkole, ze pakujemy składniki koszyczka i 

tłumaczymy, to jest symbol tego, to jest symbol tego, to jest właśnie 

ich czasami pierwszy- niektóre dzieci sie zglaszaja i wiedza a dla 
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innych to jest nowość. Dlatego uważam że powtarzanie to co roku, 

zakorzeni się to. 

 

Daria: Some children visit Poland every year, on a regular basis, their 

parents really put an emphasis on them knowing the culture. Others 

simply, what they learn from me at school is their first encounter with 

Easter, for example. Not all families celebrate it, and things like 

painting Easter eggs at school, packing all the ingredients into the 

basket and then we explain, this is a symbol of this, this is a symbol 

of that. That is sometimes their first- some kids raise their hands and 

they know, but for others, it’s all new. That’s why, I think, repeating 

it every year, will engrain it for them. 

 

 Daria explains that while some families introduce children to Polish traditions at home, 

for other children, the Kowalski school holiday celebrations serve as their first encounter with 

these traditions. Daria citing Easter as her example is also telling, since all of the holiday 

celebrations enacted at the school are tied in with the Polish Catholic tradition, or they 

commemorate national anniversaries, such as Polish Independence Day or major historical 

battles. Therefore, an introduction to Polish cultural capital at the school largely entails a 

socialization into the Polish Catholic celebration calendar. The Sarnacka-Mahoney article 

examined in Chapter 4, which critiqued the centering of Catholic traditions in Polish HLE, noted 

that this was the case in most, if not all, Polish heritage language schools in the US that she was 

familiar with, and it was potentially exclusionary to Polish non-Catholics, a topic which will be 

further explored in Chapter 6. Nonetheless, the above excerpt highlights that some teachers are 

re-framing the purpose they envisioned for their work to include introducing, rather than solely 
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reinforcing Polish traditions for students who have not encountered “traditional” examples at 

home.  

Daria also explained that beyond teaching students about key cultural traditions, she saw 

as part of her mission teaching students tolerance towards other cultures and other ways of 

celebrating Polish traditions. She explained: 

 

Daria: Bo to nie chodzi tylko o naukę polskich tradycji ale takiego 

[inaudible] Zawsze się czegoś nauczą.  

MB: Nie tylko o tradycję ale o co? Nie słyszałam. 

Daria: O tolerancje innych kultur.  

MB: Aha, to ciekawe. To Pani włącza te różne kultury też? 

Daria: Zwykle pytam co obchodzą w innych domach, żeby nie narzucać tego 

co ja mam. I oni wszyscy, wszystkie dzieci zawsze chętnie opowiadają o 

tym jak to jest u nich w domach.  

 

Daria: Because it’s not only about learning Polish traditions, but also 

this kind of [inaudible]. They’ll always learn something.  

MB: Not only about traditions but about what? I couldn’t hear. 

Daria: About tolerance of other cultures. 

MB. Oh that’s interesting. So you include other cultures as well? 

Daria: I usually ask what they celebrate in different homes, to not 

impose on them what I do. And all of them, all the children always 

gladly talk about what it’s like in their homes.  

 

 The discourse of tolerance permeated several teachers’ statements, particularly when 

talking about a type of patriotism and cultural education that also includes “tolerance” towards 

other cultures. Although within US educational discourse, the concept of “tolerance” has been 
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critiqued for the implication that differences must be tolerated, perhaps begrudgingly, rather than 

embraced, and inclusion has come to be considered a more worthwhile and affirming goal, this 

distinction seems to not figure prominently within the Polish educational sphere (Buchowski & 

Chlewinska, 2012). Even the type of nationalism that Jaskulowski and Majewski (2017) describe 

as a counterpoint to the conservative, heroism-based discourse, is discussed as promoting 

“tolerance of diversity” as opposed to homogeneity. When Daria elaborates on what she means 

by “tolerance of other cultures,” she explains that she encourages all her students to share about 

how they celebrate traditions in their homes, rather than imposing her own predetermined 

standard. Earlier in the interview, she provides examples of students sharing how they celebrate 

traditions with their non-Polish parents and grandparents, and explains that everyone is enriched 

by hearing these accounts. Therefore, in her classroom, a re-enactment of traditions usually also 

entails learning about the variation in how different families, either from different regions of 

Poland or with a parent who is not Polish, enact similar traditions. In other words, this type of 

introduction to cultural traditions highlights heterogeneity.  

In addition to certain teachers articulating a cultural survival purpose built upon a 

negotiated approach to patriotism, school leadership has signaled an intention to shift in that 

direction through its textbook selection. In the past three years, all elementary level teachers have 

been asked to base their language and cultural instruction on the textbooks of an educator, who I 

will call Iwona Pawelczuk, and who advertises her books as follows: 

 

Podręczniki [Iwony Pawelczuk] są z założenia cennym narzędziem, 

niezbędnym dla efektywnego procesu nauczania języka polskiego poza 

granicami kraju. Ułatwiają pracę nauczycielowi, który musi się zmierzyć 

ze specyfiką nauczania tego języka na obczyźnie, przełamując stereotypy 
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i metodyczną rutynę wyniesioną z Polski. Oszczędzają mu czas potrzebny 

na przygotowanie się do lekcji, zawierają bowiem wiele materiału 

poglądowego oraz dodatkowych wiadomości i ciekawostek. Treści czytanek, 

polecenia podtekstowe nie są ani za łatwe, ani za trudne. Mają 

wystarczającą ilość ćwiczeń przeznaczonych na słuchanie, mówienie, 

czytanie i pisanie. 

 

Wspomniane podręczniki spełniają zarówno funkcje językowe, jak i 

kulturowe tworząc podstawę do porównań kultury polskiej z kulturą kraju 

ich zamieszkania. Wzmacniają w uczniach poczucie wartości bycia 

Polakiem poprzez poznanie dorobku takich znakomitości jak: Kopernik, 

Kościuszko, Pułaski, Maria Skłodowska-Curie, Chopin, Paderewski, 

Moniuszko, Wieniawski, Jan Paweł II........ 

 

Zawierają ciągłość wiedzy o Polsce, jej historię, tradycje, obrzędy i 

zwyczaje. Uczą tolerancji, przełamywania uprzedzeń i stereotypów tak 

ważnych zachowań w wielokulturowym społeczeństwie.  

 

[Iwona Pawelczuk’s] textbooks are a valuable tool, necessary for an 

effective process of teaching Polish abroad. They facilitate the work 

of a teacher who has to deal with the specificity of teaching this 

language in a foreign country, while breaking the stereotypes and 

methodological routine taken from Poland. They save teachers the time 

necessary to prepare a lesson, because they contain a lot of example 

materials, additional information, and interesting tips. The content of 

the readings and the directions is neither too easy nor too difficult. 

They also have enough listening, speaking, reading and writing 

exercises. 
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The aforementioned textbooks fulfill both linguistic and cultural 

functions, creating a basis for comparing Polish culture with the 

culture of the country of students’ residence. They strengthen 

students' sense of the value of being a Pole by learning about the 

achievements of such notable people as: Copernicus, Kościuszko, 

Pułaski, Maria Skłodowska-Curie, Chopin, Paderewski, Moniuszko, 

Wieniawski, John Paul II ........ 

 

They contain knowledge about Poland, its history, traditions, rituals 

and customs. They teach tolerance, breaking down prejudices and 

stereotypes, such important lessons in a multicultural society.  

 

 The author created this series of textbooks specifically for teaching heritage speakers of 

Polish, and therefore envisioned the materials being used in various countries across the world. 

She articulates a need for teachers to break the “methodological routine” they were socialized 

into in Poland, updating their methods to meet the goal of educating children raised abroad. She 

positions her books as furthering that goal by “creating a basis for comparing Polish culture with 

the culture of the country of students’ residence,” and  teaching tolerance through “breaking 

down prejudices and stereotypes,” which she views as “important lessons in a multicultural 

society”. This may be read as a response to the national curriculum set by the Ministry of 

National Education, which is characterized by many educators as promoting pride through 

homogeneity and leaving students unprepared for a multicultural world (Jaskulowski & 

Majewski, 2017). Pawelczuk instead discusses strengthening “students' sense of the value of 

being a Pole,” while explicitly teaching “tolerance”. By supporting this author, Kowalski school 

leadership is sanctioning this message, although the extent to which the textbooks and the 

teachers who implement them succeed at “breaking down prejudices and stereotypes” is 
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questioned in Chapter 6. Nonetheless, the discourse of socializing students into a type of 

Polishness that is sustainable within a multicultural society is present in both teachers’ 

statements and in the school’s primary textbooks, serving as a counterpoint to a protectionist 

version of national identity building, which remains common among the staff.  

 

5.1.3 Audience 

Most school staff constructed families comprised of two Polish parents, who speak 

primarily, or even exclusively Polish at home, demonstrate pride in the Polish nation, and 

practice Catholic traditions, as the ideal audience for Polish HLE. Because the staff imagined 

these families as transmitting an authentic and robust version of the Polish language and culture 

to their children, they described how this, in turn, allowed the school to continue its rightful role 

as a supplement to at-home Polish cultural education. In contrast, school staff constructed 

families that included only one Polish parent or caregiver, spoke primarily other languages at 

home, demonstrated ambivalence about Polish nationalism, or did not practice Catholic 

traditions, as non-ideal stakeholders, who would force the school into taking on the primary role 

in their children’s Polish cultural education, which it was reluctant to uphold. The perception of 

needing to take on a cultural preservation role (Park, 2018) with families who fit the first 

category and a cultural introduction role (Park, 2018) with families who fit the second category 

also impacted the positioning of students within classrooms. Specifically, students from 

“traditional” families were positioned as creators of cultural knowledge, while students from 

non-traditional families were often expected to passively receive cultural capital from their peers. 

This section delves into the school staff’s positioning of parents and students, respectively. 
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Positioning of parents. School leadership and teachers constructed single-heritage, 

Polish-speaking, patriotic, Catholic families as the ideal audience for Polish HLE through the 

ways they defined successful students and the ways they juxtaposed desirable and undesirable 

characteristics in the population they served. For instance, Vice Principal Alicia articulated that 

success at the school is often associated with having a specific family makeup. Alicia’s excerpt 

follows a segment in which she explains that parents who do not speak Polish rarely participate 

in school events, because the cultural and linguistic gap is too large. She then gives a 

counterexample of who is able to participate most fully in the school: 

 

Alicia: W zasadzie to wygląda tak że dzieci najlepiej radzące sobie w 

szkole i takie otwarte, i w zasadzie dobrze się wtedy uczą, jak mówią, 

czytają po polsku, i chętnie wtedy chodzą, wtedy kiedy rodzic jest 

polakiem, i jeden i drugi, i jeszcze dodatkowo babcia jest w domu.  

 

Alicia: In practice, it looks like the kids who do the best in school, 

who are the most open, and who essentially learn the best, are those 

who speak, who read in Polish, and therefore eagerly come, when their 

parents are Polish, both one and the other, and on top of that, when 

their grandma lives at home.  

 

 Alicia asserts that the school is most equipped to serve students who grow up with two 

Polish parents and a Polish grandparent, since they already speak and read in Polish. This is 

because all of the classes at the school operate under the assumption that students will have at 

least spoken fluency in Polish, and they plan their curriculum and materials accordingly.  
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In other words, students from these families are positioned as the primary audience for the 

school, and it is taken as a matter of fact that students who do not fit this mold will likely 

struggle with coursework. In other words, accommodating the needs of these students is not 

constructed as a priority. 

 In fact, the school principal, Iwona, constructs the families who do not prioritize speaking 

and reading Polish at home as under-functioning partners in the education of their children, 

asserting that the Kowalski school will not take on the primary responsibility for Polish cultural 

and linguistic instruction. She explains: 

 

Iwona: Dlatego rodzice, kochani, powinni wiedzieć, że aby-- posyłają 

dziecko do szkoły i myśląc o tym że szkoła nauczy w ciągu jednego dnia, 

komunikatywnie mowic w jezyku polskim, to mylimy się. To musi być 

korelacja, współpraca, odpowiedzialność, zarówno i rodziców i 

nauczycieli którzy przygotowują do poznania tego języka, bo nauczyciel 

przez trzy godziny w szkole polskiej może tylko wskazać drogę do 

nauczania tego języka polskiego, może dać wskazówki rodzicom co on 

powinien robić w domu. I ja mysle ze wszystko jest do osiągnięcia, 

tylko obopólna wyrozumiałość, obopólna chęć i postawienie sobie celu na 

jakim poziomie dziecko powinno umieć ten jezyk polski i czy naprawde 

chcemy go nauczyc. 

 

Iwona: That is why parents should know that in sending their child to 

school and thinking that the school will teach their child, in one day, 

to speak Polish communicatively, they are mistaken. It must be a 

collaboration, cooperation, the responsibility of both parents and 

teachers who prepare them to learn this language. Because a teacher, in 

three hours in Polish school, can only guide the way in how to teach 
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the Polish language, and give instructions to parents about what they 

should do at home. But I think that everything is achievable, given 

mutual understanding, a mutual desire, and clear goals about what level 

the child should be able to achieve in Polish and whether we really 

want to teach it.  

 

 In this excerpt, Iwona is expressing a sense of mismatched expectations created by a 

clash between the school’s self-positioning as a supplement to student’s Polish cultural and 

linguistic socialization and what she views as some parents’ positioning of the school as a 

primary driver of this kind of socialization. Namely, she characterizes the new generation of 

parents as expecting “that the school will teach their child, in one day, to speak Polish 

communicatively,” without the children receiving Polish input at home. It is likely that this 

perception is both the result of some parents reporting to not speak Polish at home, as well as the 

hybridized language and cultural practice of other families not being recognized as legitimate. 

Nonetheless, rather than embracing the need to shift the school’s model as more students enter 

with less knowledge of a standardized, monoglossic Polish language, Iwona asserts that “in three 

hours in Polish school, [teachers] can only guide the way in how to teach the Polish language, 

and give instructions to parents about what they should do at home,” recruiting parents to the 

position of co-educators, while Polish school teachers serve as guides for how to provide 

language instruction. As I show in Section 5.2, because of labor demands, and limited time and 

resources, many parents find this role to be unrealistic.   

While Alicia and Iwona focus primarily on the ethnic makeup and language policy of the 

family home to define the ideal audience for HLE, factors like patriotism, religion, and class also 

play a massive role in the positioning of Kowalski school families. Eight of the teachers I spoke 
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to characterized the parents that they positioned as being of the “newer generation” as either less 

patriotic, less religious, or less committed to reinforcing a sense of loyalty to Polish community 

identity, compared to previous generations. Therefore, there was little space for them in the 

Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative (Simon, 2018), because within the 

Kowalski school, that metanarrative requires both parents and teachers to ground a sense of 

community identity in a more radical or conformist approach to patriotism (Jaskulowski and 

Majweski, 2017) and in the Polish Catholic tradition. As an example of this stance, elementary 

level teacher Ursula drew a distinction between the patriotic parents of the past and the more 

“Americanized” generation of the present in the following excerpt: 

 

Ursula: No, ta polska szkoła teraz w zasadzie może być dla nich w 

ramach takiego dodatku, nie. Ale to nie dla wszystkich bo sa rodzice 

ktorzy naprawde tak patriotycznie podchodza do polskiej szkoly.To co mi 

sie podoba w naszej polskiej szkole, bo [w mojej dzielnicy] są chyba 

trzy polskie szkoły, i tak mam znajome które pracują w tych szkołach, 

to wiesz, u nas mi sie podoba ze tez sie patrzy na tradycje, na kulture 

polska, ze dziecko ma z tym stycznosc. A w niektórych szkołach jest tak 

że jest nauka, nauka, i nauka. Wiesz zalezy czego oczekujesz, jeżeli 

ktoś planuje wrócić do polski z dziecmi, no to moze rzeczywiscie warto, 

żeby to dziecko kulo, kulo, robiło ten materiał, ale jak chcesz 

wychować dziecko jeszcze w takim duchu polskości tutaj, no to wydaje mi 

sie ze to jest bardzo ważne. Żeby jednak były te akademie, jak sa te 

wszystkie święta, żeby naród, żeby to podkreślić, zreszta wiesz, u nas 

dyrekcja bardzo dba o takie rzeczy. Te dzieci, nawet jesli sa takie 

ktore nie koniecznie chca sie uczyc, to dalej jest ten duch polskości, 

żeby był kontakt z tą tradycją, kulturą polską, to też ważne, to bo to 

sa korzenia, prawda. To są korzenie, nie?  
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MB: A rodzice dalej mają tą motywacje takiego patriotyzmu? 

Ursula: Mi sie wydaje ze jest duzo rodziców którzy tak, a dużo rodziców 

z tych młodszych, nie tak jak widze. To obserwuję że im młodszy rodzic, 

to mniej tego jest, nie. Tak jakoś mniej tego patriotyzmu widze w tym 

wszystkim, nie. No wiesz, jak są parady to jeżdżą na te parady z 

dziećmi, nie. Nie wszyscy, no ale nawet jak nie idą ze szkołą te 

dzieci, to rodziny jadą same, no to tez jest wazne, nie, no bo to z 

jakimś celem jada, zeby pokazac ta parade dziecku, nie, żeby zobaczyli 

tych polakow, zeby te flagi zobaczyli, także to też ma znaczenie. A tak 

mi sie wydaje ze tacy najmłodsi to tak też mniej, nie. Mi sie wydaje ze 

to sa tacy ludzie którzy już takie kariery porobili tutaj, po prostu 

juz sa bardziej po tej Amerykańskiej stronie, tacy bardziej 

zamerykanizowani, nie.  

 

Ursula: Well, Polish school may actually be for them this added 

extracurricular. But that’s not the case for everyone, because there 

are parents who really approach Polish school so patriotically. What I 

like about our Polish school, because there are probably three Polish 

schools in [my neighborhood], and so I have friends who work in these 

schools, you know, I like that in our school, we also pay attention to 

traditions, to Polish culture, that children have contact with it. In 

some schools, it’s only study, study, study. You know, it depends on 

what you’re expecting, if someone is planning to return to Poland with 

their children, well, maybe it's really worth having this child just 

cram, cram, do the material, but if you want to raise your child in a 

kind of spirit of Polishness while here, that seems to me very 

important. For there to be these competitions, all these holidays, for 

the nation, to emphasize it. As you know, our directors care a lot 

about these things. These children, even if there are those who don’t 
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necessarily want to learn, there is still this spirit of Polishness, so 

they get contact with this tradition, with Polish culture, that’s also 

important, because these are their roots, right? These are their roots, 

aren't they? 

MB: And do you think parents are still motivated by this kind of 

patriotism? 

Ursula: It seems to me that there are a lot of parents who still are, 

but a lot of parents from the younger generation, I don’t see that. 

I’ve observed that the younger the parent, the less they are. Somehow, 

I see less of this patriotism in all of that. You know, when there are 

parades, they go to those parades with their kids. Not all of them, but 

even if the kids don’t go with the school, the families go by 

themselves, and this is also important, right, because they go with 

some kind of purpose, to show this parade to the child, right, to see 

other Poles, to see the flags. That also matters. And it seems to me 

that the younger parents are also going less, right? It seems to me 

that these are people who have already made their careers here, so they 

are more on the American side, they’re more Americanized, right? 

 

 For Ursula, what distinguishes the Kowalski school from other Polish schools in the area 

is the focus on re-enacting traditions and instilling in children a sense of patriotism. She therefore 

positions parents who approach Polish school “patriotically” in a positive light, in opposition to 

parents for whom Polish school is an “added extracurricular.” She also explicitly notes that the 

younger the parent, the less patriotic they seem. This is exemplified by their seeming lack of 

interest in participating in Polish patriotic activities, such as attending the annual Pulaski Day 

Parade, in which the Kowalski school typically marches. Ursula also alludes to a class distinction 

between the younger and older parents, noting that “these are people who have already made 
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their careers here” and are therefore “more Americanized.” Because these parents are seen as 

“more Americanized,” the safeguarding function of the school, in which Polish history and 

culture lessons are meant to counteract the assimilatory influence of American culture, is 

expected to not be shared by these parents.  

 In line with this difference, school leadership characterizes younger parents’ motivations 

as fundamentally different from those of older generations. Alicia characterized mixed families’ 

motivations as follows: 

 

Alicia: A jeżeli przychodzi, bo bardzo często jest z rodzin mieszanych, 

dziecko jest posyłane do szkoły z takich 2, 3 przyczyn. Po pierwsze, 

żeby miało zajęcie w sobotę kiedy rodzice pracują. Szkoła polska 

wyjdzie taniej niż nianka… Także jedna przyczyna była żeby zająć 

dziecko w sobotę, żeby mama miała z głowy. Drugie żeby przystąpiło do 

tej komunii bo babcia, bo rodzina w Polsce, bo tam, bo trzeba. A 

trzecie, to jezeli rodzicowi zależało żeby dziecko miało kontakt z 

dziećmi polskimi. 

 

Alicia: If they attend, since with mixed families, very often the child 

is sent to school for two or three reasons. First, so they have 

something to do on Saturday while their parents work. Polish school is 

cheaper than getting a nanny… So one reason was to keep the child 

occupied on Saturday, so the mom could take that off her plate. The 

second is so the child takes the First Communion, because grandma, 

because the family in Poland, because whatever, because they have to. 

And the third is if the parent cares about the child having contact 

with Polish children.  
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 Of the three reasons that Alicia gives for mixed families sending their children to Polish 

school, none of them embodies the desire for cultural transmission and preservation. Instead, she 

creates an image of a career-oriented, dual income household in which both parents are working, 

even on weekends, and therefore have a need for cheap childcare. This highlighting of the career 

drive for mixed-heritage families, but not single-heritage or “traditional” families is interesting, 

because it likely speaks to the ideological associations that several Kowalski school teachers 

have between American or “Americanized” values, capitalist drive, and a devaluing of family 

life. Within this schema, traditional Poles are positioned as prioritizing family values, largely 

exemplified by the mother staying home and passing on the Polish language and culture to her 

children, and professional labor being geared towards survival rather than advancement. This is 

in opposition to “Americanized” Poles or Americans, more broadly, who are positioned as 

prioritizing economic advancement, exemplified by both parents working and the mother 

shirking her cultural transmission responsibilities. In actuality, both groups increasingly pursue a 

dual-income model, most likely due to a desire to remain above a minimum threshold standard of 

living, rather than a ruthless drive towards material accumulation (Leonce, 2020), given the 

continuously rising cost of living in the region where the Kowalski school is situated. However, 

the dual-income model is constructed as more problematic for mixed-heritage families, likely 

because it represents yet another encroachment on Polish values into a context where cultural 

hybridity is seen to threaten Polish cultural transmission.  

Furthermore, Alicia describes an externally-motivated desire on the part of mixed 

families to fulfill the religious obligation of having children complete the Catholic sacraments. 

However, this obligation is attributed to pressure from family in Poland, rather than the parents 

themselves being committed to transmitting religious traditions. Finally, Alicia explains that 
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some parents also care about having their child interact with Polish children, thereby building 

community, but not necessarily reinforcing identity. Therefore, taken together, the portrayal of 

younger and mixed-heritage parents as less patriotic and less invested in cultural transmission 

contains a negative valence and positions these families outside of the central Preservation, 

Protection, and Defense metanarrative of the school. In many ways, it even positions these 

families outside of the inward-focused Preservation metanarrative, as school staff does not 

characterize them as invested in cultural survival, but in convenience and career advancement.  

 

 Positioning of students. Although teachers at the Kowalski school differed in the extent to 

which they believed they needed to adjust their teaching to accommodate learners with limited 

Polish proficiency and with multiple heritage backgrounds, the way they characterized these 

students in comparison to more traditional students was fairly consistent. Across the interviews, 

the “newer generation” of students was often described as more disruptive, harder to work with, 

and less appreciative of the opportunity to study Polish. In all but two interviews, teachers also 

positioned them as recipients of the cultural knowledge that their “fully Polish” peers supplied, 

therefore placing them in a more passive role, while Polish students from more “traditional” 

families were positioned as co-creators of cultural knowledge. This is also consistent with Park’s 

(2018) findings about teachers having cultural discussions in non-adoptee classes rooted in the 

lived experiences and knowledge of the students, while adoptees were presented with an 

essentialized and stereotypical image of Korean culture, since they were assumed to not possess 

Korean cultural capital.  
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 Ursula supplies one of the most elaborated descriptions of what she views as the 

distinction between the newer and older generation of Kowalski school students, touching on 

elements of class, priorities, work ethic, and language abilities: 

 

Ursula: Ale mowie, jeśli chodzi o uczenie, to nie chodzi o to że to są 

mniej wartościowe osoby teraz, ale po prostu, wiesz, zmieniło się 

zupełnie podejście. Te dzieci które teraz są w klasach to już są 

rodzice którzy są dobrze ustawieni 

MB: <Tak tak> 

Ursula: <Większości.> Te dzieci widzę że ci rodzice tak odnieśli sukces 

i te dzieci, wiesz, w tym kierunku idą, prawda. Nie tak jak, nie 

widziały mamy ciężko pracującej, większości one, gdzie mama wychodziła 

rano o godzinie 8, wracała w nocy o 10, ze sprzątania, ze musiała 5 

domów sprzątnąć i dopiero szła do domu. Więc, no teraz to co się 

zmieniło nastawienie to mi się wydaje ze po prostu, nie wiem na ile to 

można jako sukces traktować czy nie, bo ja nie widzę to jako sukces, 

cały czas jakoś nad tym ubolewam że z rodzicami trzeba bardziej- i 

wtedy te dzieci bardziej były odpowiedzialne, ta młodzież, a teraz 

wiesz co, teraz trzeba bardziej rodziców prosić żeby pomagali, trzeba 

rodziców prosić żeby prace domowe- bo są dzieci które w ogóle nie 

odrabiają pracy domowej. I wiesz, rozmawiasz z rodzicami, no i prosisz, 

nie, no i “Tak, tak, zrobimy, zrobimy”, i to dziecko ci raz ta prace 

domowa przyniesie, raz tam na ileś, no i rodzic twierdzi że załatwione, 

nie. No i później znowu nic z tego na następny miesiąc dziecko znowu 

tych lekcji nie ma 

MB: No, nic się nie zmienia 

Ursula: Jeśli chodzi o lekcje to powiem ci ze jak porównuje wcześniej, 

te pierwsze lata, to wtedy o wiele więcej materiału można było z 
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dziećmi zrobić, bo ten polski był lepszy, bo jak większości przyjechało 

z polski, to już w jakimś stopniu ten polski umiały, a po drugie to 

więcej pracowały te dzieci na lekcji. Łatwiej i było pracować, więcej 

pracowały, o wiele więcej materiału można było z nimi.  

 

Ursula: But I mean, in terms of teaching, it's not that they are less 

valuable people now, but it's just, you know, the approach has changed 

completely. Those kids who are in class now have parents who are well 

situated 

MB: <Yes yes> 

Ursula: <For the most part.> These kids, I can see their parents were 

successful and these kids, you know, that's where they're headed too, 

right? It’s not like when- they didn't see mom working hard, most of 

them, where mom left at 8 in the morning, came back at 10 at night from 

cleaning, where she had to clean 5 houses and only then could she go 

home. Well, now it seems to me like the approach has changed, I don't 

know how much that can be treated as a success or not, because I don’t 

see it as a success. I still somehow regret that with parents you need 

more- and back then these kids were more responsible, these teenagers. 

And now, you know what, now you have to beg these parents to come help, 

you have to beg these parents to do homework - because there are 

children who don’t do their homework at all. And you know, you talk to 

the parents, and you ask, and they say "Yes, yes, we'll do it, we'll do 

it", and this child will bring you their homework once, once in a 

while, and the parent claims it’s handled, right? And then again, for 

another month, the child doesn’t have their homework. 

MB: Right, nothing changes 

Ursula: When it comes to lessons, I’ll tell you that when I compare it 

to the first few years, we could get through a lot more material with 
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the children, because their Polish was better, because when most of 

them came from Poland, they already knew Polish to some extent. And 

secondly, these children worked harder in class. It was easier to work 

with them, they worked harder, and you could do a lot more material 

with them. 

 

 Ursula characterizes the younger generation of parents and children as less responsible 

and motivated than the students she taught when she first arrived at the school, nearly 20 years 

ago. She attributes this difference to the fact that the older generation was mostly working class, 

therefore students witnessed the amount of work their parents put in to ensure their family’s 

survival, which in turn instilled a sense of responsibility in the children. In contrast, she notes 

that the younger generation of parents made successful careers for themselves in the US, and 

their children grew up with middle class American values, which, as she explains in other parts 

of the interview, are characterized by individualism and valuing economic prestige and success 

above all else. She therefore implies that rather than seeing the intrinsic value in learning Polish 

in order to retain cultural continuity, as was the case with older generations, newer generations 

display less conscientiousness when Polish school assignments do not satisfy their market-based 

value system. This echoes the way Alicia characterized mixed-heritage families’ motivations in 

the previous section. However, an additional facet of Ursula’s statement was the characterization 

of older generation’s labor (including maternal professional labor) as noble, and the newer 

generation’s labor as disruptive and bourgeois. While it is true that there has been a noticeable 

shift from industrial and blue collar labor to white collar employment within the local Polish 

community in the past three decades (DeSena, 2019), both kinds of labor, at these different 

points in time, might have been aimed at the same goal of subsistence, since costs have risen 
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dramatically over those decades (Leonce, 2020). However, the positioning of only the newer 

generation’s labor as disruptive to the functioning of the school may speak more directly to the 

schools’ shortcomings in providing students with assignments that are appropriate for their 

proficiency level. In other words, the older generation’s ability to complete homework 

independently was a result of the school being able to provide them with level-appropriate 

assignments, and as a result, parents’ employment status and availability to assist with 

homework was not as consequential.  However, the exact same labor distribution in the newer 

generation is seen as interfering with school operations because homework assignments can no 

longer be completed independently by students not raised in a Polish-only household. This is in 

line with Ursula’s statement that because older generations of students came to the school with 

higher proficiency, having been partially raised in Poland, she was able to cover more material 

during lessons.  

There is also a clear negative emotional valence towards the newer generation when she 

constructs her former students as those who “worked harder in class. It was easier to work with 

them, they worked harder, and you could do a lot more material with them.” This portrait of the 

younger student generation was shared by many veteran teachers, positioning them as difficult to 

work with and less committed to learning than students who had grown up speaking Polish, often 

with two working class Polish parents. The factors that teachers cited as making these students 

more difficult to work with were class background, lower proficiency in Polish, less familiarity 

with Polish customs and traditions, and less patriotism, however other axes of difference, such as 

race or multicultural identity were not mentioned.  

 In regards to the positions assigned to students within the introduction vs. preservation 

storylines (Park, 2018), teachers drew distinctions between students who they believed had more 
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or less familiarity with Polish culture, either due to their cultural background or the frequency 

with which they visited Poland, and those distinctions influenced how they were asked to 

participate in cultural knowledge-sharing activities. Daria was a teacher who stood out in her 

approach to positioning students with mixed-heritage as knowledge-producers, rather than 

listeners, who absorb the cultural capital being introduced by more knowledgeable students. In 

the following exchange, she describes how she navigates classroom discussions about holiday 

celebrations with her students: 

 

MB: A co na przykład się dzieje w tych sytuacjach jak, powiedzmy ze 

mówicie o Wielkanocy a niektóre dzieci nie obchodzą Wielkanocy? To czy 

na przykład opowiadają o innych tradycjach, czy- jak się to na przykład 

dzieje w klasie?  

Daria: Mam też dzieci które pochodzą z różnych kultur, na przykład tato 

pochodzi z Filipin, czy tato pochodzi z Meksyku, po prostu podejrzewam 

że to dla nich jest coś innego. Dla tych dzieci które pochodzą z rodzin 

katolickich i obchodzą święto wielkanocne w sposób bardziej duchowy, to 

cały czas to celebrują. A dla tych dzieci których jest to coś nowego, 

to jest po prostu Wielkanoc, część kultury polskiej którą oni 

doświadczają, to nie jest nic tak duchowego, bo rodzice ich tego nie 

uczą i nie wymagają, co jest zupełnie ok. Ale opowiadają że na przykład 

ich babcia- tu często te babcie właśnie odgrywają taką znaczącą rolę, 

ze babcia która mieszka w Meksyku i tam czasami odwiedza, obchodzi to i 

to. I często te babcie przynoszą te obycia z innych kultur, opowiadają. 

I dzieci również chętnie poznają- te dzieci które pochodzą tylko z 

polskich rodzin, one słuchają o tych innych tradycjach i ja uważam ze 

to tez jest właśnie ciekawe.  
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MB: And what happens for instance in situations where, let’s say, 

you’re talking about Easter and some kids don’t celebrate Easter? For 

example, do they talk about different traditions or- what happens in 

class? 

Daria: I also have children who come from different cultures, for 

example, one student’s dad is from the Philippines and one dad is from 

Mexico, and I suspect that this tradition looks different for them. For 

those children who come from Catholic families and celebrate Easter in 

a more religious way, they celebrate like this all the time. And for 

those children for whom it is something new, then it becomes just 

Easter, a part of the Polish culture that they experience, but it’s not 

so religious, because their parents don’t teach it to them and they 

don’t require it, which is completely ok. But they talk about for 

example, how their grandmother- these grandmothers often play such a 

significant role here, that their grandmother who lives in Mexico and 

visits sometimes, she celebrates it in this way. And often they talk 

about how these grandmothers bring these experiences from other 

cultures. And children are also eager to learn about- those children 

who come from only Polish families, they hear about these other 

traditions and I think that is also very interesting. 

 

 In this excerpt, Daria discusses how students who grow up celebrating holiday traditions 

differently than the ways in which they are reenacted at Polish school are encouraged to share 

those experiences in class. Specifically, she gives the example of a student who spoke about the 

holiday traditions she learned from her Mexican grandmother, which she framed as being a 

teaching moment for “children who come from only Polish families,” since they are introduced 

to different perspectives. Therefore, the children with mixed-heritage and with alternative 
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traditions are positioned as experts in their own right, while children with exclusively Polish 

heritage are positioned as listeners who are enriched by this dialogue. Importantly, in this 

scenario, the way multicultural families celebrate traditions is ratified as legitimate and valuable 

in the space of the classroom.  

 It was more common for teachers to discuss an approach in which all students were able 

to share their reflections, however students with more direct experience with Poland were 

positioned as the primary knowledge producers, while other students were introduced to Polish 

cultural capital through others’ experiences. In the following excerpt, Olivia discusses a type of 

lesson she typically conducts after winter or summer breaks, where students who travelled to 

Poland are encouraged to bring back an artifact or trinket that they then present to the class.  

 

MB: A czy są dzieci które na przykład nie jeżdżą do Polski?  

Olivia: Są dzieci które nie jeżdżą, tak.  

MB: Mhm, to czy one później uczestniczą inaczej w takich rzeczach?  

Olivia: One słuchają. Też opowiadają ze gdzieś tam były, zwykle na 

terenie USA. Ale one ciekawe są, dotykają, co przynieśli koledzy, 

dlatego ciekawi są bardzo. {shares examples of objects brought from 

Poland} I oni się właśnie lepiej uczą jak coś widzą, i się obeznają w 

tym  

MB: A takie tradycje czy obchody, to czy porównują z tym co w domu 

maja?  

Olivia: Tak tak, właśnie opowiadają co u nich w domu się dzieje, co się 

robi z rodzicami. No ale niestety, mało się robi z rodzicami. Po prostu 

rodzice są zabiegani. Rodzice mówią że dzieci się cieszą że w szkole 

jest Wielkanoc robiona, czy Boże Narodzenie. One się cieszą bo będą coś 

robiły. Że im się to kojarzy z polska szkoła bardzo.  
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MB: Are there children who, for example, don’t travel to Poland? 

Olivia: There are children who don’t visit, yes. 

MB: Mhm, so do they then participate differently in these kinds of 

things? 

Olivia: They listen. And they also talk about how they went somewhere, 

often within the USA. But they’re curious, they touch what their 

friends brought, that’s why they’re so interested [Shares examples of 

things brought from Poland] And they learn better when they see 

something and get familiar with it. 

MB: And for traditions or celebrations, do they compare it to what they 

have at home? 

Olivia: Yes, yes, they talk about what happens in their homes, what 

their parents do. But unfortunately, very little is done with the 

parents. The parents are busy. Parents say that their kids are happy 

that Easter is celebrated in school, or Christmas. They’re happy 

because they’ll be doing something. That they very much associate it 

with Polish school. 

 

 Olivia explains that students who don’t visit Poland can “talk about how they went 

somewhere, often within the USA,” but primarily, “they listen” to their peers discussing their 

experiences in Poland, and benefit most from being curious about what their friends brought, 

touching it, etc. Therefore, the students who visit Poland are tasked with introducing peers to 

Polish artifacts and the stories associated with them. While this is a valuable exercise, 

encouraging all students to bring in an artifact they associate with their Polishness, regardless of 

whether they have the opportunity to visit, could be more widely affirming of students’ cultural 

identities. Furthermore, Olivia’s claim that even though students are asked to share how they 

celebrate traditions at home, “very little is done with the parents,” speaks to her motivation for 
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adopting a cultural introduction purpose within her teaching, while also potentially revealing a 

silence around religious diversity that pervades Kowalski school culture, and will be explored 

further in Chapter 6. Furthermore, considering the likely possibility that some cultural or 

religious activities are, in fact, practiced within these families during holidays, even if they 

diverge from what’s considered the Polish tradition, this statement dismisses their legitimacy by 

constructing them as not worthy of consideration. Additionally, if families choose not to 

celebrate Polish Catholic religious holidays because they are non-Catholic or non-religious, it is 

unlikely students would share that fact in a context that largely equates the celebration of Polish 

Catholic holidays with cultural authenticity and loyalty.  

Taken together, school staff tend to distinguish between a newer generation of students, 

who are thought of as having several of the following characteristics: born in the US, having one 

non-Polish parent, raised middle class, having low Polish proficiency, and being disruptive, 

disrespectful, and unmotivated; and the older generation of students, who are thought of as: 

being born in Poland, having two Polish parents, raised working class, having high Polish 

proficiency, and being responsible, patriotic, and hard-working. Teachers who subscribe to a 

version of patriotism linked with tolerance describe making space for the newer generation of 

students to discuss how they celebrate traditions in ways that are different from the Polish 

Catholic reenactments performed at the Kowalski school. However, most commonly, students 

with mixed-heritage or limited exposure to Poland are positioned as listeners, while students with 

more exposure to Poland are positioned as co-educators, who supplied Polish cultural capital. 

The next section explores how parents’ conceptions of HLE purpose and audience compare to 

those of teachers.  
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5.2 Parents 

5.2.1 Purposes 

 Parents construct the purpose of Polish HLE around cultural survival, in a way that is 

primarily inward-focused and aligned with Simon’s Preservation metanarrative. There are 

important distinctions and convergences between families who identify as having singular vs. 

mixed-heritage that emerged in their interviews, which were not acknowledged in the school 

staff’s positioning of these stakeholders. The fact that all 6 parents interviewed from mixed-

heritage families articulated a motivation in line with Park’s (2018) cultural introduction 

purpose, while all 3 parents from single-heritage families discussed being motivated by a cultural 

preservation purpose (Park, 2018) directly reflected the staff’s positioning of these families. 

However, the staff’s categorization of mixed-heritage, newer generation families as not being 

motivated by a sense of patriotism, but rather an instrumentalist outlook, while noting that the 

opposite is true for single-heritage, older generation families, was complicated by several of the 

parents. Namely, many parents from mixed-heritage families specifically mentioned wanting to 

reinforce a sense of patriotism in their children through Polish school, though their definitions of 

patriotism were wide-ranging. Similarly the parents from single-heritage families did not all 

reinforce a radical or conformist version of patriotism that was frequently articulated by staff, but 

rather recombined elements of more or less religiosity with more or less importance placed on 

nation trauma narratives. Furthermore, parents across the board seemed to engage in 

instrumentalist discourses, valuing the economic, educational, or cognitive benefits of 

bilingualism, in a way that was decoupled from the value of learning Polish specifically, 

however reinforced their commitment to sending their children to Polish school. With the 

exception of one parent who explicitly discussed safeguarding the distinctness of cultures from a 
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process of homogenization that immigrants succumb to in the US, most of the parents articulated 

an inward-focused survival purpose for Polish HLE, centered on the shared reenactment of 

traditions, and not responding to perceived outside threat. Furthermore, the elements of 

showcasing that the school engaged in, such as hosting public-facing celebrations, events, and 

competitions, were taken up by parents as activities that set the Kowalski school apart from 

others, however they were valued by parents primarily as ways to reinforce friendship and 

community bonds within the school, rather than to showcase the Polish identity to the outside 

society, once again highlighting the inward focus of their perspective. Therefore, I argue in this 

section that parents converged primarily around Simon’s (2018) Preservation metanarrative, 

with some elements of Protection.  

 

Survival purpose. Though all of the 9 parents who were interviewed discussed valuing 

the Kowalski school for its contribution to cultural survival within their families, mixed-heritage 

and single-heritage families were bifurcated in whether they sought out Polish HLE to serve a 

primary role in their children’s cultural education, through introducing them to Polish cultural 

capital (Park, 2018), or whether they wanted Polish HLE to play a secondary role, in preserving 

the cultural capital they already possessed (Park, 2018).  

 The introduction purpose (Park, 2018), as envisioned by Kowalski school teachers, 

primarily entailed introducing children to Polish holidays and traditions through their 

reenactment in the space of the school. This is also the type of cultural introduction that parents 

were often looking for when holidays were not celebrated in what they considered to be the 

“traditional” Polish way within their households, largely due to a blending of traditions from 

their partner’s culture. Therefore, it is important to note that the framing of this enactment of 
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Polish traditions as an “introduction” results from hybridized cultural practices being categorized 

as inauthentic or non-traditional. It follows then, that because they are considered inauthentic or 

non-traditional within essentialist logic, they undergo a process of erasure within the HL school, 

whereby educators, rather than seeking to build on, reinforce, or remix these practices, see 

themselves as needing to introduce students to more “traditional” Polish practices. Since the 

essentialist discourses that prompt the division of practices into “traditional” and “non-

traditional” categories are very powerful and pervasive within HL spaces, many parents 

participate in a similar categorization process. For instance, Selena, the parent of a Polish-

Ecuadorian 1st grader, explains that she expected the Kowalski school to introduce her daughter 

to Polish traditions, since they are not fully enacted in her household: 

 

Selena: My w domu nie obchodzimy tradycyjnie za bardzo tak jak to w 

Polsce było. Tutaj głownie z męża rodzina, to oni troszkę inaczej to 

obchodzą. Ale jak na przykład Wielkanoc jest to też tam, ona jest 

zainteresowana, coś innego się dzieje, ona się uczy zupełnie czegoś 

innego. Także nawet wszystkie te święta to, tak jak było w maju Święto 

Flagi to Pani na Zoomie też nam opowiadała, to takie wszystko było 

nowe.  

MB: No no, to tak pierwszy raz doświadcza  

Selena: No jest zagubiona na razie ze względu na to że my właśnie 

inaczej to obchodzimy teraz. Ale wydaje mi się ze z rokiem na rok, jak 

będzie troszkę starsza, to to jej to łatwiej przyjdzie. 

 

Selena: In our home, we don’t celebrate traditionally, as it was done 

in Poland. Here, we celebrate mostly with my husband’s family, so they 

do things a little differently. But for example Easter, she’s very 

interested, something different is happening, she’s learning something 
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completely different. So all these holidays, even, like in May we had 

Flag Day, and the teacher was describing it, that was all new. 

MB: Right, it’s her first time experiencing it. 

Selena: Right, she’s a little lost right now because we celebrate it 

differently. But I think that year after year, when she’s a little 

older, it’ll come easier to her.  

 

 Selena’s example is fairly representative of parents from mixed-heritage families who 

voiced their desire for Polish school to introduce their children to a version of Polish traditions 

that they were not experiencing at home. She attributed her daughter’s sense of confusion around 

cultural traditions to the fact that the same religious holidays are celebrated differently in her 

home and in Polish school, however, she hopes that with more reenactments over the years, those 

representations will become solidified. This exemplifies a perspective in which parents express 

wanting the school to take on the primary role in socializing their children into an authenticated 

version of Polish culture.  

 In addition to wanting the Kowalski school to take on the primary role in reenacting a 

traditional version of Polish holidays, many parents also articulated a desire for the school to 

serve as the primary source of Polish linguistic, historical, and cultural input, in order to solidify 

their children’s sense of Polish identity. One major reason for this is that parents in dual-income 

households, in which the Polish parent is employed full-time, expressed being unable to dedicate 

enough time and energy to cultural and linguistic transmission for the household to become the 

primary driver of Polish identity development. Lisa, the mother of a Kindergartener and a 2nd 

grader in the Kowalski school, who is the only parent that speaks Polish in her household, 

explains: 
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Lisa: Ja niestety jestem sama i nieraz pracuje 5, 6 dni w tygodniu. 

Teraz, w tej chwili, w domu jestem ze względu na sytuacje, ale ja 

nieraz pracuje 5, 6 dni w tygodniu. Ja się nie wyrabiam, ja nie mam 

czasu  

MB: No być jedynym rodzicem który też ma przekazywać, to też jest 

niemożliwe wyzwanie  

Lisa: To jest dosłownie niemożliwe, dlatego ja po prostu zapisałam żeby 

uzyskać pomoc, w ten sposób. Ja podchodzę w ten sposób, ja nie 

spodziewam sie ze one to będą używały na porządku dziennym. Ja mam 

kuzynów tutaj którzy się urodzili i też do polskiej szkoły chodzili 

przez 8, 9 lat i nie używają tego języka, chyba że są w domu, ale 

przynajmniej rozumieją. 

 

Lisa: I, unfortunately, am by myself, and sometimes I work 5, 6 days a 

week. Now, at this moment, I’m at home because of the situation, but 

sometimes I work 5, 6 days a week. I can’t manage it, I don’t have 

time.  

MB: Yea, being the only parent who’s supposed to pass it on, it’s an 

impossible task 

Lisa: It’s literally impossible, so I signed them up so I could get 

help, in that way. My approach is this, I don’t expect that they’ll use 

it on a daily basis. I have cousins who were born here and also went to 

Polish school for 8, 9 years, and they don’t use the language, unless 

they’re at home, but at least they can understand it.  

 

 Lisa’s statement captures the experience, described by school staff, of full time 

professional labor being incompatible with the added role of primary Polish cultural educator. 

All but one of the parents interviewed from mixed-heritage households worked full time, along 
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with their spouse, and 2 of the 3 parents from single-heritage households did the same. 

Therefore, the expectation that one of the parents (overwhelmingly the mother) would stay at 

home with the children and take on the primary responsibility of cultural transmission was no 

longer workable in this context, as was increasingly the case in educated immigrant households 

(Nesteruk, 2010) and in the US population as a whole (Leonce, 2020), because of stagnation in 

wages compared to a rising cost of living and childcare. Nonetheless, gendered expectations 

regarding heritage maintenance were slower to change than economic realities. As a result, 

mothers who, through their professional employment, were seen as neglecting their 

responsibilities in Polish cultural transmission, were positioned as uncooperative educational 

partners by school staff. Mothers from single-heritage households who worked full time were 

less likely to be the target of this criticism, because it was assumed that they were more likely to 

speak Polish to their partners and celebrate Polish holidays in a more “traditional” manner, 

therefore their children would receive adequate Polish input regardless of their employment 

status.   

In fact, parents from single-heritage families, in which Polish is the primary language 

spoken, unanimously discussed seeing Polish school as playing a secondary rather than primary 

role in their children’s cultural development, in a way that reaffirmed the school staff’s storyline 

about it playing a supplementary role. This is largely because the cultural enactments within 

these families are constructed as legitimate and traditional within essentialist logic, by virtue of 

them being initiated by a normative family, comprised of two parents who grew up in Poland and 

share Polish ethnicity. Therefore, the cultural repertoire inherited from these parents is 

considered authoritative enough to fulfill the primary role in Polish cultural transmission. 

Furthermore, the language spoken in these homes is more aligned with the standard, monoglossic 
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version valorized in the Polish school. As such, parents from these families often voice 

confidence in their abilities to serve as the primary Polish cultural educators to their children. 

David, who is the father of a 4th grade student and is part of a household where him, his wife, 

and his parents-in-law all speak Polish on a daily basis, exemplified this perspective as follows, 

when asked what he believes the biggest influences are on his son’s cultural identity: 

David: Takim puzlem w całej tej układance jest polska szkoła, wiadomo. 

Wiec, proszę mnie nie zrozumieć źle, polska szkoła nie jest tu głównym 

promotorem kultury czy zwyczajów, czy wartości, jeśli mówimy o kulturę 

polska, tylko jest po prostu takim dopełnieniem, w sensie jeśli chodzi 

o organizacje, dla przykładu, Parada Pułaskiego, czy akademie z okazji 

świąt państwowych czy ważnych wydarzeń narodowych. 

 

David: A piece of this puzzle is Polish school, of course. So please 

don’t misunderstand me, Polish school is not the main promoter of 

culture or traditions or values, when we talk about Polish culture, 

it’s simply a complementary piece, in the sense that, when we talk 

about organizing, for example, the Pulaski Parade, or celebrations in 

honor of national holidays or important national events.  

 

 David constructs Polish school as a “piece of the puzzle,” which plays a complementary 

role in his son’s cultural education, however it is not its main proponent. The value of Polish 

school in this storyline becomes solidifying and enacting certain cultural celebrations, though the 

foundation for a Polish identity is laid at home. David goes on to say that Polish school would 

not be sufficient to cement someone’s cultural identity as Polish, because one needs to have first-

hand experience of the country’s traditions and culture.  
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David: Ale to tak jak mowie, to jest część większego procesu czy 

działania, bo moim zdaniem, nie można pielęgnować czy kultywować 

zwyczajów czy kultury polskiej nie doświadczając tego na własnej 

skórze. 

 

David: But, just like I said, it’s part of a larger process or set of 

actions, because in my opinion, you cannot nurture or cultivate Polish 

customs or culture without experiencing it on your own skin. 

 

 David’s family prioritizes being able to take their children to Poland every year to be able 

to give them a first-hand experience of the country and David discusses celebrating holidays in a 

traditional Polish way with his Polish-speaking family in the US. He therefore constructs those 

experiences as the bedrock of forming a Polish identity. Within this storyline, the reenactments at 

the Kowalski school are positioned as a less direct way of experiencing Polish traditions, and 

therefore not sufficient to serve a primary cultural transmission purpose.  

 Maria is the parent of a 3rd grade student, lives in a single-heritage household, and 

immigrated to the US in the early 2000s, when she was in her thirties. She illustrates a 

perspective very similar to David’s, in which Polish school is positioned as a helpful extension of 

a seemingly inevitable socialization into Polish culture within the household. The sense of 

inevitability and lack of conscious choice around cultural transmission sit in sharp contrast to the 

effortfulness and overwhelm articulated by parents like Lisa. Maria describes her choice to send 

her children to Polish school as follows: 

 

MB: To dlaczego zdecydowaliście wysłać dziecko do Polskiej szkoły?  

Maria: No to było dla mnie oczywiste. Ja się czuje cały czas Polka, jak 

tak nie czuje się że jestem amerykanka koniecznie. No i dla mnie to 
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było oczywiste żeby było jak najwięcej tej polskości, tych zwyczajów, 

kultury, języka, tego wszystkiego ich nauczyć.  

 

MB: So why did you decide to send your child to Polish school? 

Maria: Well, it was obvious to me. I still feel Polish, in that I don't 

feel that I am necessarily American. And for me it was obvious that 

there would be as much Polishness, as many customs, culture, and 

language as possible, to teach to them.  

 

 Maria describes the choice to send her kids to Polish school as a natural consequence of 

her strong identification as Polish, to the exclusion of an identification as American. In other 

words, by bolstering the amount of Polish cultural input the children received, Maria could 

ensure post-immigration identity continuity for herself and her family, which is a motivation that 

underlies Simon’s (2018) inward-focused survival purpose. Like David, she also describes the 

role of Polish school as essentially supplementary, when asked about factors influencing her 

children’s cultural identity development: 

 

Maria: No tak myślę, ze musi być najpierw tutaj w domu, wynieść z domu, 

a potem dopiero taka pomoc to jest. Jest to duża pomoc, no wiadomo, ale 

nie wydaje mi się zęby sama polska szkoła bez zaangażowania rodziców 

mogła wpłynąć jakoś decydująco na tożsamość. 

 

Maria: Well, I think that it must first be here in the home, taken out 

of the home, and then it just becomes a form of help. It’s a big help, 

you know, but I don’t think that Polish school in itself could have a 

decisive impact on identity without the parents’ involvement.  
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 Parents like Maria and David, who expect the school to serve a secondary role, bolstering 

the kind of socially legitimated Polish input children already receive at home, have an easier time 

getting their expectations met, because their storyline corresponds with the dominant storyline 

circulating in the Kowalski school, of Polish schools serving children with an already strong 

cultural and linguistic foundation in Polish. As such, parents who are able to provide the type of 

cultural and linguistic input in Polish that is considered authentic and traditional are positioned as 

the ideal audience for Polish HLE.  

 

The relationship of patriotism to school purpose. The types of patriotism that school staff 

articulated tended to invoke fairly distinct metanarratives (Simon, 2018), namely trauma and 

victimhood-based patriotism corresponding to a Preservation, Protection and Defense 

metanarrative, and civic obligation and diversity-based patriotism corresponding to a 

Preservation metanarrative. Cultivating a sense of patriotism seemed to be important for all the 

parents I interviewed, as well, however the types of patriotism articulated did not neatly 

correspond to different immigrant generations or mixed vs single-heritage categorizations. In 

fact, teachers’ frequent characterization of newer generation and mixed-heritage families as 

unpatriotic and older generations as committed to preserving a Polish identity based in trauma 

narratives, as described earlier in this chapter, was not consistent with parents’ statements.  

 The ways parents conceptualized the patriotism they wanted the Kowalski school to 

transmit included experiencing the heterogeneity of the Polish experience, showcasing Polish 

symbols and traditions, mirroring the nostalgia they felt for their life in Poland, and integrating 

knowledge of Catholic traditions to varying degrees. Lisa, whose mixed-heritage daughters 
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attend elementary-level classes at the Kowalski school articulated a type of patriotism rooted in 

highlighting the range and diversity of the Polish identity: 

 

MB: A w jaki sposób Pani myśli że polska szkoła wpływa na zrozumienie 

kulturowe i tożsamość Pani dzieci?  

Lisa: Pomaga bardzo, bo również pokazuje części kultury których ja 

nigdy o nich nie mówiłam, nie wspomniałam, nawet historii, nawet 

głupie, znaczy nie głupie, baśnie, nie baśnie. Ja zapomniałam o nich i 

mi to z głowy wywiało. A oni teraz baśnie okrywają, baśnie na których 

ja się wychowałam. Cała historia polski, od czego to się wszystko 

zaczęło. O takich rzeczach ja bym nawet nie pomyślała, mi z głowy 

wywiało, bo ja nie jestem 8 czy 10-letnia. Także mi się wydaje ze 

bardzo pomaga i nie raz takie są- jesteśmy Polakami, wszyscy jesteśmy 

Polakami, a wszyscy mamy jakieś inne tradycje, inne podejście do naszej 

kultury i one mają, widzę różnego rodzaju podejścia, różnego rodzaju, 

rzeczy które robimy kulturalne w domu w rodzinie. Bo to nie musi być 

koniecznie u mnie w domu, jako Polacy, to jest normalne. Także to dużo 

pokazuje i otwiera oczy na różnego rodzaju opcje, co może być, co 

powinno być, co jest, i tak dalej. 

 

MB: How do you think Polish school influences your children’s cultural 

understanding and identity? 

Lisa: It helps a lot, because it also shows her parts of the culture 

that I never spoke about, never mentioned, even history, even stupid, 

not stupid, but the fairy tales, right, fairy tales. I forgot about 

them and they flew out of my head. But now, they’re covering fairy 

tales, fairy tales that I grew up on. All of Polish history, how it all 

started. Things that I wouldn’t even think about, things that flew out 

of my head because I’m not 8 or 10 years old. So I think it helps a 
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lot, and sometimes there are- we’re Polish, we’re all Polish, but we 

all have these different traditions, different approaches to culture, 

and they have, from what I see, a different approach, things that we do 

culturally, at home, with the family. Because it doesn’t have to be 

necessarily in my house, for Poles, that’s normal. So it shows a lot 

and opens their eyes to different options, what could be, what should 

be, what is, and so on.  

 

 Lisa wants the school to not only be able to introduce her daughter to Polish traditions, 

but expose her to the multiplicity of those traditions. In legitimating different approaches to 

Polish culture, traditions, and identity, the school would also be legitimating her daughters’ way 

of performing Polishness, which could be considered a deviation from the norm if the type of 

patriotism promoted was rooted in homogeneity. Lisa mentioned in a later part of the interview 

that she appreciates her daughter’s teacher for legitimating the way different households 

celebrate holidays, signaling that this expectation has been met within the classroom, and 

underscoring how crucial this legitimation of heterogeneity can be for parents who rarely have 

their home practices authenticated.  

 Seeing as within the radical and conformist approaches to Polish nationalism 

(Jaskulowski & Majewski, 2017), Catholicism comprises a central component of the Polish 

identity, it is important to highlight the ways in which parents constructed their patriotic stances 

by recombining elements of different religions and different levels of religiosity. This resulted in 

a more diverse set of approaches than would be suggested by the dominant storyline at the 

Kowalski school, of Polishness, patriotism, and Catholicism being inextricably linked. For 

instance, Magdalena, the parent of a mixed-heritage 2nd grader discussed her motivation for 

enrolling her daughter at the Kowalski school as follows: 
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Magdalena: Chcieliśmy żeby ona miała to doświadczenie polskiej szkoły i 

polskiego- ponieważ my się przeprowadziliśmy do [innej dzielnicy] gdzie 

jest bardzo dużo Persian Jewish people i dlatego chciałam żeby ona 

miała, ma ten kontakt z Żydowską kultura, ale żeby tez miała kontakt z 

polska kultura. Bo mi na tym zależało żeby znała historię, znała 

geografie, miała kontakt z Polakami, ponieważ ona, jeżeli jeździ na 

wakacje, chciałam żeby ona po prostu miała cos wspólnego z tymi dziećmi 

które będzie widzieć na wakacjach, prawda? I bardzo mi tez zależy, my 

byliśmy, moja rodzina jest bardzo patriotyczna, mnie wychowywali w ten 

sposób, także chciałam żeby ona to też doświadczyła. Ja miałam bardzo 

szczęśliwe dzieciństwo w Polsce i nie mogłabym sobie wyobrazić żeby ona 

nie miała kontaktu z polska kultura. 

 

Magdalena: We wanted her to have the experience of Polish school and 

Polish- because we moved to [a different neighborhood] where there are 

many Persian Jewish people and I wanted her to have contact with the 

Jewish culture, but I also wanted her to have contact with Polish 

culture. Because it was important to me that she know the history, the 

geography, that she have contact with Poles, because when she goes on 

vacation, I wanted her to have something in common with the kids that 

she sees on vacation, right? And it’s very important to me, my family 

is very patriotic, they raised me that way, so I wanted her to have 

that experience as well. I had a very happy childhood in Poland and I 

couldn’t imagine her not having contact with Polish culture.  

 

 Magdalena’s grandparents were Polish Jews, and throughout her interview, she 

highlighted how important cultivating this part of her religious identity was within her family. 
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However, in the above statement, her separation of Jewish culture from Polish culture is 

indicative of the types of separation that occur at the Polish school level and more broadly on the 

national level- namely that the contribution of Polish Jewish culture to Polish culture more 

broadly is largely erased and the painful history of that minority group is disavowed 

(Jaskulowski & Majewski, 2017). Therefore, Magdalena separates her Jewish identity from her 

Polish identity, however, she is able to claim a sense of Polish patriotism while 

compartmentalizing her active involvement in the Jewish community in the US and her 

enactment of Jewish traditions. Her patriotism is rooted in pride in her cultural identity, inherited 

from her parents, and positive memories of her childhood growing up in Poland. Parents from 

both mixed- and single-heritage families claimed to value and share a deep sense of patriotism, 

while engaging in religious practices that strayed from the sanctioned Polish mainstream, such as 

practicing different stands of Christianity, not practicing Catholicism while remaining culturally 

Polish Catholic, and recombining religious traditions from their spouse’s culture.  

Both of the examples above showcased a type of patriotism rooted in the legitimation of 

diversity. Though some parent’s statements reflected a type of patriotism more aligned with the 

conformist stance (Jaskulowski & Majewski, 2017) which supports a type of historical education 

grounded in stories of military triumphs and portrayals of Poland as morally good and globally 

valuable, none of the interviewees explicitly invoked a defensive, protectionist stance around 

Polish identity, which would have involved wanting the school to correct misconceptions about 

the “real” nature of Polish history, acquired from the host society, or wanting children to value 

the Polish language and culture because it was once threatened by outside forces and then 

heroically survived. This does not mean some parents do not share these views. However, the 

types of motivations and expressions of patriotism the parents were comfortable sharing with me 
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converged around a tolerance of diversity and cultivating an inward-focused pride around Polish 

identity. This is reminiscent of Simon’s (2018) Preservation metanarrative, which values the 

survival of community identity for its own sake, rather than as a reaction to perceived threat.  

This may be the case for several reasons. Firstly, parents who have deliberately 

incorporated American or multicultural traditions into their cultural repertoire may be interested 

in a pathway to community identity survival that does not devalue or protect against “outside” 

cultural influences. Secondly, parents who view their role in cultural transmission as secondary 

to that of the school may not position themselves as cultural keepers who must defend the 

integrity of Polish traditions, as some Kowalski school teachers do. Thirdly, parents who do view 

themselves as the primary Polish cultural influences in their children’s lives, because their 

linguistic and cultural practices are routinely legitimated, may not view cultural transmission as a 

choice but rather as an inevitability, making their stance non-defensive. Furthermore, within the 

broader societal context of the US, the Polish community does not currently experience 

widespread discrimination on the basis of race, language, or religion, therefore, unless parents 

actively identify with historical threats against the community in Europe or the US, they do not 

have a prescient threat to defend against. According to McLees and Dziwirek (2010), generations 

of Poles raised in Poland who repeatedly encountered trauma narratives about the disintegration 

of the Polish nation and the threat to the Polish language through their education are often more 

identified with this threat and the need to pass on the language and culture to defend against this 

type of cultural disappearance. However, this identification with Polish trauma narratives tends 

to wane in subsequent generations raised or educated abroad, which is a phenomenon that is 

likely being captured in these interviews, as references to these historical threats disappear.  
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Safeguarding purpose. In line with this shift towards a less protectionist stance, parents 

rarely articulated the value of Polish school in a way that would point towards a seeking out a 

safeguarding purpose (Simon, 2018). In other words, parents rarely positioned Polish school as a 

way to curb the process of assimilation into US culture, however preventing language loss in the 

midst of English-language dominance was an ever-present feature.  Regarding the encroachment 

of cultural influences from the US, however, David did discuss that the movement of the Polish 

community and other immigrant communities towards assimilation, posed an existential threat to 

Polish schools in the future:   

 

MB: A jak pan widzi na przykład przyszłość szkol polskich, czy naszej 

konkretnie czy ogólnie szkol polskich w stanach? 

David: To wszystko zależy, to wszystko zależy, wie pani, od poziomu 

imigracji z polski. Dlatego że, z tego co ja obserwuję, jednak wpływ 

obecnej kultury czy obyczajowości próbuje się jednak wymazać czy jakoś 

zniwelować, może nie podziały, tylko naleciałości, może nie, 

naleciałości to złe słowo. Ale może dolozy sie do takiego 

zhomogenizowanego społeczeństwa gdzie bardzo jakieś wpływy 

narodowościowe nie mają dużego znaczenia, ja tak to widzę. 

 

MB: And how do you see, for instance, the future of Polish schools, 

whether ours in particular, or Polish schools in the US more generally? 

David: It all depends, it all depends, you see, on the level of 

immigration from Poland. Because from what I observe, unfortunately, 

the influence of the current culture or customs is erasing or somehow 

levelling, maybe not divisions, but distinctions, maybe not, 

distinctions is the wrong word. But maybe it’ll contribute to a more 
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homogenized society where different national influences do not matter 

as much, that’s how I see it. 

 

 David sees the dominance of American culture contributing to a “more homogenized 

society” where distinctions between cultures are being erased, and that in turn, contributes to a 

decreasing demand for Polish schools. Following this statement, he shares examples from friends 

who opted out of Polish school because he believes they succumbed to forces of 

homogenization. Therefore, David constructs Polish school as a countervailing force to this 

homogenization process, however within his storyline, the homogenization process will 

eventually prevail unless Polish immigrants themselves start seeing the value in Polish school. 

Therefore, Polish HLE can only go so far in safeguarding the community identity, if Polish 

community members themselves don’t resist assimilation.  

 David is the only parent who explicitly mentioned this type of threat. It was more 

common for other parents to note that they accept the influence that living in the US will have on 

their children’s cultural identity, however, they want Polish school to aid in their children 

identifying, at least partially, with their Polish roots. Furthermore, parents from households in 

which their spouse came from an ethnically or racially minoritized heritage background tended 

to embrace the influence that the other culture would have on their children’s identity and did not 

invoke Polish HLE as a way to safeguard against its impact. Therefore, cultural safeguarding was 

not constructed as an influential purpose element among the parents. This is in line with 

Tartakovsky’s (2011) assertion that immigrants tend to be more willing to adopt the norms and 

values of a society that is accommodating towards them, and in which they don’t experience 

systemic discrimination. Since Polish immigrants arriving within the last two decades have not 
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been subject to discrimination on a systemic level within US society, it follows that they would 

not feel an urgent need to safeguard against host society influence.  

 

Showcasing purpose. As mentioned previously, Kowalski school educators engaged in 

showcasing activities, such as organizing celebrations, picnics, bilingual initiatives, meetings 

with Polish artists, and participating in Polish diaspora-centered activities, such as the Pulaski 

Day Parade, in order to display the vibrancy of the Polish community involved with the school 

and to draw in families that may not typically seek out Polish HLE. Specifically, staff tended to 

position mixed-heritage and second-generation families as partial outsiders to the Polish HLE 

community, who were not motivated enough by the intrinsic desire to preserve the heritage 

identity, and therefore needed to be drawn in through overt displays of cultural pride and 

prestige. In line with discourses put forth by the Supplementary School Council, educators 

constructed these events as tools for countering the perceived cultural and political invisibility of 

the Polish community by promoting the Polish brand in public settings.  

 Interestingly, in the interviews, these showcasing activities were highlighted as a major 

draw by all families, rather than only mixed-heritage and second-generation families. 

Furthermore, parents often viewed them as a way to increase community bonding and spike 

interest in Polish school among their children, rather than as a way to broadcast the Polish 

identity to the outside society. This is in line with previous literature that has highlighted the 

valuable role that community HL schools play as spaces for parents to strengthen their social 

networks (Francis et al. 2010; Zhou & Li, 2003). Once again, this underscores the parents’ 

inward-facing orientation to community preservation, rather than a reactive outward-facing 

stance.  
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Instrumentalist purpose. Within their interviews, school staff drew a firm distinction 

between the parents who they positioned as traditional, older generation, and motivated by 

patriotism and a commitment to community survival vs. the parents they positioned as being of 

the new generation, driven by instrumentalist benefits, such as cognitive, educational, and 

economic advantages derived from studying a second language. Just as the patriotic/non-patriotic 

divide was complicated by the parents’ statements, the discourse of instrumentalist benefits also 

emerged as more nuanced on the part of the parents. Namely, many of the older generation, 

single-heritage families seemed very invested in the employment opportunities available to 

Polish-English bilinguals, as well as in the potential for course credits in mainstream schools. On 

the other hand, several parents from mixed-heritage households were unsure if their children 

would be able to achieve proficiency high enough to obtain these instrumental benefits, whereas 

others strove for these benefits as a way to counteract what they perceived to be an 

underestimation of their children’s abilities.  

 To illustrate the first point, Sylvia, the mother of a single-heritage 4th grader explains that 

she experienced Polish as an asset on the job market, and therefore hopes that her daughter will 

continue learning multiple languages, including Polish, to be able to experience similar benefits: 

 

MB: A teraz, jakbyśmy przeszli do Polskiej szkoły konkretnie. To 

dlaczego oryginalnie zdecydowaliście wysłać [swoja córkę] do polskiej 

szkoły i dlaczego akurat do tej polskiej szkoły?  

Sylvia: Zawsze nam zależało aby [ona] mówiła po polsku i kultywować 

kulturę, zresztą wiedzieliśmy, rodzina jest w Polsce, dla niej będzie 

łatwiej. Poza tym, dwa języki, dla mnie polski się przydał, bardzo, bo 

dostałam swoja prace teraz mam i powiedzmy poszłam do góry, pierwsze bo 
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szukali polskiej pielęgniarki i ja mówiłam po polsku, tez, miedzy 

innymi, i to był atut gdzie dostałam ta prace. Poza tym, ona już miała 

dobre korzenie, my jesteśmy w stanie jej pomoc. Więc każdy język jest 

ważny, który się zna, im więcej to lepiej. Mam nadzieję że później w 

przyszłości będzie się jeszcze jakiegoś uczyła języka, prawda, zresztą 

ona by chciała. 

 

MB: And now, let’s turn to Polish school in particular. Why did you 

originally decide to send [your daughter] to Polish school and why 

specifically this Polish school? 

Sylvia: We always wanted [her] to speak Polish and to maintain the 

culture, and we knew that our family was in Poland, so it would be 

easier for her. Besides, having two languages, Polish was very useful 

for me, because I got the job that I have now and let's say rose 

through the ranks, at first, because they were looking for a Polish 

nurse and I spoke Polish, among other skills, so it was an asset when I 

got this job. Besides, she already had a good foundation, we’re able to 

help her. And every language you know is important, the more is the 

better. I hope that later, in the future, she’ll learn even more 

languages, right, and she wants to. 

 

 Sylvia discusses how she benefitted from her bilingualism when trying to obtain a job as 

a nurse, therefore she frames the usefulness of Polish primarily through this lens. She also 

articulates the desire for her daughter to “speak Polish and maintain the culture” in order to be 

able to communicate with family, so she voices both instrumentalist and non-instrumentalist 

discourses as part of her decision. Interestingly, her belief in the economic benefits of 

bilingualism is grounded in concrete, personal experience, rather than a vague notion of 
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bilingualism helping individuals obtain jobs, which is a more common, and more problematic 

discourse pervasive within Polish HLE (Borowczyk, 2020) and US society more broadly 

(Subtirelu, 2017). Other parents discussed seeing their children economically benefit from 

knowing Polish by obtaining employment as restaurant servers, teachers, and medical translators.  

In addition to economic benefits, parents also discussed their views related to the 

educational benefits of formally studying Polish. Michael, the father of a mixed-heritage 3rd 

grader discussed his goals for his daughter as follows: 

 

Michael: No, żeby ukończyła cały program, do matury. Ale nie 

zapominajmy ze jak będzie miała ukończona maturę, to też jej pomoże, 

będzie miała kilka punktów jak będzie starała się tu pójść na studia, 

prawda? 

 

Michael: Well, I’d like her to complete the entire program, until the 

final exams. But let's not forget that when she passes the final exams, 

it will also help her, she’ll have a few points when she tries to apply 

to college here, right? 

 

 In that excerpt, Michael is referring to standardized Polish as a Foreign Language exam 

that some high schools in the state accept as proof of foreign language proficiency and may 

choose to award course credit for, which is offered in 12th grade at the Kowalski school. 

However, that exam is currently not accepted by colleges for course credit, though the school 

principal and school staff often promote it by saying it will help make students more competitive 

when applying to college. For Michael, though, reaching the “final exams” is also entwined with 

defying expectations about his daughter being unlikely or unable to reach the highest levels of 
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achievement as a mixed-heritage and mixed-race student. In an earlier part of the interview, he 

highlighted that she already defied expectations by being selected as the best reader in her class, 

having only limited Polish input in the home and attending Polish school once every two weeks, 

rather than every week due to custody arrangements. Therefore, his valuing of educational 

benchmarks such as final exams is underwritten by a desire to combat negative stereotyping.  

 On the other side of the spectrum, there were several parents who reported not being 

motivated by the prospect of exams and course credits, since they believed their children could 

obtain foreign language credits and resume builders through more streamlined means, or they 

aspired to their children gaining basic communicative language skills through Polish school, 

rather than a gaining a level of fluency required to pass standardized exams. 2nd grade mother 

Magdalena exemplifies this type of stance. She explains: 

 

Magdalena: Nam nawet na tych kredytach tak bardzo nie zależy, zależy 

nam żeby miała to poczucie że jak się coś zacznie, to trzeba to 

dokończyć i na tym nam najbardziej zależy. 

 

Magdalena: We don’t even care about the credits that much, we just want 

her to have this feeling that when you start something, you have to 

finish it, and that’s what we care about the most. 

  

 Magdalena discusses caring more about persistence than about tangible educational 

markers like course credits. She is also satisfied with her daughter’s trilingual development and 

does not expect Polish school to be able to lead her towards advanced-level proficiency in Polish. 

Therefore, she provides an important example of a newer generation parent who was not 
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particularly interested in the benefits that Polish HLE could offer within the mainstream US 

education system. 

I have discussed counterexamples to the roles in which teachers placed older vs. newer 

generation parents, to underscore the nuance around this issue. However, my main argument is 

that accessing instrumentalist benefits was constructed as an important purpose for Polish HLE 

by both single- and mixed-heritage families, but also at times disregarded by both single- and 

mixed-heritage families, which runs counter to the pervasive claim that mixed-heritage families 

are chiefly responsible for the shift towards instrumentalism in school priorities.  

 

5.2.2 Audience 

 The ways different groups of parents positioned themselves, their children, and other 

parents suggests incongruencies in perceptions of who the school is meant to serve. Parents from 

mixed-heritage families struggled with the perception that they enrolled their children in Polish 

school because their language skills were in need of remediation, they feared discrimination from 

teachers because of their mixed-heritage status, and they felt something needed to be done to 

counter their children’s experience of confusion and isolation. Parents from single-heritage 

families, on the other hand, positioned themselves as good, determined, and hard-working for 

sustaining a Polish-only language policy at home, and expressed pride that their children were 

successful within the school.  

 First, I turn to an instance in which a parent resists the imposed positioning of mixed-

heritage children as in need of extra help or remediation, by parents who chose to not send their 

children to Polish school. Kinga is the parent of two sons at the Kowalski school, and co-parents 

with her husband, who identifies as third-generation Polish, has other Eastern European ancestry, 
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and does not speak Polish. Therefore, they generally try to abide by the one-parent-one-language 

policy within their home, with Kinga speaking Polish and her husband speaking English to the 

children. She describes encountering the perception, from her Polish friends, that Polish school is 

meant for those families who cannot supply sufficient Polish input in the home: 

 

Kinga: To jest, wśród moich znajomych to zauważam, to jest dla mnie 

trochę dziwne, a może i nie dziwne, osoby które pochodzą z dwóch 

rodzin- są dwoje rodziców Polakami to doskonale mówią po polsku, w domu 

mówią ciągle po polsku, oni wychodzą z założenia, dzieciom to jest 

niepotrzebne, bo “Nasze dzieci mówią pięknie po polsku,” bo naprawdę 

mówią pięknie. I ja to zauważyłam że to jest na takiej zasadzie ze, “Ty 

jesteś co innego, bo twój Jim, mój mąż nie mówi po polsku, to ty musisz 

ich wysyłać, żeby oni mieli kontakt z tym językiem i się uczyli 

historii, geografii, i bardziej mówienia. My nie musimy, bo my mówimy w 

100% w domu po polsku.” Także ja się z tym już nie raz spotkałam.  

MB: Że jak się w domu mówi, to się więcej tak lekceważy ta polska 

szkole? 

Kinga: Tak, dlatego że oni wychodzą z założenia, ze oni już tyle wiedza 

i ich dzieciaki są tak dobre w języku polskim, czują się ze to naprawdę 

bez sensu. I mam naprawdę kilka kolegów którzy zabrali po bierzmowaniu. 

Dużo osób do bierzmowania dojdą w polskiej szkole a później, niech się 

dzieje wolne niebo. No wie Pani, nie zmuszałabym dziecka które by w 

ogóle nie chciało chodzić. [Mój syn] to nawet nie ma o czym mówić, on 

wie że on ma do bierzmowania chodzić. A starszy, on lubi Polska szkole. 

Po prostu on w tym wieku, on sam chce.  

 

Kinga: That is, among my friends, I noticed it, it’s a bit strange for 

me, but maybe not strange, people who come from two families- where two 
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parents are Polish, they speak Polish perfectly, they always speak 

Polish at home, they assume their children don’t need it because “Our 

children speak Polish beautifully,” because they do speak it 

beautifully. And I noticed that it’s like, "You’re different, because 

your Jim, my husband doesn’t speak Polish, so you have to send them so 

that they can have contact with the language and learn history, 

geography, and to speak better. We don't have to, because we speak 100% 

Polish at home.” I have encountered that more than once. 

MB: That when someone speaks Polish at home, they take Polish school 

for granted? 

Kinga: Yes, because they assume that they already know so much and 

their kids are already so good in Polish, they feel that it really 

makes no sense. And I really have a few friends who took their kids out 

after confirmation. A lot of people will attend Polish school until 

confirmation and later, will let Jesus take the wheel. You know, I 

wouldn't force a child who wouldn't want to attend at all. [My son] 

doesn’t even have a say in the matter, he knows that he has to attend 

until confirmation. And the older one, he likes Polish school. It's 

just that at his age, he wants to himself. 

 

 In this excerpt, Kinga is engaging in third order positioning (Harré and van Langenhove, 

1991), in which she actively resists how she was positioned in outside conversations with her 

friends, in order to transform the storyline in which she is implicated. She surfaces one 

perception of the purpose of Polish school, shared by some parents who opted out of Polish HLE, 

which is that Polish school is only meant to serve a remedial role for children who do not speak 

enough Polish at home. Kinga resists the implication that because she is raising her children in a 

mixed-heritage household and choosing to send them to Polish school, that means their Polish is 
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not as good as the Polish of children from single-heritage households. In this, she resists the 

essentialist logic that places the cultural and linguistic inheritance obtained from single-heritage 

households as superior. Instead, Kinga asserts that her older son attends the school because he 

genuinely wants to, and it is important to her that her younger son attend at least the elementary 

grades. Therefore, she transforms the storyline of the purpose of Polish school from one that 

highlights students’ linguistic inferiority to one that highlights their agency.  

 Selena discusses another issue which underlies the experience of Polish school as not 

meant to serve or not yet ready to accommodate mixed-heritage students. She describes fearing 

discrimination on the part of teachers if they know that her daughter has a Latino father: 

 

MB: A ciekawi mnie też czy, jeśli się mogę zapytać, czy mieliście 

kiedyś jakikolwiek problem z tego powodu że jesteście mieszana rodzina?  

Selena: Nie mieliśmy problemów z tego względu, aczkolwiek przyznam sie 

ze trochę obawiam się i nie chciałabym żeby moje dzieci były 

dyskryminowane, ze względu, szczególnie w polskiej szkole, właśnie 

dlatego ze maja tatę z Ameryki południowej, ze jest Hiszpanem, no z 

takich względów. O to się trochę obawiam. Nie chciałabym właśnie żeby 

nauczyciele dyskryminowali ja przez to, albo żeby dawali jej gorsze 

oceny albo żeby gorzej patrzyli w ogóle na nią. Także do tej pory się 

nie spotkałam z żadnymi problemami. 

 

MB: And I’m also curious, if I can ask, have you encountered any 

problems because you’re a mixed-heritage family? 

Selena: We haven’t had any problems because of that, but I will admit 

that I’m a little worried and I wouldn’t want my kids to be 

discriminated against because, especially in Polish school, because 

they have a dad from South America, because he’s Hispanic, because of 
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things like that. I’m a little worried about that. I wouldn’t want the 

teachers to discriminate against her because of that, or for them to 

give her worse grades or look at her worse overall. But until now, I 

haven’t had any problems.  

 

 Selena acknowledges that there is a possibility that her daughters will be discriminated 

against, given worse grades, or perceived negatively by Polish school teachers because they 

“have a dad from South America, because he’s Hispanic,” even though she says she has not 

encountered any problems yet (or likely not felt comfortable enough with me at this point to 

discuss them). Her concern is likely based on the widespread, overt racism against people of 

color in Poland and the social exclusion of mixed-heritage individuals in heritage communities 

more broadly (Tsai, Straka, Gaither, 2021). She expresses the fear that once her daughters’ 

mixed-heritage identity is outed, Polish school may no longer be a welcoming space for them. In 

other words, she articulates the belief that fundamentally, Polish school is not currently 

structured to accommodate people like her daughters, unless they hide aspects of their identity.  

 Lisa, whose mixed-heritage daughter attends 2nd grade, also expresses her belief that the 

Kowalski school is currently not providing an inclusive environment for what she terms 

“bilingual families,” and calls for a less restrictive language policy, among other changes, to 

allow children from these families to feel more welcomed:   

 

MB: I może tylko takie ostatnie pytanie, jak Pani widzi przyszłość na 

przykład polskiej szkoły teraz w następnych latach? Jak myśli pani ze 

sie będzie zmieniać?  

Lisa: Do pewnego stopnia mam nadzieje ze sie nie zmieni tak dużo. Wiem 

że uczniowie się zmieniają, że ludzi którzy zapisują dzieci do polskiej 
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szkoły jest coraz więcej- i nawet z nauczycielami rozmawiałam, ze jest 

coraz więcej dwujęzycznych rodzin. 5, 10, 15 lat temu tego nie było, 

ale coraz więcej rodzin jest wlasnie które są dwujęzyczne i oni, mam 

nadzieję że przynajmniej Pani dyrektor będzie bardziej to miala pod 

uwage, jesli o pomoc po prostu dla tych dzieci, przynajmniej pierwszy 

rok, ten poczatek, zeby dzieci nie były, nie bały się chodzić, żeby 

dzieci nie były smutne temu ze sa inne, ze one sa, nie moga sie 

wyslowic, nie moga porozmawiac z innymi uczniami. Po prostu coś co by 

wsparło ta pomoc, tak jak [Pani Daria] na przykład robi z [moją córką] 

zeby rzucic 1, 2, 3 słowa po angielsku, żeby to nie było karane, żeby, 

to znaczy to nie jest karane, no ale, ale no, z tego co wiem to Pani 

dyrektor mówi żeby absolutnie nie @@, z tego co słyszałam. I tylko mam 

nadzieje ze to podejście będzie troszeczkę inne bo jednak kiedy ma się 

klasę dzieci które są płynne w języku i po prostu ich się doucza um czy 

ortografii czy czytania czy czegokolwiek innego, to jest inaczej niżeli 

te dzieci się uczą od podstaw A i B i kot i mama i tak dalej. To 

podejście musi być inne i jeżeli polska szkoła, ja nie mówię tylko o 

{Kowalskim], jeżeli będzie kontynuowana Polska szkoła to, i ta 

publiczność się zmieni do tego punktu gdzie będzie coraz więcej tych 

dzieci to może, może by musieli wziąć pod uwagę podzielić te dzieci na 

jakim, w jakim poziomie jest, zna się język. To wszystko w zależności 

kto się będzie zapisywał do tych szkół. 

 

MB: And maybe now a final question, how do you see, for example, the 

future of Polish school in the next few years? How do you think it will 

change? 

Lisa: To a certain extent, I hope that it won’t change too much. I know 

that the students are changing, that there are more people sending 

their children to school who- and I even spoke to the teachers, that 
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there are more bilingual families 5, 10, 15 years ago this wasn’t an 

issue, but there are more and more families who are bilingual and they, 

I hope that at least the principal will take this more into 

consideration, that they help these children, at least the first year, 

at the beginning, so that the children aren’t, wouldn’t be afraid of 

coming, so they wouldn’t be sad that they are different, that they’re 

not able to express themselves, that they can’t talk to other students. 

Just something that would support them, like [Miss Daria] for instance 

does with [my daughter], where she’ll throw 1, 2, 3 words out in 

English, for that to not be punished, I mean, it’s not punished, but, 

but from what I know, the principal says to absolutely not do that @@, 

from what I heard. So I just hope the approach will be a little 

different, because after all, if you have a class full of children who 

are fluent in the language and they’re just filling in some gaps in 

writing or reading, or in whatever else, then it’s different from 

children learning the basics of A and B and cat and mom and so on. The 

approach has to be different and if Polish school, and I’m not talking 

only about [the Kowalski school], if Polish school is to continue, and 

the audience changes to the point where there will be more and more of 

these kids, maybe, maybe they’ll have to take that into account and 

divide up the kids based on the level on which they know the language. 

Everything depends on who will sign up for these schools.  

 

 Lisa does not directly claim ownership of the feelings of exclusion that she cites, but 

rather speaks about the needs of “bilingual families” as a collective. She says that she hopes the 

principal will institute some changes so that children “wouldn’t be afraid of coming, so they 

wouldn’t be sad that they are different, that they’re not able to express themselves, that they can’t 

talk to other students,” implying that children like hers currently do feel this way. She then 
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describes some practices she believes would allow children like hers to feel more supported, 

including allowing for translanguaging on the part of teachers, and grouping children according 

to language ability rather than strictly according to age. However, there is the sentiment that 

these changes will not occur unless “the audience changes to the point where there will be more 

and more of these kids.” It was common among the parents from mixed-heritage families to say 

that though their children would benefit from more support, they do not expect the 

administration or teachers to institute changes to accommodate only a few students per class. 

Therefore, in this transitional phase of the school’s history, mixed-heritage parents rarely expect 

for their children’s educational and emotional needs to be fully met by the Kowalski school, but 

they view attendance as beneficial nonetheless. It is evident, though, that most mixed-heritage 

parents do not position themselves as a legitimate audience for Polish HLE, but they express 

hope that this might change in the future.  

 In contrast, none of the parents from single-heritage families that I interviewed expressed 

feeling as if the practices at the school were not supporting their children, or that the instructional 

level was too difficult for them to follow. This reinforces the argument that the Kowalski school 

is currently structured to support a narrow, essentialized version of Polish cultural and linguistic 

development. For instance, parents like Sylvia directly discussed feeling as if the school was 

very well suited to her daughter’s needs, especially since her and her husband laid a strong 

foundation of speaking to their daughter only in Polish and introducing her to Polish literature 

and media from a young age. When asked if she believes the level at the school is appropriate for 

her daughter, she replied: 

 

Sylvia: Ale co oni mają, no mają te czytanki, mają te zadanie które 

odrabiają, mają dużo ortografii, gramatyki, maja czytanki do 
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przeczytania. Na przykład często mają taką czytankę o której muszą 

opowiedzieć. Więc ja sądzę że [moja córka] raczej nie ma z tym 

problemu, bo jak rozmawiamy, to odpowiedzieć później z tej czytanki na 

pytania, to raczej tez nie ma problemu odpowiadać na pytania. Ładnie 

się przygotowała. Kiedyś była czytanka o Chopinie i tam trzeba było 

odpowiedzieć. Też taki quiz miał być, to trochę łamała sobie język na 

tej Żelazowej Woli ale dużo zapamiętała i właśnie odpowiadała na te 

pytania. Także ja myślę jak na ten czas, to jest chyba poziom dla mnie 

odpowiedni. 

 

Sylvia: Well, what do they have, they have those readings, they have 

those assignments that they do, they have a lot of writing, grammar, 

they have readings to do. For example they often have a reading that 

they have to discuss. So I think that my daughter doesn’t really have a 

problem with this, because when we’re talking, when it comes to 

answering questions about the reading, she doesn’t have a problem 

responding to these questions. She prepares really well. At some point, 

they had a reading about Chopin and you had to answer questions. There 

was supposed to be a quiz too, so she was having trouble pronouncing 

“Żelazowej Woli,” but she remembered a lot and she was answering the 

questions. So I think that for now, the level is appropriate for her.  

 

 This excerpt demonstrates that students like Sylvia’s daughter are able to complete Polish 

school assignments effectively and independently, while remaining engaged and appropriately 

challenged. Sylvia’s daughter received plentiful written and spoken Polish input from both of her 

parents from birth, attended a Polish language preschool, and continues to socialize with Polish 

peers. Hers is the level of exposure needed to excel in her third grade class. There were students 

in her class, from both single- and mixed-heritage backgrounds who received less exposure to 
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Polish in the home and struggled more to complete assignments independently, indicating that a 

significant amount of home language exposure was required to succeed. The principal and 

teachers were aware that many students would not be able to complete assignments and readings 

independently, and therefore positioned their parents as necessary co-educators, who would need 

to assist with homework. While there were ongoing efforts to locate textbooks and lessons that 

would better match the ability levels of the students, the predominant solution was to accept that 

most students who had received limited Polish exposure at home would need significant 

assistance from their parents.  

 Furthermore, some parents positioned themselves as good and diligent co-educators if 

they were able to maintain a Polish-only family language policy at home, framing the issue as a 

matter of perseverance more so than of systemic pressures. For instance, David, who lives in a 

multigenerational, fully Polish-speaking household, when asked if he believes raising a child 

bilingually in the US is difficult, responded:  

 

David: Powiem tak, moja personalna opinia, myślę ze jest trudno, jest 

trudno, ale jest to do zrobienia, jest to do przeskoczenia. Po prostu 

kwestia podejścia rodziców tylko i wyłącznie, takie jest moje 

personalne zdanie, dlatego ze to od rodziców zależy czym będzie dziecko 

nasiąkać. To znaczy w tym sensie czy będzie na przykład mieć kontakt z 

literatura polska, ze słowem polskim pisanym, czytanym, jakie będzie 

oglądać programy, czy będzie się mu podsuwać bajki, to ma ogromny 

wpływ, a szczególnie w tych wczesnych latach rozwojowych, tak jak 

mówimy od trzech lat w górę gdzie już dziecko ma znajomość, poznaje 

literki, zaczyna się uczyć, zaczyna czytać, zaczyna pisać, zaczyna już 

być bardzo ciekawy tego wszystkiego. Więc, ja zauważyłem na przykład 

osobiście ze jeśli chodzi o grono naszych znajomych, dużo znajomych, 
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powiedzmy że posługują się językiem angielskim na poziomie 

średniozaawansowanym bądź komunikatywnym, jest to może dla nich wygodne 

podsuwać dzieciom anglojęzyczne tylko i wyłącznie książki, jakieś 

publikacje czy wideo nagrania. My staramy się to trzymać jakoś, na ile 

to możliwe, z balansu wyrasowane. 

 

David: I will say this, my personal opinion, I think it’s difficult, it 

is difficult, but it’s possible, it’s achievable. It’s just a matter of 

the parents’ approach, exclusively, that’s my personal opinion, because 

it’s on the parents, what the kid will be immersed in. I mean, in the 

sense that, whether he will have contact with Polish literature, with 

the Polish written word, what shows he will watch, will he be given 

storybooks, that has a huge impact, especially in the early 

developmental years, so we’re talking three years and above, when the 

child already has some sense, he’s learning letters, he’s starting to 

learn, he’s starting to read, he’s starting to write, he’s starting to 

be curious about things like that. So I noticed for instance, when it 

comes to our friends, many of our friends, let’s say they use English 

on an intermediate level, maybe communicative, it’s maybe convenient 

for them to give their children exclusively English books, 

publications, maybe video recordings. We try to keep things, as much as 

possible, fairly balanced.  

 

 David notes that “it’s just a matter of the parents’ approach, exclusively,” how much they 

commit to sustaining minority language input in the home, contrasting that with the “convenient” 

approach of succumbing to majority language shift. Therefore, the extent to which parents are 

able to serve as co-educators is framed by Kowalski school leadership and several parents as one 

of willpower, which sets many families up for frustration and feelings of shame and inadequacy 
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(King & Fogle, 2006). Within this storyline, parents like Lisa, who work full time and carry the 

responsibility of Polish cultural and linguistic transmission alone within their families are 

positioned as not determined enough, at best, and lazy, at worst, when it comes to collaborating 

with the Kowalski school on furthering cultural survival. Furthermore, this storyline erases the 

cultural and linguistic capital that parents transmit outside of the monocultural and monoglossic 

Polish standard. This can be quite disempowering and points to the need for a shift in storylines 

that acknowledges the needs and strengths of these families.  

 

5.3 Conclusion 

School administrators and teachers overall construct a similar purpose for Polish HLE to 

that seen in policy and promotional documents, namely, Simon’s (2018) Preservation, 

Protection, and Defense Metanarrative. They take a mostly protective, preservationist stance 

towards Polish identity, which is intended to serve “traditional” families who also prioritize 

cultural safeguarding. Teachers enact their position as cultural keepers through paying 

continuous homage to national trauma narratives and attempting to showcase a rehabilitated 

image of Polish immigrants through community events. The school’s dominant stance, voiced by 

the principal and school leadership, is that if the Kowalski school is to take on the responsibility 

of introducing (Park, 2018) children to Polish culture, parents (particularly those from mixed-

heritage families) will need to become more involved as co-educators. However, the construction 

of mixed-heritage families’ cultural practices as inauthentic is partially what leads to the 

assumption that some students need to be introduced to Polish traditions, while for other 

students, their cultural capital needs to be merely reinforced.   
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 Parents, on the other hand, constructed a purpose for Polish HLE that was often more in 

line with Simon’s (2018) Preservation Metanarrative. Namely, they were concerned with the 

intergenerational transmission of Polish language and culture, but their stance did not contain as 

many elements of safeguarding and reactivity as those of school staff. Additionally, rather than 

being polarized along the lines of patriotic motivation vs. instrumentalist motivation for Polish 

instruction, single- and mixed-heritage families seemed more alike than not in how they 

positioned the purpose of the school, relative to the Preservation metanarrative. However, in 

contrast with single-heritage families, parents from mixed-heritage families acknowledged that 

the school was not designed to meet their needs, but carried hope that it could evolve to do so in 

the future, by allowing for more flexibility in language practices and class groupings. The 

contrasting metanarratives between school staff and parents contributed to processes of silence, 

erasure and resistance around issues of discrimination and attrition, in addition to emerging 

curricular efforts to address the contrast. These topics will be explored in Chapter 6.  
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CHAPTER 6: STAKEHOLDER RESPONSES TO CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS  

While Chapters 4 and 5 explored how the purpose and intended audience of Polish HLE 

is undergoing a generational shift, Chapter 6 will explore how stakeholders are responding to 

that shift and how tensions between the different metanarratives circulating within the school 

(Simon, 2018) manifest discursively and through curricular actions. In other words, Chapter 6 

shifts its attention to the “acts” portion of the positioning triangle (Davies & Harré, 1990), 

focusing on how actions described in narratives and observed in classrooms are made intelligible 

within the storylines governing the Kowalski school. The Preservation, Protection, and Defense 

metanarrative, which is dominant among the staff, presupposes a perceived threat to community 

identity. Among most heritage communities, the perception of an outside threat results in a 

protective constriction of the boundaries around community identity, namely a process of 

essentialization (Creese & Blackledge, 2011; Simon, 2018). In the case of the Polish community, 

essentialization is tied to an identification with Whiteness and Catholicism, and monoglossic 

ideologies around speaking Polish. In turn, the Preservation metanarrative, which surfaces 

among select teachers and most parents, is characterized by a desire for the survival of 

community identity, but lacks the perception of a pressing threat to that identity, or demonstrates 

the processing of historical trauma narratives to an extent that they do not inspire a need to 

protect against their reoccurrence. Therefore, stakeholders who subscribe to this metanarrative 

tend to express more openness around accepting heterogeneity within community identity as well 

as changes to that identity.  

This results in divergent impulses at the institutional level. Namely, the essentialization 

of Polish identity and the perpetuation of systems of Whiteness and Catholicism at the school is 

achieved largely through silence around and even erasure of religious, cultural, and racial 
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diversity, and through teachers and administrators deflecting responsibility for the exclusion 

experienced by mixed-heritage and non-Catholic families and students. Meanwhile, the 

recognition (whether welcome or begrudging) that school demographics and student language 

profiles are changing has led to innovations at the curricular level, including the use of new 

textbooks, teacher training in experiential learning, and the productive use of translanguaging in 

classes. By delving into these dynamics, the current chapter will explore the question: 

3. How do stakeholders address the changing audience of Polish HLE?  

 I argue that stakeholders address this change largely by minimizing or trying to erase the 

school’s religious, cultural, and racial diversity, while making efforts to address the linguistic 

changes in the student population by employing new textbooks & new teaching methods. Many 

interviews with both educators and parents contained what Thompson (2018) refers to as 

“troubled stories,” which reflect “an impulse to preserve a sense of coherence (Linde, 1993), 

while at the same time reflects a counterimpulse not to disclose activities and experiences that 

are destabilizing and uncomfortable” (p. 62). Thompson (2018) applied the concept to stories 

about anti-German sentiment, which many of her participants displayed some level of resistance 

to telling, since they contradicted the neat storyline of Germans being a model immigrant group 

and assimilating into American society fairly seamlessly. In other words, Thompson noted that 

her participants were torn between a desire to share a collective, largely accepted story about 

American belonging, and a desire to share a less discussed history of marginalization and forced 

language loss that would imply a partially shared experience with newer Mexican immigrants in 

the Midwest. In the case of the Kowalski school, educators and parents were torn between an 

impulse to portray the school as welcoming, effective, and responsive to all students, and a 
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counterimpulse to name shortcomings and experiences of exclusion that show up because the 

school has not fully acknowledged the diversity that exists among the student population.  

 Many stories in my interviews become “troubled” (Thompson, 2018) because they seek 

to talk around issues that cannot be fully acknowledged within the space of the school, and 

therefore point at crucial silences in the official narrative. Castagano (2008) notes how practices 

of silence and silencing in schools, specifically around race, maintain and legitimate Whiteness. 

She draws on Fine’s (1991) notion of silencing, which refers to: 

the formal and informal ways schools control who can speak, what can and cannot be 

spoken, and whose discourse must be controlled (Cummins 1986). Inside public schools, 

particularly low-income public schools, there persists a systematic commitment to not 

name those aspects of social life or of schooling that activate social anxieties (Brodkey 

1987). With important exceptions, school-based silencing precludes official conversation 

about controversy, inequity, and critique (Fine 1987). [Fine 1991:33] 

 Castagano (2008) explains that while silences denote absences, silencing is an act done to 

someone else, though it is also the case that “Often, silence on the part of teachers leads to the 

silencing of students and the formation of a norm of silence around certain topics,” (p. 318). 

Castagano argued that teachers’ silence around race and racist incidents in class created a space 

where business as usual was rationalized, inequities were sustained, and privilege was protected. 

Therefore, by failing to address race, educators were failing to address student needs. In the case 

of the Kowalski school, silence around race, multicultural practices, and non-Catholic religions 

serves to preserve an essentialized version of Polish heritage, and to sustain the institutional 

status quo. Rather than simply being recognized through salient absences (Linde, 2009), these 

silences were highlighted in troubled stories that emerged about mixed-heritage students 
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experiencing exclusion in class, non-traditional families dropping out of the Kowalski school, 

and erasures that educators engaged in of the school’s religious, cultural and racial diversity. I 

will therefore highlight these troubled stories to illustrate how dominant systems of Whiteness 

and Catholicism, and ideologies of monoculturalism and monolingualism were legitimated at the 

school. I will also highlight efforts by educators that presented “cracks in the wall” (Bush, 2004) 

of these dominant systems, including the employment of new textbooks that aimed to honor the 

multilingual and multicultural realities of young Poles, the move towards more experiential 

learning, which allows for increased agency on the part of students, and the use of 

translanguaging to provide a more supportive environment for students with different levels of 

Polish proficiency.  

 

6.1. Silence and Troubled Narratives  

 Many of the troubled narratives that emerged in stakeholder interviews involved hinting 

at a problem that was indicative of a less-than-inclusive environment for certain students and 

families, and then providing an explanation for that problem which would divert responsibility 

from the institution to the individual. This pattern is especially prevalent in narratives detailing 

mixed heritage students’ experiences of exclusion, and the attrition of families who do not 

primarily speak Polish at home and who do not practice Catholicism.  

 

6.1.1 Mixed Heritage Students’ Experiences of Exclusion 

 It was common for teachers at the Kowalski school to claim that having a mixed-heritage 

background or having limited conversational proficiency in Polish were not salient sources of 

difference for students within the classroom. Specifically, in response to my question of whether 
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heritage or proficiency affected how children socialized with each other in the classroom, most 

initially stated that they didn’t. However, several teachers qualified their answers by providing 

individual examples of mixed heritage students who seemed to experience ostracism or 

exclusion, but they provided alternative explanations for why this may have been, most often 

claiming shyness as an independent personality trait. Martyna, for instance, claimed that a child’s 

heritage, whether they were multiracial or multicultural, had no bearing on how they socialized 

in class, since children from the same neighborhood or mainstream school tended to form the 

closest bonds. However, considering widespread residential and educational segregation along 

lines of race in the surrounding school districts (Roda & Wells, 2013) these criteria could in fact 

be a proxy for race, in Martyna’s or other classrooms. Following up on Martyna’s response, I 

also asked whether language proficiency had any bearing on students’ classroom friendships, and 

Martyna initially claimed that it did not, but then initiated a troubled narrative of a student who 

experienced a level of isolation, possibly due to her Polish language abilities: 

 

MB: Ale było już kiedyś tak że te dzieci które słabiej mówią się mniej 

bawiły z tymi dziećmi które lepiej mówią. Był już kiedyś taki podział? 

Martyna: Nie, bo zwykle wszystkie dzieci dobrze mówią. Była taka 

dziewczynka która nie mówiła w ogóle po polsku, czy bardzo słabo, ale 

ona w ogóle była taka, ja myślę że ona w ogóle była generalnie 

nieśmiała. Ale jak zaczęła trochę dorastać i zaczęła szybciej po polsku 

mówić, bo wcześniej ona była bardzo- ale to chyba charakter bardziej. 

Bo jak oni z nią rozmawiali po angielsku to ona chyba też nie mówiła 

nic do nich. Także to nie chodziło o język, to chodziło o taką barierę, 

taka była zamknięta w sobie i to zajęło trochę czasu żeby się 

otworzyła. I obojętnie jaki język, prawda? 
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MB: But has it ever happened that the kids who didn’t speak as well 

played less with the kids who spoke more? Was there ever that kind of 

divide? 

Martyna: No, because typically all the kids speak well. There was this 

girl who didn’t speak Polish at all, or very little, but she was like 

that in general, I think she was just shy in general. But when she 

started growing up and started speaking in Polish more quickly, because 

earlier, she was very- but I think that’s her character more so. So I 

don’t think it had to do with the language, I think it had to do with 

that kind of barrier, she was very closed off, so it took a while for 

her to open up. And it didn't matter in what language, right?  

 

 In this excerpt, Martyna describes a former student, who she later identified as being of 

Polish and Mexican heritage, and who she felt may have had a difficult time engaging with other 

students because of her limited Polish proficiency. However, as her story develops, she realizes 

that her improved Polish skills also did not lead to improved interactions with her peers, so she 

pivots and says it must’ve been because “she was very closed off” and “shy in general”. While 

this explanation is plausible, it does not address the possibility that other axes of difference, such 

as culture, race, or religion, or strong monoglossic ideologies could have contributed to her 

discomfort and isolation in class. It is also possible that these axes of difference contributed to 

Martyna’s perception of her behavior as closed off in a worrisome or disruptive way. The 

shyness explanation is also one that Martyna used to explain why a current student of hers, who 

is of Polish and Jamaican heritage, has trouble socializing with the other students in his class and 

typically sits by himself during lessons. Again, while this is plausible, the repetition of this 

explanation seems unsatisfactory given that differences along the axes of heritage, race, and 

language proficiency are, once again, salient factors. Similarly, elementary-level teacher 
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Barbara, explained that one of her former students, who had Polish and Japanese heritage, left 

the school due to bullying, and likely had difficulty integrating with her class because she was 

very ambitious and “That type of personality doesn’t sit well with everybody, those kinds of 

‘nerds,’ as they call them.” It is possible in this case, that the teacher’s characterization of the 

student as an ambitious nerd was caused or intensified by the prevalence of the Asian American 

model minority discourse, which stereotypes East and South Asian students as “high-achieving” 

and hypercompetitive students (Lo, 2016). However, in all of these examples, mixed heritage 

students are identified as having difficulty socializing because of their own personality faults, 

rather than educators questioning what about the learning environment at the Kowalski school 

may have led them to feel excluded.  

 Ursula, a teacher who herself is part of a mixed-heritage and mixed-race family, goes a 

step further and identifies systemic issues with racism at the school and within the Polish 

community more broadly, but offers an attitude of helplessness around effecting change. She 

begins by explaining why she feels like she’s unable to productively discuss different cultures or 

religions in class: 

 

Ursula: Ja widzę u dzieci, Gosia. I to widziałam wcześniej. Widzę że to 

wynika z naszego narodu, z naszego podejścia. 

MB: Tak!  

Ursula: Dlatego tak jak mowie, ja z nimi nie mogę, bo często żarty o 

Żydach- to nie ważne po której jestem stronie, czy ja lubię Żydów czy 

nie lubię, czy się zgadzam czy się nie zgadzam, tylko chodzi o to że to 

dzieci wynoszą z domu, nie? Albo o Żydach żarty, o chińczykach żarty, o 

meksykanach i tak dalej, nie? I to jest przykre, naprawdę przykre bo to 

są naprawdę małe dzieci. To rozumiem młodzież już może mieć jakieś tam 
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zdanie, ale te dzieci, Gosia? Czwarta klasa, trzecia klasa, to nie 

powinno być czegoś takiego  

MB: Ale i tak już słyszą, no no  

Ursula: Słyszą, tak tak. I to rodzice jakoś tak w domu pielęgnują. I 

szkoda, bo to zniechęcają się te dzieci do siebie, wiesz. Ale to już 

jest kwestia wychowania rodzica, nie, jak wychowujesz swoje dziecko. 

Więc ja myślę że dlatego ona się później mogła nie zgodzić. Ja takie 

odniosłam wrażenie, ona mi tak nie powiedziała ale ja takie odniosłam 

wrażenie. Że ona się bala żeby to nie było tak nagłośnione że ich tato 

nie jest Polakiem albo żeby tam chłopcy mieli jakiś tam wiesz, żeby 

jakieś dziecko tam nie komentowało. Na zasadzie takiej ochrony bardziej 

chyba. 

 

Ursula: I see it in the kids, Margaret. And I saw it earlier. I see 

that it comes from our culture, from our approach.  

MB: Yes! 

Ursula: So that’s what I’m saying, I can’t [discuss different cultures] 

with them, because often jokes about Jews- it doesn’t matter which side 

I’m on, whether I like Jews or whether I don’t, whether I agree or 

whether I don’t agree, it just matters that kids take this from their 

homes, right? Either jokes about Jews, or about the Chinese, or about 

Mexicans, and so on, right? And it’s sad, because these really are 

little kids. I understand that teenagers might have some sort of 

opinion, but these kids, Margaret? Fourth grade, third grade, there 

shouldn’t be something like this.  

MB: But they already hear it 

Ursula: They hear it, yes yes. And the parents foster it in the home. 

And that’s a shame, because it sours these kids to each other. But 

that’s a matter of how the parent raises their kid, right, how you 
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raise your kid. So I think that’s why she may have later not agreed. 

That’s the impression I got, she didn’t say that to me, but that’s the 

impression I got. That she was scared that it was going to be 

broadcasted that their father is not Polish, or that the boys had you 

know whatever, for a kid to be able to make a comment. It’s based more 

on this type of protection, probably.  

 

 This excerpt followed a discussion about why a parent from a mixed-heritage family, 

from Ursula’s class, declined to participate in an interview with me when Ursula informed her 

that part of the focus of the study is about mixed-heritage families. Ursula hypothesized that this 

was because she did not want other children in the class to find out that her sons had mixed-

heritage, because of the long-standing racism within Polish culture, which Ursula says affects 

student attitudes. Ursula begins by saying that jokes about people of other races and religions are 

prevalent, because “it comes from our culture, from our approach,” and more specifically, that 

“parents foster it in the home.” Therefore, in speaking for the Polish community, she takes 

accountability for an atmosphere of exclusion and racism at the collective level. She also 

expresses surprise that students express racist attitudes as early as third and fourth grade, though 

Kinzler and Spelke (2011) have shown that the social category of race starts emerging at 2.5 

years of age, while Toohey (2001) has captured racist behavior in children as early as first grade. 

However, after acknowledging that racist attitudes are fostered within the Polish community, she 

says “But that’s a matter of how the parent raises their kid.” This pivot is crucial, because it 

relegates racist attitudes and behaviors to the domain of parental choice, which neither she nor 

the school have the authority to interfere with. This is why, a while later in the interview, she 

says that she feels powerless to address racist incidents in class, because “technically speaking, 

did they hurt anyone? Technically, they didn’t. They’re just taking on the view of their parent.” 
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Furthermore, she notes that if the parent holds racist attitudes, then speaking to them about their 

child’s behavior won’t help. In fact, it might aggravate the parent and jeopardize her position at 

the school, since she says, parents hold disproportionate power at community-based schools, 

compared to mainstream schools. Therefore, Ursula’s self-positioning as powerless, due to fear 

of displeasing parents at the school, perceived inability to prove that tangible harm has been done 

through racist remarks, and perceived inability to break through engrained racist attitudes within 

the Polish community, leads to a tacit acceptance of students’ racist behavior in the classroom. 

As Castagno (2018) notes, teacher silence in these moments reinforces the idea that “these types 

of displays are acceptable and that some (White) people’s entertainment can come at the expense 

of others’ identities” (p. 323). Therefore, although Ursula and other Polish school teachers who 

approach these issues with silence are likely enacting the solution they believe is best in the 

moment, given their racial socialization, the discursive tools they possess, and the professional 

pressures they perceive, the result is an environment that maintains Whiteness and alienates 

students who fall outside normative Polish identity markers.  

In order to shift this dynamic, teachers would need to be willing to examine the complex 

racial conceptions they possess, which are likely influenced by what Nowicka (2018) refers to as 

a Polish “cultural repertoire” around race, which they internalized before migration, as well as 

their own negotiations with U.S. racial discourses, be willing to hear the experiences of non-

White Poles, and work to conceptualize a type of anti-racist pedagogy in which Poland’s history 

of racial prejudice and exclusion is acknowledged but Polish heritage is framed as consistent 

with racial diversity. Importantly, they would need to understand how this approach bolsters, 

rather than undermines, the school’s dominant cultural survival purpose. Otherwise, damaging 

experiences around racial exclusion and shame will continue to be expressed as noisy silences 
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(Linde, 2009) and troubled stories (Thompson, 2018), rather than becoming opportunities for 

learning and healing.  

 As it stands, Kowalski school teachers often deny that race or heritage become sources of 

social grouping or social exclusion within their classrooms or that mixed-heritage students feel 

more isolated in any way. However, most of the parents of mixed-heritage students that I spoke 

to acknowledged that their children currently feel, or in the past, have felt isolated, inferior to, or 

fearful of their classmates, attributing that mostly to a difference in language skills. For instance, 

Selena, whose mixed-heritage daughter attends first grade described this unease as follows: 

 

Selena: Tak jak patrząc na nią to mi się wydaje że w polskiej szkole 

może się czuje taka odizolowana trochę. Nie wiem dlaczego, czy ze 

względu na to że tego jeżyka troszkę nie rozumie, czy nie wiem. Taka 

troszkę zagubiona. 

 

Selena: Looking at her, it seems to me like in Polish school she maybe 

feels isolated, a bit. I don’t know why, if it's because she doesn’t 

fully understand the language, or, I don’t know. She’s a little lost.  

 

 Selena notes that her daughter feels “isolated” and “lost”, but cannot fully pinpoint why, 

and hypothesizes that it is because she doesn’t fully understand the language. Interestingly, this 

moment in the interview happens immediately after Selena expresses fearing that teachers might 

discriminate against her daughter if they know that she’s mixed race and her father is South 

American. Therefore, she states that she fears race-based discrimination at the school,  but does 

not cite race or heritage as a source of her daughter’s own feelings of exclusion. This might be 

because while the former is hypothetical, the latter would require acknowledging that she 
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believes her daughter is currently experiencing feelings of isolation due to her identity markers, 

which may be a more threatening statement. On the other hand, she truly might believe that 

linguistic difference is the more relevant explanation for her daughter’s discomfort. In either 

case, language proficiency becomes an acceptable axis of difference for parents like Selena to 

cite as a basis for feelings of isolation, while other factors, like race or heritage, are excluded 

from discussion.   

 

6.1.2 Attrition of ‘Non-Traditional’ Families 

 The Sarnacka-Mahoney article, profiled in Chapter 4, makes the claim that because 

Polish schools in the US are not adequately adjusting to meet the needs of the current Polish-

American demographic, many are suffering from decreased enrollment and increased rates of 

attrition in the early grades. The Polish Supplementary School Council counters this claim by 

saying they have not witnessed a significant change in enrollment over the past decade and 

attrition is largely due to increased pressure and workload in mainstream schools, rather than 

from a failure of Polish schools to meet the needs of their students. Kowalski School leadership 

and elementary-level teachers confirmed that they have been seeing decreased enrollment in the 

earliest grades over the past five years and some recounted stories about parents choosing to 

leave the school after brief periods of time. However, administrators often claimed that the 

school was already doing everything possible to attract and retain new students, namely 

increasing the amount of extracurricular offerings and incorporating more enticing, project-based 

lessons into the curriculum. Therefore, they noted that most attrition was due to a lack of 

motivation on the part of students or parents, or mismatched expectations that could not be 

reconciled. Stories about attrition were often “troubled” (Thompson, 2018) in their desire to 
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present the school as satisfactory and accommodating, but reckoning with the fact that there were 

important pressures driving families away from Polish HLE.  

 One strategy used by teachers was to present attrition as an issue of insufficient 

motivation on the part of families. In one interview, elementary-level teacher Julia described a 

situation in which a student from a mixed-heritage family stopped attending school after one 

semester of being in her class: 

 

Julia: W tym roku miałam jedna dziewczynkę której mama Polka, a z 

mieszanego małżeństwa, a tata był nie wiem jakiej narodowości, ale ona 

po półroczu przestała chodzić. Myślę ze to tez, mama się poddała i 

twierdziła że ona nie chciała, ale twierdze ze to tez mama miała do 

czynienia bo mama była urodzoną tu polką, która jak z nią rozmawiałam 

to mama ją zmuszała do mówienia po polsku. Wiec myślę ze było za mało 

motywacji w tej mamie. 

 

Julia: This year I had one girl whose mom was Polish, from a mixed 

marriage, and her dad was I don’t know what nationality, but after the 

first semester, she stopped coming. I think it's also, the mom gave up, 

and she claimed that her daughter didn’t want to, but I think the mom 

also had something to do with it, because the mom was Polish but born 

here, who when I talked to her, she told me her mom used to force her 

to speak Polish. So I think the mom also had too little motivation.  

 

 Here, Julia hypothesizes that the mother of a student in her class decided to pull her 

daughter out of school because the mother, herself, was a Polish heritage speaker with negative 

associations to speaking Polish and therefore, she “had too little motivation” to pursue Polish 
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HLE. It is difficult to know, without speaking to this parent, what her reasoning was, though the 

assumption on the part of the teacher that as a heritage speaker raised in the US, the mother 

would not be motivated enough to continue sending her child to Polish school, mirrors the 

pattern highlighted in Chapter 5, of teachers perceiving the younger generation of parents as less 

patriotic and less committed to cultural maintenance, because they spent significant time in the 

US. This perception allows educators to shift responsibility from the school to the individual 

parent, when considering push factors for attrition.  

 In their press release responding to Sarnacka-Mahoney, the Polish Supplementary School 

Council also highlighted that Polish schools’ close ties with the Catholic Church were more of an 

incentive than a disincentive for parents when deciding to enroll their children in Polish HLE, 

and that the organization was not aware of any families who chose explicitly to not enroll 

because of these ties. While it is likely that for many families, the connection between Polish 

schools and the Catholic Church is a draw for pursuing Polish HLE, there was evidence in 

interviews with Kowalski school teachers to suggest that for some other families, this is a key 

factor that dissuades them from enrolling. For instance, Julia discussed the case of a mother who 

did not want her child participating in Catholic traditions at the school, and when she was told 

that was unrealistic, she made the choice to leave: 

 

MB: A też mnie ciekawi ten aspekt religijny, dlatego że oczywiście 

polskość i katolicyzm to jest bardzo blisko związane, i te tradycje 

które się odbywają w polskiej szkole, dużo jest katolickich tradycji. 

To czy Pani kiedyś miała styczność z rodzicami którzy albo nie byli 

religijni albo nie chcieli za bardzo w tym uczestniczyć? 

Julia: Tak szczerze to przypominam sobie taka jedna mamę tylko która, 

zapisując dziecko do zerówki mówiła że absolutnie nie chce mieć nic 
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wspólnego z kościołem i z tym. No wiadomo, ja jej powiedziałam że 

szkoła nasza jest przy parafii, i bardzo często jakieś tam wspólne 

święta szkolne są związane z kościołem, więc tego się nie da uniknąć. 

Ale szczerze to później chyba ta mama zrezygnowała i zdecydowała że 

jednak nie zapisuje tego dziecka. 

 

MB: I’m also interested in this religious aspect, because of course 

Polishness and Catholicism are very closely linked, and the traditions 

that are celebrated in Polish school, many of them are Catholic 

traditions. So did you ever encounter parents who either weren’t 

religious or didn’t really want to participate in them? 

Julia: Honestly, I only remember this one mom, who, while signing her 

kid up for Pre-K said that she absolutely doesn’t want to have anything 

to do with the church and with everything. So of course, I told her the 

school is next to a church, and very often, our joint holiday 

celebrations are connected with the church, so you can’t avoid that. 

But honestly, later I think the mom reconsidered and decided that she 

won’t sign her kid up after all.   

 

 Julia recounts that when confronted with a mother who did not want her child involved in 

Catholic celebrations, she disclosed that because the Kowalski school is explicitly tied to a 

parish, celebrating Catholic traditions is unavoidable. Knowing this information, the mother 

chose not to enroll her child. As I will discuss in a later section, the primary choice for students 

at the school who are not Catholic or do not want to participate in Catholic traditions is tacit 

compliance, since the school does not offer alternatives to participation in church services. 

However, because the relationship between Polish cultural instruction at the Kowalski school 

and Catholic services is made explicit by school staff and framed as essential, while religious 
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diversity among the students is unacknowledged or directly silenced, there are currently no 

efforts to change this dynamic.  

 Finally, another factor put forth by teachers to explain attrition is that the level of 

instruction is too advanced for children with limited home exposure to Polish. However, there is 

also a pervasive sense of helplessness around there being inadequate resources within the school 

to improve this situation. Kasia illustrates the recurring dilemma as follows: 

 

Kasia: Bo często rodzice chcieli żeby dzieci chodziły, i tam po 

drugiej, trzeciej lekcji rodzice zabierali bo widzieli po drugiej 

czasami klasie że- 

MB: <Nie dawali radę> 

Kasia: <że dzieci po prostu> sobie nie radzą. A gdyby była większa 

kadra, gdybyśmy mieli więcej nauczycieli może, to można by było 

stworzyć taką klasę dla takich dzieci. Ale to jest ciężkie dla nas, bo 

to by trzeba wtedy, mówię, my pracujemy wtedy jeszcze dłużej, czy 

zostajemy po lekcjach dla nich, i wtedy inny program. 

 

Kasia: Because often parents wanted their kids to go, but after the 

second, third lesson, the parents took them out because they saw that 

after the second lesson- 

MB: <They couldn’t keep up> 

Kasia:<that the kids simply> couldn’t keep up. But if we had a bigger 

staff, if we had more teachers maybe, then we could form a class for 

these kids. But that’s difficult for us, because then we’d have to, as 

I said, we’d have to work even longer, or we’d stay after class for 

them and then have a different program.  
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 Kasia, and many other elementary-level teachers, acknowledge that the level and pace of 

the lessons is meant to suit students who have had significant home exposure to Polish speech 

and writing, therefore students who have not had that exposure tend to struggle. The stance of the 

principal, as discussed in Chapter 5, is that in these instances, it is the parents who must increase 

their usage of Polish at home and assist in homework, becoming active co-educators. Kasia 

introduces the idea that if there was a larger staff, the school could form a class for students who 

have limited Polish exposure at home, but currently, the logistics make that difficult to 

implement.  

Veteran teacher Martyna explained how roughly ten years ago, due to the advocacy of 

several teachers, the school piloted a class meant for elementary-age students with limited Polish 

proficiency to learn basic communication skills before entering their appropriate grade level. 

Martyna taught the class for one year before it was discontinued due to inadequate space to hold 

the class (it was conducted in the hallway), and because several of the students in the class 

dropped out of the school after that year. Martyna explained that the students who dropped out 

would have entered middle school the following year, which is when mainstream school 

responsibilities increase and many students leave regardless, suggesting that dissatisfaction with 

Polish school instruction was not the reason for their attrition. Since that attempt ten years ago, 

the school has not tried to create a separate track for students with limited Polish proficiency, 

citing insufficient need. Instead, school leadership is implementing textbooks and teaching 

methods meant to allow for more differentiated instruction, a strategy which will be discussed 

further in Section 6.2.   

 

6.1.3 Silencing of Religious, Cultural, and Racial Diversity 
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 In order to retain and transmit an essentialized version of Polish culture that would 

contribute to the Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative (Simon, 2018), school 

staff participated in the silencing (Castagano, 2018; Fine, 1993) of expressions of religious, 

cultural, and racial diversity at the school. This included denying that this diversity existed, 

excluding it from the curriculum and class discussions, or suppressing student displays of 

difference.  

 

Religious diversity. Since Catholicism was framed as central to Polish identity and to the 

mission of Polish HLE by the Polish Supplementary School Council and by the Kowalski 

School, and since the Kowalski school is dependent on the local Polish Catholic Church for 

space to hold lessons, the connection between religious, cultural, and linguistic instruction is 

made explicit by Kowalski school staff. However, the expression of this connection is also often 

accompanied by a silencing or erasure of any religious diversity that may exist within the school. 

At the level of school leadership, this is demonstrated by a statement from the vice principal 

Alicia, who explains that only Catholics attend the school: 

 

MB: A jakie jest podejście jak na przykład dzieci nie mają tych 

tradycji w domu albo mają inne, jak są Polacy z pochodzenia 

Żydowskiego, powiedzmy? 

Alicia: To Polacy pochodzenia żydowskiego nie dają do polskiej szkoły, 

bo tu u nas w polskiej szkole są tylko Katolicy, bo jest szkoła 

katolicka, pod parafia.  

MB: Aha, jest taki związek od razu  

Alicia: Tak, nie spotkaliśmy się żeby ktoś miał inne-  

MB: Żeby były inne jakieś religie, mhm.  
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Alicia: Jeżeli w domu nie maja to zawsze przed każdym świętem są lekcje 

w polskiej szkole organizowane, bo już mamy to w programie. Że każde 

święto ma być omówione. Jakie są związane z tym świętem obyczaje, 

pokazujemy zdjęcia czy krótkie filmy nagrane. Ale dzieci mają znać tą 

tradycje. 

 

MB: What’s the approach when, for example, kids don’t have these 

traditions at home or they have different ones, if they’re Polish Jews, 

let’s say? 

Alicia: Polish Jews don’t send their kids to Polish school, because in 

our Polish school there are only Catholics, since this is a Catholic 

school, next to a parish. 

MB: Oh, so there’s that kind of connection immediately 

Alicia: Yes, we haven’t encountered anyone having a different one- 

MB: There being other religions, mhm.  

Alicia: If they don’t have it at home, then always, before every 

holiday, there are lessons organized at the school, since we already 

have this in the program. That each holiday should be discussed. What 

kinds of traditions correspond to these holidays, we show pictures or 

short films. But the children should know these traditions. 

  

 This exchange involves a definitive, possibly defensive, response on the part of Alicia 

about the Kowalski school being a space only for Polish Catholics, which was likely intensified 

by my suggesting “Polish Jews” as the example of kids who have different religious traditions at 

home. Since the rhetoric around Polish Jews is highly charged in Poland due to histories of 

violence and government censorship around discussing the victimization of Jews during WWII, I 

likely touched on a pain point that elicited the terse response “Polish Jews don’t send their kids 
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to Polish school,” which may not have been as pronounced had I given the example of a different 

religious group. However, I chose this example precisely because Jews with Polish ancestry form 

a large part of the Polish diaspora in the U.S., yet they are conspicuously absent from Polish 

community-based HLE. Alicia explains that the absence of Polish Jews and other religious 

groups within the school is due to the fact that “this is a Catholic school, next to a parish,” 

therefore it should be self-evident that the school is only for Catholics. With this statement, 

Alicia is contradicting the reality that exists at the school, which is that there are, in fact, students 

and families who are not Catholic, who would benefit from consideration. It is quite possible that 

Alicia is unaware that there are non-Catholic families at the school, since many do not discuss 

this fact openly with school leadership. She also goes on to say that if children don’t experience 

Polish Catholic traditions at home, they are required to learn them within the space of the school, 

since “the children should know these traditions.” Therefore, according to Alicia, part of being 

socialized into Polishness through the school involves participating in Polish Catholic traditions. 

This, in itself, is not a problem, especially since many families value this type of reenactment of 

religious traditions. However, it becomes problematic when students who do not wish to 

participate in these activities are not given the choice to opt out, participate in alternative 

activities, or explore what their traditions mean in relation to their Polish identity.  

 For instance, the second vice principal, Barbara, describes a past incident in her class 

where a non-Catholic student complied with the requirement to attend Lent services because she 

was given no other option:  

 

Barbara: Tak, we większym stopniu, my też uczymy religii, szkoła jest 

przy parafialna, więc dzieci są wszystkie wierzące. No wszystkie może 

nie, ale większość jest. Chociaż pamiętam, miałam taką dziewczynkę, w 
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siódmej klasie, czy w ósmej to było, rok temu, której tata był 

Japończykiem, a mama była Polka, i ona świetnie mówiła w tych trzech 

językach, była niesamowita, niesamowicie zdolna. I zawsze mieliśmy w 

piątek, na przykład podczas postu, drogę krzyżową, prawda. Więc mówimy 

wszystkim, “Idziemy na drogę krzyżową,” bo to było w ramach zajęć, no i 

idziemy wszyscy. A ona do mnie mówi, “Ale proszę Panią, ja- dla mnie to 

nie ma znaczenia, ja nie wierze, ja nie chcę, ja nie praktykuje,” 

prawda? Więc to takie było też trochę- ale chodziła zawsze, zawsze 

pokornie chodziła. <Nie miało to dla niej znaczenia, prawda> 

MB: <Aha to chodziła do kościoła ze wszystkimi?> 

Barbara: Ale była obecna. Była obecna, tak.  

 

Barbara: Right, more generally, we also teach religion, the school is 

next to a church, so the children are all religious. Well maybe not 

all, but most are. Although, I do remember, I had this one girl, in 

seventh grade, or maybe in eighth, last year, whose dad was Japanese, 

and her mom was Polish, and she spoke beautifully in all three 

languages, she was incredible, incredibly gifted. And we always had on 

Fridays, for example during Lent, the Stations of the Cross, right? So 

we tell everyone, “We’re going to the Stations of the Cross,” since 

that was part of the lessons, so we’re all going. And she says to me, 

“But Miss, I- for me it doesn't mean anything, I don’t believe it, I 

don’t want to, I don’t practice it,” right? So that was also kind of- 

but she always went, always humbly went. <It didn’t have meaning for 

her, right> 

MB: <Oh so she went to church with everybody?> 

Barbara: But she was there. She was there, yes.  
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 Since church services and Catholic holidays are built into the Kowalski school 

curriculum, Barbara was not sure what action to take when a student expressed not wanting to 

attend Lent services due to religious difference. Her narrative becomes troubled at the moment 

after revoicing her student’s objections, where Barbara says “So that was also kind of- but she 

always went, always humbly went.” Not knowing any other recourse, Barbara narrates that the 

situation was resolved when the student chose to humbly attend services, despite voicing her 

concerns. Since there is no system in place at the school to accommodate students who want to 

opt out of Catholic activities, largely because the presence of non-Catholic students is officially 

unacknowledged, compliance or leaving the school become the main options. Furthermore, since 

most teachers choose not to make space for discussing how non-Catholic traditions within 

single-heritage or mixed-heritage families intersect with Polishness, students are rarely given an 

opportunity within the Kowalski school to explore this part of their identities or critically 

examine the role of religion in Polish culture.  

 Interviews with parents at the school did, in fact, confirm that there is a demand for this 

type of instruction, and an appreciation for activities that do acknowledge students’ religious 

diversity. For instance, Magdalena, who has Polish Jewish ancestry and practices aspects of 

Judaism in the US, expresses a desire for more instruction that informs students about the Jewish 

influences in Polish culture: 

 

MB: Jeszcze nie spotkałam żadnej polskiej szkoły gdzie by można było 

się uczyć o tym, bo zwykle są przy parafiach katolickich właśnie. 

Magdalena: Tak tak, no właśnie szkoda troszeczkę że- chociaż ja pani 

powiem że w naszej szkole, nasza pani nauczyciel, [Pani Daria], w tym 

roku, tak nie było w zeszłych latach, ale w tym roku na powstanie, na 

upamiętnienie powstania Getta Warszawskiego, dzieci robiły żonkile. 
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Więc ja myślę że to było bardzo słodkie z jej strony ze, to żeby 

zjednoczyć te dwie religie. 

MB: Tak, bo zwykle jak uczą się o tradycjach na przykład w drugiej czy 

w trzeciej klasie to tylko na przykład- 

Magdalena: O katolickich tradycjach  

MB: Tak, tylko o katolickich tradycjach, właśnie  

Magdalena: Tak, troszkę szkoda bo w polskiej kulturze jest dużo wpływów 

żydowskich  

MB: Tak tak!  

Magdalena: I my powinniśmy to wiedzieć i kultywować. 

 

MB: I haven’t yet encountered a Polish school where you could learn 

about these things, because they’re usually associated with Catholic 

parishes. 

Magdalena: Yes yes, it’s kind of a shame that- but I will say that in 

our school, our teacher, [Ms. Daria], this year, it hasn’t been like 

this in other years, but this year, for the Uprising, for the 

remembrance of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, children made daffodils. So 

I thought that was very sweet on her part, to unite these two 

religions. 

MB: Right, because usually when they learn about traditions in second 

or third grade, then it's only for example- 

Magdalena: About Catholic traditions 

MB: Yes, about Catholic traditions, exactly 

Magdalena: Right, that’s a shame because in Polish culture, there are 

so many Jewish influences 

MB: Right right! 

Magdalena: And we should know about those and cultivate them.  
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 This excerpt highlights the importance of acknowledging that some students may practice 

religions other than Catholicism at the school, even if they choose to not disclose them, since that 

acknowledgement can be meaningful to families, especially if they serve as corrective 

experiences that counter historic erasure on the part of the Polish nation and government. 

Magdalena describes a lesson, conducted by Daria, in which children made daffodils to 

commemorate the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising. The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising was the largest Jewish 

insurrection during WWII, and the act of making and displaying paper daffodils to commemorate 

its anniversary was inspired by Marek Edelman, who was the last surviving leader of the 

Uprising and who used to receive bouquet of daffodils every year from an anonymous person on 

April 19. He would then lay them at the Monument to the Ghetto Heroes to honor those who 

fought and died (POLIN Museum, n.d.). The Kowalski school does not officially celebrate the 

anniversary of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, therefore, the choice on Daria’s part to honor this 

holiday is framed by Magdalena as a very meaningful act. Magdalena goes further to say that 

since there are many Jewish influences in Polish culture, “we should know about those and 

cultivate them,” which can be interpreted as a call to action on the part of the Kowalski school. 

However, acknowledging Jewish contributions to Polish history and reckoning with the history 

of Jews in Poland on a comprehensive, curricular level, would require openly opposing the 

history promoted by the Polish government and sanctioned by school leadership. Therefore, it is 

unlikely to be initiated by the administration. However, taking steps toward acknowledging and 

respecting religious diversity at the school more broadly, would be essential to welcoming a 

growing number of families with more complex relationships to Catholicism than the essentialist 

view has allowed for.  
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Cultural diversity. The pattern that emerged across staff interviews was that although 

teachers acknowledged that more mixed-heritage students were enrolling at the school, and that 

accommodations would need to be made for the students who entered the school with lower 

Polish proficiency, most teachers did not find it appropriate or necessary to make space for 

discussions of cultural diversity or the multiple-heritage experience during class time. Therefore, 

the experience of Polishness that was highlighted was one that reflected Catholicism, Whiteness, 

single-heritage, regular visits to Poland, and speaking Polish at home. The most common 

explanations for this pattern were a lack of relevance or lack of time to discuss other cultural 

experiences or students lacking the proper frame of reference to engage with these experiences. 

This type of reasoning most often led to silencing on the part of teachers, around topics of 

cultural diversity.   

For instance, Ursula explained that because there are still relatively few mixed-heritage 

students within the school, they are unlikely to want to share their experiences, for fear of not 

being understood by mainstream, single-heritage students: 

 

MB: A mówią czasami w klasie o swoich tradycjach jak są z mieszanej 

rodziny?  

Ursula: Wiesz co, chyba nie za bardzo wiesz. My się wydaje ze to tez z 

tego wynika że mało jest tych dzieci z rodzin mieszanych, tak naprawdę  

MB: Tak tak, mało  

Ursula: Wiec, mi się wydaje ze te dzieci automatycznie by same nie 

ruszały tego tematu bo wiedza ze nie będą rozumiane, nie? Wiem że 

[mojej córki] koleżanka w angielskiej szkole, mama jest polka, tata 

jest Amerykaninem, to czasami słyszysz, “A mój tato to tam”, wiesz taka 

wymiana kulturowa, ze “A mój tata w Indonezji coś tam robił.” To mogą 

rozmawiać bo się rozumieją. A tutaj mi się wydaje że dzieci nie ruszają 
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tych tematów, bo dzieci z tych takich stricto polskich rodzin pewno nie 

wiedza wiele, wiesz, o tych rodzinach mieszanych, a te dzieci- nawet 

nie mają tematu do porozmawiania na ten temat. 

 

MB: And do they sometimes talk in class about their traditions, if 

they’re from a mixed family? 

Ursula: You know what, probably not so much, you know. I think that’s 

also because there’s still pretty few children from these mixed 

families, in reality 

MB: Right right, few 

Ursula: So, I think that these children wouldn’t automatically bring up 

those topics because they know they won’t be understood, right? I know 

that [my daughter’s] friend from American school, her mom is Polish, 

her dad is American, so you sometimes hear, “Oh my dad this and this,” 

you know, that kind of cultural exchange, or that “Oh my dad did this 

in Indonesia.” So they can talk about it because they understand each 

other. But here, I think kids don’t touch these topics because kids 

from these strictly Polish families don’t know much about these mixed 

families, and the kids- they don’t even have the knowledge to talk 

about these topics. 

 

 Ursula explains that because mixed-heritage students are a minority population at the 

school, they may anticipate not being understood by their peers if they choose to share their 

experiences. Interestingly, she assumes that if mixed-heritage students were to share their 

experiences, they would be the ones bringing up the topic: “I think that these children wouldn’t 

automatically bring up those topics”, rather than the teacher assuming responsibility for bringing 

in different student voices into the discussion. She also illustrates her point with a 

counterexample of her own daughter, who she sees as engaging in cultural exchanges with other 
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mixed-heritage children at her American school, however not bringing those same discussions 

into her Polish school classrooms. This is because at the American school, her daughter can 

speak about her experiences with cultural hybridity in an institutional space that normalizes these 

identifications and with children who share similar experiences. This is juxtaposed with the 

Polish school environment, which does not validate these identifications. Ursula notes that 

because single-heritage students at the Kowalski school likely lack the knowledge and frame of 

reference to understand the mixed-heritage perspective, it might be futile for mixed-heritage 

students to try to share their experiences within the Polish school classroom. Given that Ursula is 

also open about the race- and religion-based bullying that occurs within the school, this may be 

an additional undercurrent behind her statement about students’ lack of knowledge. However, the 

solution, in this case, becomes accepting that mixed-heritage students may not want to share, 

without creating opportunities for them to share, and without guiding all students in critically 

examining their relationship to multiculturalism. Therefore, this concern about relevance and 

misunderstanding is used to justify ongoing silencing of cultural differences among Kowalski 

school students, possibly because teachers like Ursula feel they lack the tools to adequately 

manage these interactions, or they feel like these interactions would not further the school’s 

community identity project around socialization into “traditional” Polishness.   

 In fact, other teachers justified the silence around cultural difference within their 

classrooms by saying that there is no time in class to discuss cultures other than Polish culture, 

constructing an essentialized version of Polish culture as an instructional priority. Only two 

teachers explicitly mentioned encouraging discussion of hybridized cultural traditions in class. 

However, the majority of the staff had either not considered this as a useful practice or expressed 

that Polish school was not the place for those explorations, because class time should be focused 
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on transmitting Polish culture. This stance reflects an ideology of cultural essentialism and 

ensures that meaningful discussions about different experiences of Polishness are stifled.  

 

Racial diversity. Silence around race was a key feature of policy and promotional 

discourses in Polish HLE highlighted in Chapter 4, and continued to be a prominent pattern I 

encountered among staff at the Kowalski school. Ursula was the only teacher who was willing to 

address issues of racism in her class with me openly, likely because we built a strong rapport 

when I observed her class over the course of five months. However, as discussed in Chapter 3 on 

Methods, my positionality as a White Polish researcher, as well as my structuring of the 

interview questions likely enabled an evasiveness around race with other teachers, with whom I 

did not build as much rapport. Namely, most of the school staff participated in discursive 

practices that obscured the role of race and racism at the school, such as conflating culture and 

language with race (Akom, 2006; Castagno, 2018) or denying that biraciality or visible racial 

difference had an impact on students’ experience of school or of their Polishness, which 

furthered the culture of silence. For instance, Daria responded to my question about the impact of 

biraciality as follows: 

 

MB: A myśli Pani że dzieci dwurasowe maja inna więź z Polska bo nie 

wyglądają jak Polacy czasami?  

Daria: Myślę ze to nie ma znaczenia. Wszystko zależy od tego jak 

zostali wychowani. Więc to ile mają kultur zapewnionych w domu chyba 

nie ma znaczenia czy szanują ta polska kulturę i czy do niej się 

przywiązują. Myślę ze bardziej to czy w ogóle ja mają w domu i w szkole 

ma znaczenie. 
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MB: Do you think that biracial children may have a different 

relationship with Poland because they don’t look like Poles, sometimes? 

Daria: I don’t think that matters. It’s all dependent on how they were 

raised. So the amount of cultures they have available at home probably 

doesn’t make a difference as to whether they respect Polish culture and 

whether they have a relationship to it. I think it matters more whether 

they are exposed to it at all at home or at school.  

 

 In my initial question, I use the idea of “not looking like a Pole” to reference the 

naturalized associations between Polishness and Whiteness, hoping to draw specific attention to 

issues of race and visible difference, rather than allowing for the conflation of biraciality and 

biculturalism. However, Daria reframes the constructs I introduced, namely, biraciality and not 

looking like a Pole, as “the amount of cultures they have available at home”. In doing so, she 

addresses the multiplicity of affiliations these students have available to them, but does not 

address the issue of visible difference, which is often a key determinant of social exclusion for 

mixed-heritage and mixed-race individuals (Tsai et al., 2021). Furthermore, she interprets “a 

different relationship with Poland” as “whether they respect Polish culture and whether they 

have a relationship to it,” which turns the focus on children’s acceptance of their Polish heritage, 

rather than Poland’s or the Polish community’s acceptance of them. This kind of framing allows 

Daria to avoid directly talking about race and the systemic nature of racial exclusion in Polish 

society. Furthermore, following this excerpt, she continues her statement by explaining that she 

believes that theories about the cultural makeup of a family influencing students’ success in 

Polish school or relationship to Poland fall flat, because she’s witnessed several cases where 

mixed-heritage students outperform single-heritage students at the Kowalski school. In that 

moment, she shifted the frame of the conversation from discussing the relationship of race and 
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Polishness to challenging what she viewed as my central hypothesis, namely that a student’s 

heritage impacts their success at the Kowalski school. Therefore, I believed that responding 

defensively in that moment, by arguing my position, might have alienated Daria, or prompted 

more avoidance of future questions, though that may not have been the case. Instead, I chose to 

backchannel and move on to a question about future directions for Polish HLE. In doing so, I 

might have preserved a sense of interviewer-interviewee trust, but I also sanctioned a continued 

conflation of culture and race (Akom, 2006), which Daria may have been willing to unpack if I 

had drawn attention to it. If adequate trust is built, these moments of conflation and avoidance 

during interviews can serve as opportunities for unpacking essentialist ideologies in a 

collaborative manner. 

 Overall, teachers and parents were more comfortable discussing topics of race, racism, or 

biraciality, as they related to their personal sphere, rather than in relation to Kowalski school 

operations. For instance, several interviewees were open in discussing topics such as uncertainty 

around how to socialize their biracial kids, experiences of discrimination from the Polish-

American community for marrying someone of another race, or racial biases in forming 

friendships. Within the school however, racist and anti-Semitic behavior from students often 

went unacknowledged. For instance, in the first few weeks of the COVID pandemic, students in 

the fourth grade class I observed would occasionally make anti-Asian remarks, which reflected 

the anti-Asian discourse in U.S. media in connection with the pandemic. Following one of those 

lessons, the teacher discussed with me how an Asian student in her class was visibly affected by 

the remarks, however she felt it would be more effective to let the jokes subside on their own 

rather than calling attention to them, to avoid exacerbating the situation. On another occasion, 

one student mentioned that he had been born at Beth Israel Hospital, which prompted several 
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other students to taunt him with the statement “You’re a Jew!” eliciting laughs from him and the 

other students involved. Once again, the incident passed without teacher intervention. This is 

reflective of the pattern described by Castagno (2018), in which teacher silence in the face of 

racist or discriminatory incidents in class constituted a tacit acceptance of this behavior. These 

examples serve to illustrate that although some participants were willing to consider the role of 

race and racism within their experience, the prevalent silencing and obscuring of these dynamics 

within the school served largely to maintain the status quo and contributed to a sense of unsafety 

and exclusion for non-White and non-Catholic students.  

 

6.2. Curricular Changes  

 While widespread silence around religious, cultural, and racial diversity at the school 

serves the perpetuation of an essentialized notion of Polish culture and hinders systemic change 

towards greater inclusivity, some efforts are being made, either by individual teachers whose 

stance aligns more closely to the Preservation metanarrative and who want to move towards 

more open acknowledgement of student diversity, or by the school administration, who is 

motivated to accommodate a wider range of language proficiencies among the student body. 

Specifically, this section will focus on three interventions meant to address the changing 

demographics at the Kowalski school: 1) new textbooks, 2) training in experiential learning, and 

3) translanguaging.  

 

6.2.1 New Textbooks 

 According to school leadership and teachers, the Kowalski school has been 

experimenting with different Polish language textbooks in the past decade, in order to more 
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appropriately match the level of most heritage speakers who attend the school. In particular, the 

school has been prioritizing textbooks written for Polish heritage speakers in the US or for Polish 

L2 learners, rather than for students in Poland. Following the suggestions of the Polish 

Supplementary School Council, most recently, the elementary grades have adopted the textbooks 

discussed in Chapter 5, written by a Polish-American educator, primarily for Polish heritage 

speakers in Chicago, which emphasize teaching tolerance and “breaking down prejudices and 

stereotypes,” in order to prepare children for “a multicultural society”. While some teachers 

expressed to me that the readings and exercises in these textbooks were still too difficult for the 

students who have limited Polish language exposure at home, other teachers focused on the 

increased relevance of the content to the lives of their students, as compared to previously used 

textbooks. Kasia discussed how representations of biculturalism and multiraciality in the 

textbooks are a necessary change for the current generation: 

 

Kasia: Pamięta Pani jak byliśmy my młodzi, może Pani już nie, u nas 

wierszyki takie, “Murzynek Bambo w Afryce mieszka, czarna skóra...”  

MB: Tak  

Kasia: U nas w elementarzach jeszcze tak było. Dzisiaj pojawiają się 

dzieci, prawda, o różnym kolorze skóry w książkach, prawda? Że “To jest 

Kevin, Kevin mieszka w Nowym Jorku. On koresponduje z jakąś tam Sylwia 

z Warszawy.” 

MB: O już jest że na przykład Kevin w NY mieszka? O to ciekawe.  

Kasia: Tak, tak, to jest myślę, fajne. Nawet nasza okładka, ma flagę 

Amerykańską i Polską. Nawet taki akcent ze to jest jednak, że uczymy 

się tutaj, mówimy w dwóch językach, mamy dwie ojczyzny. To jeżeli 

chodzi o maluchy, takie spostrzeżenia moje.  
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MB: I Pani mówi że są też reprezentacje wielorasowe, na przykład 

Polaków wielorasowych w tych podręcznikach?  

Kasia: Mhm  

MB: O to ciekawe  

Kasia: Wskazane, myślę że wskazane jednak. 

 

Kasia: Do you remember when we were young, maybe not you, but for us, 

there were poems like “Little Negro Bambo, lives in Africa, black 

skin…” 

MB: Yes 

Kasia: In our books, we still had that. Today, there are kids with 

different skin colors in books, right? Like, “This is Kevin. Kevin 

lives in New York. He communicates with some sort of Sylvia from 

Warsaw.” 

MB: Oh they already have, for example, that Kevin lives in New York? 

That’s interesting. 

Kasia: Yea yea, I think it’s good. Even our cover, it has the American 

and Polish flags. Even that kind of detail, that we’re studying here, 

we speak two languages, we have two nationalities. When it comes to the 

little kids, that’s my observation. 

MB: And you mentioned that there are multiracial representations, for 

example multiracial Poles in these textbooks? 

Kasia: Mhm 

MB: Oh that’s interesting. 

Kasia: Necessary, I think it’s necessary, in fact.  

 

 In this excerpt, Kasia begins by referencing Julian Tuwim’s (1934) classic Polish nursery 

rhyme, “Murzynek Bambo” about a “happy little Negro” who lives in Africa, climbs trees, and 
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avoids bathing because he’s afraid it will bleach his black skin. While some Polish scholars have 

emphasized the racist nature of the poem (Moskalewicz, 2005), many others have argued that 

because it is so embedded in Polish culture and “tradition”, it is unproblematic (Chodubski, 

2006). This is, of course, reflective of wider public and academic debates about racism in 

Poland, where many scholars claim that “the racial problem has never existed in Poland'' 

(Nowicka & Lodziński, 2001), and when discussed, racism is often reduced to physical violence 

against Black immigrants (Nowicka, 2018). Kasia, however, implies that including a nursery 

rhyme like “Murzynek Bambo” in school books would be unacceptable today, and instead, 

books now include “kids with different skin colors'' and characters like Kevin, who is Polish but 

lives in New York. She notes that including characters with Polish heritage who live in the US, 

using two flags to denote that the textbook audience has two nationalities and speaks two 

languages, and including illustrations of non-White or multiracial characters within the textbooks 

is “necessary” because it more closely affirms students’ present realities. Therefore, she not only 

sees value in finding textbooks that better respond to students’ linguistic needs, which is how 

school administrators discuss the change, but emphasizes that showcasing characters who are 

multicultural and multiracial is an essential shift going forward.  

 However, in some cases, the stories included in these textbooks and the way teachers 

presented them in class, are reflective of a common type of racial discourse in Poland that 

exoticizes and infantilizes non-White characters. For instance, while observing a fourth grade 

class session, I recorded the following situation in my fieldnotes: 

 

The class was doing a lesson on Kazimierz Nowak and the Pygmies. Their 

textbook reading was based on a true story about Nowak, a Polish 

reporter, who biked through Africa in the 1930s and wrote about 
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encountering different tribes. The story is about how he meets a tribe 

of “pygmies” and thinks they’re children at first, because they’re 

short, then communicates with them through hand gestures and shares a 

meal with them. After the reading, the teacher discusses how “these 

tribes were uncivilized” and how “there are still many tribes there 

until this day”. This is a hugely exoticizing, colonial portrayal of 

Africa, and the people in the story remain the childlike, uncivilized 

“Other’. She then asks students to think about how they would try to 

communicate with someone if they didn’t know their language, and what 

questions they would ask to try to find out about someone’s culture, 

prepping students for an interview activity with their partners. (FN 

2020.02.01) 

 

This kind of portrayal is reflective of the images of Africa and the Middle East that are 

still present in school curricula in Poland today. For instance, the canonical book “In Desert and 

Wilderness,” written in 1911 by Henryk Sienkiewicz, which details the adventures of a young 

English girl and Polish boy whose fathers work on the Suez Canal and who are taken hostage by 

a group of Arabs during an anti-British rebellion in Sudan, is mandatory reading in Polish 

elementary schools (Nowicka, 2018). According to Nowicka, “Sienkiewicz draws a picture of 

Africa where wild animals, unknown tribes, and diseases threaten the children’s lives, and uses a 

number of contemporary stereotypes: Kali is a “good but wild” black and Arabs are 

“dangerously Other” and “fanatically Muslim”’ (p. 828). Nycz (2014) explains that despite a 

decreased support of colonialism in Poland following WWII, popular culture and television 

continued to portray Africa as a wild continent, which stood out in its backwardness compared to 

Poland’s success in industrialization and literacy under the Soviet-influenced communist regime 

post-WWII. He argues that this type of “(post)dependence discourse” still characterizes modern-
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day racism in Poland. Therefore, the Kazimierz Nowak story may have represented an effort on 

the part of the textbook’s author to present diverse narratives and prepare students for a 

multicultural society, as was her stated mission, while inadvertently reproducing the same types 

of images and stereotypes that have been present in Polish racial discourse for decades. 

Furthermore, the teacher did not problematize these images, though she tried to steer the 

conversation towards strategies for intercultural communication. This lesson is an example of 

how despite stated intentions on the part of the textbook’s author and on the part of multiple 

teachers to “teach tolerance” and showcase diverse stories, teachers’ internalized racial 

discourses can manifest in classroom lessons that further the othering of Black and Brown 

individuals. Therefore, these issues need to be recognized, while school staff continues to work 

towards incorporating textbooks and course materials that reflect the linguistic, cultural, and 

racial diversity of the student body.  

 

6.2.2 Teacher Training 

 In their promotional materials and press releases, the Supplementary School Council 

discusses offering professional development workshops for teachers to address the needs of 

students with limited proficiency in Polish. Teachers at the Kowalski School are required to 

attend a minimum of two PD workshops hosted by the Council every semester in order to 

maintain their position at the school. However, the topics are not limited to working with Polish 

as an L2, but also include planning experiential lessons, dealing with behavioral issues in the 

classroom, teaching history in a participatory manner, etc. The Council also partners with 

universities in Poland to offer a 150-hour post-graduate program for current instructors in 

teaching Polish as a heritage and second language. One teacher at the Kowalski school discussed 
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completing this program in 2015, and noted that it was most useful in helping her conceptualize 

of different proficiency levels and what to expect of students at different proficiency levels, 

rather than comparing them to the monolingual, native speaker students she had taught in Poland.  

Teachers also had a range of responses for which workshops they viewed as most useful 

to their current teaching, however the most common response was workshops in experiential 

learning. Experiential learning involves developing knowledge and skills from direct 

experiences. Hoover and Whitehead (1975) defined it as any instances when “a personally 

responsible participant cognitively, affectively, and behaviorally processes knowledge, skills, 

and/or attitudes in a learning situation characterized by a high level of active involvement” (p. 

25). Beaudrie (2020) discusses how experiential learning is in keeping with the best practices for 

heritage language instruction, in that it mirrors the way most HLLs acquire the language, through 

direct experiences, and often builds in differentiation, allowing students to initially approach the 

task with home-acquired skills, and then adding vocabulary and functional skills in relation to 

the demands of the lesson. In doing so, it allows for the active engagement of students coming in 

with different proficiency levels and different amounts of exposure to the heritage culture. 

Kowalski school teachers described learning to teach through dance, playing games, guiding 

students in organizing community events, acting out historical scenes, etc. Vice Principal Alicia 

described the kinds of teacher training workshops she’s found most valuable as follows: 

   

Alicia: Pokazują nam co zrobić żeby ta lekcje uatrakcyjnić. Pokazują 

nam jak to robić żeby w zasadzie uczeń prowadził lekcje a nauczyciel 

tylko wspierał i podpowiadał. Że to są największe wtedy rezultaty.  

MB: Tak mhm 

Alicia: Natomiast trudno jest zburzyć takie nasze przyzwyczajenie, taki 

stereotyp. Tak ja ja byłam uczona, że siedziałam w ławce i tylko 
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słuchałam, i odpowiadałam na pytania. Ja jako dziecko uczące się, nie 

miałam takich zajęć kiedy ja coś zrobiłam. Jedyną atrakcją było na 

biologii gdzie mieliśmy ogródek koło szkoły kiedy mogliśmy wyjść, siać, 

i tam pielić to. Ale to raczej nauczyciel był który prowadził lekcje, 

dawał polecenia, my byliśmy tylko od tego żeby podawać te polecenia. 

Natomiast, my mamy to jak gdyby we krwi i tak samo uczymy. A trzeba to 

przełamywać te stereotypy i robić to żeby tak kierować zajęciami żeby 

uczeń był zaangażowany, żeby uczeń prowadził te zajęcia. A my żebyśmy 

tylko nakierowywali i podpowiadali. Właśnie nawet ostatnio mam nagrane 

dwa filmiki gdzie pani prowadziła te warsztaty i my żeśmy nie chcieli z 

tych warsztatów wyjść. To była taka szkoła eksperymentalna gdzie 

prowadzili zajęcia bez użycia książek i zeszytów, tylko na zasadzie 

aktywności.  

MB: Mmm ciekawe 

Alicia: Cały czas był uczeń zaangażowany i wykonywał, miał tylko na 

zadanie dobrniecie do celu. A nauczyciel tylko kierował. [Pani Justyna] 

też właśnie na bazie takich zajęć prowadzi. Ale to musi chyba to 

pokolenie przeminąć bo my jednak coś mamy w sobie. Po prostu nauczyciel 

żeby poprowadzić taką lekcję musi dać strasznie dużo z siebie, ze 

swojego czasu, z przygotowania, tej całej strategii, tego opracowania, 

jak ta lekcja ma wyglądać, co trzeba zrobić żeby te dzieci były 

bardziej zaangażowane, jak gdyby to przeorać wszystko. A często 

nauczyciele też pracują, i to dużo pracują, mają rodziny. A żeby tak 

przeorganizować zajęcia, to raz, że trzeba miejsca dużo, i trzeba 

swojego zaangażowania dać bardzo dużo z siebie. Może do tego małymi 

krokami dojdziemy. 

 

Alicia: They show us what to do to make the lessons more attractive. 

They show us what to do so that the student is, in effect, leading the 
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lesson, and the teacher is just supporting and helping. That’s when you 

see the biggest results.  

MB: Right, mhm 

Alicia: But it is difficult to overcome our habits, those kinds of 

stereotypes. Like when I was being taught, I sat at a desk and only 

listened and answered questions. When I was a child learning, I didn’t 

have lessons where I did something. The one attraction was in biology 

class, we had a garden near the school where we could go, sow seeds, 

grow things. But usually, it was the teacher who led the lesson, gave 

instructions, we were only there to follow the instructions. So it’s as 

if we have that in our blood and we teach in the same way. And we have 

to break those stereotypes and construct the lessons so that the 

student is engaged, so that the student leads the lessons. And we 

should just guide and prompt them. I even have two recordings of an 

instructor leading a workshop where we didn’t want to leave that 

workshop. It was a kind of experimental school where they led the 

lessons without using textbooks or notebooks, just based on active 

participation.  

MB: Mm that’s interesting 

Alicia: The whole time the student was engaged and participating, he 

was only tasked with getting to the goal. And the teacher only guided 

him. [Ms. Justyna] also leads lessons based on that principle. But 

maybe this generation just has to pass, since we do have something 

ingrained in us. It’s just that, for a teacher to do this kind of 

lesson, she has to give so much of herself, of her time, preparation, 

that whole strategy, the planning, how the lesson should look, what to 

do so that the children are more engaged, how to plow through 

everything. And often the teachers are also working, they work a lot, 

they have families. And to reorganize the lessons, for one, you have to 
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have a lot of space, and you have to give a lot of yourself. Maybe 

we’ll get there with baby steps.  

 

 In this excerpt, Alicia discusses what she views as the benefits and challenges associated 

with experiential learning. She explains how organizing lessons so that children are actively 

engaged in working towards a shared goal, and therefore leading the lesson, are enjoyable but 

difficult to sustain, due to the amount of planning required by the instructor. This is a frequent 

critique of experiential and project-based learning (Yu et al., 2018), therefore institutions 

committed to this approach often aim to create repositories of lessons or facilitate access to 

outside repositories, which decreases the planning time required of teachers. Through the 

Council, Kowalski school staff has access to resources within Polish universities and those 

created by workshop leaders, to assist in planning experiential activities. School leadership 

encourages teachers to implement two to three experiential or project-based lessons per semester, 

in order to avoid overwhelming teachers and students. In my time observing Kowalski school 

class sessions, I was not able to witness any of these lessons, though this may have likely been 

due to the fact instructors were struggling to cope with the COVID pandemic in the Spring 

semester of 2020, and were not prioritizing the use of this teaching method.  

However, Alicia’s language of “breaking those stereotypes” of leading lessons in a 

teacher-centered manner, echoes the textbook author’s call for “breaking the stereotypes and 

methodological routine taken from Poland” and the Council’s call to “introduce new teaching 

methods” in order to “meet these new challenges” of a changing student demographic. 

Therefore, the commitment to move towards more student-centered and differentiated instruction 

is voiced at multiple levels of Polish HLE. It is important to note, though, that these new 

teaching methods are framed as solving the issue of widening proficiency gaps between students, 
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but they do not address ways of working with other axes of difference, such as racial, cultural, or 

religious. Since experiential and project-based learning can have the advantage of affirming 

students’ diverse cultural and linguistic inheritance, especially if teachers invest time in leading 

critical reflection on the feelings that come up with this type of learning (Carreira, Chik, & 

Karepetian, 2019), it remains to be seen whether a byproduct of these methods at the Kowalski 

school is a greater consideration of other forms of diversity.  

 

6.2.3 Translanguaging 

In working with supplementary language schools in the UK, Creese and Blackledge 

(2011) discovered that teachers and administrators often enforce policies of monolingualism or 

separate bilingualism, in order to protect against the encroachment of “illegitimate” contact 

varieties or of the dominant societal language. However, these policies often conflict with the 

multilingual practices of teachers, students, and parents, and are often met with resistance from 

students, who seek to enact their hybrid identities through language. Garcia (2009) has argued 

that encouraging students to use the full range of their linguistic resources within classrooms can 

help create a “multilingual ecology”, which constitutes a safe space for students to express 

themselves and celebrate their identities. Furthermore, Abourehab and Azaz’s (2020) work with 

Arabic community-based HL schools in the US has shown that pedagogical translanguaging, 

namely the use of multiple varieties of Arabic and English, can be used within community 

schools to construct and negotiate linguistic knowledge in the standard variety of the language, 

as well as to validate heritage learners’ multiple identities, which benefits both teachers and 

students.  
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In line with all of these findings, at the Kowalski school, I witnessed both the 

enforcement of monolingual policies by school leadership, and the creative use of pedagogical 

translanguaging by individual teachers to ensure that students at all proficiency levels could 

participate in lessons. The first point listed under the “Student Code of Conduct” on the 

Kowalski school’s website is that “In school, we always communicate in the Polish language”. 

This point is most diligently and consistently enforced by the school’s principal, who repeats this 

policy at most school assemblies and voices it often when she enters a classroom and witnesses 

students communicating in English. Because of this policy, during interviews, many teachers 

were not initially forthcoming about how they use English or translanguaging practices (which 

could include practices like translation, code-switching, code-mixing, or code-meshing) within 

the classroom, though many eventually gave examples of occasional instances in which these 

practices became useful pedagogically. For instance, Olivia described her use of English within 

the classroom as follows: 

  

MB: To jak Pani używa angielskiego w klasie?  

Olivia: Staram się nie używać, ale jak widzę że dziecko nie rozumie 

polecenia- czy rzeczowniki, przymiotniki, bo oni też w angielskiej 

szkole to poznają, to im czasami mówię że czasownik to tak jak verb po 

angielsku. I oni wtedy “Ah! Aha!” I jest łatwiej im znaleźć zdanie. Ale 

staram się, nawet jak im coś mówię po angielsku to staram im się mówić 

jak to jest po polsku. To jak widzę że nie rozumieją. 

 

MB: So how do you use English in class? 

Olivia: I try not to use it, but when I see that a child doesn’t 

understand the directions- or nouns, adjectives, since they learn that 

in English school, then I tell them that “czasownik” is like “verb” in 
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English. And then they go “Oh! Ok!” And it’s easier for them to make a 

sentence. But I try, even when I’m speaking in English, I try to tell 

them how it is in Polish. That’s when I see that they’re not 

understanding.  

 

 These examples mirror Abourehab and Azaz’s (2020) findings, in that students built 

lexical and grammatical knowledge in the target language through strategic uses of 

translanguaging. Olivia uses English words and concepts to help students draw connections to 

their Polish counterparts. During my classroom observations, I also witnessed several other uses 

of translanguaging in which students were able to layer their understanding and integrate their 

existing communicative resources with new knowledge in Polish. I describe some of these 

instances in my fieldnotes: 

 

After seeing the students struggling with understanding different parts 

of speech in Polish, the teacher discussed their English counterparts 

(noun, verb, adverb), to make it easier for kids to draw parallels and 

understand. That noticeably sped up the progress of the exercises.  (FN 

2020.02.08) 

 

During a reading about the Warsaw Uprising, the teacher asks “Co to 

znaczy maszerować?” and multiple kids yell out “Marching!”. Some kids 

even demonstrate by marching their feet. Kids often respond to “What 

does X mean?” by translating the word into English, then the teacher 

pushes them to define it in Polish. Sometimes they respond by acting 

out the action physically, using their bodies to help them communicate. 

(FN 2020.02.08) 
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[Julius] tells a pretty involved story about going skiing with his dad, 

with fairly frequent but seamless codeswitching (ex. “Jeździłem na 

nartach. Ja miałem snowshoes.”). Sometimes he’ll pause and look at the 

teacher so she can supply the corresponding word in Polish, and they 

successfully accomplish the storytelling activity collaboratively. It 

seems like M. explicitly allowing Julius to use English words when 

necessary enabled him to open up more than usual. (FN 2020.01.25) 

  

U. asks students to do an interview with their partner, finding out the 

most important and interesting things about them. Some students ask if 

they can write down their questions in English before presenting. She 

tells everyone that they will need to role play the interview in front 

of the class in Polish, but they can write down words and questions in 

English first, to help them come up with ideas. (FN 2020.02.01) 

  

  In all of these examples, students are allowed to use a range of written, spoken, and 

physical communicative resources to achieve the goal of a particular lesson, such as telling a 

story about their vacation, demonstrating reading comprehension, interviewing their peers, or 

completing grammatical exercises. By accepting and building on students’ translanguaging 

practices, teachers were able to create interactions that affirmed their natural learning processes, 

and successfully built lexical and grammatical knowledge in the target language. Most 

importantly, students who could not supply a monolingual-like performance in Polish were able 

to fully participate in the lessons.  

However, in these cases, pedagogical translanguaging was still used with the ultimate 

goal of helping students achieve a monolingual-like Polish proficiency. The goal of achieving a 

monolingual-like Polish proficiency is further reinforced by assessment practices at the school, 
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as both informal classroom assessments and formal summative assessments, such as twelfth 

grade proficiency exams, value the performance of a standardized version of Polish. In fact, 

assessment has been identified as a central challenge in constructing legitimacy for 

translanguaging practices (Ticheloven et al., 2019). Therefore, while individual efforts to 

strategically incorporate translanguaging into lessons are already having tangible benefits, a 

broader reconceptualization of translanguaging as a legitimate practice in itself could allow for 

the creation of a safe space for students to explore their multifaceted identities (Garcia, 2009) 

and push back against the essentialized vision of Polish heritage being reinforced by the school.  

 

6.3 Conclusion 

This chapter explored the ways in which Kowalski school stakeholders are addressing the 

changing audience of Polish HLE. Changes in the linguistic background of the students, namely 

a shift towards decreased Polish language input in the home, have resulted in changes at the 

curricular level, in the form of new textbooks tailored to HLLs and L2 learners, teacher training 

in L2-focused and experiential learning, and the use of pedagogical translanguaging in individual 

classrooms. However, the corresponding religious, cultural, and racial diversity of the student 

body is largely silenced, in order to protect an essentialized version of Polish culture that is 

crucial to the Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative.  

In balancing the desire to present the Kowalski school as innovative and responsive to 

student needs with the desire to acknowledge where it has not been able to serve certain students, 

school staff supplied troubled narratives (Thompson, 2018) discussing attrition, bullying, and 

tacit compliance in response to linguistic, racial, cultural, and religious difference. The troubled 

narratives largely served to divert responsibility from the institution to the individual. For 
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instance, teachers attributed the isolation and discomfort experienced by some mixed-heritage 

students to these students being independently shy or too academic, and attributed non-

traditional families leaving school to insufficient motivation on the part of parents. Additionally, 

the troubled narratives showcased a perceived helplessness around affecting change towards 

more inclusivity. For example, one teacher noted that since racism is nurtured by parents and by 

the Polish community more broadly, there is no meaningful recourse for addressing racist 

incidents in class. Teachers also expressed that since the school is affiliated with a Catholic 

Church, all students must participate in Catholic traditions, or at least comply without causing 

logistical issues. Regarding proficiency levels, school leadership acknowledged that coursework 

is not currently tailored to those with minimal Polish exposure at home, but there are insufficient 

resources to create separate classes, tracks, or tutoring for these students. The final category of 

troubled narratives demonstrated ways that staff participated in the silencing (Castagano, 2018; 

Fine, 1993) of expressions of identity-based diversity at school. Namely, in these stories, 

religious diversity was flattened, while students were guided towards reluctant compliance with 

Catholic traditions. Furthermore, teachers illustrated their avoidance of addressing cultural or 

racial diversity within classrooms, noting that most students would not understand the 

multicultural experience, or denying that biraciality has an impact on students’ relationship with 

the school or with their Polishness. These acts of minimization, silencing, or avoidance 

contributed to the perpetuation of the status quo at the school, which entailed the transmission of 

an essentialized version of Polish identity—one that collapsed Whiteness, Catholicism, 

patriotism, and a monoglossic use of Polish into a singular legitimated Polishness.  

Interviews and classroom observations also illuminated some cracks in the status quo, 

meant primarily to address the changing linguistic needs of the student population. Namely, the 
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school implemented the use of textbooks that responded more closely to the needs of heritage 

and L2 learners, rather than L1 learners, with characters and stories meant to reflect the cultural 

and racial diversity of the student body. However, internalized racial discourses that exoticized 

and infantilized Black and Brown communities still manifested in the content and 

implementation of the textbooks. In an effort to prepare instructors for teaching students with a 

wider range of proficiency levels, the school facilitated access to teacher training in L2- and HL-

centered methods, as well as in experiential learning, to allow for a differentiated approach. 

Finally, although the language policies at the school and formal assessments are geared towards 

fostering monolingual-like performance, many teachers discussed employing translanguaging 

practices to ensure that students at any proficiency level could participate in the lessons.  

Overall, practices of avoidance and silencing around salient axes of difference at the 

Kowalski school stifle efforts towards greater inclusivity, though curricular actions are being 

taken to directly address growing linguistic diversity. Importantly, the efforts being sanctioned 

are those that do not challenge the Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative, since 

they support the transmission of a narrow version of Polish identity. However, the goal of long-

term cultural survival will need to entail expansion rather than constriction of community 

identity, since the troubled narratives illustrate a pattern of attrition from Polish HLE for those 

who find their identities and pedagogical needs unacknowledged. Furthermore, if the school 

states that it is willing to educate all interested members of the Polish diaspora, it has a moral 

obligation to ensure that all students who enroll feel safe and respected in their multiple 

identities. This will entail understanding how silencing and erasure at the school contribute to a 

lack of safety for many students, and exploring systemic avenues for working through those 

silences. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION 

This chapter will provide an overview of the findings for each research question, as well 

as discuss the implications of these findings for the field of heritage language education and for 

heritage language programs aiming to create a more inclusive environment for their students. 

Throughout, I also pinpoint areas for future research that will deepen our understanding of the 

impact of the “mixed-heritage” categorization on learners and inform future approaches to the 

study of institutional dynamics in HLE.  

 

7.1 Overview of Study Findings 

 The first question addressed by this dissertation was “How do promotional and policy 

documents construct the purpose and intended audience of Polish HLE?”. I analyzed 

promotional and policy documents put forth by three organizations: the Centre for the 

Development of Polish Education Abroad, the Polish Supplementary School Council, and the 

Kowalski School, mapping how the HL purposes articulated by Simon (2018) were exemplified 

and extended by these institutions. All three institutions shared a fundamental “survival” 

purpose, aimed at the preservation of Polish language, culture, and history through Polish-

medium instruction throughout the diaspora. Beyond this inward-facing approach to community 

identity maintenance, the organizations also shared a “showcasing” purpose, meant to highlight 

positive attributes of the community identity to the wider society, in an effort to counteract the 

perceived social and political invisibility of the Polish community in the US, as well as 

rehabilitate the historical negative image of the drunk, delinquent Pole. Finally, the Polish 

Supplementary School Council articulated an additional “safeguarding” purpose, linking its 

origin story to the need to protect the Polish language and culture from disappearing during the 
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anti-immigrant and anti-bilingual education movement in the 1920s and during WWII. This 

discourse of cultural precarity and attempted erasure in the face of German, Russian, and 

American influence also served as the motivation for safeguarding efforts articulated by 

Kowalski school educators in Chapter 5. Therefore, the survival, safeguarding, and showcasing 

purposes embedded within these institutional discourses converged onto Simon’s (2018) 

Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative, which constitutes a fairly protective stance 

towards community identity, in response to perceived threat. Regarding the intended audience of 

Polish HLE, all three institutions claimed to serve individuals with a wide range of affiliations to 

Poland, though these individuals would need to have a broadly patriotic stance towards Poland 

and cultivate, or at least tolerate, the influence of the Catholic Church in cultural instruction. An 

influential article published by the Polish newspaper “The Review” argued that despite some 

pedagogical efforts put forth by Polish schools in the US to serve a growing number of students 

from mixed-heritage families, these schools remain exclusionary to Polish Americans who don’t 

already speak Polish and who are not practicing Catholics. Issues of linguistic and religious 

diversity among the student body were taken up by the Supplementary School Council in 

response to these claims, however there was a palpable silence around issues of multiculturalism 

and multiraciality and how Polish schools can best rise to the challenge of educating a culturally 

and racially diverse student body. These silences were largely replicated by stakeholders on the 

ground, at the same time as many teachers aimed to find practical ways to better serve their 

students.  

 Chapter 5 addressed the second research question, which was, “How do stakeholders 

construct the purpose and intended audience of Polish HLE?”. It detailed the ways in which 

teachers and administrators largely position themselves as cultural keepers of national trauma 
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narratives, who must protect Polish culture from disappearance, as their ancestors did, through 

the teaching of prescribed versions of Polish history, tradition, and language. It also showed how 

school leaders strive to showcase a powerful, rehabilitated image of the Polish diaspora by 

encouraging students and families to participate in community events and publicize their Polish 

language academic achievements. The chapter also showed how educators often articulate a type 

of nationalism grounded in stories of victimhood, heroic sacrifice, and unity in homogeneity 

(Jaskulowski & Majewski, 2017), which mirrors the kind of perceived threat from outside 

cultural forces as the Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative. A minority of the 

teachers I interviewed also articulated a purpose for themselves, and for Polish schools more 

broadly, that entailed teaching tolerance for other cultures, instilling civic responsibility for your 

local and transnational community, and bringing underrepresented narratives (such as those of 

the Jewish minority) to students’ attention. These discourses were more representative of the 

Preservation metanarrative, which strives for cultural survival without the exclusion of internal 

diversity.  

The majority of teachers and administrators constructed first-generation, Polish language-

dominant, single-heritage, and Catholic families as the ideal audience for Polish HLE, while 

citing second and third-generation, bilingual/English-dominant, mixed-heritage, non-Catholic 

families as more of a challenge, who the school was in many ways, not yet equipped to serve. In 

several cases, the “newer generation” of families was positioned as unpatriotic and driven 

primarily by neoliberal motivations, while “older generation” families were praised for their 

patriotism and devotion to cultural transmission. Furthermore, older generation and single-

heritage families were constructed as fulfilling their duty as the primary Polish cultural educators 

for their children, while mixed-heritage families were criticized for not taking on their expected 
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role of co-educators. Underlying this positioning was the gendered expectation that mothers 

should be responsible for passing on their heritage language and traditions to their children 

before they enter school and assisting with homework when it is beyond their children’s level, as 

well as essentialized ideologies that recognize the traditions cultivated in single-heritage families 

as pure and authentic, while dismissing the traditions cultivated in mixed-heritage families as 

illegitimate. Interviews with parents, however, revealed more complex motivations and 

relationships to Polish culture than educators’ narratives allowed. Parents from both single- and 

mixed-heritage households seemed very motivated to send their children to Polish school 

because of a sense of patriotism, loyalty, or nostalgia for Poland, though many discussed 

complicated relationships with their own Polish identity and with Catholicism. Furthermore, 

there were several parents from mixed-heritage households who were not substantially motivated 

by the promise of educational or professional credentials upon Polish school graduation, while 

several parents from single-heritage households expressed being drawn to these neoliberal 

incentives. This disrupted the clean dichotomy between mixed-heritage families as non-patriotic, 

religiously ambivalent pragmatists and single-heritage families as devoted, Catholic patriots. A 

key difference between these groups, however, was that whereas single-heritage families all 

considered the Polish school curriculum to meet their children’s needs, mixed-heritage families 

often acknowledged that the school was not designed to meet their children’s’ needs, though they 

expressed believing that educators were trying their best.  

 Chapter 6 investigated how educators were trying to meet different groups’ needs, by 

addressing the question, “How do stakeholders address the changing audience of Polish HLE?”. 

A major finding was that despite tangible efforts such as the adoption of new textbooks tailored 

to HLLs and L2 learners, teacher training in L2-focused and experiential learning, and the use of 
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pedagogical translanguaging in multiple classrooms, the institution as a whole is largely avoiding 

introspection and change in addressing racial, cultural, and religious difference among its student 

body. Interviews with educators featured numerous “troubled stories” (Thompson, 2018) that 

discussed the attrition of mixed-heritage and non-Catholic families, bullying of mixed-heritage 

and English-dominant students, students’ reluctant compliance with Catholic rituals, and 

teachers’ tacit acceptance of racist and anti-Semitic incidents in class. However, these incidents 

were often constructed as individual, rather than systemic issues, and educators positioned 

themselves as largely powerless in affecting change. This contributed to the perpetuation of the 

status quo at the school, which involved protecting an essentialized version of Polish culture, 

rooted in Whiteness, Catholicism, and monolingualism. This was the logical end result of the 

Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative operating in this context. The pedagogical 

changes sanctioned by school leadership, such as new textbooks and L2-oriented teacher 

training, officially targeted the linguistic changes among the student population, but did little to 

address the racial, cultural, and religious diversity among students. Efforts at acknowledging and 

supporting these additional axes of difference were left to individual teachers.  

 Overall, the dissertation showcased how the tension between the Preservation, 

Protection, and Defense metanarrative and the Preservation metanarrative permeated school 

discourse and operations. Key stakeholders were committed to preserving an essentialized 

version of Polish heritage, while protecting it from outside influences, while other stakeholders 

saw cultural survival as compatible with increased cultural heterogeneity. This impacted the 

curricular actions the Kowalski school was willing to take to support its changing student body, 

and will likely continue to impact the direction of the school’s growth in the future.  
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7.2 Implications 

 This section discusses the implications of the above findings for the study of HLE 

institutions and HL learners, for theory-building in HLE, and for HL schools who want to better 

serve a diverse student body. It also suggests areas for future research.   

 

7.2.1 Implications for HLE Scholarship  
 

This study aimed to understand the shifting purposes and audiences for HLE in the 

Polish-American context, as captured by public documents, HL school representatives, and 

parents who send their children to community-based HL schools. It built on a research tradition 

in HLE that is concerned with how certain ideological categories (i.e. heritage vs. native 

speakers, top-track vs. lower-track students) created within HL communities and institutions 

impact students’ learning experience, self-understanding, and cultural identity development. For 

instance, rather than looking at “heritage language learner” as an a priori category, Doerr and 

Lee (2013) were concerned with the “heritage language effect,” which they defined as “the ways 

individuals’ actions and sense of self are affected by being called a ‘heritage language’ learner” 

(p. 7). They investigated how the category of HL learner was institutionally produced through 

the creation of separate tracks for what they considered native vs. heritage speakers, and then 

discursively reproduced by parents and students when negotiating belonging in those tracks. The 

present dissertation considered the institutional construction of a related regime of difference, 

though one that had largely been unexplored within studies of HLE, namely that of single vs. 

mixed-heritage students and families. In trying to understand the ongoing shift in purpose and 

audience of Polish HLE, the “mixed vs. single heritage” distinction emerged as a categorizing 

force that shaped how purposes and audiences were constructed and what purposes and 
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audiences were legitimized or silenced at the policy, school, and family level. The study showed 

that from the institutional perspective, recognizing the mixed category as salient entails the 

recognition of a responsibility to serve that category of students, and also entails a reevaluation 

of school purpose. For the individual, being positioned as mixed impacts one’s educational 

experience and one’s expectations for themselves and the school. These findings have 

implications for how HLE scholars can investigate the processes of change occurring in schools 

and programs that are enrolling more students outside of previously established categories.  

 

Implications for studying HLE institutions. As stated in Chapter 1, the fact that many HL 

community schools in the US are now enrolling more types of families who in previous decades 

often opted out of community-based HLE (i.e. third-generation, English-dominant, mixed-

heritage), makes it important to understand what categories are being constructed to describe 

them, and effects of those categories for student investment and school operations. Furthermore, 

as demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 5, when trying to understand who is successfully served by 

HL instruction, who is not, and why, it is useful to look to the acculturation histories (Simon, 

2018) and narratives of threat and national trauma (Bush, 2020; Nikolko, 2018) of a given HL 

community to understand what community identity project is being undertaken and which groups 

are positioned as furthering vs interfering with that project. In cases when mixedness is 

constructed as salient, which is often true in highly socially stratified communities (Rodriguez-

Garcia, 2015), it is important to gauge what role that category or subject position is playing the 

school’s metanarrative and identity project. For instance, is mixedness constructed as a threat to 

community cohesion, a part of the community’s growth, a marker of superiority, a source of 

suspicion, etc.? Because of this range of possibilities, in future research, it will be important to 
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explore the role that mixedness plays in HL schools that have different levels of proximity to 

Whiteness and different levels of social stratification. The different meanings assigned to 

mixedness in those institutional contexts will have a profound impact on the lived experience and 

cultural socialization of individuals interpellated into that category. In a similar vein, it would be 

fascinating to explore the extent to which the role of mixedness differs across HL schools in 

other Polish diaspora locations, especially within the European Union, since the immigration 

histories and social status of Poles outside the US are markedly different. This could inform the 

conversation around how community ideologies about race and religion are often the result of 

transnational negotiations among members of a diaspora (Nowicka, 2018).  

Finally, as demonstrated in Chapter 6, when suggesting or implementing pedagogical 

interventions at HL schools, it is worthwhile to assess how they might be received given the 

metanarratives that underpin the school. In community-based settings, pedagogical interventions 

brush up against issues of cultural protection and the management of outside threat (Simon, 

2018), in a way that may be more obvious than in the kinds of university HLE settings where 

they have traditionally been studied. Therefore, when introducing novel HL-oriented teaching 

methodologies into community-based HL programs, one might consider: to what extent does a 

given method (i.e. critical pedagogy, culturally sustaining pedagogy) align with the governing 

metanarrative(s) at a given school? If the alignment is not obvious, can it be articulated in a way 

that resonates with stakeholders? If not, is it feasible to implement in this context? In the case of 

the Kowalski school, pedagogical translanguaging and culturally-sustaining pedagogy may not 

align with the Preservation, Protection, and Defense metanarrative, but they do align with the 

Preservation metanarrative, therefore clearly articulating the ways in which these pedagogies 

further the shared cause of cultural survival may be a path towards expanding their reach. 
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Furthermore, articulating how current approaches and interventions position different groups of 

students and how future approaches might position them in ways that are more supportive can be 

a powerful way to use theories of positioning in educational advocacy.  

Another major implication of this study is that in studying essentialist ideologies within 

HLE, one can often locate crucial silences in an HLE institution’s official narrative by 

understanding which identities and cultural practices are being excised to create an essentialized 

community identity. This study showed that essentialist ideologies often create a culture of 

silence around difference that makes it difficult to understand the needs and desires of those you 

are serving. Stakeholder interviews revealed that many parents chose to passively not disclose or 

actively hide their family’s cultural or religious background, if it diverged from the Polish 

standard, for fear of stigmatization. This contributed to a sense of distress and mistrust on the 

part of families constructed as non-normative, which then sometimes led to attrition. In this way, 

expectations to conform to a White, Catholic, Polish monolingual standard, as communicated 

implicitly and explicitly by educators and textbooks, contributed to a lack of transparency and 

trust on the part of families at the school. Therefore, this study illustrated how moving towards 

an acceptance of heterogeneous identities and needs within HLE could directly improve retention 

and increase feelings of safety and trust. 

 

Implications for studying HL learners. As this study, along with others (i.e. Doerr & Lee, 

2013; Park, 2018) have demonstrated, the categories into which HL students and their parents are 

interpellated have a profound influence on their identity development, sense of safety and 

belonging at an HL school, and expectations for their HL learning. In creating subject positions 

that exist in their opposition to an essentialized standard, for instance, non-Catholic, mixed-
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heritage, or bilingual, educators can create tiers of legitimacy within a school that impact the 

ways students can participate in instruction. Studying how these tiers of legitimacy are 

institutionally constructed and then either reproduced or resisted by students and families 

themselves provides deep insight into how HL identity is transmitted. This study was the first to 

explore how tiers of legitimacy are constructed along lines of single vs multiple heritage 

affiliation within a community-based HL context, and how ideas of patriotism, religiosity, and 

loyalty are overlaid on this axis of difference. However, what this study did not highlight, but 

would be incredibly valuable to research in the future, is how HL school students constructed as 

mixed understand their own experience within that setting. Namely, how does that category or 

facet of their identity impact their relationship to the given HLE institution and heritage culture 

more broadly? Furthermore, how are these students socialized into transnational conceptions of 

race, religion, and culture (Nowicka, 2018) through HL schools and programs, and how do they 

experience social exclusion and inclusion within these spaces? This could speak to ongoing work 

in Europe (Puskàs & Andersson, 2021) about what identity markers and ideological positions 

constitute “the norm” within educational contexts like preschools, youth centers, and schools, 

and how they affect students’ abilities to participate in everyday activities. Finally, exploring 

how hierarchies of legitimacy constructed within HL schools are carried into, contested, or 

informed by interactional spaces outside of these schools, such as religious institutions, 

mainstream schools, online communities, or homes could paint a more holistic picture of how 

HL identity is formed and how the category of “mixed-heritage” is experienced at the 

intersection of these spaces.  

  

7.2.2 Contribution to Theory 
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 This study responded to Kayi-Aydar and Miller’s (2018) call for more studies that 

address the relationship between micro-level positionings and macro-level discourses in 

educational contexts, as a way to counter the micro-interactional bias in studies of positioning in 

language education. In particular, it built on Simon’s (2018) approach of tracing the way 

transnational discourses around nationalism, politics, race, tolerance, etc., all contribute to the 

metanarratives, or “patterns of reasoning” (Harré et al., 2009, p. 5) that shape instructional and 

interactional processes at HL schools. This is an effective way of tracing how sociopolitical 

conversations and debates about national identity occurring within the home country can be 

remixed by diaspora communities and become the organizing principles behind HL schooling. 

Simon (2013, 2018) ties the purposes of HL schools to the acculturation histories of a given 

community and describes how combinations of purposes exemplify distinct approaches to 

managing threat. The main sources of threat that Simon (2018) describes are negative 

perceptions of the immigrant community by the host community, past or present stereotyping, 

and real or perceived discrimination based on language, race, ethnicity, or religion. I extend this 

framework by adding unprocessed historical trauma as a source of threat that influences micro-

level positioning at HL schools and promotes the constriction of community identity, and  by 

developing the notion of metanarrative shift as a model for understanding organizational change. 

The fear that Poland’s historical trauma (Rush, 2020) will be forgotten or unacknowledged 

appears as an important driving force behind the Kowalski school’s focus on partition and WWII 

narratives as linchpins of national identity. Additionally, resistance to acknowledging the 

historical trauma inflicted on minority groups in Poland within political discourse and in 

educational curricula is intended to protect against negative perceptions developing within the 

ethnic or diasporic group itself, though it often ends up polarizing the group according to which 
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counternarrative its members subscribe (Nikolko, 2018), and alienating minority group members 

who find their perspective erased or delegitimized. Within the Kowalski school, distinct 

approaches to nationalism and with it, to historical trauma, resulted in distinct approaches to 

historical and cultural instruction, which corresponded to different metanarratives: Preservation, 

Protection, and Defense vs. Preservation. Furthermore, resistance to acknowledging historical 

trauma against minority groups led to the silencing of non-White and Jewish perspectives during 

lessons, except in one notable case, constructing these identities as marginal within the space of 

the school. My analysis therefore showed the intimate connection between approaches to 

national trauma, the performance of national identity, and the positioning of different groups 

within the school.  

Furthermore, the study highlighted the fluidity in Simon’s (2018) metanarrative 

categorization, by capturing the process of generational shift in the acculturation experience, and 

therefore in the governing metanarrative of the school. At the conclusion of her 2018 book, 

Simon mentions that “supplementary schools can hold multiple positionings that correspond with 

generational differences,” (p. 215), though it is beyond the scope of her project to explore how 

these generational differences manifest. This study picks up that thread by not only showing how 

they manifest, but also by pinpointing the opportunities for institutional progress that are birthed 

from that tension. Understanding how demographic changes relate to changes in the social 

positioning of HL schools provides the foundation for a more comprehensive model of how HL 

institutions evolve.  

This dissertation also adds an additional layer to how institutional positioning can be 

explored through the framework of the positioning triangle (Davies & Harré, 1990). Simon 

(2018) focuses on how institutions come to occupy positions within a storyline, by being placed 
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in those positions by institutional members. I focus on how overarching storylines make legible 

subject positions, not only for the institutional as a whole, but for its individual members. In this 

way, different types of families and individuals take on archetypal positions within a 

community’s acculturation metanarrative or are erased from the metanarrative altogether.   

 In addition to extending the analytical framework for studying institutional positioning, 

this study also extended Thompson’s (2018) work on troubled stories. Specifically, it showed 

how the concept of troubled stories can be used to reveal crucial silences within institutional 

discourse. Troubled stories are useful in tracing points of anxiety and resistance to 

acknowledging certain social dynamics. By first tracing these points of resistance, I was then 

able to connect the suppression of certain discourses and dynamics to the creation of an 

unsupportive environment for students whose identities and struggles are left out of the narrative 

or whose discrimination by other students is tacitly sanctioned. Linde (2009) provides insight 

into how institutional silences arise, when she notes that, “An issue which cannot be changed and 

which cannot be intelligently discussed, is likely not to be discussed at all” (p. 220). It is 

therefore worthwhile to consider ways in which silenced issues might be changed or what it 

would take for them to be intelligently discussed, in order to promote meaningful progress 

around these issues. In the case of the Kowalski school, meaningful change would hinge on the 

willingness of school leadership to welcome perspectives and viewpoints that it currently 

positions as a threat to the positive image of the school, the Polish heritage community, or the 

Polish nation, more broadly. In particular, these include the viewpoints ethnically, religiously, or 

racially minoritized people in Poland, as well as those who sit outside of essentialized norms of 

Polish identity in the US, namely those constructed as mixed, non-Catholic, and English-

dominant. If that willingness were to emerge at the levels of leadership, it would then be possible 
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to further empower educators to intelligently discuss issues of racial, cultural, religious, and 

linguistic diversity through teacher training (Cho, 2014) or through a consistent collection of 

student feedback around these issues. Furthermore, it might be possible to achieve structural 

change by finding an alignment between key purpose elements that drive a school’s mission and 

pedagogical interventions aimed at inclusion, such as pedagogical translanguaging and critical 

pedagogy. Overall, it may be beneficial to use the concept of troubled stories as a tool to 

understand key tensions and silences within institutions, and to use them as evidence to advocate 

for change.  

 

7.2.3 Implications for HL School Practice 

 This dissertation underscores the need for a systematic investigation of stakeholder 

priorities at HL schools, especially in times of generational shift. Interviews with educators 

demonstrated that in the absence of a deep understanding of the needs of different groups of 

parents and students, fear and stereotyping can take over to fill those gaps. Firstly, educators 

were often using outdated models of gendered labor distribution within families to form the basis 

of their desired positioning of parents (primarily mothers) as co-educators, responsible for 

guiding students through homework assignments and conveying foundational knowledge about 

cultural traditions, literature, and history. In households where both parents or primary caretakers 

are working full-time, this expectation was often viewed as unfeasible. Therefore, it is important 

for educators to adjust expectations about parental roles by aiming to understand the capacities 

that parents feel that they have, given their employment and other responsibilities.  Regarding the 

observed tendency to categorize first-generation families as patriotic and unproblematically 

devoted to cultural maintenance and later-generation and mixed-heritage families as unpatriotic 
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and devoted to economic advancement, schools that share this bias would benefit from adopting 

a more complex view of these stakeholder groups. Namely, first-generation families often have 

very nuanced relationships to the heritage culture, language, and religion, which in itself 

warrants a greater sensitivity to diversity, even if the form of difference they identify with is not 

visible or public. Furthermore, families categorized as mixed-heritage often have many of the 

same cultural preservation-oriented goals as single-heritage families, but may be reluctant to 

advocate for any separate or special needs on the part of their children, for fear of isolation or 

stigmatization. Therefore, educational approaches that might benefit both of these groups include 

culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris, 2012) and critical HL pedagogy (Leeman, 2005; 2018), to 

help students understand the root of their heritage community’s cultural ideologies and provide 

them with agency regarding how to relate to their heritage identities, as well as heritage and L2-

oriented language teaching methodologies (i.e. differentiated instruction, project-based learning, 

pedagogical translanguaging), that allow students use and develop the full range of their 

linguistic repertoire. Above all, creating venues for parents and students to safely and 

consistently voice their priorities, challenges, and desires to administrators could move HLE 

institutions away from outdated models of family needs.  

 

7.3 Concluding Remarks 

Identity shift on the community level, institutional level, and personal level can be 

fundamentally destabilizing. However, it is inevitable that with a shift in the socio-political 

conditions of different countries and resulting shifts in immigration patterns, or simply with a 

maturing of an heritage community over generations, these communities will periodically need 

to decide how they will incorporate new community members and in that process, redefine their 
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identities. The institutions that serve as the representatives of those communities and take on the 

responsibility of socializing its young members, principally among them, community-based HL 

schools, will often be tasked with the bulk of this identity work. In moments of demographic and 

generational shift, these institutions have the unique opportunity to redefine what kinds of 

cultural performance are considered normative and acceptable and how far the boundaries of 

cultural identity stretch. This has profound repercussions for who then considers themselves 

welcome among the community.  It is possible that in these instances, community HL schools 

will choose to preserve or reconstruct an idyllic version of a culture, protecting it against change 

or outside influence, or they will welcome the process of cultural remixing and evolution, in an 

alternative, and I argue, more sustainable, approach to preservation. In this study, I depicted the 

ongoing tension between these choices at one community-based HL school, which revealed 

dynamics that likely also resonate in other HL contexts. I showed how the safety and full 

engagement of a population of learners constructed as “mixed” will hinge on the willingness of 

HL institutions to broaden the boundaries of what is considered a legitimate heritage identity. If 

HL schools choose to engage in the process of serving community members that fall outside of 

essentialized norms, they will need to understand how macro-discourses about nationalism, race, 

heritage, and language that they subscribe to, deeply impact their school operations, and may 

work to exclude the very members they hope to attract. This dissertation was an important step 

towards systematically investigating how discursive mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion 

construct and impact mixed-heritage families at HL schools, and I hope it sets the stage for more 

research on the nuances of the mixed-heritage experience in HLE and on the challenges and 

opportunities of cultural identity shift in HL schools. 
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APPENDIX A: ADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

Personal Background 
1. Where were you born? 
2. When did you come to the US? 
3. Why did you come to the US? 

 
Polish HL School Experience 

1. Please describe your role at the Polish school. 
2. How did you first get involved with Polish HLE? 
4. What are you proud to have accomplished at your time in Polish school? 
5. How have you seen the school change since you’ve been working there? 
6. What kinds of students does the school serve? 
7. How does the school accommodate the needs of different types of students and families? 
8. Have any of the teachers received training in how to teach diverse students in one class? 
9. How do you see the role of English in class?  
10. Where do you source your textbooks and curricular materials? Has that changed over the 

years? Why? 
11. What kinds of professional development have you found most useful? 
12. How would you describe your relationship with the parents at the school? What do you 

see their goals as being? 
13. How would you describe your relationship with the teachers? 
14. Are there any changes you would like to see at the school? 
15. How do you imagine the future of Polish HLE? 
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APPENDIX B: TEACHER INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

Personal Background 
1. Where were you born? 
2. When did you come to the US? 
3. Why did you come to the US? 

 
Polish HL School Experience 

1. Please describe your role at the Polish school. 
2. How did you first get involved with Polish HLE? 
3. What are you proud to have accomplished at your time in Polish school? 
4. How have you seen the school change since you’ve been working there? 
5. What kinds of students do you teach? 
6. Do you find it easy to relate to all of the students in your class? 
7. What strategies do you have for teaching different types of students? 
8. Have you ever received training in how to teach diverse students in one class? 
9. What kinds of professional development have you found most useful? 
10. Do your students sometimes use English in class? What do you do when they do? 
11. Do you sometimes use English in class? If yes, in what situations? 
12. What kinds of textbooks do you use? Has that changed over the years? Why? 
13. How would you describe your relationship with your students’ parents? What do you see 

their goals as being? 
14. How would you describe your relationship with the administration? 
15. Are there any changes you would like to see at the school? 
16. How do you imagine the future of Polish HLE? 
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APPENDIX C: PARENT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 

Personal Background 
1. Where were you born? 
2. When did you come to the US? 
3. Why did you come to the US? 
4. What languages do you speak at home? 
5. Do you think it’s difficult to raise your child to speak their heritage language(s) in the 

US? 
 
Polish HL School Experience 

1. Why did you decide to send your child to Polish school? 
2. Have your reasons for continuing with Polish school changed over the years? 
3. How do you think Polish school impacts your child’s cultural identity? their language 

maintenance? 
4. How do you think Polish school impacts your own cultural identity? 
5. Do you or your spouse participate in Polish school events? 
6. Are you friends with any of the other parents at Polish school? Do you share any of the 

same goals and challenges? 
7. Who are your child’s closest friends at Polish school? 
8. What are the differences/similarities between your child’s friends from the regular school 

and those from Polish school? 
9. How would you describe your relationship with the teachers and administrators? 
10. Do you think the level of Polish instruction at the school is appropriate for your child? 
11. What were some positive classroom experiences for your child at Polish school? 
12. What were some negative classroom experiences for your child at Polish school? 
13. Are there any changes you would like to see at the school? 
14. How do you imagine the future of Polish HLE? 
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APPENDIX D: STUDENT LANGUAGE PORTRAIT MATERIALS 
 

 
 

Prompts 

Head: Color in the language(s) you think in. 
Eyes: Color in the language(s) that you dream in. 
Mouth: Color in the language(s) you speak in. 
Throat: Color in the languages(s) you sing in. 
Arms: Color in the language(s) you write in. 
Legs: Color in the language(s) you do your hobbies in (i.e. dancing, playing sports). 
Torso: Color in the language(s) you want to learn. 
Heart: Color in the language(s) that are close to your heart. 
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APPENDIX E: TRANSCRIPTON CONVENTIONS 
 
 
Symbol Explanation 

@ Laughter 

< > Overlapping speech 

- False start 

italics Emphasized speech 
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